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Imaging fault slip using teleseismic waveforms:
analysis of a typical incomplete tomography problem
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This kind of incomplete tomiography problem arises in geophysics for several reasons.
Sonletinres thre incompleteness is due to poor experimental geometry. For example. the
seismic: velocitv inI thre Earth can be imiaged by using the travel times of seismic waves. The
line Integrals in the tomiography problem thenr have thle interpretation oft ravel-time integrals
along ray -paths, which may be approximately straight lines. Since it may he impossible to
place seismographs in some areas (untder the oceans, deep within the Earth. etc.). some ray-
paths may itot be measured. Sometim~es thle incompleteness is more fundamental, and arises
as a consequence of the physics of thle problem. The problem of imaging slip onl a fault is
onle example. which we wAill analyse in detail below.

Two possible actions can be taken when the data needed to cortstruct an intage are
incomplete. One possible approach is to assume *reasonable' values for the imissing iti
Ilat ion (see. for example. Sezan & Stark 1 1)84: Menrke 1984a ). While the addit ion of thIis
so-,cailed prior information enables one to reconstruct the image, the image mnay contain

rte facts If tlie assumpt ions are in error. A different approach is only io t rv to construct a
filtered version of tle image. where thle tilter is designed to remove f .rom the image any
InfoItfilatioll thfat can1not bie ob-served. This Is thle approach that is recommended by Backus &
Gilbeit f IQ-)t~. wkho poiiited out that it has the advantage ot producing a unique recon-
stluctioir . llowever. it is often difficult to fitnd a filter that excludes Al unmle.Isured ifor-
mlation while nlot comlpletely Ncrinibli ng tile image. As slr~ill be showkn belowk. In somle
itncomplete totrrograplr\ problems it is possible to find filters that lead To imiages with
reasonably good resolution.

Inl this paper we cocetrteo tire simplest incomplete tomnography problem. one where
m01e rarrinle of tP1oiectionl hle slopes iN itrissite C1011r thle data. As We shall See. this probleml

hi~is a simple interpretatin inl termsl of thre properties of tire RadonI nraifrstirtr Furtlrer more.
inetile ray cO~ellage is Nltakklv ho not a/11rmntliallv 1 utrotni . thle reoigprrwei lf

111rt1:111r- procedure %kill n1I he Ir tutIctr1oti0 0 o 10,p1sr 11rnit tire rtrrlge More cmlated tpes
,, 1:nrcorttpleterress 0c:U hilt I!rer,ill\ ilist be explo)red b\ prcl\ rIrrrre1:1rcal tmethird, see.

,,Iexamrle. [rle! , \se s & (jderrureIC 2  \101rke I ix4h

Imaging fault slip as a tomograpm\ problem

Wke thsi~~le pr 11tr. deterrirrirrgIL thre slip1 rIte onl Ir Ilrl rising rrT rleid seisiiti "Jaw-
rirts, \latr itithrirs lirioc rcogni/ed thit thrrs irise problewr is rt ,Ilriplete (see. 1-1
instanc:e. Wk & Ric:hards IPO )sU chpter 14 I 1 Re:etitl\ several arithors rave ntroed ria

ifmresponrds t, If totrograpfiv prolnCII fSpuidichil & Fraier I0, .s RLf 1s5I Tire irs
ietrera tormt ot tis inr~igirig pnrbletrr is 34l), t~o spaitiwl dirrrirsirrs) ott thle fauilt plitre antd
ineC 11WAee . e kill Wirtplit\ tire probleit to two( dirtetisin, h\ aINir1fg that Tire t,11ii11

Is loli 'Ird thin I his sirtiphtic:arri Is rtr.ide so thait tire O'sctital ideas of thle prhblerrr c:i
he preseltined thrit lie rrthenrirci ciulctoi tat arise inI tire planar mo1,lt problemi

\es~tiele( ie 1%%s problerits Ire Ocrirploteki'lrnorlgri itd sinier tire sName kind o
nict1ripi)!Cetetress C\..ept . as riored 6elus. it is sortiess at fsreor [Ire planar ta l e t0r.1r1
tor ire litre~r onie

'lir tfisl intragitig probhetrrI istmnmograipiic iti natUre canl he seen tromr tire eqo1,itrotr
!elaitrtiv slip r~ite n) Y. t ) f nthle .rltl pl~le t ire iage) Is a tnmnictitii if posi01tron. Vitid tile.

to1, tire tar field fFiraunrhrfer appro\intrtionf Pulse Shrape mlfQ. 7) is .1 11114rA101O re1Clei
'Ingle. aird trii. 7 Aki & Richards risK%0 chapter 1.1.

7 (V r,, + xv c:s o dx

ph a tie
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incomnpleteness and fan filtering
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variance Of its width in tire ix,.t plane. since the resulting filter tend,, it, ir.e smnall side-
lobes:

miIriII/e J (.V + t 2) 1-,;2 T x

Note tAt we have choen the t i e-d staire scalig facor to he the propagation ye I cit
The observable sector of the Q, A, =~ W plane theC subtends an angle of 45 . Frrr.dl. we
rote thrat itt order to conrplete tire specrticatrion ot tie pirhlin we inust add s-inre itrrrnial-
!attott. Tsso nasorrahic clrores mre timt rpinruitt filterhare rrtrt arear o1 unit energv

~ i x dx Ar I I a)

or

F ~ , nd J I 1, C

Tlrere are a vairret ot wqav toi rTtpW tren tis optirrztrirn prohlerir. It ore uses tie
rrormtalizatirorr defined b\ equlJII ronhi One call getreraite tIe approachr Thlat Paprulrs
( 11r,13) has uised tor 1-1) tIlters. 1Uris procedUre invrrlveS Using tire calcuIlus ot variatrotis
tor find in F uR Lagr aire equaltiot Or [jo Parscval tirerer carr ihe used to Ohrm- tiat
equITatlrrrTI (i0s) ad ( Th IArICe (rIrLIlerJIC1 t Io

srHblecrt. "r .Kk Jk1 , Jwc= I

ss rr tie regrorn R rh Kirt parr ot tir lk 5. k, = larre rm "Trci P, cam he rotiero. in
ealiri experrrterrt tie reeor A' wil rTme fiie are. siwre tr iitd satrpitr ierval I
tNr sersrrrrrters wrf unit tie data o a disc centred on tire rirrgl ot tire Q, k, =Uc plarre.
TPrwFWle I as ratrge equartis ,theri tile llelnirrlr equratitn:

"shere A is a I agrarie rurlirphir I Iris epriatri I, todhe silted wioth tire isoutdar, corrdiro
tiAt A=1) onr tr brrndarx t A'. While thwr are art rrrlrlrl oI rtrudchs That satrslvt Tits
equattir. rie desird ire is tite iowet otder mode . 1t has the least ailoririt of luci riatrlorl
Oset A'

ISe Friler I agrane appradci assrrtlres Thit Tire data arie kiowit coitrirusl v~et tire
region A'. IIn practice. tirey will he knouwtnl aW i discrete poins xithirt A'. sirce tie snrc
waves frrit rfie fault are samttpled at riscrete tirte. While tire op irrit tie -soitg equation
(I) can easly be dscreised arid Oiter applied to tie daa anrotirer approach is also prissWIhi
in wihicih tire filter Is assu~ned t he discrete front rte %mt start f tire klerioatrort. 13' suhsti-
lting tire finite Forrirer trairstortin tpreertatiorr. I vP. tq I eL if Iur -

2nikq Al Iinrto eqrrabnrs Uwi iti IA-I arid titen rtrrtrlirrp ITie dIfterettiigi equation (Ws

withr respect tin tie finie ntutte of oreficienis aRk we riatt a rtatIn equattir for rThe
1

jk. This alternate approach to dererriniting To,, is; particlalkv 1useful If rite Seisrrrutstgaphs
ibservirrg the ruririg fault are poory (listnIlbtired, leadinrg to large gaps in the coverage or"
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tile (k.. k,. = o. These ttissitg points cart sitrplr, he lelt ort r title tnite Fourier

transform which in effect changes tile shape of R to accotmodate'te data gaps.

We have computed the optimal filter to tile fault slip problem. using the second

approach and normalization (7a). We constrain the filter to he zero outside some disc

centred on the origin of tite (A-,. ki. = w) plane. thus mrdelling tile fact that the pulse
shapes are recorded at a finite sampltng interval in time. The resulting filter is very tapered
compared to tite fan filter (Fig. 5). In tile (x, t) domain. however, the optimum filter has
only very small sideloiies. compared tut pronounced ridges for tile fan filter (Fig. b).
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EFFECT OF HETEROGENEITIES IN D" ON THE DECAY RATE OF P DIFF

Willi-= Menke

College of Oceanography, Oregon State University, Corvallis

Abstract. We use physical models to examine The decay rate of the core-diffracted
the effect of scatterers in the D1 region of compressional wave Pdiff is sensitive to the
the mantle on the decay rate of the Pdiff phase structure of D". Several authors have used
in the core shadow. Scatterers are in the size observed decay rate data to derive estimates of
range 7.5-81 km, and measurements of the decay the velocity structure in D", and in particular
rate are made in the period range 3-60 s. We the velocity gradient just above the
find that the presence of scatterers in D" can core-mantle boundary, by fitting these data to
change the decay rate of Pdiff by as much as theoretical estimates [e.g., Doornbos and
50%. The heterogeneity does not affect the Mondt, 1979b; Mula, 1981; Ruff and Helmburger,
decay rate for periods greater than about 10- 1982; Doornbos 1983; Schlittenhardt et al.,
20 s. At shorter periods, the decay rate can 1985). Since the theoretical predictions are
be either lower or higher than the laterally based on a laterally homogeneous earth, the
homogeneous case, depending on the scatterer velocity estimates may be biased if significant
geometry. We find that a layer of small (7.5 lateral heterogeneity is present.
km) scatterers can decrease the decay rate, The way in which these hypothetical mantle
while layers of larger scatterers (41-81 km) heterogeneities affect the decay rate of Pdiff
mainly increase it. We did not identify any is difficult to analyze theoretically. Simple
major effect of scatterer aspect ratio on the estimates based on the Born approximation
decay rate in the one relevant test that we predict that heterogeneities will have little
performed (dikes and sills on the core-mantle effect [Doornbos and Mondt, 1979a), but since
boundary). the Born approximation is valid only for very

weak, single scattering, these predictions

Introduction cannot be taken as definitive. Analysis of the
effect of multiple scattering based on the work

The structure of the lowermost 200 km of Blot [1968) indicates that this mechanism
of the mantle (often called the D" region) is can lead to significant changes in wave
of interest not only to seismologists studying propagation near boundaries. We evaluate this
the earth's seismic structure but also to the possibility and perform a sequence of model
wider geophysical community because of its experiments that exactly account for the

bearing on the thermal evolution of the earth scattering interactions that occur in a
If the whole mantle is convecting and if the laterally heterogeneous, two-dimensional,
earth's core is a sufficiently important source idealized earth. The purpose of these
of heat, simple thermodynamic considerations experiments is to gauge the severity of the

predict that its laterally averaged temperature influence of the scatterers on the decay rate
gradient would be approximately adiabatic, of the diffraction when these scatterers are

except for two thin boundary layers, one at the near the core-mantle boundary. While the model

top of the mantle (that is, the lithosphere) decay rates cannot be directly compared to
and one at the bottom. Seismological evidence
supports the existence of some type of
anomalous structure in the lowermost mantle,

although there is as yet uncertainty as to its

nature and to whether it can be explained by a
temperature anomaly (that is, a thermal

boundary layer) or whether some compositional E ER
change must be invoked.

Not only is there uncertainty about the

laterally averaged structure of D", but there w
is also substantial evidence that the structure o scatterers SHADOW
is layerally heterogeneous. Lateral
heterogeneity is consistant with the thermal
boundary layer interpret,-ion, since zones of

upwelling and downwellirn and other dynamically Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of model earth,
supported structures are to be expected in a which consists of a thin aluminum plate that
convecting system. However, very little is at represents a homogeneous mantle. The effect of
present known about the scale lengths and a layer of scatterers just above the
velocity contrasts of these heterogeneities, core-mantle interface on the lecay rate of the

core-d,"fracted compressional wave Pdiff is
studied. Ultrasonic sources and receivers are

Copyright 1986 by the American Geophysical Union. used to produce and detect the waves. The
surface Rayleigh wave R is used as a
calibration, since Its amplitude is independent

Paper number 5B5654. of range and unaffected by the presence of
0148-0227/86/005B-5654$05.00 scatterers in the lower mantle.
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100 unreasonable. A thin metal plate is used as an
100 analogue to the mantl1e, si rice at wavel1engths

Long compared to the plate thickness,
compressional waves propagate through the plate
as if it were two-dimensional. The
comrpressionial waves have frequencies in the
0.05-1.0 M4Hz range and wavelengths of several

centmetrs. A plate 2 Is in diameter (Figure
HSHADO 1) can, therefore, model what would correspond

1001 1 to periods of between 3 and 60 a in the earth
106 10 114(Table 1). This is the hand in which mnanyRANGE, DEG observations Of Pdjff are made. The model P

100 waves are in fact the lowest-order
compressional mode of a thin plate and have

- phase velocities that are dispersive.

Seismograms therefore contain dispersed wave
Trains rather than sharp pulses (Figure 2).
WhIile the dispersion is unaesthetic, it does
riot affect measurement of the decay rate of the
diffraction (Figure 3).

a-It We generate and receive the waves using
122 126 130 piezoelectric transducers (Paniametrics Model

RANGE, DEG V10l source and Model V110 receiver), and
Fig 2. p xsl ocroau!Inainrg herecord them with a digital oscilloscope~-.:sco ftn r-dffr itoo cup~ ona Iaw (Analogic Model D6000/630) with an effective

_j function of ring.. tn dyniamic. range of about 12 bits. The digital
ar:, ~ I, 22rr~ng .n a i tnlr i seismograms are collected for both the Pj;lff

W 3;1 7DC *y a dlair-hr< t, rs. 2 TPf PnSe phase ard the lowest-mode Rayleigh wave. The
i~t'-r.-_ or'c r t rigy, ct. ef-e'e w'..r Rayleigh mode's energy is confined to the

1"s 0Ut4h ;' i-2 ne Lipper, laterally homogeneous part of the mantle
lffy _- *SZ3 f and therefore provides an internal standard

Ia r iy .t fr t ,,-hat permits very precise (1.0%) measurements
'h, Jc-t -. ,: of rolative amplitude. Spectral analysis is

theu performed on the digital seismograms to
produce plots of the decay rate Of I'diff as a

s 'ilr measurements for the Teal earth, thevftcit of period. Thre decay~ curve. for a
- 'oide estimates of the order of 'he effec hoiogeneous mantle with no core is a smooth

": d sup 'onical~~lv dlecreasigfnto prdad
ud ugest kinds of features to look for in tronotoia n ucto ipro n
realI data :. r-easonably close in character to the decay

rur'-'e for a homogeneous isantle with a solid

Experimental Design hrass core (Figure 4) . The technology of model
ex..periments is described further by other

~e modelimahorassa . .. , Oliver et al. . 1954: Dainty and
mdlthe ma,,l a two-idimiensioiial ,iuthors 195e ek id ihrs 03

-cdi isi with curved uipper and lower edges. Th is ~ kt~,17;Mnem ihrs 93

;,trlt le is homogeneous. except tot certaini ireas
-I' whiir we introduce scti*r o atteCmpt scattorei Geniie rIe
is maide to modelI the core, the l ower 1 ojudare
a- A free Surf -ce However. since P,;,,. exaine three c lasses of scat terers near:

2.0*.'s rarrinc-idenice iiiierac: ions with thle core -mantle boundary (Figure 5).
herin,, ei'clittle eiierg' is i cousirri d A thick layer of small circular voids. Here
t:~,-he core, and 'his .pproxima ini is nor we place a 128-km-thick layer just above the

:D 100~
t Penod 30 s Oeriod 8s Periodi 3s

a. -3

S 100 115 130 100 115 130 100 115 130
0 AGE

RANGE. DEG RANGE, DEG RNE E

Fig. . Tri 3~p,,- 4r Il Amp itu ' f tn'-' Pj tIf W IVo of F igur. p! ot ittd i.. A
find tion -:1 rainge , fur tnr 'c .rt, periL)aT Nuitat, the arp I lad', do Cays
exp n-ot i ally with 'ist inreiotan the ,3hadow at i rat, that deu,,rei13:s wi th por'i ad. Thn
de c ay rait- s w, -ro m' aaI ur --< b y f it t ing a, 3tra i g t l ine t o t he Oat~i b,-Itwoe-rin r Inr, g,, f
1140i and1 1 11,0. T he 11 v-1 ing A r that. o-arr 0t rang-u grait. r' th[I 1 1, .' (a uU t('
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TABLE 1. Scaling Factors Used in Modeling

Actual Units Scaled Units

General
Diameter 1000 mm 6371 km

Aluminum 5.47 km/s 13.64 km/s

Brass 3.93 km/s 9.33 km/s
Observable wavelengths 6-60 mm 38-380 km

Observable periods 1-20 microseconds 3-60 s

Distance to shadow 1140 1141

Wavelengths in path 20-300 20-300

Thick layer of small

circular scatterers
Diameter of scatterers 1.18 mm 7.5 km

Thickness of 20 mm 128 km

scattering layer -2
Maximum concentration 0.05h mm 0.00136 km

2

of scatterers

Homogeneous layer

Thickness 11 mm 70 km

Thin layer of large

circular scatterers
Height above core 12.7 mm 81 km
Mean distance between 57 mm 365 km

scatterers

Diameter of scatterers
6.25 mm 41 Km
9.53 mm 61 km
12.7 mm 81 km

Dikes and sills
Short dimension 3.5 mm 22 km

Long dimension 9.0 mm 57 km

03

0.

B "0I B B ..

0.1

I10 100

Period, s
Fig. 4. The decay rate as a function of period

for (curve A) the homogeneous mantle with no Fig. 5. Classes of heterogeneities placed at

core, and (curve B) the homogeneous mantle with the core mantle boundary. (a) A 128 km thick

a solid brass core (compressional velocity layer of small (7.5 km) voids, (b) A layer of
ratio of 13.64 : 9.33. compared to 13.64 : 8.1 large (41-81 km) circular void or slow velocity

in the real earth). Note that the decay rate inclusions, (c) Slow velocity dikes on the

of the diftraction is not strongly dependent core-mantle boundary, (d) Slow velocity sills

upon the properties of the core. on the core-mantle boundary.
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Fig. 6. The decay rate of Pdiff as a function of period for earth models that contain
a thick layer of small circular scattering voids. (a) "n the allsene of scatterers,
the decay rate monotonically decreases with period. (b-e) A3 the cocentr3tion of
scatterers is increased in steps of 3.4xlO-' km- ', thi de dy rate changej. The
presence of scatterers leads to a much more complicated trnivir tnan the
nonscattering case. The smooth curves are three-pcint running ,verages of the data
and are used in subsequent figures.

core-mantle boundary. The layer contains a scatterers. We perform a set of five
random (white) distribution of circular voids, measurements in which the number of scatterers
each 7.5 km in diameter. Of course, any per unit area is slowly increased.
individual scatterer in the real earth is not A thin layer of larie scatterers. We place
as strong as one of these model scatterers, but a row of larger scatterers 80 km above the
the overall effect of the layer of scatterers core-mantle boundary. The scatterers have
can be made similar by adjusting the number of diameters that range from 41-81 ki, and their

spacing, while random, averages 364 km. Two

types of scatterers are examined, voids, and
01- A ..... scatterers filled with a material (brass) that

B- - is about 30% slower than the velocity of the
N, C- surrounding mantle.

D Sills and dikes. We place a row of sills
: 4; and dikes just above the core-mantle boundary.

o *

o 0010
000

Period, s

Fig. 7. Residual decay rates as a function of 0
period for earth models that contain a thickO
layer of small circular scattering voids. The Q -01 '... - ....
residuals are computed relative to the smoothed I 10 100
homogeneous earth data (Figure 5a). The
concentration of scatterers is lncreaaed in Period, s
steps of 3.4xi0-' km- for curves A through D.
Note that the residuals are small at long Fig. 8. Residual decay rates for a
periods, indicating that these long wavelengths hogeneus, slow-layer (compressonal velocity
are not influenced by the layer Of scatterers. 9.33 m/1) thickness of 70 m. The sequence of
At shorter periods the residuals can be either minima and maxima in the decay rate is caued
strongly positive or strongly regative, by resonances in the layer. The longest-period
depending upn the concentration of scatterers. minimum correspond to a wavelength of twice
The strong minmu that occrs at a period of the layer thickness. Note that this pattern
about 10 t Is due to a resonance in the differs qualitatively fra the one observed for
scattering layer. At the very longest the layer of scatterers: the scattering case
wavelengths, the layer of scatterers eulates a has only a single, long-period mnimu (Fiure

homogeneous, slow-velocity layer. 7).
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Pi A- B-
W

-141km 61 km 81km

01

1 10 100 1 10 100 1 10 100
Period, s Period, s Period, s

Fig. 9. Residual decay rates for a thin layer of large circular scatterers. The
left, middle, and right plots are for scatterer diameters of 41, 61, and 81 km,
respectively. In each plot, curve A is for circular voids, and curve B is for
circular solid inclusions (with a compressional velocity 30% below the surrounding
mantle).

These scatterers measure 57 by 22 km and have decay rate of the higher frequencies is reduced
an average horizontal spacing of 364 km. The by about 20%.
scatterers are made of a material (brass) that This pattern changes somewhat as the number
is about 30% slower than the surrounding of scatterers is increased. The lowest
mantle. Two orientations of the scatterers are frequencies are still completely unaffected by
examined, one with the long dimension vertical the scatterers. The decay rate of the
(dikes) and the other with it horizontal intermediate frequencies remains less than the
(sills). These cases can be combined with one homogeneous case, and a pronounced minimum
from the thin layer of large scatterers to develops at a period of about 10 s. This
yield a sequence of scatterers, all with the minimum is associated with a resonance within
same velocity contrast and mass but with a the layer of scatterers, The layer of
sequence of aspect rations: vertical dikes, scatterers acts like a homogeneous, slow-
circular inclusions, and horizontal sills, velocity layer at these relatively long

periods. The decay rate of the shortest
Results periods now becomes faster than the homogeneous

case. The period bounding these two regimes
A thick layer of small circular voids. The increases as the number of scatterers is

decay rate for the model with no scatterers increased.
smoothly increases with frequency (Figure 6a). Although the layer of scatterers acts like a
When a layer of randomly distributed scatterers homogeneous, slow-velocity layer at longer
is placed just above the core-mantle interface, periods, its behavior at shorter periods is
the decay rate is reduced compared to the no distinctly different. To demonstrate this
scatterer case, except at the very lowest difference, we have measured Pdiff in a model
frequencies, where it is unchanged (Figures 6b earth consisting of a homogeneous aluminum
and 7, Curve A). The very lowest frequencies, mantle with a thin brass layer (thickness of ii
corresponding to wavelengths 5-10 times the mm, or 70 km in the real earth) at the
layer thickness and 50-100 times the scatterer core-mantle interface. This layer is slower
diameter, apparently are completely unaffected
by the scatterers. On the other hand, the

A.
W 0.1 B-

A. B- C- C
Solid

Sinclusions : n,

0.

, of V
0- 10  1 to ~* '~ 100  1 I 100' ____o _" __O _ _....... 1-..........o..0 . I0

Period, s Period, s

Fig. 10. Residual decay rates for a thin layer Fig. 11. Residual decay rates for (curve A)
of large circular scatterers. These are the horizontal sills, (curve B) circular solid
same data as in Figure 8, now rearranged to inclusions, and (curve C) vertical dikes.
emphasize the change In decay rate associated These three scatterer types vary only in their
with changing the diameter of the scatterers shape. Each has the same mass and material
from 41 to 61 to 81 km (curves A-C, properties. Note that the pattern of residuals
respectively). Circular voids are plotted to for dikes and sills is broadly similar,
the left; circular solid inclusions are plotted suggesting that scatterer orientation may not
to the right. strongly influence the decay rate.
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decay rate curves for dikes and sills just
above the core-mantle boundary are remarkably
similar to one another (Figure 11).

The decay rate is higher than the
A homogeneous case for intermediate periods (5-

30 s) and lower than the homogeneous case for
A periods greater than 30 s or less than 5 s.

These two curves differ markedly from the curve
%A Mula (1981) for the circular inclusions. The difference is

(1983) probably due to the difference in depth of the
-PREM scatterers rather than to difference in their

o' - P M ashape. The sills and dikes are located just
above the core-mantle boundary, and the

10 100 circular inclusions are about 81 km above it.

Period, s Conclusions

Fig. 12. Observed decay rate as a function of
period, as observed by Mula [19811 (triangles) There is considerable evidence that the D"

and Doornbos [1983] (squares). The solid line region of the mantle contains significant

is a prediction of laterally homogeneous model, lateral heterogeneity. Analysis of diverse

PREM. data sets, including core phases such as PKP
and PKIKP [e.g., Sacks and Snoke, 1977; Haddon
and Cleary, 1974], diffracted waves [Ruff and
Lettvin, 1984] and mantle P waves [Clayton and

Cramer, 1983] all provide some evidence for
than the surrounding mantle (compressional heterogeneity. However, there is not yet
velocity of 9.33 km/s compared to 13.64). The agreement regarding the velocity contrast or
decay rate (Figure 8) shows a sequence strong scale lengths of these heterogeneities, which
minima associated with the effect of multiple is in part due to the fact that the different
reverberations in the layer, which are not techniques have different resolving powers and
observed in the case of the layer of have been applied to different portions of the
scatterers. The decay curve oscillates about core-mantle boundary.
the decay curve for the homogeneous mantle, in Our model data demonstrate that lowermost
contrast to the scatterer case where i~t mantle heterogeneities have a significant
systematically departs from it at the shorter effect on the decay rate of diffracted waves,
periods. These differences may be useful in

an effect that is at some periods distinct from
descriminating between laterally homogeneous the effect of laterally homogeneous structure.
and randomly varying structures near the Variations in the decay rate of up to 50% are
core-mantle boundary. observed. Available data for the real earth

A thin layer of large scatterers. Like the consist of measurements of the decay rate in
layer of small circular voids, the layer of the 10-60 s period range [Mula, 1981; Doornbos,
large voids has little effect on the decay rate 1983] and at about I s [Ruff and Helmburger,
at the longest periods (>20 s) (Figures 9 and 1982; Ruff and Lettvin, 1984]. The 10-60 s
10, Curve A). Unlike the layer of small voids, d982 Ruf and vn y 194.th 106 a-there is a decay rate maximum at intermediate data (Figure 12) are very smooth and can be fit
tereios a-i0 deca re maxim sat erdmedte s fairly well by a laterally homogeneous earth.
periods (-10 s) where the scatterer diameter is This result is in agreement with our model
about a half wavelength. This maximum experiments, which show little variation in the
increases in period and amplitude as the longest-period decay rates between models with
diameter of the scatterers is increased (Figure different amounts of lateral heterogeneity. On
0, CurveAe the dc rte small scatterers the other hand, the shorter period data of Ruffdecrease the decay rate at some frequencies, and Lettvin [19841 reveal significant

the large scatterers seem mainly to increaseanLeti [18]rvlsgifct
t.They seematog e scatteree aing e nr e differences in the position of the edge of theit. They seem to be scattering energy out of sao oeaddcyrt o ifrnshadow zone and decay rate for different
the diffraction and thus increasing its decay patches on the core-mantle boundary. At these
rate. Large, solid, slow-velocity (9.33 km/s) shorter periods our model shows that the decay
inclusions (Figure 10, Curve B) have an effect rate curves are very complex, containing minima
on the decay rate that is grossly similar to and maxima associated with strong excitation
the effect of the voids, except for the of, or scattering from, the diffraction.
smallest diameter tested, where the maximum is However, Ruff and Lettvin's [1984] data are
not evident and a distinct minimum occurs.Thi cae my rpreenta cse ntemedaterelatively narrow band, so that the detailed
This case may represent a case intermediate way in which decay rate varies with frequency
between the small scatterers of the previous is not yet known. These limitations stress the
session, where resonances in the average layer importance of making broad band observations of
caused a minimum in the decay rate and the Pdiff, and of measuring its decay rate for
large scatterers where scattering acts only to periods shorter than 10 s.
increase the decay rate. At shorter periods
the decay rate is faster than for the
homogeneous mantle. In the elastic inclusion Acknowledgments. I thank R. A. W. Haddon
case there is some hint of short-period (-3.5 for a helpful critique of the manuscript and
and 5 s) maxima, which may be associated with Paula Pitts for drafting the figures. This
short period resonances in the inclusions, research was supported by the National Science

Scatterers of different aspect ratios. The Foundation under grant EAR-8319104 and the
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Semidiurnal Internal Tide in JASIN:
Observations and Simulation

L. M. l*Wit-, M. D. LFVINF, C. A. PAtiSON. ANt) W. V. Bt'Rt

(Coll.eqe )l Ot ean .iq rpht.. Oreq~ti Siate I n iii,'rsit i. (",Prt ,lh%

Temperature was observed in the upper SOi m b, noored thermistor chains at three locati ns if)
Rockall Channel west of Scotland Isotherms w ere interp oated. and a I -week period f cvceptonal-,
energetic tidal oscillations was analyzed. The moored arraN 1horizontal separation, ranging from 6 t 2(1

km) was used as an antenna to determine the dominant horizontal wavelength and directioni of propaga-
lion of the internal tide within the arraY. Rockall Bank. 100 km to the southeast, was identilied as the
source of the internal tide. The semidiurnal internal tide generated bl the interactio (if the surface tide
with Rockall Bank was simulated b) use of a model due to Prinsenberg and Rattra. I he modei predicts
generation of the internal tide at the shelf break and propagation seaward as energetic beams which lie
along internal wave characteristics. Some energ is trapped near the surface in a-sociation ,ith the
pycnocline. There is substantial structure ii the ,elocitN and vertical displacement fields. Most of the
total energ) of the internal tide is in the lirst vertical mode. However. at particular depths. ertlical modes
as high as 4 lhori/noiial wavelengths of 25 kmi dominate. [he high degree if spatial tariahihl. in the
modeled internal tide illustrates the potential for error when basing a description of the tide on sparse
observations. There is goiid agreement between the modeled vertical displacements and the I-week
period of energetic oscillations of isotherm depth observed at zhe moorings. In addition, there is good
agreement between the model and the tidal velocits variance measured during the same week at depths
ranging from 10 to 1155) m and distances ranging from 50 to 130 km from Rockall Bank. Richardson
numbers associated with the serltical shear ol the modeled internal tide range down to values less thin 2

1. INit-ROiI ( IN characteristics is energetic beams Comprehensive rcviewks ol

It is now generally accepted that the internal tide is gener- the theories and observations of the internal tide hase been
atedby te gneraly aceped tat he iternl tde ~ ~ cn by l'tuiish [1975] andJ llciicrs/itt [f 191]

ated by the interaction of the surface tide with bottom topog- -in this [per 5 an t/ch-rht t i tide
raphy [e.g.. Hender.sliott. 1981]. Howeer. observations of the and compare them to aynalesbe, iri concentrated
internal tide in deep water have seldom been unequi'ocally and I-pe temo irdele Inal tis isconnrteI on at I-week period of eC\eptiirnall\ energetic oscillations bl-
identified with generation at a particular topographic feature. served west of Scotland during the Joint \ir-Sea Interaction
Regal and 1VU1usch [1973] found that the internal tide south of IJIASINi experiment. Ihe topographic source of the observed
Cape Cod was intensified and coherent near the surface. They internal title is identified. and the generation and propagation
attributed the intensification to generation on the continental from this source are simulated with a model due to Pririsin-
slope about 60 km away and subsequent propagation of hct-l and Rotra [1975]. The model has a step shelf and
energy along internal wave characteristics which approached depth-dependent buoanc. frequencN. Predicted \ertical dis-
the surface at the point of observation. Ih'ndrrv [19771 ana- placements and tidal \elocit. variances are compared with
ly7ed moored measurements of temperature and velocity in observations. F[he spatial variabilit\ of the internal tide is de-
the western North Atlantic and concluded that the Blake Es- scribed. and its contribution to shear-induced mixing is evalt-
carpment 7X) km away was a major generation area for the

tied.
observed internal tide. There have also been measurements on

the continental slope ['orilrinson and litckei, 1979] which 2. OuSIR\-\lItiNS
demonstrate generation on the slope and propagation along
characteristics. As part of the JASIN experiment [l'oll,rd it aL. 19S3].

Theoretical models of the generation of the internal tide observations of temperature Were taken from late Jul) to early

over topography have grown in sophistication over the past September 1978 by use of thermintor chains moored it Rock-

24 decades. The earliest models describe generation in a two- all Channel about .-,(X) kml west of Scotland. hermistor

layer fluid [e.g.. Rattra'. 1960]. The limitations of a two-layer chains. manufactured by Aanderatt, sere attached to surface

fluid were overcome by Rattrav et at. 11969]. who investigated moorings at four locations. BI. B2. B3. and 114. shown in

generation on a step continental shelf in an ocean having Figure I. Moorings BI. B2. and B3 were part of the I ixed

constant buoyancy frequency N. This work was continued by Intensive Arra IIIA, a cluster of manN moorings within a

Prin.senhery et al. [1974] for the case of a sloping continental 6-ki square I0 igure I). Measurements at B3 were unreliable

shelf and further extended for variable N by Prin.senherg and and have been escltided. Ihermistors were distributed

Ratrav [1975]. Baine.s [1973. 1974] has developed a model throughout the upper 81.5 it of the water column tt each

for generation of the internal tide in an ocean with nearly mooring and sampled at 10-nnn intervals, [he observations

arbitrary bottom topography and density stratification. The analyzed in this paper come prinarily from thermistors 5 m

models predict strong generation of the internal tide at the apart at depths ranging from 36.5 to 81.5 m. This range of

shelf break where the bottom slope is greater than or equal to depths encompasses the maxitmt in the buoyancy frequency

the slope of the local internal wave characteristic. The internal (Figure 21. Isotherms were linearly interpolated between adja-

tide generated at the shelf break propagates seaward along cent temperature measurements.
Temperature observations were also taken during JASIN

with a towed thcrmistor chain [aoiom inn el al.. 1980]. The
Copyright 1986 by the American Geophysical Union. chain was towed at a speed of 3 in s around a 15-km square

Paper number 5C0843, which contained the H-IA moorings (l-igurc I. The chain had
0148-0227 86'1M5C.0843S55.00 thermistors installed at 2-it intcrvals from approximately 20

2'81
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I actoro ol 4 or more at all three moorings. A rqece
W;uRN hihrta the semiudiurnail tide the spectra decrease witha

59"N ~ j ,~ slope of aboiut )Iexcept for itsmall peak atwice the semi-

A diurnal frequencx. A general discussion of internal xx ases iih-
scried during JASI N is given bi, Let i t ut. [ 19831.

I he spectral lesels and coherences in the semiudiurnal tidal
hand calculated oxer nearl). week-long segments during the
experiment are showkn in I- gure 4. For each segment. three

585 rass spectral estimates were aseraged in the frequenc an

ANFON) emtending from 0.0732 to 0.0909 cph I he temporal s ariatiiin
oif I, ariance in the tidal hand i- g ure 4io wkas similar at moor-

cfI U ings BI and 182. Fhe kariance at all moorings Asas the greatest
t4~ 13 12.s ~during segment 4 H1igh horiontal coherence Axas ohsers ed
14'. 3 12' it^.hetxeen moncorings B I and B2 during segmient 4 at all depths,

11 1~ I t OCiiiii of h11 H T1o rI-rtEIS in relaioni int, topo graphS and adcoherence decreased as the x ariance fell duigsegment S
otiei moorings t he JI.te~r It ninoritgs centered oni 59 N. 12 301V n drn

1"XC in-.ei I is alled the I I\Cd I i0IXCn'icrras, it- Tihe dotted line in 0I igre 4h1. The maximunm artance at mooring B4 xx as larger
thle ini 'i i, h iti oij If (le toed Ihermiv.1or chain Hot tom slope than att the other xx o) moorings. hut coherence at the Ia rger
don I mie b dihid line Li~ .heleil A H. -ind ( Ihoni in F rg are X horizon tal sepairat ions 1HiI -84 and 132-134) fell slightih diuring

-1) dcth.Presui %%s masurd a thee ocaion on segment 4. Trhe high s ariance in thle tidal hand during segment
Ii to ndph rsuex smaue ttrelctoso 4 was also accompanied lix xer\ high s ertical coherence for all
the chain [he temperatutre ribsers ations "e re aseraged ovrer vrertical separation, at all three floorings I- igure 4

, itlustrates

sequential 30)- intersat (ls t ilter the etlects of shtp motton. this for mooring 132. Niite that tlie loxx coherence during seg-
Isotherm depths %e re lIto. ark interpolated. ment 3 is not necessaril\ recpresetitatise of moorings B1 and

I hie time series of isiothermn depths fromt the B moorings 84 hut that the high coherences during segtment 4 occurred to
%kcre dis ded Into segmerts oft 1024 potnts (nearlx I xseek . see the same extent at all three mooring,
I able I ). attd spectra Axcre computed. Spectra of isotherm dts-
placcnictt at a mean depth of 501 m are shoxx n in Ftgure 3.
1 tic spectral lcsel at nmioiring 84 ts higher on axerage than the5

lesecl at BI or B2. hut lexels are similar at the frequency of the M
sentIilff rna I tide 0,0St( cph. The ticdal peak is the most 

8pritminent feature in the spectra and is larger than the spectralf
crtintite at the Inertial freCquenc l0.01t4 0.0716 cph) by a

B4

cv2
300i-

C-

-3 2

LOGI2 FREIMUNCY (CPH)

152 F~ -ig. 1. I sot hermi displacentent spectra for isritherin s %it h a tnecandepth of 50t In. The tirditnate sc~ale a pplies ito the spectrum from moor-
2 2 4 6 8 12 ting 87 Spectra from moi ings HI andt 114 are offset hi rit oe decade

BUOYA4CY PREDAJNCY (CH upwsard and doxxward. respectisel!, The spectra are ensemble
I ig 2 MS-ean hiiirxancN [rettuencx protite The protite is a axeraged riser fiour iir lise segments Nii hand aseraging wxas per-

'itt ot bed reprveeitat(io oiifar it oile cIi cult ted hi J',-nninowtrn and formed at frequencies heloms' 011'; cpt. snmoiithing xx as performed
Rrs- 119791 Itrim ciindulct isit . temnperat ure. andl dept h casts aihri e 1t 5 cph h *r han att s raging in to 1i5 nimnirerlapping hands per
iduring the experimentt decade L.igh t lines ,re 9s . Contfidenrce ittters ts
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FABI.F 2. ()bserved and Modeled Phase Difterences at

30- Semidiurnal Frequenc at About 50 m Depth During
r /Segment 4
dit- 20 /Observed Phase Modeled Phase

Mooring Separation. Difference. Difference.

to - Pair km deg deg

Bl-B2 5.8 -25 -22
a BI -94 19.2 166 -167

" 1to B2-B4 19.7 -141 -145

Y [a Modeled phase differences are from Prinsenherq and Rattray
eg6Z-kIl8 16 1975].

scales encountered in this study is demonstrated by examina-
0t tion of Figure 5. Time series of 2-hour moving averages of1- 70 isotherm depth at about 50 m calculated once an hour during

segment 4 are shown for all three moorings. The internal tide
_ at mooring B4 is about 180 out of phase with observations at

, -mooring BI. and the phase difference between observations at> 0 2 - imoorings BI and B2 is always small (Table 2). These phase

I 2 3 4 5 diffcrences suggest that the internal tide during segment 4 was

TIME SEGMENT travcling in a direction close to north to south, with a wave-

I ig& 4 la Temporal %ariatioti in the seidiurnaf tidal band of the length approximately twice the largest sensor separation, or

variance of isotherm displacement at about 50 m depth thi Horizon- about 40 km.
tal coherence heteen iotherms at ea:h mooring. i ) Vertical coher- The estimate of the wave number spectrum by the beam-
ence at mooring B2 for isotherms Ahich hase variou- vertical separa- forming method at horizontal wave number k and frequency
tions, regardless of actual mean depth All co herences in igure 4 are (,i,, is given bN [Capon. 1969]
signiticantli difrerent than zero at the 90 level Time segments are
detined in Table t 1

S&., , [ l,',,lq l exp [i2rk • px - xq)]

In the section that follovs wc analzc segment 4. the I-week
Period during which the tidal variance observed at the B Il1
moorings was exceptionallN high. where it, is the cross spectrum at frequency N between obser-

vatons at sensors p and q. AI is the number of sensors in the
3 DIRF( Tt1 N %t W%'A t SPtITRA arra,,. and x. is the location of the pth sensor. The wave

The horizontal array of moorings. EI, B2. and B4 (Figure number window for this estimator, called the beam pattern
1, was used as an antenna to determine the dominant hori- I igure 61 of the array, depends onl on sensor separations
zontal wavelength and direction of propagation of the internal and is given b%
tide during segment 4. The technique used to estimate the
wave number spectrum is called the beam-forming method Bik I
[Capon. 1969]. this method is eas, to implement. and the ' p [i2nk fxr -xf] 121
resolution in wave number space is as good as in more sophis- Instead of using a conventional estimator of the cross spec-
ticated methods, provided the observed wavelengths are of the trum I e follow the example of HendrY [1977] and use the
order of the largest sensor separation [Daris and Reqier,. raw" 'po r  efficints e al freqency. tha s' "'raw"Fourier coefficients at tidal frequency, that is
1977]. The applicability of the beam-forming method to the

where Zlxp) is the Fourier transform of vertical displacement at
40 , , ... ,. , ., location x. This is a modification of the beam-forming

0o S method in that one assumes that the internal tide can be60 
modeled as a deterministic rather than a random process. It

60 " can then be shown that for any noncolinear array of three
40. points the wave number spectrum I) will be exactly the beam

50 , pattern (2) reproduced with its center at k,. where k, is the
aerage wave number of the tide.

o60 The calculated wave number spectrum at tidal frequency for

4segment 4 is shown in Figure 6. The most probable wave
50 . 4 "" solutions occur at peaks in the wave number spectrum; a peak

0 , at wave number (k, k,) represents a wave of wavelength

60 [ k,[I Ik+ k,,) 2] traveling in a direction defined by a vector
drawn from the peak toward the origin. For example, the peak

22 2 3 24 25 26 2? 28 29 3 closest to the origin in the southwest quadrant of the wave

FA 6 T 1978 number spectrum (Figure 6) is interpreted as a wave with an
imri hu T m g aaverage wavelength of 36 km traveling in the direction of the

Fig 5trrow, about 25 to the east of north. The uncertainty in this
with a mean of 50 m during segment 4 Isolid curvel. The modeled
plane wave (equation (311 is shown as a dashed curve The isotherms estimate is indicated by the broadness of the peak in the beam
are 1t0 ('at lI. 1016 (at H2. and to) (at B4. pattern. [he peak in the northwest quadrant that is closest to
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f'ig 6 Beam pattern and ssase number spectrum at tidal frequenc" during segment 4 The peaks in these figures are
the large oals. and the troughs are smaller teardrop-shaped regions Contouring is in 3-dB inter.als dowhn from the peaks
(ircles in the Aase number ,.pectrum represent hae numbers of the tirst tie internal wave modes, and the arrow is the
direction of propagation indicated b) the peak closest to the origin in the low er left-hand quadrant

the origin also represents a wave with a wavelength near 36 the vwae number spectrum 11igure 61 gise the same solution

km but traveling tow.,ard the southeast. about 155 to the east for - at the three moorings. Comparison of this representation
of north. These two peaks closest to the origin are the most v ith the data for .-1 - I0 m. i,. - 1 12.2 cph laverage of At.
likely solutions. All peaks farther from the origin are interpre- and 5.) is shown in Figure 5. The agreement ts good in both
ted as aliases of the main peaks. These aliases occur because amplitude and phase except for the last few days at B2 and

there may be integral multiples of wa es between the moor- B4.

ings ti addition to the fractional waxes associated with the One ma. determine which of the two peaks closest to the
peaks closest to the origin. The wavelengths associated with origin (Figure 6) is the most Iikel solution from the location

the aliased peaks are short, 12 knt or less. The true spectral of possible topographic internal vae generators. If the arro,
densit at these wavelengths is likely to be less than the den- drawn from the peak in the southeast quadrant of the wave
sit, at longer "avelengths. because we expect that the longer number spectrum is superimposed on the topographN in
wAaves v ill be more energetic at the point of generation and Figure 1. it points directlx from Rockall Bank toward the V-IA
that thes will be less easilN dissipated. Hence locally at a depth Wteilanid et (. [19691 showed that internal waves propagate
o 50I m. the vertical displacement I- during this time can be normal to bathymetric contours regardless of the angle of
rcasonabl represented as a plane vwavc of the form incidence of the barotropic %,a'e. This is consistent v.ith gen-

eration at Rockall Bank. An arro%, drawn in the direction
2k,v ki, 131 indicated by the peak in the northwest quadrant of the wate

where IA,. k, are determined from the beam-forming analysis number spectrum does not lead directly from any topographic
and ih is the absolute phase Values of (k,. k,) at all peaks in feature.

The local spatial variation of isotherm depth provides an-
- b other means of distinguishing between the two most likelx

solutions given by the wave number spectrum IFigure 61. Iso-
.r"therms were constructed from observations by a thermistor

-. chain towed around the moorings (dotted line. Figure I1 for
two time periods during segment 4 [see Bauinann el al., 19801.

Isotherm depths from a pair of repeated east-to-west transects
- - - on August 25 are shown in Figures 7a and 7b: a similar pair

of isotherm profiles from a north-to-south track on August 27

C d are shown in Figures 
7 1 and 7d. The isotherms were smoothed

to eliminate small-wavelength oscillations. The plane wave

S"'- ... .. solution (3) derived from the wave number spectrum is com-
pared with the observed horizontal profiles of isotherm depth

" ...... ... (igure 7). Tht predicted displacements for the two plane
waves with about 36-kim wavelengths, one propagating from

the northwest and one front the southwest, are plotted. For

WOR11C)N" [SNI '"M) the east-to-west tracks the observations agree with a wave

Fig 7 Comparison betwee isitiherm depth frim the towed ther propagating from Rockall Bank better than with a wave from

mistor chain (%e figure I for tow% tracki and plane wave solutions 13) the northwest. The time interval between repeated tracks is

from the two direction, indicated b. the two peaks in the wave about 6 hours or about one-half the tidal period, and the
number spectrum (I igure 61 Solid curves arc the observed horizontal tracks nearly coincide with the times of maximum (Figure 7o1
pro iles of isotherm depth for la and hi two time periods (August 25. and minimum (Figure 7h) tidal displacement. The agreement
1620 1740 and 2145 2245 t:rl of east-to-west tracks and it and d) of observed displacement with the plane wave propagating
two time periods (August 27. 1332 1452 and 1902 2022 UT) of north- from Rockall Bank is also better for the north-to-south tracks.
to-south tracks Plus signs represent the model plane wave solutions
for an internal wae priipagating from Riockall Bank Dashed curses although for the first track (Figure 

7 i0 there is not much to
represent the plane wase solutions from a direction 25 to the west of distinguish between the two solutions. Most of the 16 tran-
north Start times for the midel are the same as for tigure 5 sects that were compared in this manner indicated either a
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0 The most effective generator is one with slope equal to or
greater than the slope of the characteristic [Baire.s. 1974].

500] Slopes of three topographic features near the mooring arra)
are shown in Figure 8, and the corresponding section lines are

10AA drawn in Figure I. Also shown is the slope of the tidal charac-
10O00 teristic calculated from (4) by use of the JASIN mean buoy-

ancy profile (Figure 2). The slope of Rockall Bank (profile A)
R "is approximately equal to or steeper than the slope of the

"1500 characteristic over depths ranging from 350 m to 1400) m.
which indicates that it may be an effective generator. Lousy

2000 Bank to the north of the array (profile C) has one of the least
steep slopes in the area and is therefore not an effective gener-
ator. George Bligh Bank, located directly to the west (profile

0 2 4 6 8 B). and the remaining topographic features, located to the east
ANGLE FROM HORIZONTAL DEG of the moored array (Figure 1). have slopes favorable for the

E ig. S. Slope, of the topograph, corre,pondig to section ine, in generation of an internal tide, but the wave number spectrum
Figure 1 !,olid curves) and of the tidal characteristics (dotted curve) indicates a low probability that the observed internal tide
calculated from the mean buoancv frequenc. profile II igure 2). propagated from the west or east during segment 4.

The internal tide gen'erated by Roekall Bank was calculated
better fit to the wave from Rockall Bank or not enough differ- bh ieral de t R ockall an k wat e

nc, use of i model due to Prissenhertand Rattrat [ 1975a. The
ence in the two solutions to choose a better fit. Hence the data model consists of a steplikc shelf Iregion I) of depth H, and
from the towed thermistor chain support the conclusion that vidth 1. and a deep ocean (region II) of depth H, (Figure 9).
the tide can be described locally as a plane wave propagating The solution in each region is the sum of a surface standing
from the southwest. wave (barotropic tide) and a set of progressive internal waves

4. GENERATION MODEl AND') C'OMPARIS(\ propagating away from the shelf break. Internal waves trav-
WITH M)ASIRANDOI(S cling up the shelf can be reflected at the coast but are not

expected to return as far as the shelf break [Prinsenher/ et al..

While the internal tide may appear as a plane wave on 1974]. The .% prolile is taken to be a function of depth only.
small spatial scales, on larger scales we expect that the corre- and the internal waves in each region are represented as a sum
lated modes generated by interaction of the barotropic tide of horizontally propagating. vertically standing modes. The
with topography will produce a modulated. beamlike pattern. vertical wave functions 0, and horizontal wave numbers K.
Topographic features were examined to determine their ef- corresponding to mode n are determined by solving the
fectiveness as generators. The internal tide propagates along boundary value problem
characteristics with slope given by

d: 2) 2(4 _ + k 2( -= 0 (5)dv

-Z

H, \ 's \" I I \ I

300 I

(LI
600 -- . l II

E L--- \ I l

100-

00

-300 50 (00 150
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Fig 9 Model Iopmographv (hea\ , solid linei. Rockall Bank light olid line), and internal wave characteristics (dashed
cu r\el talutjlated from 141 in the deep ocean fregion 1l1.
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Fig 10. First fise internal wave modes calculated from (5) at a frequency of 1 12.2 cph. The velocity modes are the
derisatse of the vertical displacement modes divided by the wave number (Table 3). Units on the abscissa are nondimen-
sional.

with 0 = 0 at the surface and bottom. The first five modes for H.. For realistic stratification the mode shapes are no longer
vertical displacement and velocity in region I are shown in sinusoidal. and the relative contribution of each mode is more
Figure 10, and wavelengths, wave numbers, and phase speeds complicated than but qualitatively similar to the case of con-
are given in Table 3. The vertical displacement in regions I slant N. The model of the internal tide generated at Rockall
and II is then given by [Prinsenherq and Rattray, 1975, equa- Bank was obtained by increasing the number of modes in the
tions 12 and 131 sums (6a) and (6) until the solution for the amplitudes of the

first 10 modes was not significantly changed by the addition of
t- cos K,(" 4- L) more modes. Thirty modes were used. This approach was vali-

' , dated by comparing the simulation for constant N with the

+ .4, ( 6 exact solution.
iv- J ( One expects internal waves generated at Rockall Bank to

propagate away from the shelf break along internal wave

S- .ll i - C- -l_ " co A .
"
v .-,, characteristics, forming beams of internal wave energy. The

• ti,! position of the beams and the amplitude of the internal tide
are determined by Ithe stratification, the frequency and ampli-

+ " ,-I." exp lihVlr(I- e ' (6b) tude of the barotropic tide and the dimensions of the topogra-" t phy. If the shelf depth is small, reflection from the surface

where .4, and k, are the amplitudes and wave numbers of the occurs near the shelf break, and the two beams emanating
barotropic tide and 4, is the amplitude of mode n. The pa- from the break combine into a single beam [e.g.. Rattra v et of.,
rameter x,, shifts the phase of the barotropic wave in region IH 1969]. In the present analysis, Rockall Bank is approximated
to match the horizontal and vertical velocities of the barotro- b. a steplike shelf with constant depth on each side. The
pic wave in region I at the shelf break. Relationships between actual topography is compared to this approximation in
the barotropic and baroclinic amplitudes are obtained by Figure 9. A sharp discontinuity in depth eliminates the gener-
matching the total vertical displacement and horizontal veloc- ation from internal waves along the slope between the shelf
ity above the shelf break. [hese relationships are coupled break and the ocean floor. The effect of the weak generation
matrix equations containing sums over an infinite number of along the slope is a broadening of the beams [Prinsenherg and
modes but can be solved approximately for A,i and A. in Rattrat. 1975]. The depth at which Rockall Bank becomes
terms of .1, n by using a finite number of modes. The higher steeper than the slope of the internal wave characteristics,
modes mainly contribute tine structure to the solutions and in about 350 m. was used as the shelf depth H,. The depth of the
general have smaller amplitudes than the lower modes. In shelf determines the tangent point of the characteristics to the
partictular. for the case of constant N the contribution of the topography. affecting the horizontal position of the beams.
nth mode is proportional to (I n) sin (nn, H .t [Rattrav et The shelf width controls the phase of the barotropic standing
al.. 1969]. The amplitude thus decreases roughly proportion- wave in region I over the shelf break and sets the amplitude of
ally to mode number but has zeros at integer values of nill the baroclinic tide relative to the barotropic. while leaving the

details of the solution relatively unaffected. A standing wave
IABLI. 3 Wave Numbers. Wavelengths. and Phase Speeds of the over a shelf may not be the best representation o

First FIive Internal Wave Modes at I 12.2 cph f the barotro-
pic tide. because there is no true coast, although Rockall

Wave Number. Wavelength. Phase Speed. Island surfaces about 50 km to the south of the shelf break.
Mode rad m tm cm's Rather than a detailed modeling of the local modification of

I 7.45 I0 844 192. the barotropic tide by the surrounding topography, the model
2 1.24 i 10 50.6 115. shelf width was treated as a free parameter. The need to adjust
3 1.96 - t0 33.7 76.7 the shelf width is an artifact of approximating the topography
4 2.53 ,(, 24,8 56.5 of Rockall Bank by a step shelf. Given a surface tide with an
5 3.14 tIn 4 2(0 45.6 amplitude of abotit I m in deep water [Carrwright et (..
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81 82 B4 found in the beams, near the surface, and near the bottom
where the beams cross and reflect. The bcamlike structure

I ....------. becomes more tenuous with increasing distance from the
source. The high-velocity region around 50 m depth is associ-

. -.. ated with the pycnocline and the peak in mode 2 (Figure 10).
The phase of the horizontal velocity is shown in Figure 12h.

3 •0 - Lines of constant phase tend to parallel the beams, and phase
changes most rapidly perpendicular to the beams. Amphi-
dromes occur at locations of vanishing velocity amplitude.

The vertical structure of the modeled internal tide is further
illustrated in Figure 13. which shows the horizontal wave

611 number composition of vertical displacement (Figure 13hi andP" ,-' horizontal velocity (Figure 13a) at various depths. The contri-
bution from each of the modes is a strong function of depth.
varying over an order of magnitude or more at wavelengths

,. P corresponding to each of the first 10 modes. At a given depth.
9 -mode I is not always dominant. At depths of 200 and 1400 m

the dominant contributions to the variance of vertical dis-
placement are from mode 4. The dominant contribution to the

, /,,tidal velocity variance at a depth of 1000 m comes from mode
1211\ / '3. Even when the first mode is dominant, there are often sig-

I nificant contributions from mode 2. 3, or 4.
\ \The modeled vertical displacement associated with the in-

"" ternal tide is compared with observed isotherm displacement
A-* .at the B moorings in Figure 14. The start time for the model.

15 -- which fixes the absolute phase of the tide, %%as chosen to tit the
. . . data. Even with the large horizontal and vertical variabilitv

0 so 100 150 predicted by the model. the relative phases at the three moor-

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE (km) ings are in good agreement during segment 4 ([able 2). al-

Fig. It. Vertical displacement as a function of horizontal distance though the observed amplitude of vertical displacement at
from Rockall Bank calculated from (64 using the model of Prinsenherq moorings BI and B2 is slightly higher than the modeled am-
and Rairrai [1975] v-ith a frequencs of 1 12.2 cph. a shelf depth of plitude.
350 m. and a shelf width of 350 km. Superimposed are internal wave The modeled vertical displacement can also be compared to
characteristics calculated from 44). The envelope of vertical displace-
ment (dashed curvesi is shovhn at depths of 50. 200. 600. 1000, and observed horizontal profiles of isotherm depth from the towed
14ti m together with vertical displacement at four times separated by thermistor chain (Figure 7). Using the same start time and
one-eighth the tidal period. A vertical displacement of I m is repre- depth as in Figure 14. vertical displacement was calculated for
sented h 5 m on the ordinate, each of the 16 tow transects for a tide propagating 25 to the

east of north. Two pairs of transects are shown in Figure 15.
1980]. a shelf width of 350 km was chosen It) yield modeled with Figure 15c included as a worst case. Most of the model
amplitudes in agreement with the observed internal tide dis- transects are in reasonable agreement in average depth with
placements at the B moorings, the tows, considering that the higher wave number oscillations

The stratification and the frequency of the barotropic tide evident in some of the tow tracks may not be associated with
affect the width and horizontal position of the beam by con- the tide. The model also assumes that there is no along-shelf
trolling the slope of the characteristics given by (4l. In the variation and that wave crests are always parallel to the shelf.
present analysis we choose a frequency of 1 12.2 cph (average Curvature of the wave crests is not taken into account.
of 2 and S2i. in agreement with the data (F igure 5!. The The large spatial variability evident in the modeled velocity
dominant components of the barotropic tide are M 2 and S.. field was also seen in the velocity measured in the JASIN area.
and the amplitude of S2 is 38",, of M 2 [Cartwright et al., The amplitude of the component of the tidal velocity perpen-
1980]. The N profile (Figure 2) is taken to be horizontally dicular to Rockall Bank measured from the W and I moorings
uniform. Horizontal variation of N can affect the position of [Tarbell et al.. 1979] during segment 4 is compared to the
the characteristics [Tortrimson and Hickev. 1979]. However, velocity amplitudes predicted by the model in Figure 12a. The
the effect of the horizontal variation of N could not be as- measured and modeled amplitudes are tabulated in Table 4.
sessed. because N was not well sampled in the vicinity of The differences betveen the amplitudes are less than 2 cm s at
Rockall Bank during JASIN. nine out of the II locations. Even though the differences are

The spatial variability in vertical displacement associated usually small, measured amplitudes exceed modeled ampli-
with the modeled internal tide is illustrated in Figure I1. On tudes at all except two locations. The measured amplitudes
the large scale, regions of high vertical displacement tend to may be overestimates because of the presence of energy from
follow the characteristics to form beams of internal wave other sources in the tidal frequency band. Sonic of the
energy. Maximum values of vertical displacement exceed 25 m measurements were at locations where the model predicts
in the beams. The internal tide at the depth of the B moorings strong gradients in amplitude (Figure 12a). Relatively minor
150 ml has wavelengths of about 40 kin. However, at 1000 m shifts in position of strong gradients by processes neglected in
the dominant horizontal wavelengths are 70 km and longer, the model would cause differences between the measurements

The modeled horizontal velocity field is shown in Figure 12. and the model. Given the uncertainties in the measurements
There is large spatial variation with amplitudes ranging from and the complexity of the velocity field generated by an ideal-
zero to 25 cm/s. Velocity contours tend to be parallel to the ized model, the agreement between observations and theory is
internal wave characteristics, and the highest velocities are good.
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I-ig. 12. aJa lhe amplitude of hori/ontal sclocit, (baroclnic plus harotropicl and (h) phase of horizontal velocii,

generated hM Interaction of the harotropic tide with Rockall Bank iodel of Prin.ienherq and Rutzrav 119751 as a function
of horizontal distance from Rockall Bank lhe amplitude of horizontal ,,elocil perpendicular to Rockall Bank at tidal
frequenc from current meters at moorings 13. ,. W1 2. and 14 during segment 4 is superimposed (circles) on contours of
the model elo ut1 Model para meters are gi 'en in connection "with F-igure I 1. (ontour intersa lIs are I cm s Areas of no
shading are regions "there selocities are less than 5 cn s. ofi medium shading 5 7 cm s. aud of dark shading greater than 7
cm s The shading at each instrument is on the same scale and inditales the antouni ot energy in the tidal hand (Table 41

5 1)ts(t ssti I lhe modeled spatial Iariabilit.v of sem idiurial tidal ampli-

lc and ks asclength (Figures I I and 12? illustrates the poten-
The analysis (section 31 of the energetic oscillations of iso- tial for error when describing the internal tide based on sparse

therm displacement observed at the B moorings showed that measurements. Wc observed a ssasclength characteristic of
the internal tide had a horizontal wavelength of 36 km at a mode 3 at a depth of 511 m within the B moored array. This
depth of 50 m within the moored array. This wavelength may viaiclengtlh is consistent vs ith the model at the B moorings
be compared with the wavelengths associated with the vertical (Figure 14 and *Table 2). but it is impossible to generalize to
mode solutions (6) for horizontally propagating free waves. other depths and locations because of the spatial ,ariabilit
The wave numbers. wavelengths, and phase speeds of the first expected (in the basis of the model (l-igures I I and 12). At 50
live vertical modes at tidal frequency are given in Table 3, and rn depth. mode 2 is dominant in the model F1-igure 13). but the
circles have been drawn on the wave number spectrum (Figure dominant svaselength measured in a particular region may not
6) to represent the wave number of each mode. The mode 3 be characteristic of mode 2. e g. ,swthin the B array. If the B
circle nearly intersects the center of each of the two peaks in mooring, had been located 50) km closer to Rockall Bank. the
the wave number spectrum which are closest to the origin, model predicts that the measured horizontal wavelength
Hence within the FIA at a depth of 50 m the vertical displace- wkould hase been much longer than 36 km (Figure I II Al-
ment appears to have the wavelength of a mode 3 plane wave. though mode I is dominant in the aggregate. modes as high as
This result may not be valid in other regions because of the 4 mat dominate at a particular depth (|-igure I3.
beamlike nature of the internal tide IFigure I 1I. Independent estimate

,
of t h, horizontal viavelength of the
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internal tide %'.ere nmade during I1ASIN, hs Mi'llard [9K3h]. least 40) ni. Mu Ich niaN he inrealisticalix large IFrom measure-
I hese ohser dl orts %%e re made I %%eek a fter segmen t 4, 10 40) men ti of hori/onftal coherence in the Intid -Pact lie h% Barni' I

kmn \kest of the I I[A at depth, if 14 42 mn from it drifting spar and/ Beriisuin [1 9751. Siiip .. ii a,151 .. tiiOi [ 19791 estinmate a
but)\ Polla rd reported that the fiernialI tidle had a ii hri/on tal ho ri on tal A aselen gth of 15 1.min correspond inig to a was e of
"a a.elengiih of 25 301 km. corresponding to mode 3 or 4, con- order mode 3. One explanation for the differences among

sisttilwit anax ss o theB morigsthewe midlocean determinations of thie structure of the internal
the inconsistencies in pres iou' descriptions of the internal tidle may he differences in samipling. Itiendi~r [[1977] may not

tidle niax has~e heen caused hN the itt etupt to generali,'e from hji'. e found significant energ in) modes higher than 1. because

sparse measurements Iii the deeCp ocean far froti. : r-e topo- he lacked data in the tipper 4001 m where higher modeCs ma,,
graphic featutres. suech ats conliitinenital shelkses. the in ternal tide doi)m inate. [he spat ial coin plexi t o (f the in odeled internal tide
is traitionalli, thotight to he composed of a feaX survivng low%% I I igures [ I and 121 illustr ates the difficult\ of determnining the
motides ahIch haw. b ecome uncorrelated ('sing this assump- characteristics oif the tide from sparse measurement.
lion in the anailxsis of data from Mid-Ocean l)Nnaitcs Fxper [ lie samplinig prohleni is further compounided h> tenmporal
itent fleIn. ~idri [9-71 fotund mosl encrg) ill iriode 1. %ariahility. Large temporal sajriaitiot itt the internal tidle "ias
lie identified Blake Plateau 7M krit to the wkest as the source ohsersed at the 13 moorings I Figure 4). Kcrc-ir 11[9831 also

of lie I (6 -ki x\ a' c n gthI tide In conlt ra st. i d-oceani ohser- fo unmd si gif ican t '.aria lion iii thle a in p1itUtIe of the sem idi urnal
\ations in thle Paicitic from the- Pole experiment (35 N., [55 WI tidle tin time scalesi of it Naek during JASI N. Trhe ohser'.ations
I.sinpoii1 anid Paulsoni. f979) andti tite Mxixed ILayer I speri- consisted of htiri/iittal s elocity mneasured froni Jul\ 1 8 to

mectit MIlF)1(5( N. 145 WI [Pit I'. at. 19811 indicaite that Attguist 28 att six deplths at the K I miooring FIigure 11 iii the
ides higher than I Acre prohbihl.N present. becautse I1)-iti [ IA [lie depths rainge(] from 71) to 98(1 n. The %ariation

ecrtical displaicemcnts a crc found in the tipper [(Mlii at semi- ohserxed at 701 ni depth is qUalitaiti'elN siiilar to the \a~riation
iusrnial frequencx If the s erticail strulctuire \N'ere entircly mode in the '.ariaitce of s ertical d~isplatcemient showAn iii Figure 4. In
1, hits \Noitld impl% at maxinmm11 aniplittide at niiddepth tif at particulair. there \at, as tinicrease h\ at factor oif 3 in the ampli-
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Fig. 13. Modal composition of (a horizontal %eloci i and (hi vertical displacement for the lirst I0 internal \Nase modes
in the deep ocean front the model of P1rie.serner and Ratirav [ 1975] (see Figure I I for model parametersl.

tude of the semidiurnal tide at 70 m during the week (August modeled sertical variation (I-igure 121 at the location of the
22 29) when the variance of vertical displacement was also K I mooring (Figure II. Ihe observed amplitude was a maxi-
high (Figure 4). The vertical ariation of semidiurnal tidal Mum near the surface (10 cm s at 70 m) and decreased to low
amplitude during this week was qualitatively similar to the .alues (2 4 cm s) at depths of 480 m and below. These ampli-

tudes and their \ariation compare favorabl., with the mea-
sured and modeled amplitudes (Iable 4 and Figure 12) at the

40- WI and W2 moorings, which were less than 5 km away from
5o fK I (Figure I). [he results of Ketler's analysis are consistent

with ours and provide additional support for the model.
60 The I-week period of tidal oscillations which we analyzed

appears to he unusually energetic (Figure 41 In his review
,-- 40 paper. lWtns .t [1975] remarks -.. the most common obser-

0- 82 vation is that the internal tides tend to come and go. i.e.. the\
60- appear to be intermiztent." There are several possible causes of

intermittency. The generation process may be afliected by var-
40 , , ations in the magnitude of the surface tide and fluctuations of

5 0 -B4 density and velocity in the region of generation [ Baires, 19821

60, . .. ,. , 60 0. Once generated, the high-energy beams ma. be refracted, re-
flected, or trapped by fluctuations of density and velocity

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 long the paths of propagation [e.g., Afooer.. 1975]. In JASIN
the I-week energetic period nearly coincides with a maximum~J~~T 978in the surface tide rc'artw~riht et al., 1980]. However, the

Fig. 14. Time series of 2-hour moving averages of isotherm depth

Aiih a mean of 50 m during segment 4 (solid curve. The modeled amplitude of the surface tide changes slowly and by no more
plane wsave [Prin.enherq and Rattray. 1975] is shown as a dashed than 30",, during the 5 weeks of observations. It is more likely
curse. (See Figure II for model parameters.) The isotherms are 10.8 C that the intermittency is caused by shifting of the beams of
at BI. 1.6 ( at B2. and 10.10 C i 134. internal wave energy due to fluctuations in density and veloci-
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30 b.of the eddy field onl the internal tide is beyond the to~pe of
- b.this paper.

Little is known about the role of the internal tide in iiing

50the interior [Ilendershoti. 19811]. although Biunes, [ 1941 sug-

. .... .. gests that mixing driven by tidal shear is easuly achiesed I hieK -- model predicts large velocit ' shear in the beams% and tear the
surface (Figure l2af which may contribute ito mixing A met-

70 0 5 10 1I5 0 5 10sure of the potential for overturning is the Richardson number
30 N 2 '&IzI :f2. where u is the hori'intal %eloiiti, of the internal

C. tide. Contours of a minimum Richardson number oxer a tidal
- cycle are shown in F-igure 16i The contours tend to parallel

.0 - .* internal wave characteristics. %ith lowker Richardson number,
occurring along the beams which emanate from the shell
break. The greatest potential Fir the internal tide ii, contribute
ito mixing exists near the surface %%here Richardson nunmber,

701 0 I less than 2 are found. [sen though a Richardson number of2
HORIZONTAL DISTANCE (K)is niot subcritical, the addition of shear from other source, or

tine structure in the sertical densits profile could cause mnixing
I g. 15. Comparison between toss tracks (80 ni in duration) -The model neglect, nonlinear processes Ahich could also, cin-

shoss n in F igure I and the model so'ition I Prinsenherq and Rattrat. trbetomin
1975]. Solid curses are the obsersed hortiontal profiles for [U and hli rbt omxn

two time periods (August 215. 1620 1740 and 2145 2245 UT) of east-
to-west tracks and i, and dii to lttle periods (August 27. 1312 1452 1, St SiM .555
atid 190)2 20)22 U'T) of north-to-southi tracks. Plus signs represent the ehate presented the results ,I an int estieatton of the
niodel solution for an Internal state generated at Rockall Bank andi
propagating toward 25 ito the east of north. Start times for the model internal tidle [hec ins estigation Included an analN sis of obser-
are the same as for f igure 14 sitions in the Rockall Chatnnel during the JASI N experiment.

simula1.tion of the generation anid propagation of the internal
ty associated with me~oscale edldies described by Pollard tide h K use of a model [ lor,ihio andI Rmr, t . 1 9 51. and
[1t83to]t in the JASIN area. cormparison of the nmodel %% it obsers ations

The temporal x ariation of the tidal xclocit\ amplitude at I he internail tidle Asi ecept inlk energetic it the upper Mli
the K I mooring iKei--'r [19831, described aboset is consis- nm during the I-wek period chosen for ainal 'i if- (igure 41

tent with a horizontal shifting of beam,, of internal wave Anrial~sis of ecrtical displacement of isot (erms ohsers ed by an
energy . During the I-week period analyzed here the tidal se- arrai\ of three moored therni,tor chains i Figure Ii and a
locity amplitude at 70. 17(0. atid 270 nm depth at K I %%as high, towed thermistor chain sho%%ed that the internal title at a
a. factor of 2 3 times higher thant during the first month of depth of SO mn within the *trra \ propagated fron the direction

observation- The amplitude at 980) m during the same week, of Rockall Bank. about Hll kmi ass a Because of its location
however, was low, 4 8 times foNter than during the previous aind fax orable topograplh\ 0 iure ,i, Rockall Bank wais iden-

weeks. From Figure 12a, if the beam reached the surface after titied as the source of the obsersed internal tidle
its first reflection just slightly closer to Rockall Bank. then the I lie Internal tide genterated hv thft interaction of the baro-
pattern of high and low velocities measured with depth at the tropic tide ss itt Rocekall Batik stas sinmulated bN use of a

F-IA would he entirelv different. The shallowh sensors would be model due to l'ripi',crn iand Raitrut I 19751 jhich has a
located in a region of low velocity, and the deeper tines in a step shelf and it depth-dependent htio~aic\. frequcenes [he
region of higher velocities. This may have been the case during modeled interntal tide exhibits i targe degree of spatial %aria-

the last few weeks in July at K 1. hilitN (F-igures 1 1. 12. anid 1 11 which is associated with beamis
-There is indirect evidence that changes in the magnitude of peritpting( furoie she dlf bnrea ai itteronaensate charac-e

the internal tide during JASIN may have been associated with tritc Iitre9Iid eer'isicoceired eath
changes in the eddy field. [he velocity near the thermistutr surface. in aissotciation tskith fthte seasonal pwieoclire In the
chain moorings changed direction (northwest to southwest) aggregate most oIfithe ttoeled tidA nerg is in the first

from August 20 to 22 r Weller and Haulpern. 1 9831, just before mode. but at particular depths. mtodes as high ats 4 i state-

the onset of the large-amplitude tidal oscillations. -This nearly lentighs of 25 knit cotntaini miost of the entetg (Figure 131. Fihe

simultaneous occurrence may have been fortuitous. -There is spai 1al x ariability Ill ite 1iodeled diliplitttids' aind w asVCligths"
probably not enough information to determine a cause and illustrates tie potenttial for error wfteti driw tg L1clusions
effect relationship. In any case, an investigation of the effects about the structure of fthe initerntal tide troni sparse obsersa-

rA BI+ 4. A mIplit Ufe of IHIorizon tal Tidal Velocit Perpendicular toi Rock all Batik Meacisu red at
* Current Meters Shown in Figure I

Ditstane
Frum Depth. mi

Rock all
M Soorinig Batik, kml 10i 100 2MW IMW 60() 1 (00

13 52 4.2 (2.41 31 i2 61 9
5

19 1)
WI1 107 8.5 i 14.0f 7.5 (6.1)) 7.2 14 6i 4 5i 3 2i
W2 Ms 17.K IS6.)

14 13o 6.5 (4.9) r1 I 49i m (i

Amplitudes are in ceintimeters per secotnd. Data from moorings 13. WI. and W2 are oertigecd oter at
7-da~ 'NPeriod from August 22 to 29 (segment 4) and from mooring 14 over a 5A .da\ period starting front
A ugust 22. Antplt itldes in parent heses are frotm thle model I(Figu re IlIl
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ABSTRACT

Subsurface temperature data and surface meteorological data are analyzed from thermistor chain moorings
deployed near 50'N, 140'W during the Storm Transfer and Response Experiment (STREX). The upper-ocean
heat and potential energy (PE) contents to 90 m are examined for an 18-day period and their changes compared
to the sources and sinks of heat and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE). Heat and TKE do not balance in the
vertical dimension alone. The heat content change, for example, averages -200 W m- 2 while the net cooling
at the surface, estimated from bulk formulas for latent and sensible heat fluxes and radiation measurements,
averaged only -86 W m- 2. Advection of heat and PE, in either the vertical or horizontal, play major roles in
the budgets of this area. We describe a method for using the large-scale wind stress and SST data around the
site to compute the advection in the Ekman layer and close the heat (to 23%) and TKE (to 24%) budgets.

Though the heat and PE contents exhibit long-term trends, there are two marked events associated with
storms on 15 and 27 November 1980 that account for much of the overall cooling and PE change. The advection
estimates mimic the episodic character of the heat and PE contents and are clearly important on the short,
storm time scale. The relative contributions of horizontal and vertical advection are quite different for the two
storms, showing that the upper-ocean response very much depends on the proximity and orientation of the
storm as it moves past the observational site.

The TKE budget is complex, and some terms can only be estimated by uncertain parameterizations so that
the relative importance of surface production, shear production, and advection is unclear. Still. the fact emerges
that mixed layer deepening is dominated by wind-forcing even during the season of significant cooling.

I. Introduction and other platforms and used to estimate surface tern-

In this paper we attempt to close the budgets of heat perature gradients and the horizontal distribution of

and turbulent kinetic energy for the upper ocean at the surface wind stress. More details on the data sources

site, near 50'N, 140'W. of thermistor chain moorings and processing are given in Section 2.

deployed as part of the Storm Transfer and Response Tully and Giovando (1963) and Tabata (1965) ex-
Experiment (STREX) in the North Pacific during
Novemer 1980. The turbulent kinetic energy balance amined the average annual heat budget of the upper

can be used to relate changes of potential energy of the ocean at Ocean Weather Station P. very near the site

water column to sources (wind stirring. convection) of the present experiment, and concluded that over an
average year there should be a net heat gain of 32 W

and sinks (dissipation) of kinetic energy. The nature aver eathere shuld be ntea gof32 W
of these relations is at the heart of mixed layer dy- m resulting, mainly, from the winter months when

namics. only 50% of the observed heat loss is accounted for by

The sources of data are as follows: the surface heat flux. Since secular warming of the water
column is not observed and the apparent net heating

(i) Thermistor chain time series of temperature at is less than 20% of the maximum flux estimates, this
many depths between the surface and 143 m and used disparity is arguably within the experimental certainty
to calculate heat and potential energy changes of the of the heat transfer estimates. It is also, however. qual-
water column: itatively consistent with the idea of equatorward export

(ii) High quality surface meteorological data from of heat by wind drift in the surface layer. In the past,
a surface buoy and from two research vessels operating emphasis has been placed on one-dimensional models
in the area, used to estimate components of heat flux, that neglect the influence of advection processes. Camp
radiation, surface wind stress. and production of kinetic and Elsberrv (1978) concluded that both vertical and
energy by wind stirring and convection- horizontal advection of heat could be neglected for

(iii) Lesser quality surface meteorological data, most of the weather ship data that they investigated.
mainly of sea level pressure and air and sea tempera- Denman and Miyake (1973) and Davis et al. (1981a)
ture. obtained from a network of ships of opportunity discounted the importance of horizontal advection in
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the summer heat budget near Station P, and other in- and analyses carried out as part of STREX. We shall
vestigators (Gill and Niiler, 1973; Emery, 1976; Stev- briefly summarize these here.
enson and Niiler, 1983) concluded that it plays a minor
role in the seasonal changes of heat content in the
northeastern Pacific Ocean.

Kraus and Turner (1967) produced a theory of the Four surface moorings were deployed by the NOAA
ocean mixed layer based on the heat balance and cer- ship Oceanographer near 50'N, 140'W. Figure 1 shows
tain parameterizations of the source and sink terms in the location and configuration of the mooring array.
the turbulent kinetic energy budget. Denman and Mi- We refer to the moorings by the letter codes A. B. C.
yake (1973) applied this theory to an analysis of a and D as shown in the figure. Each mooring consisted
month-long series of bathythermograph profiles at Sta- of a 2.4 m toroid surface float anchored tautly in about
tion P and obtained what they considered agreement, 4600 m of water. As the figure indicates. three of the
although this has been criticized (Thompson, 1976). moorings, A, B, and C, supported two subsurface

Elsberry and Camp (1978) give evidence showing thermistor chains with thermistors every 10 m between
that the seasonal changes in mixed layer temperatures 10 and 110 m. and every 3 m between 113 and 143
and thicknesses are mostly the result of episodic storms. m. The thermistor chains contained Aanderaa model
Price et al. (1978) achieved success in modeling data TR-I recorders that recorded temperature internally
from the Gulf of Mexico on the response of the mixed on magnetic tape every 12(X) s. Mooring D supported
layer, on the several-day time-scale, to a hurricane; they only a shallow chain between 10 and 110 m with
assumed heat and momentum balance and a critical thermistors ever 10 m. but it was also equipped witlh
bulk Richardson number for the inertial oscillations meteorological instruments that measured air temper-
in the mixed layer, following Pollard et al. (1973). In ature and vector-averaged wind NelocitN 3.4 m above
a simple laboratory experiment on turbulent convec- the surface and sea surface temperature (Reynolds.
tion. Deardorff et al. (1969) used the assumption of 1982). The data were subampled evern 1200 s to match
heat balance to relate entrainment of a boundary layer with the subsurface temperatures. Figure I shows the
heated from below to the driving heat flux. Moore and time span of the data return tbr each component of
Long (1971) and Kato and Phillips (1969) used similar the mooring instruments. For example. mooring B
tactics to relate entrainment to surface shear stress. supported the longest shallow temperature chain record
Davis el al. (1981ab) also verified, although working extending for approximately 19 dass over Julian da. s
with field data during late summer from a mooring 315 to 333 (10-28 November).
near Station P, a kind of one-dimensional heat bal- Figure 2 shows the time series from the shallo%%
ance-modified by vertical advection of cold water thermistor chain at mooring B. This was the data set
from below-before comparing changes in potential we chose to compute the heat content and potential
energy to parameterizations of wind stirring. Niiler and energy time series, described in Sections 3 and 4. he-
Kraus (1977) reviewed theories of the bulk mixed layer cause it contains the longest continuous records and it
and showed how they all, including ad hoc critical best covers the two major storm events of the experi-
Richardson number models, amounted in physical ment. The curves in Fig. 2 have been offset in the ver-
terms to statements about the turbulent kinetic energy tical so that the upper trace is the temperature of the
balance. 10 m thermistor. the next one down is the 20 m therm-

In Section 3 we examine the heat balance during istor, etc. Above 60 m there is a definite cooling trend
the deployment of our thermistor chain array in late over the 18 days shown in the figure. but the temper-
autumn. We estimate the effect of advection in this atures are nearly isothermal at any given time. Beneath
balance and argue that it makes a very important con- this well-mixed layer is the seasonal thermoeline be-
tribution that comes in episodes associated with storms, tween 60 and 90 m. The thermocline shows up in the
In Section 4, analogously, we examine the turbulent time series as the region of high frequency and high
kinetic energy balance from our data set, again paying amplitude variability attributed to internal waves
close attention to the effect of advection. within a region of large temperature gradient. A small

temperature change with depth below the thermocline
2. The experiment produced the low amplitude variability that can be seen

in the deeper (90-110 m) time series.
The Storm Transfer and Response Experiment Two relatively abrupt cooling events are visible in

(STREX) was a joint meteorological-oceanographic Fig. 2. The first one occurred on day 320 (15 Novem-
experiment carried out in the northeastern Pacific ber). On that date, the mixed layer thickened to o-
Ocean during November and December 1980 in order ertake the 60 m thermistor as evidenced by the slight
to examine the response of the atmospheric and oceanic decrease in mean temperature and the cessation of the
boundary layers to the passage of storms (Fleagle et high frequency variability in the 60 m trace. A similar
al., 1982). In this study we have drawn on data acquired event occurred on day 332 (27 November). Again the
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layer depth with noticeably large decreases on days 320 and Lind, 1985) and on the V'ancouver otherwise
and 332. The air temperature was almost always lower (Anonymous, 1981). Over the period from day 316
than the sea surface temperature, indicating that sen- through 333. the net surface heat flux averaged -86
sible heat flux accounted for part of the observed cool- W m 2 The latent heat flux alone averaged -41) W
ing trend and that the air just above the water surface m 2: this is twice as large as the net radiation flux.
was always unstably stratified. longwave plus shortwave (-26 W m 2 ), and far larger

than the sensible heat flux -I I W m 2). The latent
h. Surlace meteoroh y' heat flux contains isolated periods of large positive val-

ues due to warm, saturated air moving into the area
The experiment was carried out with the aid of two and warming the ocean through condensation.

vessels: the Canadian weather ship CCGS U ancouver It is interesting to note the contrast between the
stationed at Ocean Weather Station P (50°N, 145°W) storms on days 320 and 332 in terms of their associated
and the NOAA ship Oceanographer which operated heat fluxes. The day-320 storm produced an obvious
in the vicinity of the surface moorings. Both ships made feature in the heat flux curves of Fig. 5. The day-332
measurements of standard surface meteorological pa- storm, however, created no outstanding features in the
rameters including wind velocity, air pressure, and air, heat flux curves even though this storm coincided with
wet bulb, dew point and sea surface temperatures. In the most outstanding changes in the sea surface tern-
addition, measurements of the longwave and shortwave perature and mixed layer depth and had the strongest
radiation fluxes were made from both ships (Gautier winds. Figure 6a, b shows the surface pressure analyses
and Katsaros. 1984: Anonymous, 1981: Katsaros and for the two days (Reed and Mullen. 1981). There are
Lind. 1985) and CTD casts were taken from the obvious differences between the two storm systems.
Oceanographer (Toole et al.. 1980). The day-320 storm was a diffus, elongated low pres-

Duplicate meteorological measurements from the sure system with a strong north-wOuth frontal structure.
tvo ships and mooring D allowed comparison and ver- while the day-332 storm was more nearly radially sym-
ification of some of the surface data. Air temperature metric and very intense. The spatial scales of the two
measurements from both ships and the mooring agreed storms were similar. The effects they had at the exper-
%ery well with no obvious biases. The same was true iment site were, however, quite different. The peak
for comparisons of the mooring sea surface temperature winds for day 320 were southerly, but for day 332 they
with those from the V'ancouver. The Oceanographer were westerly. Other contrasts between the way the two
however, reported surface temperature, measured at storms affected the ocean at the moorings will emerge
engine-room intake, that was nearly 0.5°C higher than as we examine the heat and energy budgets in the fol-
at the surface buoy. This difference is attributed to the lowing sections.
well-known positive bias of engine-room intake tem-
peratures above true surface sea temperatures (Saur, c. Surtace analysis of wind stres. and sea surface (e(i-

1963). Reynolds (1982) compared wind velocities from perature
Oceanographer and mooring D and found that they The large-scale wind stress ficd during STREX was
agree quite well. computed using planetary boundary layer models

We used the air-sea temperature difference and the (Brown and Liu, 1982) applied to the available synoptic
wind speed at mooring D to calculate the surface wind data. We used data interpolated to a 100 km grid sur-
stress shown in Fig. 4. The wind speeds were adjusted rounding the STREX region (Lindsay and Brown, per-
to 10 m, and the stress was calculated using the bulk sonal communication. 1983).
aerodynamic formulae of Large and Pond (1981). Sev- Sea surface temperatures on a similar grid, derived
eral strong wind events are evident in the time series, from 3-day averaged analyses by the Canadian Weather
especially the two storms on days 320 and 332 when Service, were used to prepare the maps in Fig. 7a-f
wind stress magnitudes reached 0.9 and 1.3 Pa. re- The contour maps exhibit, individually, the WSW to
specti vely. ENE slope of surface isotherms in the region and. col-

We used the meteorological data from mooring D lectively as a time series, the cooling trend over the
and the ships to calculate the surface fluxes of sensible STREX period. This data was used to estimate hori-
and latent heat from bulk formulae (Large and Pond, zontal temperature gradients needed to calculate the
1982). Figure 5 shows the computed heat fluxes to- advective contributions to the local heat and energ.
gether with estimates of the radiation flux component. budgets at the thermistor chain mooring site (Sections
Humidity data from Vancouver was used during - and 4).
Oceanographer's absence from the site, days 326 to
334. The net radiation fluxes shown in the figure are 3. The heat budget
the daily averages of the sum of shortwave incoming,.
shortwave outgoing, Iongwave incoming, and longwave In this section we investigate the heat budget of the
outgoing fluxes. The data comes from measurements upper ocean during STREX. We shall see that the heat
taken on the Oceanographer when available (Katsaros content decrease measured at the thermistor chains is
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more than twice as large as the total surface heat loss. is reasonably successful. It turns out that there are two
We attempt. to reconcile this imbalance by estimating advectise events in the STREX data record that ac-
the adjective contributions to the budget. This attempt count for the heat content-surface exchange imbalance.
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tI1(v 5 Surface fluxes of sensible and latent heat at mooring D smoothed with a 12.4 hour
tilter. dail, ascrages of the net radiative heat flux onboard the Oceanographer and V'an'ouver
(da\.s 126 to 334). and the algebraic total of all three components. Note the sharp frontal structure
indicated bs the sensible and latent heat flux curves on day 320.
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(a) 1200 Z
/ Day 320

(b) 0000 Z

/ %/Day 332

/6/
6b

08C
IN 4

FTC, 6. Surface pressure isobars for (a) 1200 GMT on day 320 and (b) 00W0 GMT on
day 332 (Reed and Mullen, 1981). Dots indicate locations of data reports used to construct
the pressure fields including the two ships involved with STREX# ships of opportunity.
and five stationary NDBO buoys, The experiment site is approximately 50'N. 140W.
The dashed box indicates the area used to calculate average wind stress curl with this data.

The establishment of an approximate heat balance is
a prerequisite for estimating potential energy changes I(t, D) = pocJ Tdz (3.)
and relating them to turbulent kinetic energy produc-
tion changes in Section 4. where p0 and c are average seawater density and heat

The heat content between the surface and fixed depth capacity at constant pressure, respectively. The heat
D is defined by balance of the water column is given by
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160w 15 40- 160W 150. 140 and is shown in Fig. 5. The heat content, I, was cal-
50.N culated from the thermistor chain records using a trap-

60-N ezoidal integration of the discrete temperature mea-
J surements. The changes in heat content we observed

5- averaged -200 W m 2 for the period from Julian day
5- 316 to 333. This is twice as large as the cooling at the

_surface described in Section 2, although it is consistent
50 with Tabata's (1965) findings of an average 70 W m 2

14 deficit in surface cooling for this season between 1956
(b) 45. and 1961. This discrepancy in the one-dimensional

balance puts a premium on estimating the other com-
5o-n0 N , ' - ./ ponent in the heat budget, namely advection.

.* Advection has traditionally been the most elusive
60°N part of the heat budget. To our knowledge, no synoptic

45* 7measurements of temperature and velocity with depth;"7- ,55- have ever been made that would allow direct calcula-
tion of A in (3.3). We are forced to estimate the ad-

so* vective contribution indirectly. Various methods have
40 been employed in the past ranging from a neglect of .1

14 1on the basis of historical current and temperature data
-C(-- ' (Denman and Miyake. 1973) to approximating the

vertical contribution only. and neglecting horizontal
50Neffects, based on spatial measurements of IVT[ (Davis

60N I al.. 1981a). Each of the arguments for the neglect of
advection or some part of it is based on averaged gra-

45* - -- dients and velocities appropriate to seasonal time scale
. changes in mixed layer properties. Though these ar-

---- guments appear valid e.v powtacto from success of the
so closures of the heat budget achieved by making them.

our data indicate that the situation is quite differenteA during the fall storm-, season at midlatitudes. We find
140*W 130* 140W I3o* that storms can produce pulses in the advection terms

Fi(;. 7. Sea surface temperature isotherms from the large-scale grid on time scales of several days that can be significant
for da.s (a) 316-318, (b) 319-321. Ic) 322-325. (d) 326-328, (,) in the heat budget averaged over several weeks.
321)-332. and (fl 333 -T he 6. 10. and 14 degree contours are labeled The advective contribution consists of two parts:
and the spacing is I°C. The dashed box indicates the area used to horizontal advection by surface geostrophic currents
calculate horizontal temperature gradients, that are nearly horizontally nondivergent. and advec-

tion by directly wind-driven surface currents that can

,H = A + Q0 (3.2) be composed of both a nondivergent part giving rise
where to horizontal transport and a divergent part giving rise. to vertical transport. Thomson (1971) showed thatja rnh

.1 - po1 c Tudz + p1cT tw , (3.3) geostrophic currents in this region are. on the average.
f of) in the east-northeast direction at I cm s-' and are nearly

is the verticall\ integrated divergence of heat advection parallel to the surface temperature isotherms. Although
and the CTD surveys conducted during STREX were not

o = -Po ,(0) - 03.4 sufficiently dense in time or space to give good estimates
of geostrophic current, the data that exists confirm

is the total heat flux just below the water surface. com- Thomson's estimate of I cm s ' for surface currents
posed of sensible heat plus radiant flux q(0). Our no- relative to 1500 db. These currents tend to be aligned
tation follows that of Davis et a/. (198 I a). which may across the temperature gradient and hence are ineffec-
be consulted for the derivation of (3.2). It has been tive in transpor'ing heat.
assumed that w(0) = 0 and that 1) is sufficiently deep Tabata (1965) calculated the average temperature
so that the turbulent and radiative fluxes vanish there, change at Station P for 1956-61 due to geostrophic
We examined the heat balance Ior 1 90 m. a depth transports and found it to be 0.26'C per month. He
well below the mixed layer and within that part of the found the geostrophic advection to be higher during
upper water column covered by our instruments, summer than winter. He also found the wind-forced

One of the three components in the heat balance. Ekman contribution to advection to be largest during
the total surface flux. Qo. was describ-d in Section 2 winter. On this basis, we shall neglect the advection of
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heat due to geostrophic currents for the 18-day winter the large-scale data by application of Stokes' circulation
period of STREX. theorem

We propose to estimate surface Ekman transport by

J h )-z x (3.5) ff z. curl(ro/f)dS= f (rof) dc (3.8)

where u, is the surface Ekman velocity, r0 is the surface where S is some suitable averaging area and c is its
wind stress, and h is the mixed layer depth-, horizontal perimeter. The fight side of(3.8) is evaluated from an
stress at the base of the mixed layer has been assumed obvious finite-grid rule of integration. We chose S to
to be negligible. If the Ekman transport is divergent, be a 600 km square (i.e., 6 X 6 grid points centered on
it leads to an upwelling velocity at the mixed layer the mooring site). We experimented with smaller grids
base, (4 X 4, 2 X 2), but this larger one seemed a sensible

compromise between the ideal of S - 0 and having a
(_.T) large enough number of points on the circumference

= z -curl 0 . (3.6) ofS to effect some averaging ofatmespheric mesoscalenoise. Large et al. (1985) suggest that the synoptic scale

Accelerations are neglected in deriving (3.5) and in this area is a few hundred kilometers, based on data
(3.6). Their inclusion leads to inertial oscillations about from drifting thermistor chains, so it is likely that our
the longer period Ekman velocity fields. One may show large averaging square underestimates curl at a point.
(see the Appendix) that averaging the time-dependent The size ofthe averaging square is indicated in Fig. 6a,
inertial solutions over a pendulum-day yields Eqs. (3.5) b and 7a-f by the dashed box.
and (3.6) again, where ue, w- , To are now pendulum- Figure 8a shows the time series of heat advection
day average quantities. Hence the use of the "steady" components: horizontal (dot-dashed), vertical (dotted),
equations (3.5). (3.6), to estimate Ekman currents, even and their sum (dashed). Figure 8b shows the heat con-
for synoptic wind events, is well justified. tent of the upper 90 m at thermistor chain mooring B

By identifying f Tudz = t f ud: where t is the (solid line), the cumulative surface heat flux, f' Qodt
vertically-averaged temperature of the surface layer, (upper dashed line), cumulative advection.,f' ldt
and w i, w 1), Eq. (3.3) can be written (lower dashed line), and their sum (dot-dashed line).

The starting value of each quantity on the ordinate is
where A, (3.7a) arbitrary: the curves agree if their slopes match. Table

w gives a summary of daily-averaged surface heat flux,Al = .(T p - t)z'curl(ro/f) (3.7b) advection, and heat content change for the STREX
A = (-. ro/f×< Vt .  (3.7c) period. The most striking features in Fig. 8a is the ad-

vective peaks associated with the storms on days 320
Were there no horizontal temperature gradient, the and 332. Except for these two days, the total advection
nonzero term A, would represent the export of heat is small and changes sign often, producing a negligible
due to upwelling of cold water. On the other hand, contribution to the overall budget. But with the inclu-
were the mixed layer motion nondivergent, the term sion of these tremendous peaks, the mean advection
. 1 would represent advection of heat by horizontal over 18 days is -68 W m which, when combined
flow across the temperature gradient. The terms in (3.7) with the average heat flux at the surface, balances the
were calculated using the wind stress and temperature mean changes in heat content to within 23% (see Table
fields described in Section 2. Temperature gradient VT 1). The average advection is 80% of the average of the
was approximated by V 70 where 7'(o. ., 1) was the sea total surface flux: this is almost entirely due to the con-
surface temperature obtained from the large-scale grid tribution from two individual days! Figure 8b shows
(Fig. 7a-f). Even though the data coverage for the large- the roughly equal importance ofadvection and surface
scale analyses was sparse (see the data points in Fig. flux in the heat balance over 18 days, and the episodic
6a. b), the SST gradients were robust enough to produce character of advection, coming in two marked events.
consistent pictures on the scale of a few hundred ki- in contrast with the fairly steady surface heat flux. Only
lometers. In contrast to this, the 20 km separation be- the episodes of advection can account for the episodic
tween thermistor chain moorings at the experiment heat content changes.
site was not enough to reliably determine the SST gra- Comparison of Fig. 8a with the synoptic analyses of
dients beyond instrument noise levels. Fig. 6 gives some insight into the nature of the advec-

The total advective contribution was calculated ac- tion itself. The advective partitioning between vertical
cording to (3.7a) (after rearranging terms), and the ver- and horizontal components is different for the two
tical component according to (3.7b). The horizontal storms. The day-320 peak is made up of nearly all ver-
component was calculated by difference, i.e., AH = A tical advection, that is, Ekman suction of cold water
- Ar. The required horizontal vector fields then appear from below z = -D. The day-332 peak, however, is
only in the form of curls. These were evaluated from composed of approximately equal amounts of Ekman
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HEAT Vertical advection, too, makes an important con-
Itribution to the heat budget. It depends on a surface

0 . wind pattern favorable to producing upwelling. Despite
several peaks in the wind stress magnitude in Fig. 4,

A" ",Fig. 8a shows only two events that had local wind stress
'E curl large enough to produce significant upwelling.

Ai ;'Large etal. (1986) suggest a rule of thumb for un-
A__ certainty of 10 W m -2 per component of the surface-500 €heat flux, which gives an additive uncertainty of 30 W

m 2 for the net surface flux, Qo. This error grows for
0 the cumulative surface heat flux- after ten days the error

----------- ~ amounts to about 0.25 X 108 Jmn2 (25% of one division
- "------------- .. in Fig. 8b) and after 18 days to nearly 0.50 X 108 J

----------------- , A m 2 (50% of one division in Fig. 8b). The discrepancy
in the heat budget is within this uncertainty.

E --- . - (b Large et al. (1986) also investigated the advective
-,, bcontributions to the heat budget with drifting therm-

-3 -istor chain buoys in an area 500 km southwest of our
-. .. A) moorings. They inferred water movements from the

-4 buoy tracks and relative velocities from the shape of
the subsurface thermistor and pressure sensor chains.
Their conclusions contrast with ours. They find that

-5 horizontal advection in the mixed layer was not a sig-
nificant part of the heat budget for their region. Their

-6_ _ _ _ _ buoys, however, tended to drift along the surface iso-
320.25. . . therms, thereby diminishing the effect of horizontal320 325 330

.J.o Date, a980 advection. Also, they form their balance estimates over
FI(i. 8. (a) Daily estimates of the vertical, .4, and horzontal, A8, a long time period so that they do not discern episodic

adxection of heat and their algebraic sum. .4. and (I the time history synoptic events. They also make the point that vertical
of the cumulative surface heat flux. f Qodt, cumulative heat advection. advection from below about 120 m, within the per-
f .tdt. their algebraic sum. f (Q, + .Ad. and the daily averaged manent halocline, would bring up water that is too
vertical integral of heat content to 90 m, II. The cumulative and salty to be cancelled by the 0.005 X 10- 3/month di-
sertical integrated curves in panel (b) are relative to an arbitra uds
reference level: it is the slopes of these curves that are important. lulion attributed to the mean excess of precipitation
Note the large advective peaks on days 320 and 332 and how they over evaporation. This means that the upwelling water
are responsible for making the estimated total cumulative curve more
closely match the observed vertically integrated heat content.

TABLE I. Daily average surface beat flux. Qo, and change in heat
suction and horizontal advection due to net horizontal content. dll/dt, and the 00W GMT estimate of heat advection. .
movement of surface water across isotherms. The dif- The units are W m 2.
ferent advective characters of the two storms is reflected
in their synoptic structure relative to the experiment Julian day I dil/dit

site. Peak winds for the day-320 storm were southerly 316 -35.8 7.7 - 99.2

shifting abruptly to northerly with the passage of the 317 77.2 19.7 49.6
front (Fig. 4). This produced a net Ekman transport 318 109.4 18.8 181.8
to the east and then west. nearly parallel to the surface 319 -36.4 13.4 214.9

320 -8.6 28.7 1 32.3
isotherms (Fig. 7b), and therefore contributed little to 321 -97.4 5 582.6 231.s
the horizontal advection. In contrast. the day-332 peak 322 -49.5 -99.5 -165.3
winds were southwesterly and produced a net Ekman 323 85.3 - 14.1 264.5
transport parallel to the mean oceanic temperature 324 36.3 56.7 -148.8

and so made a large contribution to 325 -129.6 67.5 - 148.8gradient (Fig. 7e) 326 ' -89.2 26.4 -16.5
the horizontal advection of heat. This contrast shows 327 113.1 59.8 49.6
that the horizontal advection at a particular location 328 -99.4 10.3 -264.5

depends on having cross-isotherm Ekman transport 329 -68.6 -32.5 -281.1
produced by alongisotherm wind. This condition is 331 120.2 -16.0 -396.8

331 -60.8 9.9 -628.3sensitive to the structure ofa storm and the proximity 332 141.4 -565.6 -677.9
of its passage (see Fig. 6a, b) so that points separated 333 - 184.2 -25.7 -165.3

by only a few hundred kilometers may experience quite 18-day means: -85.7 -68.3 199.3
different advection.
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below the mixed layer and above the halocline must where p,, = p - po is the excess density above a reference
be moving along nearly horizontal trajectories as it is density, is related to sources and sinks by
entrained. aP = B + A, + G, + S - E. (4.2)

4. Turbulent kinetic energy where

When the sea surface is cooled or agitated by the a ] F q((4.3)
wind. turbulent kinetic energy is produced by flucuat- B = . QoD + J (43)

ing buoyancy forces working with vertical motions or
by turbulent stress working on the sheared motion. C r
The part of this turbulent kinetic energy that is not .4r = -gv f p,u(- + D)d: + J p,wd-, (4.4

dissipated is available for increasing the potential en-
ergy of the surface layer by entraining dense water from (Ao = -o'Ii + pO(u' U' + w'-)/21. (4.5)
below and, in effect, raising its center of mass by mixing,0
it into the surface water. The production terms of tur- S = - F ,l oudc. (46)
bulent kinetic energy. and its dissipation, are difficult f ")
to measure with accuracv. instead, parameterizations 0

of these terms, supported by theoretical and dimen- ptdz. (4.7)
sional arguments relating them to bulk parameters that f)

characterize the inputs, are relied on (Kraus and Trm B in (4.2) represents the efict on potential
Turner. 1967; Niiler and Kraus. 1977). Often the pa- nergy of surface heating or cooling and penetratic
rameterizations can be checked in laboratory experi- radiation: when cooling(Q, <0). a part ooi (ad n/('(I)1

ments (e.g. urner and Kraus. 1967: Kato and Phillips, is the energ. supplied by convection. This term is
1969: Moore ad long. 1971: Kantha ci ot. 1977 readily calculated from the net surface heat flux. Q,,.
Icardorff c al.. 1969) in w~hich changes in potential described in Section 2 and from q(-) parameterized b\
energ. arc compared to the proposed dependence on
the bulk parameters and used to estimate unkno~kn q(_-) q(0): [().77 exp(-/l.5)]
coefficients.

In principle, this can be done also with suitable field
experiments. The dilficult\ with this approach lies in for- in meters, measured negatixel. downwards (Paul-
the impossibilit., contrasted with the laboratory, of son and Simpson. 1977). The term 1, represents the
control of external conditions: oceanic variability and advection of potential energy. The term (G,, is the sur-
complexit\ on all scales lead to statisticallk imprecise face flux of turbulent kinetic energy. v hich is held to
estimates of the desired terms. Also. some important be proportional to , where it, is the surface friction
contributing terms, especiall. advection. that are absent velocitN I (Kraus and Turner. 1967: Davis ci
in controlled laboratory experiments can onlk be es- al.. 198 I b). Term S is the shear production integrated
timated indirectl\ as we have already seen with the vertically. Lacking current profile measurements. w.e
heat balance. The advantage of the field experiments are unable to estimate it directly. We proceed by pro-
is their obvious direct relevance to mixed layer dynam- visionally neglecting it: but we shall return to this point
ics: unlike laboratory experiments, they are conducted later,
at the appropriate Reynolds and Pellet numbers and .Aks noted, convective production due to surface
are not susceptible to "infection" by secondarv circu- cooling is already a part of B. For a homogeneous
lations as in the all too finite laboratory vessels, mixed layer this production term anounts to

Davis et al. (1981b) expounded the theory of the
turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) balance necessary for c = h( QUI - Q). (4.9)

relating rate of change of potential energy of the upper
ocean water column to kinetic energy generation and Term E is the vertical integral of kinetic energy dissi-
dissipation and their parameterizauons. We need notrepeat this here, except to emphasize that the rate of patton. We hold that it acts to suppress a fixed fraction

repat hisher, ecep toempasie tat he ateofof the energy produced by the dominant turbulent ki-
turbulent working of buoyant flucuations against grav- oftth energy produc t he doiantturuent i-
ity, or buoyancy flux gi'w'. is estimated from the ver- netic energy production mechanisms. Hence it is pro-

tically integrated heat balance and assumption ofa sta- and the potential energy evolution is given b a
ble T-S relationship: hence the establishment of an at p e
least approximate heat budget is a necessary require- aP = B + .AI, + (I, - n,,C (4.10)
ment for the strategy to succeed.

The potential energy of the water column above z where
= -D, given by QT = mopoliu*. (4.11)

P(1, D) = g f (: + D)p,dZ. (4.1) The measurements reported by Davis et al. (1981b)
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suggest in, = 0.5, while Deardorff el al.'s (1969) lab- I ABI. 2. Daily awerage surface production (;. net buosanc, flux

orator% measurements give m, = 0.83. 1'. and change in PE, dP/dt. and the (U) GM1 estimate of PE
- ad~ection,..A, . The units are mV/m 2.

Advection A. is calculated in a fashion analogous
to the corresponding term in the heat balance. We as- Julian da.N (;' .1,, B dll'/d

sume that horizontal velocity is uniform in the mixed
layer, of depth h. and given by the Ekman formula 316 0.6 0.1 0,2 2.4

(3.5); horizontal velocity is neglected below the mixed 317 0.7 0. s 1 7 0.4
18 0(.9 1)1 13 3.0layer. The corresponding vertical velocitv growslinearly 319 1.3 0.0 0.X 4.6

from zero at the surface to the base of the mixed layer 3210 4.6 0.2 0.4 11.1
where it is given by (3.6). Beyond the base it remains 321 1.2 7.2 1.9 3 5

approximately constant. These assumptions of slab- 322 1.7 1.5 I.6 .7

like mixed layer velocity are more stringent than were 3-4 1.2 (.4 1.3 2.I
required for the heat balance, where only the vertical 32 0.8 1.1 3.8 2.8
integral of horizontal velocity mattered, because tem- 326 0.5 o.I 2.2 4.)

perature is so nearly uniform in the mixed layer. The 327 15 0.2 2) 59
quantit\ . 1, can be separated into horizontal and ver- 328 I.1 0.4 25 5.7

tical components .. 1,1 . p., analogous to the heat ad- 329 .9 . 24 3.

330 (.6 . 4 "section terms (Eq. (3.7)] except for an additional de- 331 6.9 1). i 17 7
pendence on the mixed layer depth that enters because 332 q.3 .3 2.6 324
of the factor : in (4.1). We shall save space by not 333 0,6 .6 , 7 5 8

writing them down here. I8-day means: 21 1.3 2.0 " I
The quantities in the potential energy balance are

correctly Aritten in terms of density p(T, S). To le-
termine this salinity is required as well as temperature. Each of the terms on both sides of (4.10) can be
This is not available from the thermistor chains. How- computed from the STREX data and compared. Table
eer. CTD profiles taken during November and De- 2 gives a summary of the daily-averaged values of
cember 1980. in the .icinity of the experiment location (j. B' (the net buoyancy production. =B - i,.).
from the Oc'ano'kpher exhibit a quite stable and tight potential energy advection. A., and the change in P.
relationship between temperature and salinity above Figure 10a shows the time series of the advection es-
90 m depth. Figure 9 shows the envelope for the i-S timates. The features are very similar to the heat ad-
curses from 32 CTI) casts taken between Julian days vection estimates in Fig. 8a. the advection is small ex-
311 and 337. Above 6.5"C (90 m) salinity is well rep- cept on two occasions associated with storms on days
resented b a linear function of temperature. A best fit 320 and 332. The da-320 event is a result of mostly
line through the i-S envelope in this region was used vertical advection, while the da\-332 event is composed
to represent that function. This was then used to infer of nearly equal amounts of vertical and horizontal ad-
density from the thermistor chain temperature time vection. Note that though heat and turbulent mechan-
series. ical energy terms have the same units, the latter is live

orders of magnitude smaller than the former.
Figure 10b shows the potential cnerg. of the upper

90 m at the thermistor chain (solid line), the cumulative
surface production ofIKE [J (*dt (using no 1  0.5)].
the cumulative advection ( 1';-dIt). and the cumulative,2 --- net buoyancy production [f' B'di (using in, = 0.83)1.
The last term is the difference between the total cu-

- i mulative buoyanc\ production (upper dotted line) and
°C ,the dissipation. taken to be proportional to that pro-

S..duction. (lower dotted line). The beginning positions
on the ordinate of traces on this figure are arbitrary:
the curves have been offset in the vertical for clarity.
A successful closure of the TKE budget is obtained
when the slope of the total cumulative production curve
(dot-dashed) matches that of the vertically integrated

S 33 34 35 3 potential energy curve. This figure shows a reasonable
PPT closure of the TKE budget over 18 days, particularly

I1( ). -.S relations from 32 CID casts tnonhoard the for the periods prior to the day-320 storm and after
t)h amra/pr hetiscen Julian das 31 I1 and 317 [he lnear relaton the day-332 storm. The storms create large. episodic
heiseen S and I alxoe 6 5( '-90) m) ,as used to predict S from increases in the vertically integrated potential energy
I for this temperature (depth) range. that are not totally reproduced by the estimated pro-
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320 325 changes may be no less due to advection than to tur-

------- .,bulent production of TKE.
An uncertainty in the excess density can be estimated,A,/ from uncertainties in the thermistor temperatures and

A- in the salinity derived from the best-fit linear T-S re-
V " lationship above 90 m. The spread in the T-S diagram

of Fig. 9 suggests an uncertainty of about 0.08 X 10
. . '.. .. in inferring salinity from temperature. This, together

with the thermistor errors, leads to an uncertainty of
o __________________' _ '0.07 kg m-' for the excess density, and about 2.80

0c...... m (2.8 divisions in Fig. lob) for the vertically
-. -------------- integrated potential energy. The discrepancy in the

------------------ --------- .TKE budget is within this uncertainty. The closure of
-5 -- the TKE budget is poorest for the time periods asso-

-................... ---- .... ciated with the two major storms, paticularly the sec-
......................-- ond, day-332, storm. Ignoring the potential energy un-

-10 -- certainties, the buoyancy flux term B' is a very steady.

SW A8nonepisodic component of the budget and as such is
(bo -. not a good candidate to explain the excess in the ob-

15 ------- .. served vertically integrated potential energy jumps over
the predicted increases. The discrepancies are more

... likely the result of underestimating either the advection

-20 or the wind stirring terms, or both. because each of
these terms exhibits episodic increases during the storm
periods.

320- -There is one important, additional component of320 325 330

J ,,o Date, 36 3 the TKE budget that could explain the discrepancies
in the balance. It is the neglected shear production term

FIG. 10. (a) Daily estimates of the vertical, 1.,, and horizontal.
.p.,. advection of potential energy and their algebraic sum .. 1. and (4.8). Sheared currents in the water column contribute
(h) the time histor of the cumulative surface wind stirring, to the TKE of the layer. particularly inertial currents
f(rdt. cumulative potential energy advection. f' . t,,. cumulative with shear concentrated at the base of the mixed layer.
buoxancN production, f' B'dt -composed of the production due to Shear production would be episodic in character and
surfacc cooling and penetrating radiation (upper dotted line) minus verv likely associated with storms. D'Asaro (1985) ex-
the dissipation proportional to that production (lower dotted line)-
their algebraic sum. f' (;* - ,t 1 BJdt, and the vertical integral of amined and modeled the inertial current structure from
potential energy to g) m. P. The cumulative and vertically integrated expendable current profiler drops taken from the
curves in panel (b) are ,elative to an arbitrary reference level: it is Oceanographer during STREX. paying close attention
changes in these curses that arc important. Note how peaks in ad- to the dav-320 storm. That storm acted to change the
vection and wind stirring combine to produce the jumps in the es- current sar at the mixed laver base by 30 cm s '. but
timated total cumulative curve which mimic the jumps in t'on days
320 and 332. the preexisting currents were such that the overall shear

was actually reduced. Hence. shear production of TKE
was not a factor in the day-320 storm. Current profiles
were not available for the dav-332 storm, so it is not

duction terms, particularly for the day-332 storm where possible to assess what role shear production played in
only one half of the increase observed in the density the TKE budget during that period. The poor closure
record is accounted for by the TKE production terms of TKE on that day ma\ indicate an overlooked energy
included in the budget. The figure also shows the dif- source such as shear production.
ference between the three production terms. Both the
surface wind stirring and advection terms exhibit im- 5 Summar,
pulsive jumps associated with the two storms but the

buoyancy flux term-composed mainly of the net sur- In this paper, we outlined and demonstrated a
face cooling-is a fairly steady function. Advection and method for incorporating large-scale wind stress data
wind stirring are. in some combination, necessary to and estimates of sea surface temperature gradients into
reproduce the episodic increases observed in the verti- the local budgets of upper-ocean heat and TKE through
cally integrated potential energy associated with the advection terms. We obtained a reasonable balance for
two storms. However, the advection terms cannot be the heat and TKE budgets of the upper 90 m of the
estimated with sufficient accuracy to attempt improved water column at the site of thermistor chain moorings
estimates of either nmn or m, . From the viewpoint of in the northeast Pacific Ocean. The rate of change of
modeling, it is still remarkable that potential energy heat content averaged -200 W m 2 over 18 days, while
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the net surface heat flux averaged -86 W m - 2. We O,Q + ifQ = Po '(7' + Ir'), (Al)
were able to form estimates of the large-scale advection
that we found to be significant during two strong w h = Re(P, - iO,)Q. (A2)
storms. The 18-day average advection was -68 W m-, where
which contributes to balance the budget within 23%.
Our findings confirm Tabata's (1965) observations Q = hi + iht'. (A3)
about the winter heat balance at Station P. The general solutions of (A l). (A2) are easily written

The changes observed in the vertically integrated (Phillips, 1966):
heat content and potential energy are very episodic.
For the heat budget this episodic character can only Q = Po i [r'(t') + ir'(t')j'" "drI (A4)
be explained by advection. The turbulent kinetic energy f
budget contains source terms from the vertical buoy-
ancy flux, the wind stirring at the surface, and current- " h = Po0 'Re (0, - iO)[r(t') + ir(t)]"" "dt'.
shear production. The last two of these are episodic in
character. Our data shot that advection and wind stir- (A5)
ring are necessary to account for the episodic changes
in the vertically integrated potential energy associated If these expressions are averaged over n pendulum da. s
with the storms. The role of shear production is un- between times t - 2rn/f and t. we obtain:
certain. D'Asaro (1985) determined that the current T- + = (I,u) '(' + ii') i)Y(i/p)
structure before day-320 was such that the storm on
that day acted to decrease the current shear so that f",
shear production was not a factor for that storm. No f , '.' sinc[(w - f7)nr/I] d A
data exist to determine the role of shear production for
the second, dav-332. storm. v , - Re(--I )"(i/)

The calculations described here illustrate the im- h .Z ,./
portance of advection to understanding the response
of the upper ocean to atmospheric forcing. The advec- × "(, ."' s
tion estimates we have made are quite rudimentary: Ir . (

they could be improved by better estimates of surface
wind distribution on synoptic and mesoscales, and where ow) is the direct Fourier transform of T'(1)

better estimates of temperature gradients. The potential + iw(),
energy storage estimates could be greatly improved by T' + Wt' = ( -2 (AS)
time series measurements of salinity (conductivity) as f 21
well as temperature. Salinity effects on density can be i(-) = (0,- ) . (A9)
significant, and should be monitored, and the budget
of salt could be independently checked. The first terms on the right of(A6). (A7) are the usual
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junction with biological sampling. Utilizing an explosive acoustic source HOLLI)AY (1972)
found that the low-frequency structure of the echoes from single-species schools could be
correlated with resonant scattering from swimbladders. Partial collection of the targets
(northern anchovy schools) made it possible to predict scattering spectra based on
models of sound scattering from swimbladder fishes. L ter studies by BATZLR et al.
(1973), BATZLER et al. (1975) and LOVE (1975, 1977) attempted to predict sound
scattering intensities based on trawl collections and models of sound scattering.

HOLLIDAY (1977), JOHNSON (1977) and GREENLAW and JOHNSON (1983) presented
solutions to the opposite problem, involving the prediction of sound scattering layer
composition based on multiple-frequency acoustic data. JOHNSON (1977) found some
agreement between the abundance of fishes with swimbladders and abundance from fish
catch data. HOLLIDAY (1976, 1978, 1980) found good agreement between relative
abundance with size estimated acoustically and from net collections.

Biological studies of scattering layers off Oregon indicate that at least five species of
myctophids with gas-filled swimbladders commonly occur in the upper mesopelagic zone
(PEAR(Y and LAURS, 1966, PEARCY and MESE'AR. 1971; PEAR'Y et al.. 1977). KLECKNER

and GIBBS (1972) noted the importance of understanding species composition in acoustic
studies of scattering layers because of species-specific differences in swimbladder size and
shape. Studies by KANWISHER and EBELING (1957), MARSHALL (1960), CAPEN (1967),
ZAHURANEC and PUGH (1971), BUTLER and PEARCY (1972), KLECKNER and GIBBs (1972),
BROOKs (1976, 1977), JOHNSON (1979) and NEIGHBORS and NAFPAKTITIS (1982) have
considered the relationship between fish species and swimbladder size of midwater fishes.
These studies acknowledge the importance of swimbladder size in acoustical studies and,
concomitantly. buoyancy regulation for understanding acoustical observations. There-
fore. a thorough understanding of scattering layers based on acoustical studies requires
knowledge of species composition and buoyancy regulation in the midwater environ-
ment.

In this paper we present data from multiple-frequency acoustical measurements and
concurrent trawl samples and describe correlations between the acoustical and biological
structure of migratory and non-migratory sound scattering layers off Oregon.

METHODS

Data were collected from the F.V. Pat San Marie from 10 to 19 September 1981 in an
area between 44°25'N and 44'41'N and between 125'49'W and 126*05'W. approximately
100 km west of Newport, Oregon. Water depths were approximately 2800 m.

Two acoustical sampling techniques were used on this cruise. (1) An arcer (HOLLIDAY,
1978, 1980) served as a broad-band (1-30 kHz) acoustic source. The arcer consisted of
three components: a bank of storage capacitors (60 kJ capacity) which was charged to
approximately 7500 V through a step-up transformer, an air-gap switch or control
section which fired the arcer, and an electrode assembly. Arcer electrodes and an
omnidirectional hydrophone were lowered to a specific depth above the scattering layer.
The arcer and hydrophone cables were separated by 15 m on the ship. Based on the
experimental geometry and sample durations, insonified volumes were calculated to be
ellipsoidal shells of approximately 19,000 m3 effective volume. Firing of the arcer was
controlled on board the ship. Echoes were displayed in real time and only those echoes
which displayed high signal-to-noise ratios were analyzed. Echoes were recorded as
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voltage vs time on a digital computer. For acoustic data collections all ship power "as

turned off and acoustic equipment was powered by two 110 V diesel generators placed
on deck to reduce ship's radiated noise. However, platform-associated noise. specifically
wave slap on the ship's hull and vibration from the generators, was still a significant
problem at low frequencies.

(2) Two transducers mounted in an Endeco V-Fin and suspended from a boom to a
depth of 3-5 in were used to obtain quantitative data on scattering strength vs depth at
four discrete frequencies (15, 20. 25 and 31 kltz). Discrete frequcnc\ data were collected
before and after each arcer cast and during net to\s.

Biological collections scrc made with a rope trawl, mouth area of about 10)0 m 2

equipped with a Multiple Plankton Sampler (MPS) with tive opening and closing codend
nets [see P-\R ", et ol. (1977) for a description of the MPSI. The trawl was lined with
19 mm stretch mesh: NIPS nets were 6 mm mesh with ().5(15 mmll Nitex codend nets. The
depth of the trawl was monitored either by an Institute of (ceanographic Sciences (lOS)
acoustical net monitoring ssstem (B \Ki R Ct i/., 1973) or a Furuno netsonde. Net tows
were made in full daylight or during the night to avoid the dawkn and dusk periods of most
active vertical migration, 1)astime tows w.%ere positioned near the migratory sound
scattering laxer which \,,as centered at a depth of 235 m. Shallow ((0-80 11) and deep
(125-255 in) night-time tows sampled migratory and non-migrator\ scattering layers.
respectively. Towing speed was 1.5-2.01 kn (2.S3.7 kl h i). Volumes tiltered were
estimated by multiplying the distance traveled h\ the ship (based on LORAN-C fixes)
times the mouth area of the trawl. A total of 33 collections were made from 8 to Ns
(Table I).

Collections were froizen or prescrved in 10'" buffered Formalin and seaw+atcr.
Micronek ton werc sorted into major groups (fishes, squid, shrimp and euphaulsiids).
Fishes were transferred to 21", and then 51". isoprop,,I alcohol and idenltified, counted
and measured (standard length).

Data analysis

Algorithms for estimating the biological composition of scatierine la\rs based oll
acoustic data are discussed in <i i s1s (1977).,uN51 N I9177) and (iki I Ni\" and
JOHNSON (1983). Estimates of the size and abundance ol gas bubbles. preSunabl ,
swimbladders of fishes, were obtained from the arcer data bs insersion of tile tollomLn
set of equations (GRI i i .\\,% and .h Ju,,,. I, 1983).

1,{4.-) = 1,(,. R(1. a).', (a)(da

where / is the scattered intensity at a time t after transmission and trequenc\ /. R1. a) is
a coefficient for a scatterLr (if size a and , (a) represents the number ot scatterers of si/e
a in the insonified volume. In cases where the number of scatterers is not large enough to
assume a continuous distribution of si/es or where the size distribution is discontinuous
we can apply the summation

where s represents the number of size classes. Applying this equation to each of the
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to Euphausia pacifica (deep daytime and shallow night-time) and myctophid fishes (deep

night-time). Biomass estimates of euphausiids (approximately 2 cm in total length) and
small fishes are underestimates of true biomass because of escape through the net mesh
of the trawl. However, large relative differences in biomass between net collections
indicate real variations. In the deep daytime scattering layer, fishes with and without gas-
filled swimbladders contributed equally to the total biomass. The large difference
between deep daytime and deep night-time biomass estimates was due to the evening
ascent of fishes without gas-filled swimbladders (primarily Stenobrachius leucopsarus
>35 mm) into the deep night-time depth range. Myctophids with gas-filled swimbladders
dominated the shallow night-time collections (Table 2).

Based on our examinations of fresh specimens at sea and frozen specimens in the
laboratory, six species of myctophids generally had thin-walled (an indicator of a deflated
gas-fillcd swimbladder) and/or gis-filled swimbladders, and were, therefore, assumed to
be the predominant low-frequency sound scatterers. These were S. leucopsartus
(<35 mm). Protomyvctophimi crockeri, P. thompsoni, Svinbolophorus caliorniensis,
Tarletonheania crenularis and Diaphus theta (Table 3). The northern anchovy (Engraidis
mordax), which has a gas-filled swimbladder, was present in two shallow night-time net
collections. Other fishes with gas-filled swinibladdcrs occurred in insignificant numbers
and are not considered in the analysis.

Bt'u R and PLxRCv (1972) reported both thin-walled, gas-filled swimbladders ;,nd
small, reduced swimbladders in large D. theta and T. crenularis. Nt-;rtuoRs and
N,-xFP\ rx rs (1982) did not find gas in any of the large D. theta they examined. All of the
33 fresh D. theta (30-73 mm SL) and 7 of 9 fresh T. crenudaris (34-81 mm) examined for
this study had thin-walled or gas-filled swimbladders. For subsequent calculations all 1).
theta and T. crenularis were assumed to possess gas-filled swimbladders.

Phvsonect siphonophores may make a significant contribution to resonant sound
scattering at low frequencies (BARH.AM. 1963: Pw(Kwd 1.rt t.. 1964), but it was difficult to
determine the abundance of these animals since they fragment and may be extruded
through the meshes of the net. We found very few floats from physonect siphonophores
in the samples. Floats collected were smaller than 6 by 2 mm arid only the codend mesh
of the MPS was small enough to retain them.

Acoustics

Volume scattering strength profiles at four discrete frequencies ( 15. 20. 25 and 31 kltz)
provide evidence for depth and frequency-dependent sound scattering (Fig. 1). Differ-
ences in volume scattering strength between dav and night profiles are evident at all
depths. A daytime vertical profile (Fig. 1 A) was characterized by a distinct scattering
layer at 235 m and reduced scattering at shallower depths. Volume scattering strength at
depths of <75 m could not be determined accurately with the towed acoustic array
because of surface reverberation. Volume scattering during the night (Fig. I B) was more
uniform with depth: however, peak volume scattering occurred at 235 m as in the
daytime profile.

Biomass estimates of all micronckton from net collections made within the main
scattering layer indicate that night-time biomass (Table 2) is almost 9 times higher than
daytime biomass. Based on biomass collected in nets, the night-time volume scattering
at 235 m should be approximately 10t dB higher than daytime scattering at this
depth, rather than the obser\ed 5 dB lower volumc scattering (Figs IA and B). This
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discrepancy in biomass estimates between acoustic and net collections may be a result (it
more effective avoidance of thle trawl during the daytime, changes in the orientation
and scattering characteristics of the species present. or changes in species comlpositionl
during the day and night.

Frequency-dependent variations in hackscattering at at particular depth permit esti-
mates of the size of resonant bubbbles. Peak volume scattering at the lowest 115 kllz) or
higzhest (30 kliz) discrete frequency makes it possible to estimate the minimum and
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lBroad-band acousltical records w~.ere 1mde during an ei~ening ascent period of a SOUnd
scatterincL layer to investigate whether midi~.ater fishes wiere regzulating the volumle of
gases in their swimrbladders or if the mass of swimbtladder gases "ias kept constant. The
collctionl of aIcouLstic daita during the evecning ascent required that the arcer electrodes be
placed ithin the migrating scattering layer as it mioved upwmards. I lowlever. the complex
interaction of numerous mnigratorN and non-migratory laxers, at a single location made it
difficult to track a ,ingle discrete lax er during vertical migration I [iic. 1). [-urthermlore.
the l;%.ide range of aIcoustically estimiated simbladder radii at all fix c depths, (Fig. 6)
before, during and after Iertical migration of the la -er made it difficult ito distiniguish
%N. het her or not a single assembll-lave of fishes, %%as, being monitored or different fihsfromt
other depths, \%crc mox ing within the range of the arcer. I loxi.cx r. the occurrence oIf
r1anx i/ clakss of sIl miadder radii vxithout significant chanCs inl abundanIce through-
c.ut the xertical migration period xxas most consistelt xx uh constanit oluini migirationi%

(ig. 6).
.N log-log! plot of the peak resonance: IreqUCeneN against the scttecring1 la\CF r depth lusk

IC0 ill, makes it possible to detect ,\stclilatic chaignce in sxx inlibadder inflationl %%[Ill depthi
durvig the migration period (Iig :1 . B\ slcIet ilte ItsetfitjUeneC\ xx here a peak in
seattorinia occurred atl cach depth. liC assumeld that a siiic ,ussinblac of fislhes x as

being folloxxe~d inl thc COis oft a xcrticil nliicration. thicrelit nlakiuc possible: the
detectionl Of ant. si. stematic chanlcs Inl sxxinmblahdder inflation %-%)Il depth I lie nafIM icOf
the poivits plotted onki ca beil tC1ilustr1ated- h\ looki! if theC data sets used Ito
deternme these points,. [-lie point at 5CC inl corresponds, tol a trepCnj1C\ Ilf 2 ',- k I I/ I iis

point %aotie fromtti ctcit spctrum taken it 4(C in (IC li v 111111i
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between the shallow night-time net catches and the shallow night-time arcer data sets
may be the result of net avoidance by larger swimbladder fishes in surface waters during
the night.

Because it is unlikely that all midwater fishes in the net collections were neutrally
buoyant at all times, alternative models were considered for estimating the sizes of gas-
filled swimbladders. Bubble radii distributions obtained from the neutral buoyancy
assumption were adjusted by multiplying the radii by coefficients (u) ranging from (. 1 to
1.35. These distributions were correlated with the acoustically estimated bubble radii to
determine the values of alpha that resulted in the best match of acoustical and biological
data at similar depths and times of day. At a depth of 2M0-2511 m, swimbladders filled to
3.9% (S.D. = 0.12) and 22.5% (S.D. = 1.4) of the volume required for neutral
buoyancy gave the best fit for daytime and night-time periods, respectively. Correlations
between shallow night-time arcer data and swimbladder distributions derived from
shallow night-time trawl collections indicate that swimbladders were filled to 8.4%,
(S.D. 1 .6) and 13.4% (S.D. = 1.5) of the volume required for neutral buoyancN at 34
and 40 rn. respectively. These results: suggest that swimbladders wcrc usually inflated to
only a fraction of the volume required for neutral buoyancy.

The neutral buoyancy model, both with and without coefficients, assumes that all
species regulate swimbladder volume in a similar manner. However, species-specific
differences in body and swimbladder morphology, lipid and water contents, and migra-
tory behavior suggest that similar rules regarding swimbladder inflation may not apply to
all migratory midwater fishes with gas-filled swimbladders. Therefore, the abundance of
swimbladder sizes from shallow night. deep night and deep daytime net collections was
estimated taking into consideration the factors listed in Table 4 pertinent to buoyancy
and vertical distribution.

Because Protomvctophum spp. are basically non-migratory we assumed that they
maintain their swimbladders at a volume near that required for neutral buoyancy, and
require minimal regulation to maintain neutral buoyancy. The remaining four species
with gas-filled swimbladders all undertake dicl vertical migrations into the upper 51i m at
night (Pi:ARC) et al., 1977). Htowever, buoyancy control mechanisms may be somewhat
different among these fishes.

Nt ItMtORS and N.-,wF.-\Kiiiis(1982) found that 1'. crenularis and Protomvctophum spp.
both have low lipid and water contents and therefore are negatively buoyant exclusive of
the swimbladder. However. Protomvctophun spp. is non-migratory, whereas T'. crenu-
Iari% undergoes vertical migration. The relatively narrow body. narrow caudal peduncle
and large pectoral fins of T. crenularis are indicative of a fast swimming, active fish
(Bo't. 1973). These factors led us to conclude that T. crenularis probably depends on
hydrodynamic lift to maintain neutral buoyancy.

The remaining three myctophids with gas-filled swimbladders, .. h'twopsarus
(<35 mm), S. calif'Orniensis and 1). theta have high lipid and low water conents (Bt ii I R
and P1 ARCiY, 1972; NiuttnoRs and NAFPAKrisrt, 1983). Stenobrachius leucopsarus larger
than 35 mm achieve neutral buoyancy through the deposition of wax esters (Nt vt Nzii (I
at., 1969; But hR and P-,.\Rcs, 1972). However, in small S. leucopsaruis the swimbladder
probably helps achieve hydrostatic equilibrium. The swimbladder probably serves a
similar hydrostatic function in both S. californiensis and D. theta. Stenobrachius clucop-
sarus and Triphoturus mexicant, were both observed hanging motionless at day depths in
the water column (BARHAM, I, ). These fish have lipid contents, water contents and
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similar as measured by the two methods. The total number of bubbles was greater in the
acoustical measurements than in the net collections, although the relative numbers were
similar at different depths arid times of day using both techniques. The most significant
differences between acoustical and net collection measurements were in the relative
number of bubbles of a particular size class.

Differences in acoustical and biological measurements result from: (1) differences in
the depths sampled with the arcer and with the trawl, and (2) measurement or collection
of different targets at similar depths.

Errors in comparisons of acoustical and biological data can result from discrepancies
between the depths sampled with the arcer and with the trawl. If biological collections
are made at a depth different from that of the arcer data, the size of the fishes in the net
collections may be different from the size of the fishes in the insonified water volume.
Our data show that acoustical estimates of swimbladder abundances and size distribu-
tions from two shallow% night-time arcer casts at 34 and 40 m were appreciably different
(Figs 413 and 51). The radius abundance peak was smaller at 34 m than at 40 m. This is
probably due to differences in the sizes of fishes (1). theta and S. lecwopsarus) at these two
depths. with the smaller animals migrating to a shallower night-time depth than larger
animals. This supports conclusions of Wi i is and PI. ARc ( 1980) regarding vertical size
segregation in certain species of myctophids.

Differences in the number of bubbles of particular size detected acoustically and with
nets may result from the measurement or collection of different organisms at a similar
depth. Acoustical data and net collection data were not obtained concurrently and there
"a,, some spatial and temporal separation between the collection of the two data sets
(lable i1). ('J %Rm, (1973) and P1 AR( ) et al. (1979) found that not all individuals 'if a
population of myct rphids migrate to shallov\er night-time depths each diel period.
Studies of sound scattering laxers off ()regon (P \t(, ' al.. 1977: Wi mis and Pi AR(),
1980) clearlx demonstrate both inter-, and intraspccific differences in the extent ol
\ertical migrations. Migrations of individuals must overlap to some degree, resulting in
consolidation and mixing of scattering laver constituents.

It is generrllv assumed that midwater fishes with swimbladders are neutrall\ buoyant at
somc point in their vertical range (M,\RSH. I , 1961): At itx.\Ni)i R, 1972: Vi N; and
Pi kw ii . 1977). Itocvcr, results of this study suggest that some myctophids may not
achie\e neutral buoyancy with gas-filled swimbladders. For example, Protonrvctophrum
•p \p which are collected from depths of >2W) ni do not float in seawater and the\ do not
have everted stomachs or enlarged swimbladders. Possibly sxk imbladders rupture during
ascent, gases are removed front the swimbladder by physiological mechanisms or the
sx1,imbladders are not inflated to the neutral buoyancy voluriie at depth. Micoscopic
examination of fresh specimens at sea. however, revealed no obviously ruptured
swimbladders, although this does not discount the possibility of losses via gas diffusion
or small leaks. Morphological and physiological studies (M.xRS Al I . 1961, 1972:
Ai xxi mR. '971. 1972: mB iR and Pi-xR( N . 1972) indicated that mvctophids do not
possess the capability to release swimbladder gases rapidly Juring a forced ascent,
although they can probably resorb gases rapidly enough to migrate vertically without
becoming positively buoyant (M\RsmrI. 1961). Furthermore, death of fishes during
trawling would significantly reduce or end further resorption (but not diffusion) of
swimbladder gases.

Bomi (1973) concluded that several species of myctophids, including 7'. crenularis, are
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negatively buoyant even though they possess functional swimbladders. He also showed
that the pectoral fins of Protomyctophurn spp., T. crenularis and S. califtirniensis are
relatively long when compared with other myctophids (Table 4). These relatively long
pectoral fins may be used to generate hydrodynamic lift to maintain equilibrium, thereby
reducing the need for buoyancy generated by a gas-filled swimbladder.

Correlations between the abundance distributio;n of bubble radii as derived both
acoustically and from the neutral buoyancy model suggest that swimbladders were filled
to volumes below that required to maintain neutral buoyancy both at daytime and night-
time depths. These correlations are most applicable to the more abundant fishes with
medium sized swimbladders. Initial interpretation of scattering spectra indicated that an
abundance peak at a bubble radius of 0.6 mm in both deep daytime and deep night-time
arcer casts (Figs 2B and 3B) was attributable to non-migratory P. thompsoni and 1'.
crockeri (Figs 8A and B). The peak bubble sizes of both the acoustic data and the
modeled net data coincide if we assume that the swimbladders of Protomvctophum spp.
were inflated to approximately 15% of the volume required to maintain neutral buo. ancy
(u = 0.53).

Results suggest that the myctophids with medium sized swimbladders migrated with
their swimbladders at a constant mass. Correlations between deep daytime net and arcer
data indicate that swimbladders were filled to 3.9% (u = (.34) of the volume required
for neutral buoyancy at depths of 2(W(-25() m. A constant mass migration by these fishes
to 410 m would result in expansion of their swimbladders to 18.3', (u = 1.57) of th.'
volume required for neutral buoyancy. Further migration to within I m of the surface
would expand their swimbladders to 83.3'0 (u = (.94) of the neutral buoyancv volume.
Based on correlations between data from the shallow night-time arcer and net data, we
estimate that swimbladders were filled to 13.4(% (u = (.51) of the neutral buoyancy
volume at 4(0 m. Constant mass migration to a depth of I m1 would expand these
swimbladders to 6(0.9'), (a = 0.85) of the neutral buoanc\ volume, slightly less than the
predicted swimbladder size of fishes migrating from 225 to I n. Furthermore. correla-
tions with deep night-time arcer data showed that swimbladdcrs were slightly larger
(22.5% of the neutral buoyancv volume, u = 1.61 ) than in deep daytime correlations.
This may result because fishes not vertically migrating on a particular evening max pump
up their swimbladders so that they are closer to neutral buoancy. Also, it may be due to
fishes with swimbladders migrating from deeper depths to about 235 m.

Analysis of acoustic and biological data indicate that the swimbladders of some
myctophid fishes off Oregon may be inflated to a volume less than is required to maintain
neutral buoyancy. Furthermore, these fishes may not achieve hydrostatic equilibrium at
any point in their depth ranges. These results infer that some myctophids of the Lipper
mesopelagic zone regulate swimbladder gases such that the\ are abx;'ys slightly nega-
tively buoyant.

Several strategies are suggested for vertical migrations by myctophids. Based on
acoustical evidence we conclude that some of the larger n,. ,:tophids migrated with the
swimbladder maintained at a constant volume. Correlations between acoustical and
biological data sets indicates that medium sized fishes migiated with swimbladders
maintain at a constant mass. Swimbladder regulation in the smaller myctophids was not
considered because these fishes were not sampled in the deeper collections.

.4knohedgirents- e would like to thank the crew of the F V Pat San Marie, Marc Willis and Rick trodeur
for assisttncc at sea, T.-,s study was funded bv the Office of Naval Research under contract N(XXt14-7L,-('-(NN 4
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t'iblc not Linl to barottopit cointinental shelf \. a'. s vidcsprcad cet'lN onl fisheries and \%cat ier ( )'Rricn et
( Ss, \xhich depend onl L\ in the topograph 'Lt hut also al.. 19811 Despite their rteputed iniplorlance. the're has

it the gencralietd tl pc LII v.a'. montion. including the been little I\~sternatic ficlid eOm to s eril'\ that the d\-
nanies Lit' the perturbations are those apropriate to
fored coastal trapped %,.a'. theors . AlIlm i pre% tolls

Ithe papet iAa% tormpilid h\' th hrm. autho~r \%Lth dLoflribulLifl' expermentil studies of' CI Ws haxe had to use data
fro~m the ci-ijutLI~iI he o-uhor iLJiihLr Iar sid in aiphak'li.'ai orti'r collected pnmanil\ to stud\ Other phenomena such as

Intriituic LLcair Sk',cnce'. Sidne%. B(* V8t 4H2. C anada tides or upv\Aclling. Bet atus ofthis NI\,suk ( 1980) \%rote
- Dep ofiiktanLgruph I lirda Stalte I ni'trsiII. tIilahas.c that "therL is a pressing neei for a CS"s -designed field

F( 1 '~g 12~ 'in~gah Wh',nSaetnsrLi Lr.li.O esperiment. v~hieh has ne-er been carr ed out in the
past." It vas speeiiall\ ito respond to this "pressing

P) 0 iL2 1 inkhlarne. I a'.mania 7111. \tsralia need" that the Australian Coastal Esperimnent. or ACE.

I Iog(L \rnencan Meteo~rLolgical Soc ilL
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\Ax designed anld carriediOL off thle coatsi ot Nc%% South the \(T area. The predictions were based on a Fric-
\k~alex 'Caxtcrn \ isiali INtx'ci ee(ip 1 lio\kc and tionless theor\ \Alhich we "sill summarize here.

\ xtIS1C ISee I ) diii-ini! thle period September Ihle usual quasi-geostrophic equations of motion I-r
t o \ la I h 1 I\ -4 a stratified Boussinesq ocean are written dow&n and
cdi Vt\ out I i i xermntx needed a coast that separable solutions sought of the form

Ia aN'ccesible. 2' had fiuctualtit's in seal lce J and

~ ii at ,ttc~ih~e x e. 3 ~ a tre 0! ~ntlicaing x. . Z ',(. Z)q,( i. 1). (I

'I apid , ha w!;'N In Ntratiticiini and 4) \%as
,,I)!- MI~h!0Iit)heC\IC11 IlieC\- I 1C ful~nctions F,,( are thle (1W eigenfunctions.

!1111,7) 11 'LjId 110 tAe -AItd o0t Inl A i"01 cIJioil depend onl the offshore coordinate (-v) and depth ()

1,1~ ,! ;11gl NO. 1,1 111C C\0LIititn Of and are solutions ol an eigensalue problem
.1' ,, iricai and it \\aN ,nsidcrcd desirable ,'./ \

,~c !IC AT C.1t ciPartiallx kecieated xitilte - -[ () ( 2)
1111 thSk iii K1c I n itallns and cons~traits, thle

1!! N CC\ c ix eTheCd to) be a I easonableI canl- xx ith appropriate boundlary conditions. In (2) N andL]
are the Brunt-Vdiisiila frequenc\ and the C'oriolis pa-

,t "U)iip~ Ill C\~Ixexp emen i,. that prior to ramecter, i'espectixel\. [he cigen\ -alues for this problemi
ihI m K ;\i iiiia arra\. . papecr %'i" are the long-wkaxe 'phase speeds and emerge through1 ,1

* ''Ihshx'a I, ( ITIN and) I hlipson II'14 that mnad e the boundlar\ conditions.
K ~d~iiihO1 111Cth behax10 0I olCurrents in I he functions q,,(yi. 1) which describe thle Iongshore

cx olution of' the coastal trapped waves and tile time
%ariabilit\ satisfy, a forced irst-order wkaxe equation

I(311 ao,,
-~ ~44- -- +- =B,,r( . 3t 1

' E iSS'E
+ + .%where c, are the eigen\ alues of the equation for I

:). v- is the longshore coordinate. T is the lonyshore
component of wind-stress, and the numbers B,, arc4 coupling coefficients between the wind-stress and the

~~ / modal eigenfunctions F_44 Using Eq. (3) the longshore
evolution of currents in a coastal \weguidle can bec

& ~* ~ +described if the initial current distribution can be c\-

This is in principle a straight forw ard operation It
+ i,~2  we write the longshore component of xelocit\ at -I pa'

ticular line of moorings as v(. i. -. i) then %%C -Wc
expand velocities as

~, ~ ' ~and deri\-- the relationship bet\-.een I wl

Bass z as
V+ stra t +, 

40* + Oi. ( I 3

Tamna 0 2T1 400 6W1-' For the AC(E region. (lIarke anid I 1i w;,
SSre awat35*S that Ill, obsers atlons, of i nion '

L condition ci,,t). i i iic eI
nearlx isostatic at I den oee I wc 4

the -\( ' 1Aai ou)LIlIX he d11 in C nO !
ice.. that signals, Nho 'id Iii- 1cl ''
CxperimnCtAI r Cciii I''

Iloi. 1,Mar ti Sou iheasiern \tiisirah a xh,mmy h it), flinraj I I "ea 1 \ N that cirTCT h01,
ihe -\usiratian iioasialt 1 peri ment. the primnopa I landmorark,, referrked

ii th, text. a;rd a feA depth con tou rs tide gau lok( ati i,, i011it1 ite L l

marked h\ ihe 5' mhol U and turirlnt meter mooringh l~s ic ti11d I li~lolp',, II ,
N\ inhol 0. tot The d, If,
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make specific predictions about the behavior of cur- In section 2 of this paper we will describe the de-
rents: ployment of equipment in the ACE experimental array,

and comment on the data return and instrument fail-

1) Outside the surface and bottom Ekman layers, the ures. In section 3 we will describe some elementary
low-frequency fluctuating wind-driven currents should observations of the general behavior of the current

be nearly alongshore and satisfy v = (l/po)p.Jf fluctuations, and we will empirically establish the like-

2) The alongshore current amplitude should de- lihood of free waves. In section 4 we will decompose
crease monotonically from the coast. For I dyn cm 2 the current fluctuations into three coastal-trapped wave

longshore wind-stress amplitude, typical longshore modes and I eddy mode at each of the three principal

current amplitudes at lines 2 and 3 (see Fig. I) should lines of moorings. The evolution of the modes from

be 10-20 cm s'. Significant longshore current ampli- one line to another will allow us to compute empirical

tudes should be confined to the shelf and upper slope, dispersion relations for the dynamical modes. In the

3) Longshore currents and adjusted sea levels should final section we will discuss the implications of the pre-
propagate northward along the coast at 4-5 m s '. Up- vious analysis regarding the predictability of coastal
ward phase propagation should also be observed, current systems and discuss the possible origins of the

4) For the lower frequencies of the "'weather" fre- energy fluxes observed.
quency band (27r/few days-2r/few weeks) longshore
current and adjusted sea-level amplitudes should in-
crease northward from line 1 (y = 0). 2. The experiment

5) The wind-driven current and sea-level fluctua-
tions should be small at the Cape Howe, or line I. ACE was conducted off the east coast of New South
section. This prediction results from an analysis of Wales (Figs. 1, 2) for a six-month period between Sep-
Hamon's (1966) data. tember 1983 and March 1984. The experiment in-

cluded an array of current meters with three main lines
In this paper we will attempt a syrtbesis of the prin- with five moorings each, repeated CTD and XBT sur-

cipal results from ACE that pertain to the propagation veys. meteorological measurements from moored
of coastal trapped waves. In doing this we will also buoys and coastal stations, sea level measurements at
draw on some results from more specific papers by coastal tide gauges. and bottom pressure measurements
Church et al. (1986), Church et al. (personal com- at a few sites. Several other types of data were also
munication, 1986) and Forbes (personal communi- acquired as part of ACE but none of these will be ex-
cation, 1985). plicitly discussed in this paper: satellite infrared images

" / I '10 °

1AXBT -'- 300
YWahrStato

-wSt~eTracked_
-Current Meter 400 -
* Pressure Recorder
* Tide Gauge
* Weather Buoy 150E

FIG. 2. A perspective view of the instrument array deplo~ed in the
intensive ACE area along the New South Wales coastline.
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for determining the location of East Australia Current were recorded from these moorings even after the im-
(EAC) eddies and meanders; AXBT profiles acquired plosions.
by the Royal Australian Air Force; and satellite-tracked
drifter buoys drogued at 200 m that were seeded into b. CTD surveys
the EAC eddies and used to keep track of their move-ment (Wells and Cresswell, 1985). A total of 602 CTD stations were completed on six

different cruises, one each month from September 1983

through February 1984 (data report in preparation).
a. The moored arra', Most of these were acquired along the principal moor-

ing lines and have been used in this paper to define the
The current meter array consisted of three lines of Brunt-Viisalai frequency profile in order to compute

moorings (Figs. I and 2) off Cape Howe in the south local shapes of the CTW eigenfunctions from Eq. (2).
(line I), Stanwell Park near Sydney (line 2). and New- The CTD surveys were also used to keep track of the
castle in the north (line 3). Two additional moorings positions of the EAC eddies which had been known to
were deployed, one off Evan's Head near Coifs Har- occur in this region (Nilsson and Cresswell. 1981 ). The
bour at 290S (line 4) and one off Maria Island off the CTD surveys showed that eddies occurred very near
east coast of Tasmania at 42'S (line 0). Each of the the continental slope in late September and again in
three principal lines was arranged perpendicular to the January and February. The eddies are interesting in
local coastline, was nominally identical with each other, their own right and will be described elsewhere, but in
and consisted of 15 Aanderaa current meters on 5 this paper they are treated as an undesirable source of
moorings (Table 1). Some of the moorings also carried noise.
Applied Microsystems tide gauges. Since we will want
to refer to specific moorings in the array we have c 1te1eorological dat
adopted a simple code: a mooring referred to as 23 will
be on Line 2. and be the third mooring out from the A number of Metspar meteorological buoys were
coast. We identify individual current meters by adding deployed to measure the oceanic wind field, but for a
a slash to the mooring designation and appending the variety of reasons the buoys did not report large
depth of the specific current meter, e.g.. 34/1000 is the amounts of data. Good quality wind data were obtained
current meter at 1000 m depth on Line 3, fourth from a number of shore-based meteorological stations
mooring from the coast. A prefix letter "f'- indicates by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. Some of
a time series that has been low-pass filtered (<0.6 cpd) these stations show evidence of topographic steering
to remove tides and other high frequency signals, and and could not be considered to represent the marine
the inclusion of the letter "p' indicates a bottom pres- wind field: however, other stations compared well with
sure record. e.g., fp I1 is the low-pass filtered pressure the short time-series obtained from the Metspar buoys
record from the bottom of mooring 1I. (Forbes, 1985). Figure 3 shows the time series of filtered

Data from the current meter array have been sum- alongshore wind speed measured at two Metspar buoys
marizcd by Freeland et al. (1985). The current meter and at the shore-based stations closest to these stations.
arrays returned about 70' of total possible data. Some The Metspar time series are shown dotted overlaying
moorings were lost due to commercial fishing and oth- the shore-based time series: the time series are clearly
ers from unexpectedly large currents (a meander in the well correlated. The speed series correlate at , = 0.76
EAC) h;tting the northern line of moorings late in the and 0.75 at Stanwell Park and Norah Head, respec-
experiment. These large currents (with a maximum tivel.. Similar time series for wind stress yield corre-
speed of 168 cm s at current meter 34/450) caused lations of 0.67 and 0.66. On the basis of'this compar-
large vertical excursions of the tops of two moorings ison. we decided to use data from seven shore-based
and caused four steel-sphere buoys to implode. Backup wind stations: Gabo Island. Green Cape. Montagu
bu- yancy farther down ensured that some useful data Island, Wollongong (Port Kembla). Norah Head.

Smokey Cape and Co's Harbour (Fig. 1).

I Ri u. The depths of current meters and total xkater depths for d. Bottom pressure and coastal sea level data
the nominal arrays deployed on lines I. 2 and 3. For lines 0 and 4
onl% moonng number 2 was deployed. Bottom pressure ''as measured on Line I using Ap-

- plied Microsystems pressure gauges moored on the
Water depth Instrument depths bottom near moorings I I and 13: both returned 100";

Mooring ma (ml data of excellent quality. Another bottom pressure

I 140 75. 125 gauge was moored at the bottom of mooring 31, but

2 2(W) 75. 125, 190 the data from this gauge may have been contaminated
3 50) 125. 190. 450 by mooring motion. Sea level data from coastal tide
4 1200 190. 450, 650. 1000 gauges at Eden. Jer'is Bay. Port Kembla. Camp Cove
5 2000 ] 450. 1o01. 19-00 in Sydney Harbour and Port Stephens (Fig. I ' were
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10 Norah Head

1 A A A \
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FIG. 3. The longshore component of wind speed measured at two METDATA buoys (dotted
lines) plotted against time and superimpo)ed on equivalent plots from nearby coastal wind station,.

obtained from the Maritime Services Board, Public monotonically from inshore to offshore. Prediction 5.
Works Department of New South Wales. These data that wind-driven currents be small at line I fares no
were adjusted for the "inverted barometer effect" using better: at a period of 61/4 days the distribution of vari-
atmospheric pressure observations from nearby me- ance. and actual magnitudes. ar, extremely similar at
teorological stations. A data report on the total pressure lines I and 3, and variances are substantially lower at
measurement array is in preparation. line 2. The most notable difference between lines I and

3. Results

a. The',clisat /1(ld 50

In Fig. 4 we show plots of current selocit. vect,,rs , . .
at two sites on each of the three principal lines and one 'j ! 't I ,
series from the Maria Island. line 0. mooring. It is clear F1

that there is some similarit, among longshore current L A L L5 ___
components et\seen adjacent lines. particularh at the I

' -711 r  !.1, A T W N1 ,
inshore locations. The currents between adjacent lines J
show, greatest sirnilarity "shen the more southerk cur- 0
rents are lagged somesshat in time. This implies north- " ,t -mu I " r
wsard propagation of current signals as expected. F1,,T 1 '5 TV F F F"

The inshore currents shown on Fig. 4 clearly show 50

considerable energy at ,eriods appropriate to weather 50

forcing. The same signals 'ire also visible in the currents F02125 \, A l i - ik- L'Ai . L -
at sites offshore. but there is a distinct bias towards
lower frequencies at those sites. This is probably due _90
to the presence of EAC eddies in the ACE region. F35 10AO

Rather more startling are the general energy levels. - ----- V--
The expectation of much lower energy levels at line I, 5

compared with the other two lines, is not supported o-
by the observations. Also, though the energy levels off- 1 F5 9K &

shore are lower than those over the shelf, the difference -
is not impressive: clearly there are signals in these time -

series besides the CTW activity. 5 12
For each current meter site the longshore component . _ ,

of velocity was Fourier transformed in 25 day blocks. ] - ,-,,,-, - w - " -,
In Fig. 5 we have contoured the variance along each 5o Sep _ 2, o, No. 1... . F .
line in the (.v, z. on-offsho' and depth) plane for three 18:'

periods. 25. 121/? and 6i/4 nay's. In the magnitude of the Fi. 4. Current %ectors measured at 1(vo locations on each of the
variances, the three lines are remarkably similar, except three principal lines of moorings, one site shallo%% and one site deep
for line 3 at a period of 25 days. In that case line 3 and one from the single mooring oti Maria Island I he currents hase
appears to have very much more energy than either of been low-pass ilttered using a I ant/os cosine filter hating a half-
the other two lines. Only for two of the nine plots shown power point ,f 40 h and subsampled at 12 If intersals I he currents

plotted here are iaotald %o that the pnincipal axis otf arian'e is directedin the prediction, number 2. of Clarke and Thompson upand down the page. Ver, clocl, this corresponds to tle longshore
1984) satisfied. that amplitudes should decrease direction. %%ti the irection NN i up the page
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Ltr I 10

Line 1 Line 1 Line 1 1

Period 26days Period 121 d , Period 6 14d.

Line2 Line2 20 Line 2

Period 25d Period 12 w bd Period ed.

S-40

Line 3 n Line 3 L ine 3

1-20
Period 25d Period 12a'rjd b Perod 6W'id t r10

-20

pittno. Variance distribution along each ofthe three principal mooring lines
at three frequencies in (cm s'2

3 at 61/4 days is the shift of the position of maximum where both exist. except that the ACE regression coet-
variance from close inshore at line I to the shelf edge ficients have much larger error bars. This difference
at line 3. At periods of 122 days and 25 days the general arises because we estimate the integral time scale
pattern of variance distribution is ver' similar at each (Lumley and Panofsky. 1964) to be about 5 days (see
of the three lines, magnitudes are similar at lines I and Fig. 6), while Hamon apparently assumed each daily
2, but substantially greater at line 3. Clearly, compared value represented an independent sample, i.e., Hamon
with the other two lines, it is not at all obvious that overestimated the number of degrees of freedom b. as
line I is quiescent and it appears that we must reject much as a factor of five, and hence significantly
this prediction of Clarke and Thompson also. underestimated his errors. It appears then that the

ACE sea level data are in substantial agreement with
th Sea-IeveI oh/.srtatioi, if tamon's. yet the ACE current measurements contra-

We consider the sea level and bottom pressure ob-
servations from t~vo points of view-: 1 ) Are they con- IHI 1 2. Sea level adjustment statistics. (orrelation and regression
sistent with Clarke and Thompson's prediction 5 and coefficients beteen measured sea-le%el and local atmospheric pres-

ilamon's (1966) sea level data? 2) Is there evidence of sure. tirror bars are 5"; confidence intervals.

northward propagation in the subsurface pressure (ad- Reression Duration

justed sea level) signalo? cefficient Cuirrelation of data
Clarke and Thompson based their prediction 5 (that Site (cm/mb) coefficient (days)

wind-driven sea level and current tluctuations should

be small at Line I) on "the analysis by Hamon (1966) 1p, (.03 + 0.31 ().74 1891
" den 1.29 4 0.43 0.70 205

that sea levels at Hobart are isostatic and at Eden ver. Jei\ is Ba. (.58 - 0.51 0.42 141
nearhl so" (Clarke and Thompson, 1984, p. 340). Cor- Pon Kembla o.35 t0.83 0.18 11t

)

relation and regression coefficients between pairs of ('amp (oe ( 65 0.48 0.4() 20411
ACE sea level and atmospheric pressure observations fpll 1.0(2 0.7 (.47 176

(Table 2) are in substantial agreement with liamon's Pori Stephens 0,61 (.50 0.37 2041,
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,0.± 0.20 in 1960; ACE results show r2 = 0.49 and
b = -1.29 ± 0.43 at the coastal tide gauge, and r 2

6-C, 0.56 and b = -1.03 ± 0.31 at mooring II. Correct-
.0 ing for the over-optimism in Hamon's error bars.

, ~ we clearly cannot reject the hypothesis that r2 <I and
I.? b = -I at Eden. Thus, Clarke and Thompson (1984)
o should not have ruled out the possibility of CTW signals5 ,0 '5 20 7 5 at Eden.

T- Lag Idays) An important part of Hamon's observations dealt
Ftc. 6. The autocovariance function () and its integral f(t) for with the apparent propagation of phase of the adjusted

the Eden tide gauge time series. The raw data were filtered to remove sea level northwards along the east Australian coast.
tides and other high frequency information and then subsampled at
0.5 day intervals. The function J(t) approaches an asymptote, as tUsing the ACE adjusted sea level (h = h. - h,) or sub-
becomes large, which we identify as being close to a period of 5 days. surface pressure data to compute lagged cross-corre-

lation functions, we found that observations at more
northerly stations typically lag those at southerly ones.

dict the prediction based on them. How does this dis- A contour plot (Fig. 7) of the lagged correlations of
crepancy arise? each station against Eden shows a distinct tendency

Consider the sea level. h,. at a particular location, for phase to propagate northwards. A linear regression
It may be decomposed into an isostatic portion, h,, of the time lag at the maximum of each cross-corre-
another signal of interest (e.g., the CTW signal), ho, lation function (small squares in Fig. 7) against long-
and noise, fo. i.e., h. = th, + ho + Eo. By definition, the shore displacement indicates a "best fit" phase speed
isostatic portion, h,, is proportional to the changing of 3.34 m s-', which is slightly lower than that of Clarke
atmospheric pressure. p.: h, = bop. where ho = -0.99 and Thompson. We conclude then that we probabl.
cm mb-'. Then. h. = bop, + ho + (o. For the coastal do have CTW-like signals propagating through the ACE
tide gauge stations, h,, was measured directly: for the area that warrant more detailed analysis.
bottom pressure gauges it was estimated as (Ph - p).
The linear correlation (r2) and regression (b) coefficients
(Table 1 ) were calculated between h. and p using the . The sind~ield
simple regression model. h,, = a + bp + (I. Note that
the noise t, in this regression equation implicitly in- Wind measurements with good exposure were avail-
cludes any signals, ho. which are either out of phase or able at seven sites: Gabo Island, Green Cape, Montagu
incoherent with the atmospheric pressure. To interpret Island, Wollongong, Norah Head. Smokey Cape and
results from this regression model, we must consider Coff's Harbour. listed from south to north. The largest
both the correlation and regression coefficients. If r 2 is
near 1, then E, is small and ho is small, i.e., there are
no other interesting signals that are out of phase with C, F,,* ,

•Iol Coe, K -tJ. Co.31 St o.0nthe pressure: ifr- is near I. and b -I. we can infer 4_ T ,
that CTW signals in the sea level must be small (but
note that higher mode CTWs, which have little surface 3-/

expression. may still be present). This seems to be the 2.
case at Hobart, where Hamon found r2 to be 0.87 and i /-._ _
h to be - 1.07 ± 0. 11: even treating these error bars as ] 1

overly optimistic, we would conclude that at Hobart 5 0
r, = I and h = -I, i.e.. that the shelf-wave signal must .

be weak or absent at Hobart. This result is also sup- 0
ported by the ACE current observations: current fluc- 2-

tuations off Maria Island (Fig. I). near Hobart, are rel- 3- _-__

atively small compared to those farther north (Fig. 4).
It the correlation coefficient r 2 of the regression -

model is significantly smaller than one (but still greater/
than zero). then t, is not small and probably includes 0 o 100 2M .00 400 56o 600
som e interesting signals, ho, w hich m ay be either in- D,.... Aio. .h .. (kI , -

coherent with the atmospheric pressure or simply out F( 7. (ontours of equal correlation plotted in a plane of time
of phase with it. If r 2 < I and h = - I. then we have a lag. in da~s, and distance norih of (ape Iowkc. All time series are
local isostatic response in the presence of other inter- correlated against Fden as the reference site. [h-e square ssmiols

esting signals, such as CTWs. This appears to be the indicate the positions for specific displacements oflthe local maxima
in the cross-corrclatiio functions. Ihe dotted line is a Icast-s uarescase at Eden, where Hamon found r2 - 0.26 and h lit through those points indicating the probable northward pattern

- 0.71 + 0.23 in 1057. and r2
= 0.56 and h -.-- 0.87 propagation rate of 3.34 m s .
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separation between any adjacent pair of these sites was d..4 tran.ferfinction calculation
only 250 km (between Norah Head and Smokey Cape).
Figure 8 shows a plot of wind stress vectors for the Contrary to our expectations shelf wave activits is
ACE experimental period from three locations in the large at the southern end of the experiment. This is
ACE area. Two important properties of the wind field consistent with the present observations of sea-level
are apparent from this figure. First, the variance in the and also with Hamon's observations. The implication
wind stress field decays rapidly with distance north is that large amplitude CTWs are entering the southern
from Cape Howe. Second, the variability in wind end of the experimental region and may be propagating
stresses measured at widely separated positions is verv through the entire array. Presurmablv the CTWs ex-
similar. Coherence calculations indicate that though perience some modification as they pass through the
the amplitudes of fluctuations do decay northwards array, however, we now have to consider the possibilitx
the shape remains remarkably invariant. They also in- that the free waves may dominate, whereas it was orig-
dicate that the phase of the longshore wind stress field inally expected that the forced waves would dominate.
propagates northwards nondispersively. Specifically in Based on the expectation that the forced waves would
the range of periods 3 to 20 days the phase difference dominate, predictions 3 and 4 of Clarke and Thompson
between Montagu Island and Smokey Cape is 0.69 days (1984) were made. The expected phase speed of 4-5
(±0.15) and coherence is well above the 95"( confidence m s ' is based on a particular distribution of amplitude
interval. The longshore separation of these two stations among the dominant modes that need not occur if the
is about 680 km implying a northward phase speed of dominant waves are not forced locally. The expectation
11.4 m s I. Between Montagu Island and Norah Head of' upward phase propagation at the more northerlh
the phase difference is 0.38 days (±0.02) implying (for lines is similarly the result ofanalyzing the pure forced
x = 350 kin) a phase speed of 10.7 m s '. These values problem. as is the prediction that amplitudes should
for the wind stress phase speed are very close to the increase northwards. In the total absence of forcing
value of 11.5 m s-' used by Claike and Thompson one would expect a slow decline in amplitude due to
(1984) in their model of the response of the ACE area. dissipation by bottom friction or scattering into other

We conclude, therefore, that the wind systems are wave modes.
propagating phase northwards much more rapidly than Having found that the forced shelf wave seems to
oceanographic signals. The wind stress phase speed, be less important than expected. it is appropriate to tr.
about II m s '. is well separated from the speed at to quantif\ the relative importance of free propagation
\Nhich sea-level signals are propagating, about 3.5 m and forcing. Let us represent the longshore component
s I. The properties of the ACE wind field will be dis- of current at the northern site then as
cussed at greater length by Forbes (personal commu-
nication, 1985). " 11, ) t I' Ar( /t ) (6)

1 o~lI i ,f _

05- Norah Head where I", and I, represent time series of alongshore
component of current at the northern and southern

E._._ s .,- ~. A sites respectively, the s mbol represents an estimate.
z T() is the Nsind stress obsersed at an intermediate lo-

cation..Alt is the sampling interal (12 hours in all results
on to be quoted here) and a. and h, are Ni eights to be de-
05- termined. We then constrain the s. stem (6) to fi nd the

combination of weights a and /, that represent I,, in
- - .-L* L the best (least-square sense) \\a\. Various model, an

Montagu ISland be, tried b .ar.ing the lengths ofthe filter,. i.e.. %ar~ilng

-05- N and .11 above, or b\ arbitrarilx sciting one set ol
05. \Aeighits identicall\ equal to tero and soi tr'xing a fit

. i Li in, i. method of solution i , simphe in princo'iple but not soz'j y T If \]'I I FT'' - ''  in practice, B\ v a,, 0of 11ustration let us consider tile
Gabo sland simple case of 1), - ((for all i. (the eitension including

05 : the /, "Ill e ob\ious).
SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR Ioruallx the problem reduces to the standard least-
1983 1984 squares problem of mininiiirng F where

I , X \k [md stress ecmirs at three coastal sianrm e'stendi mg h'i
(ats Island. near line I to ,)rah I lead near line I lie %cihrs arc
rtated m, ihat the prinipal a\ii is up and dts n the diagram Ili. jI ,,m/) " 1 I 1 1 )} ( )
direct io on the prcikipal as i% t r\ near s in the hlo gshore dre iln
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and the overbar indicates an average over time. The variance accounted for is, of course, larger than that
solution can be expressed in matrix form: in model I because we have increased the information

content of the fit, but the increase is not dramatic. We
x = Cy (8) now account for 51.2% of the variance in VAt), a larger

where the vector x = , and y y,'} and the elements amount than in models I or 2. For this model the best

are of the form v, = ',,(t - tAt) and Y, = a,. The fit to l',(1) correlates with I',,() at r = 0.70.

matrix C is a svmmetric, positive definite matrix with The significant result from these calculations is the

elements C',, I F,(i - iAt)I r (t - jAt). Formally we ex- clear indication that the CTW signal appears to prop-
press the solution of this problem as y = C 1x. How- agate from line I to 2 with little modification bN the
ever, the matrix C generally has a large condition winds. The addition of winds barely increases our abil-

number (ratio of largest to smallest eigenvalue) and so ity to forecast the modification of currents from one
the inverse can be unstable. We proceed, therefore, to line to another. Using variance accounted for as a

solve the problem by singular value decomposition measure, we are almost 10 times as successful at fore-

(described in detail in appendix A). casting the output currents using input currents com-
Now let us consider some specific examples of this pared with using winds. We repeated the calculations

kind of transfer-function calculation. In the following for model 3 using different wind stations to find which

we will look at the transformation of longshore current wind station performed best, in the sense of accounting
components from lines I to 2 by representing I ,,) and for as much of the total output variance as possible.

,() in Eq. 16) by t21/125 and fl 1/125, respectively. The best result was obtained from Wollongong (the
point on shore closest to line 2) which accounted for

.1lod, I: Pure current transformation: N - 5. h, 8.6.h of the output variance while the a, terms ac-
= 0 for all i. C is a 6 X 6 matrix and the solution is counted for 40. 1 ". Wollongong Head would not be
stable at yj (see Appendix): the best fit of V, on IV, the site of preference for describing the transfbrmation
accounts for 45.5('; of the variance in I V,,, i.e., the "pre- of currents from line I to line 2 since it lies vetN close
dicted" currents correlate with V at r = 0.67. The to line 2, an intermediate site like Montagu Island
height distribution shows a clear maximum indicating would be preferred. We conclude then that winds are
that I",, lags behind I-. A parabolic fit around the not of great importance in describing the modification
maximum suggests a best estimate of the lag of about of the currents from one site to another and we should
I day. pursue the analysis of the currents into free shelf-wave

.llode/ 2: Pure current transformation: .N 12. h, modes.
0 for all i. C is a 13 X 13 matrix and the last stable

solution is y(,): the best fit of IV on V,, accounts for 4. A modal description of the %elocity field
S I" of the variance, with a correlation coefficient of a The modv.Jiape.s
0.7. The list of weights extends to greater lags than for
model I and indicates two peaks at lags of 1.03 and Figure 9 shows a plot of the shapes of the first three
3.5 days. This suggests that two signals propagate from CTW eigenfunctions computed separately for the
line I to line 2 at speeds of 3.9 and 1.2 m s '. However, longshore component of velocity at each of the three
it is interesting to note that increasing the length of the principal lines of moorings. The cigenfunctions are the
transfer function from six weights to 13 weights results solutions (i,:x :) of Eq. (5). computed simultaneously
in increasing the amount of variance accounted for in with the eigenvalues c,, which correspond to the phase
the model by only a few percent. In that sense model speed of each wave. In the long-wave limit the wases
2 seems rather inefficient. are nondispersive and so phase and group velocities

.Moldel 3. Current transformation and winds: N are identical. The wave speeds are also entered on Fig.
= ,1= 5. This is essentially model I modified to include 9. The values of N'2(:) used in Eq. (2) to compute the
winds. The winds are renormalized so that they have modes displayed in the figure were calculated from
the same variance as the current time series and so that CTD casts along each line of moorings averaged over
the a, and h, all remain dimensionless. C is a 12 x 12 the entire duration of ACE. i.e.. the detailed distribu-
matrix and the last stable solution is Y7 . For this model tion of N2 (z) varies from one line to another. The bot-
winds at Montagu Island were used for several reasons: tom topography also varies. These differences do not
the site is roughly half-way between lines I and 2: it is appear to have a large effect on the structure of the
the best exposed of all our wind stations and is likely eigenfunctions but do cause significant variation in the
to be a good representation of the marine wind field: wave speeds. (Variation about the mean is about 20".
the instrumentation used to record winds was ofa rel- 131", and I2", for modes 1. 2 and 3. respectively)
atiel\ high qualitx. The distribution of weights pro- In all nine cases shown in lig. 9 the largest modal
duced surprising results: the values of a, were almost amplitude occurs close inshore and both modes 2 and
exactl\ the same as in model I and accounted lor 45.4' 3 hase nodal lines not tlar from the shelf edge. Quali-
of the output variance: the h, coefficients accounted tativels the modal shapes are yen similar from one
for onl% another 4.8," ofthe output variance. Yhe total line to another. (iven these simple observations it is

!~~~~~~~~~~ A u man NNNNllI
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C,-3 20 1-3.95 C,z5.15 M/5
Model

C~zi 77 C~m 215 Cm 2.43m/s
Mode 2

C,097 ~C-,-l 27 * Cl4/C,: 0 97 C, 24- Mode 3

Lne 1 Lne 2 Lne 3

Fc, 9. 1 he first three theoretical CIWk mode shapes at each of the 3 principal lines of moonngs
and the phase speeds associated %kith each mode. The small dots represent the actual slies "s here
current meter data were acquired on each of the principal lines. The contours are not laheled
since the modes can be renormalized without affecting the least-squares computation of modal
amplitudes

difficult to see how an. plausible superposition of these an eddr mode, that described the shape of the edd\
modes could yield the sariance distributions shown in field.
Fig. 5 which show the largest amplitudes typicall\ at Examination of detailed [AC events, those that were
the shelf edge and in some cases seaward of the shelf' unambiguousk associated with eddies because ol'the
edge. The conclusion to be draw n is that we are seeing presence of corroborating e\ idence. clearl\ showed that
contamination of the shelf-wave signal b the presence these large current events sere largel_ restricted to the
of energx from the [AC and its edds field. Satellite continental slope region. In contrast, the CW modes
photographs serified that large eddies shed from the (Fig. 9) all ha\e their largest signals on the continental
current were indeed passing through the \C'-. region shelf. Since current mete , fmj0/(10O on each line
during parts of the experiment. (ulsen the ob\ ious mis- (m I- 2. 3) contain predominantlh edd\ sigiials. sc
match between the distribution of ariancc in the ex- assumed that in an\ particulaT line the signal at an
perimental arra', and the shape of the eigenfunctions current meter that is correlated sfith the currents at
it is important to examine sa.sin which the wa\,e ield thiS/ 10(( is the edd\ part of' the total signal at that
might be decontaminated from the edd. ield- site and so could be reniosed. I et us w rite the longshore

Iwo methods suggest thernlsees. [he first is to component of" selocit\ at fiiS (1)000 a,s I 1I). i L-.. tile
identifk periods at each line that are ob\iousls, con- "edd_ " coi ponent of , CIcit\ at that site. I hen along
laminated bs edd\ actis its and excise those pails from the line ?) find the \aluiC ol i1 - :1 that inltntiIIii/es a
the o, crall record. [ his approach suffers from a number mean-square ercror 1 \ hcrc
of problems. It is often not clear when a current meter
record is influenced bs an [AC edd\: the excising of
parts of the data base will ineitabl, rentlose part of and the serbar indicates a tine a erage. I he saluc
the ("1W signature itself: and the excising operation olfad k, s) define then the shape oflan edd\ niwle. I-igure
%-Il i nes itabls involsc some rather subjecti\C .udg- 10 shov, s a plot of'the edd\ iiiodc computed along line
mcnts. A more ob ecti\c approach, that remoses the 3. Thns was chosen as the best line to define an eddN
edds actiits while lea\ing the indiidual time series mode since we had good reason to belie\e that the
otherise intact would be preferred. 1 his turns out to edd\ field was most intense there, and onl\ at line 3
ie possible bN defining a fourth mode. wrhich wc called do ssc haNe a substantial quantity of data asailable at
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0 20 40 60 80km and minimize E where

.2.5 N

.0 E= 1EE*

-500m . In the above, m =4 is the total number of modes being
" examined and Nis the number of observations 1V. The

values G,j are the values of the ith velocity mode at
instrument numberj, and d, is the complex amplitude
of the ith mode. Throughout this section any complex

-OOm number will be indicated by use of the caret symbol,
and its complex conjugate will be denoted by an as-
terisk. The solution for the complex amplitudes is given
by the solution of the complex matrix equation:

-1500m G,, 1

-2000m
-E (,L"*,s

Fitc. 10. The -edd. mode- defined as the regression coefficient at
each current meter soce along line 3 wkith 1 35/1000. This mode was F
used in the subsequent data reduction to absorb signals due to the Go" G
FACedd% field. (;",(I, G Gi, i_ G1( ,

are missing for almost the entire deployment period at V;,

one mooring site each. (9)
The mode shown in Fig. 10 is quite difierent from

the coastal trapped wave modes shoxsn in Fig. 9. In which A'c write in the vector form b Ci. As beforc.
the former the most intense velocities occur seaward the iverse ofthe real symmetric matrix C exists, how-
of the shelf edge. as one might intuitixel\ expect from ever. the matrix C is badly conditioned and we chose
an oceanic edd. moving towards the shore. In contrast. to extract the solution b\ singular value decomposition.
at the sites 13 1/75 and f 31,1125 the modal amplitudes see appendices A and B. In the following analysis "e
arc extrcmei small, and this justifies the use of the will use a single set of the CTW eigenfunctions con-
nshorc moonngs I'Or exploration for longshore phase puted for the Stamell Park line of moorings, line 2.
propagation. It thus seems reasonable to use the mode and "s ill use the first three ofthe dynamical modes. In
Sho'.iln in I Iig. IM to absorb some of the edd_ energ addition we will use the cddx mode as defined abo\e
and so optin i/C our chances of cxtracting antplitudes at line 3 but only after renormali,'ation so that its sum
if the ( IV modes. of squares (toes not dominate over the d. namical

modes. A single set of modes is used here since we
want, as a first approach at least. to examine the sim-

, l0,c o;,, / ,l,' , lot plest problem of the Cx ,lution of the amplitude of a
simple set of xsaxe modes in the alongshore direction.

For each mooring line ke will e,,pand the obserx a- We chose line 2 to define the d. namical modes because
tions into three s, C modes and one edd\ mode. lct it is the intermediate site. We chose line 3 to define the

(I) be the longshore component of veloctl at site eddy mode because xwe expected it to ha\e the largest
Icurrent meterl number /. We break the time series amplitude there and. furthermore, onl\ at line 3 do
I ImI into secen tlime block,, of 24 da s and compute long time seriL, exist at all current meter sites so al-
the I ouricf transform of the time sefis for each block, lowing the mode to be defined at all cross-shelf loca-
li s .ields. at each site and for each time block, a tions.

neris of complex numbers I",(Le where & is 27r divided
hx /, the period of the Fourier comp mnent being ex- '. O Tle im~wrioI relation
amined. For each frequent3 we delinc a complex re-
sidual ,', where: From the four time series determined independentll\

at each of the three lines sse can examine one mode at
, I" d(i,, c(;.J. d,,, .... a time and look at the coherence and phase between
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any pair of lines. With three lines to analyze we find around 5 m s', the entered value of 4.35 m s ' is
four different alongshore displacements, specifically derived from the principal axis of the phase differences
these are .jy = 0 km (for lines 1-1. 2-2 and 3-3) AY against displacement. In all other cases, phase speeds
= 160 km (for lines 2-3) ._'y = 360 km (for lines 1-2) indicated on Fig. I I are derived from a principal axis
and -"v = 520 km (for lines 1-3). The phase differences calculation. Also at 8 days, we see that modes 2 and 3
are not all independent, since propagation from line I show a definite tendency for northward phase propa-
to 2 and from 2 to 3 implies propagation from I to 3 gation though the scatter of points about the fitted line
proxided that the coherences are large. Accepting all is large for mode 2. The fits do indicate that mode 2
of' the positive longshore displacements therefore in- propagates slower than mode I and that mode 3 prop-
troduces some degree ofredundancy among the various agates slower than mode 2. A striking result of this
phase differences. In order to form an unbiased estimate analysis is that though the speeds for a given mode will
of longshore propagation rate we decided to include be seen to vary quite sharply with frequency in no case
all of the redundancy in the system and include esti- do we find that the phase speed for mode 3 exceeds
mates of the phase differences for negative displace- that for mode 2 nor that for mode 2 exceeds the phase
ments. A simple pattern then occurs since a phase dif- speed for mode I.
ference of YJ between lines i to j implies -AO) between At a 6 day period (Fig. I Ib) the fastest mode, mode
lines / to i. I. shows a large scatter of' phase observations about

Figure I I shows the phase differences observed plot- the fitted line, mode 2 shows a tight collection of points
ted against displacement alongshore for three frequen- and mode 3 a wide scatter. The phase speeds indicated
cies and for the three dynamical modes. The points for modes 2 and 3 are very close and. given the wide
entered with negative displacements are shown with scatter in the distribution of points for the mode 3 plot.
open s.,mbols as these are wholly redundant. For the the difference in phase speed is not significant. That
fourth (edd\) mode few significant coherences were we still observe ('2 > (', must be considered tortuitous.
observed, however, when phases were picked off for For mode I at a period of 4 days (Fig. I Ia) we see
the fourth mode regardless of the coherence level a that though coherence was large enough to estimate
random scattering of phases was observed with no ob- phase differences between lines I and 2 and between
\ious sense of organization. At a period of 8 days a lines I and 3, it was too low between lines 2 and 3. the
tight sequence of' phase differences emerges for all pos- closest pair of lines! The coherences corresponding to
sible combinations of lines for mode 1. The phase dif- the other phase estimates for mode I are relativel% low,
t'rences suggest a northward propagation speed of but do suggest that a propagating signal exists despite

a Displacement (km, 100) b Displacement (km x 100) C Displacemnent (km . 100)
42 ? ,6-4 -2 0 ? -4 -2 0 2 4 6

2_ _ __-2_ _ _ -2. . . . . .

o

0 * 0 0

2. 2- 2,a - -

-2 -2, 2-

0 0

aO- 00,co'3O

2 2 Mode 3 Mode3

A a
E

4- .4 4

2 1 2-2

0- 0. 0 '

2 j 'd's3 21Mode~ 1 2 j~ode3

Period 4 days Perod 6days Perod 8days

It(, II Phase difference o complex amplitudes lot the three d nanical modes at t;ree ditferent Irequencies plotted against displacement
alongshore Vhere an expctied tlr\, Is lissing, the coherence was too low to proside a stable phase estimate. the open nmhols represent
points that are ahollk redundant The solid s ,mhols carr some degree of redundant' since otr large coherences " ave propagation front
line I ito 2 and from line 2 to I imlptes propagation trom I to .3. For small coherence salues this is it, true and all Points e tli poit1iXc
displacements become in dependent I he so lid iines inditate the phase speed estinilaed b\ tilt h lll ma i I of the principal ellips' through the
entered points
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the scatter among the phases. There is rather less scatter IL
in the phase differences for mode 2. Once again mode ZJ , ' d~j.
2 is slightly, but not significantly, slower than the
observed speed for mode I and the ordering with The dashed lines show the average dispersion relation
C, > C, must be considered fortuitous. defined by the empirical observations. The shaded area

The phase observations are all, of course, cyclic over on the right hand side of each plot designates an area
3600, or in Fig. I Ia, cyclic over a time delay of 4 days where the length of the array exceeds the wavelength
and, thus, each phase estimate has an inherent ambi- of any fitted wave. This is effectively (but not quite) a
guity of (in the case of Fig. I I a) 4 days. Tile particular Nyquist wavelength for the array and we cannot reliabls
choice of points shown in Fig. I I a was adopted for two estimate any wavenumbers in that region. In fact, as
reasons. First, we do have physical reasons for expecting was discussed earlier, some degree of subjectis it\ arises
northwvard phase propagation. and second, an' other before we enter that region and the two points at periods
reasonable alternative produces a very wide scatter of of 4 and 4.8 days for mode 3 (Fig. 12c) should be in-
phase differences, almost circular, that barely allows a terpreted with some caution.
prefierred sense of propagation to be estimated. Hos- Figure 12a shows a plot of frequcnes versus s\avc-
ever, for this particular case there is clearly some sub- number for mode I at six frequencies. All but one of
jeclivity in the interpretation of the phase diagram. the points lie above the theoretical hong-\Nake speed of
The problem of subjectivit\ gets worse at shorter pe- 3.78 m s an increase in the theoretical vaxe speed
nods and so w.e decided that phase diagrams for periods of I m s would produce a good fit. HowNever. sith
less than 4 day s should not be used. The subjectivit\ the exception of one point, at a period of 4.8 days. the
problem arose on only t5\o occasions for results that experimental dispersion relation is approximatels lin-
wkill be quoted here, in both cases 60r node 3, at periods car as is expected theoretically.
of 4 and 4.8 days. Figure 12b sho\s the dispersion characteristics for
T ible 3 sho% a list of the observed phase speeds mode 2 at the same six frequencies as in Fig. I 2a. and

(in s ') for each of the three dx namical mods. Also with the exception of a single outlier, the empirical
listed are the estimated \as enumbers cOMpuled as A: dispersion relation is once again a good approximation
- ./(, where k, and ( arc the estimated \a'. enumber of a straight line. Also, as in Fig. I2a. the experimental
and phase speed tf)r mode i. Frkm this table sNc can dispersion points are at s. stcmatically higher phase
produce the dispersion diagrams shown in Figs. I 2a. speeds than theory predicts with only one point belos
h and c. On Fig. 12 we enter for caL-h mode separatel. the theoretical curve. An increase of only 0.5 in s I in
the estimated siasenunber plotted against the fre- the theoretical speed would produce good agreement.
quenc\ of the spectral line under examination. I lie Figure 1 2c shows the same plot for mode 3. Once
error bars shos i for each point entertd represent the again the experimental data shoss a bias towyards ssa\e
frequencs band\\idth. The frequencies examined are speeds higher than theory predicts. An increase of 0.5
Ilos enough that the long ssase appro\i nation is goot: III s I Vould. as in Fig. I 2b. produce good agreement.
at a period of 4 dars (,:/! (1.14. )[1 each of the The scatter about linearity appears to be rather greater
plots II] I lg. 12 the solid Il tie is the e\pc ted dispersion for mode 3 than for the first t\wo modes, but that is
rclatimi based on the long-'., ae appio\iniatioi fi probably not an unexpected result. Indeed. in hindsight
Coili. l rappcd \a ts. Spec hcal.t. .) niei hIC 1Lri l.1  it seems quite remarkable that we ha\e been able to
phase ,peCd has hen estilated t'01 tIle 0 eVtirt\ I ara\ mnake a reasonablk con incing fit to three w ase miodes.
using illk1 phase spceds listd on I ig (4 and fol an1\ Figure 13 displays the \ariance in each niode plotted

indis dual node 1 oinpuLIntc Ilarnc lIn:lli against frcquency for each of tile three principal lines
of current meters. We dlefine the \ariancc of mode i as

I \HI I t'I~isc i. k'd C~l ( otLI 1 dt 'nI,;.C* i here (. is the conpilex amplitude deri\ed
Ih( ihio" , ,' , idc', aInd jj ii. l. *'cill ,r j.'%llltl

'
d C lI q. (9). [ ie \ arian'e is aseraged oser time and

I hc pha..c pstd, .Iv cd, n ww a i m I Ir I hi 7 .' ' ii tIh , defined separatelI at each linie. Since each min ode. the
Si II, pri n. Ipait lipw ot ,c .:I1,1. i t' II~ 11, IcCIXc pltC1 three d ilaniiical moides and the empirical edd\ i odc.

;gii ! dlplta&mnini is normalized dil'rentl_ . onk limited cornparisons

bcl\tecn modes can be made oil this plot. On :ig. 13
we see that the spectra of each node are generalkI red.

!'2 ,.t i.e.. there is generall', more energy at io\ser frequencics
1,1,,,, I ( ,4 i than higher. (Note that these plots are linear in lre-

4" 24" . I 4 2 ,€ quenc and energ\ and so are sariance conscr\ing2  
-i I ii 4 1 , plots.) .flosse cr. at line I se see that the spectra peak

1 i is 2i p4 al a period of S da\s for each of the three dk nanlical
4, ' (1 i s 1 I2 I 4, I 64; m 1odes. Ihe IoUrihl iodc for each line shosss the mnost
I 5 Il 52 2 I, 4 1(1 0 I, I i pr)n~iunced red spectra. Rather surprisingl\ it appears

4 1 1i (1 ii. 91 ii I that the second line carries less \ ariane. in th iht d nan-

I I I I "
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20-? a
IPeriod , days

-48

Moe Mode 2

0000,5 10 x)

20- b /

/ / Modt2 3 Mode 4 _-dd /jo

I/ I(ICoIL pcctra lor ,,akjc o 111 Sic ,

/ / cal miodes,. than does line 1. xhereas line,, I and I are
-. - / sr% similar in their energN cx cis. Since somei mrooirings'

onl 'line 3 s crc vlaiaged b\ eddies it should come a,
6 no surprise to see, in Fig. 13. that thle energ\ les els in
00 .15 10mode 4 are \er\ mnuch greater at line 3 than at either

of the other ts o lines.
In summinaryN Fig. 12 indicates that thle dispersion

I~ / hracteristics computed from the ACE moored arra\
-~ 7 arca reasonahle approximation to the theoretical dis-

persion curses for the first three coastal trapped \x ase
- ~ modes. In each ease the theoretically predicted \ax c

T I P speed is s\ stenaticall\ less than the experimentall\ de-
-,term inei \\a\ e speeds b\, 0.5 to [ il s ',or about 2 5"I . ~(if the theoretical s"ase speeds. These results suggest

- 104T ~ ' that after the extraneous edd\ signal is removied from
the data the phssics of coastal trapped waves is a good

IT K s~ doeIipto-r Of the motions on the continental shelf.,
l-oee.some of the coherences used in constructing

7<the phasec plots of 14. 1 1, arc fairls low,. indicating that

a simple model of' linear phase propagation at a con-
stant speed ma\ not necessarilr account for a lare

~r)fraction of the total \ariance at anN frequener . FLnv-
thermore. I ig. I I also showks a substantial amount Of'

* . ..scatter of the timle lags about the linear phase propa-

i,) I I t i v 2I II:2jI I 1.,, 1 no11 , 1 o 1rIb hIt 'o0 gacoin sed biniainthat still more \ariance ox, not
11,Nild in, rlr,,111 II"'JC01.111CLI101 \ a imp coa stal trapped \\,I\( 11model

tid11k 1,0 1''I h i [III,' MA) 1osIt it 1t or.i'r Aic d Inod rt slv ox a xe tthetheor\ oIt trappeCd
11, ( [ % , j " 1 III , A.1,~ 0 ol 0w InlhlAiaol xxaxes Canl ACount1 Ior he \X-iabi1t% obsers ed at ain\

A' I01.0Ione location a dlifferent appl'roach Is nee~ded.
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d. .nalivsis in the time donain some sense to represent the dynamical signal but I'a
includes the velocity signal that is not fitted by the

The expansion of current observations into modal least-squares procedure. Over line I the gross correla-
amplitudes as described in an earlier section can he tion coefficient between V', and V' is about 0.9. This
executed at individual times, rather than for Fourier represents how well the least-squares procedure is
coefficients, producing explicit time series of ampli- working. Since the decomposition is good only to a
tudes for each mode. For the three dynamical modes correlation level of about 0.9 we cannot expect a fore-
the evolution alongshore can then be compared with cast to do as well.
the predictions of forced CTW theory. The methods Table 4 summarizes the results of using the modal
used are described by Clarke and Van Gorder (1986). amplitudes that result from an analysis of line I and
Since a detailed description of the specific procedures Eq. (10) to forecast the modal amplitudes at line 2.
used and the results obtained will be described else- The "observed variances" are of the reconstructed cur-
where (J. A. Church, 1986), we will restrict ourselves rents at line 2 (i.e., the CTW part of the current field)
here to an oxerview of some of the results pertinent to and the "predicted variances" result from the modal
a synthesis of the Australian Coastal Experiment. amplitudes forecast by Eq. (10). The energy levels have

We represent pressure as a sum of modes as in Eq. been predicted accurately: the predicted and observed
(I) where the functions /,,(.v, :) are solutions of an variances averaged over line 2 are 36.7 and 41.6 cm'
eigenvalue problem. Eq. (2). The amplitudes of the s 2, respectively. These are much closer to each other
modes are described bx a set of forced wave equations than to the equivalent figure for line I, 90.7 cm' s .
that are coupled b\ frictional coefficients The correlation coefficients listed in Iable 4 indicate

that comparison between predicted and observed cur-
l + 3 )P,. . -10) rent fields is significant at high confidence levels. At
(, at O 1 the inshore sites the correlations are significantly dif-

ferent from zero at the 99.99"; confidence level. (As
As before the longshore ),elcilies arc expanded in a before we assume I degree of freedom is accumulated

As efoe te lngsoreveociiesareeepnderi a dy.)I A strne null hypothesis would be the
series [Eq. (4)] Nsith on-ofihore modes related to the every 5 days. srongereigenfunctions of Eq. (2) b\ the geostrophic relation. equivalent of the meteorological persistence forecast.EnfnTeios eqo s n ( b h ed Jostrp hrtin i.e., that conditions do not change along the shelf Using
Eq. (5). These equations then can be" used hJ. A. C'hurch, tercntutdvlcte. eic aletecr

1985) to expand the \elocities observed at line I in the reonscedficient betweefi nd f2 th7 is05
3 loal dnamcal nd ne lcaledd\mod so ro-relation coefficient between f1 1/75 and 1'21/75 is 0.25:

3 local dynamical and onc local edd', mode so pro- the equixalent correlation in Table 4 is 0.62. \er, much
ducing the amplitudes 6. O: and 0 at one value of . population corre-duigtehigher. Furthermore. a system withpouainore
the alongshore coordinate v, say, at v 0 Equation lation of 0.25 and 36 degrees of freedom has an upper

(10) then can be used to forecast the values Ot @. 4,2 95" confidence lexel of 0.48. less than the 0.62 oh-
and P, at the two northerh lines and compare the pre- serxed which ditfrrs from the population at the q) X'
dictions with observations.

The eddy mode cannot. of course, be described b c.
Eq. ( 10). so in making a comparison between the pre-
dictions from theory and obscrvations it is important
to compare onl\ the inhercntl\ predictable parts of the t \BI 1 4 \ arldna cs .a1 lin, " th'rc.iY, 111i n in.I\,,1 M! hi' I
current field. From the obser\cd currents at an% par- Mil the d\Ium ltcs ( \I.V le pld dX IIld), paa )a Ih ,

ticular line we define txx o ncw fields that diller slightlx strucicd whbercd %anrancc tr onwaiiori Ii ,: wle atoll 0
" iuns. h c [i het 'ecn the Oii h(lds ,ik'j li~ l \4 iamntc.i. , &fll

from each other. After analysis into the four modes w\e
definc the reconstructed currents (0'?) as the sum of (.I.Arcdilcd
the first three (dynamical) nodes. i.e., the CI W part Mcicr arianc: \,rilcnce ,trteljlht
of the signal. The de-eddied currents I d arc defined as
the ohserxed currents minus the edd signal. Specifi- 2 175 14 il 2 11M)

" f21/,125 11 1 , 0 ( l1+ ,
cally, al an\ line wAe compute (, b minimiiing k' where f22/12 - I I

f1 6o4 31 0 "f22/,10 0( So.( % , Ohl,
( 122/i7 I 56 1 0i

/'. [I 'L, . , t) - _. (uN, .. :bh,(t)]2  f2 )/125 V I . I I q

, f23,1 '32 1006 (1 6
then t2 /450 255 2.5 Il S 0

f 24/215 13.8 14.6 (1.21
1-124140 1 S 14 k) (M 1

IR \. C. t) > ( :),,(t) I
I (24/650 9.4 I 1.3 (' 24

t , f2411(10 74 64 0.; 1

25./2X1 33 10.42
Thes .) tim.\. are not identi/25/cal. 0.42

These timle se-ries are not identical. Both attempt in f2/711 1. '
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Earlier in this paper we examined a general rela- The forced wave pattern speed computed from (12)
tionship between currents separated by distance along- is 5.63 m s ' and is greater than the free wave speed
shore and extracted empirical relationships of the form and greater than the observed pattern speed, see Fig.

A M (0 2a). Furthermore, we know from the analysis of sec-
= ,l,(t - iAt) + Y h,r(t - iAt). tion (3d) that we are dealing with neither forced nor

, I free waves. In that section we estimated the ratio of
velocity variance in the forced wave/variance in the

The best model yielded an estimate I ';, that correlated free wave to be about 0. I. This implies a ratio of signal
with V , at the level r = 0.71. amplitudes of about oiJ I 0.3. Thus it seems reason-

The linear predictor (6) is essentially the optimal able to expect that the resulting pattern speed will be
linear predictor and yields an estimate ;, that correlates intermediate between the free and forced wave speeds.
with V, at r = 0.71: it does do better than the dynamical as actually observed.
model but not very much better. The optimal predictor However, detailed analysis shows a strong depen-
must, bv definition, perform better than any other lin- dence on the phase relationship betmeen the free and
ear predictor including a linear dynamical theory but forced wave components. The actual pattern speed
it is satisfying that the dynamical models do almost as predicted for ACE can even be less than the free wase
well. Finally we note that the dynamical correlation speed depending on the initial phase diflerence at line
for inshore currents of0.62 carries 951*; bounds of 0.45 1. A simple relationship that conforms fairl% "ell to
and 0.77. and so is not different from the optimal linear observations can result if the initial phase diflerence is
estimator at the 9 5 "U confidence level, near zero. Some eidence exists, see later discussion.

that a significant pan of the free %xave energ. is gen-
5. Discussion crated in Bass Strait. so it ma. be reasonable to espect

the free and forced wases to be almost in phase at Eden.
In the free wave analysis we have demonstrated that The analysis of the forced %%ases in the time domain

waves pass through the experimental array and exhibit indicates quite clearlN that Ac do hase predicti e skill
dispersion characteristics that are strongly indicatise in the sense that "c can use the d'.namics of forced
of coastal trapped waves. One of the more significant topographic waves to forecast future conditions sone
obsersations from this section is that the empirical dis- distance along the coastline. loseser. the amount ,)
persion relation suggests that the %.a\es propagate \ariance accounted for in the forecast is not inpressisc
rather taster than theory would lead us to expect. The Ihe correlation coetiic 'nts inshore reach high, l k1i o2
discrepanc. is too large. and of the A, rong sign. to be indicating that c can account for onl, about 40', ot
accounted for b\ mean field advection. We suggest that the obsersed \ariance '.'ith a trapped %%asc model
it might be accounted foi bN contamination of the free I hough this does not sound impressie. the tbst sta-
wka\e by the presence ofa relati'.el. small forced %%asc. tistical predictor bet'een line I and line 2 inshore cur-

Clarke and Thompson (1984) looked at a pure forced rents. performs onl\ marginall] beier and ,kOlt',
,ae problem and found the ocean response to ,%,ind lot about 50', of the %ariance \kc cOTclt.it ,. '
forcing. for only one mode, to be of the form all of the encrg\ in the %%cathcr torcing b'.,a is dscritk'd

I 1 b coastal trapped % a\ es
I)(.X. v, - I = . 1 (.v. -) cos[ (1 L)/(*1  Ie We nos turn to the qucstion f the s,urc of thc

('I-' energ, obser\ed in \( I ( arke and I hompsoti
sin[(/ c/ Wr/21. (I1) (1984) assumed there \Aould , acghigile (I\\ cnerge

In Eq. (1) I(.v. z) is the shape of the first (1W\ mode at Cape tlo\Ac (line and t iat '.ind forcing in the
(pressure field) c, is the longshore phase speed and / region northward trom there ould generate ( I %N s to
is the longshore wavenumber of the ind forcing. thus be obsersed at lines 2 and I k has been pointed out.
patterns propagate along the coast at a speed ( ., de- ( W energ. is alread\ large at hne I and the (A %k
lined bs energ\ at line 2 is large, th propagation of ('I \northssard from ( ape Itose free \a\es,. I he esp'-

(it tation of' Clarke and lhomr.,on (I484) and the as-
s + umption it, designing .\('- being wrong. kkc are forced

I to consider xs.sinle source, of the (A \ energ\ at ('ape
p, ; (c,, 4 . (12) 1 lowe. The bathx metr\ anti meteorological conditions

ot southern and southeastern .. ustralia :llo\% for se\ -
I he pattern speed is the harmonic mean of the free eral (speculati\e) poAssibilities for generating (A1 s that
'\aye speed and the speed of propagation ofwind sys are obser\able at ('ape Ilo.~e
tens in the longshore direction. Since in our case ', One. o course, is lha t he (- l\s hae come a \er\
anti c, arc both northkards. at I I and 3.78 in s '. re- long was. The winds in the (Ireat \ustralian Bight are
spectisels. the pattern speed is greater than, but in !he strong and the esistene of CWs there has been dis-
same direction as, the free s'.ae speed, cussed bN Krause and Radok (1976). the possibilit\
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that CTWs could be generated in the Great Australian By an analysis along the lines of Gill and Clarke (1974),
Bight, travel in the continental-margin waveguide that it is possible to work out an analytic solution for the
bends south, and then north, around Tasmania, exists. wind forced motion and hence estimate an energy flux
(This would assume the shallow (<100 m) but wide of
aperture caused by Bass Strait would not affect the long K = 3.0 × 10' W.
CTWs and that the wave energy is not dissipated in
that distance.) However, this possibility is not sup- Reducing this by 8% to allow for tction and a further
ported by the current meter observations. Although 14% because Bass Strait is not infinitely wide, we can
there is significant coherence (at the 95% confidence estimate
level) between the alongshore component of the current = 2.4 X 108 W.
off Maria Island (f02/125) and off Cape Howe (ft 1/
125). the phase difference is negligible. Furthermore, This is greater than the energy found at Cape Howe
the variance in the coherent band is nearly an order and. in view of the high coherence and the small phase
of magnitude less off Maria Island than off Cape Howe. lead of the winds at Gabo Island with respect to the
Currents off Maria Island and Cape Howe show some currents at Cape Howe, it seems that wind forcing over
coherence with the Gabo Island wind. All this suggests Bass Strait is a possible source of the energy at Cape
that forcing of CTWs by winds off southeastern Aus- Howe.
tralia is more plausible than propagation around Tas- Could the wind stress over the ocean east of Bass
mania from the Great Australian Bight. We can pursue Strait be sufficient to generate CTWs of the magnitude
this possibility by estimating the energy flux at line I observed? Results to be presented later (J. A. Church
and comparing it with the rate of working by the Gabo et al.. personal communication) indicate that a sub-
Island wind stress. stantial flux of energy is possible. Solving the CTW

Let us first estimate the CTW flux at Cape Howe. equation (I) for the 150 km ofshelfbetween the eastern
The analysis of Clarke and Battisti (1983) shows that end of Bass Strait and Cape Howe, assuming coupling
the energy flux through a vertical plane perpendicular coefficients appropriate for Cape Howe, and assuming
to the coast is that ¢,(t) = 0. for all i and t, 150 km to the west. the

resulting flux at Cape Howe would be

2I dv it = 3.4 X 10'W

"here the oerhar indicates a time average. Using the with the three dynamical modes contributing. respec-
orthogonalit. properti of the eigenfunctions: tively. 461' L 46% and 8% to this total. This flux is about

one-fifth of the measured flux at Cape Howe but the
iOhl iv , correlation between the "'predicted" and observed cur-

, ',. ,rent at the inshore sites is surprisingly high: it is 0.68
at meter fl 1/125. The correlations drop away very

this becomes quickly as we move offshore (the predicted currents
"" are much less than the measured currents) but in view

. 2f 7 " of the simplistic approach taken and the short fetch
(150 ki. compared to the 410 km fetch in the previous

I :sing the modal amplitudes calculated for ('ape Hoc estimate). this model does surprisingly well.
in section 4d. we get In view of these calculations. there would seem to

be sufficient sources of energy to the south and west
: 1.8 A I) W. of Cape Howe to explain the observed CTW energy

The three dynamical modes used respectively contrib- flux off Cape Howe.
ute 30.5';. 49'C and 20.5": to this total.

We can estimate the energy generated by the wind .-Icknoh'dgnmentA. The participation ofR L. Smith
between the western end of Bass Strait and Cape Howe and A. Huyer in ACE -,%as supported by the I I.S. Office
b% following the argument of Gill and Clarke (1974): of Naval Research. and that of A. J. Clarke by the
Bass Strait has an average depth of about 60 m and is National Scie,,ce Foundation Grant OCE-8300029.
about 250 km ,%ide. The barotropic radius of defor- The participants from North America. A. J. Clarke.
mation is small (Vgh)/-f 260 kin), so the Strait is If. J. Freeland, A. llu\er and R. L. Smith would like
about one Rossbv radius wide. For a Kelvin wave the to thank the C.S.I.R.O. for their hospitality during the
fraction of the total wave energy between the coastline data analysis phase of the experiment. Finally, we
and I Possby radius is (H - e 2) 0.86. As a first would like to thank Dr. Phyllis Stabeno for helpful
approximation, let us assume that Bass Strait is 410 discussions and comments on this paper and Netta
km long. infinitely wide and of constant depth (60 m), Delacretaz for her patience while typing the many
and that no energy enters the western end of Bass Strait. drafts.
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APPENDIX A Assuming that the eigenvalues are ordered so that X,
> X2 > ... > X, let us write an approximate solution

Singular Value Decomposition YR for y as

In several places in this paper it was necessary to yR e,
solve a least-squares problem. equation (7), for ex- ' '

ample. Formally. least-squares problems always reduce where R is an assumed rank of C, R _< N. Specifically
to the problem of finding a vector y when a vector x R is chosen so that an\ cigenvalues that lie within the
and a covariance matrix C are known, and when x, C noise level are neglected.
and y are related by

x = Cy. (Al) APPENDIX 
B

In the transfer function calculations of section 3d the
vector x = )x, is of the form V, = I ;,t) F'(1 - iAt). Estimation of Modal Amplitudes
and . y,', where y, = a,. The covariance matrix The amplitudes d of the three dynamical and one
C = ,, is of the form C,, = I',(l - i3)1J,(i -jA). empirical modes discussed in section (4b) are found
Formally we write the solution y to problem (Al) as by the solution of a complex matrix equation (9). The
. C Ix. Hov.ever. for the problems of interest in this solution is found, as in appendix A. by singular value
paper C generally has a large condition number (ratio decomposition of the covariance matrix C. A compli-
of largest to smallest eigenvalue) and so the inverse can cation. however, is that the matrix C varies from one
he unstable. In such a case the solution y varies greatly line to another due to data loss from various instru-
with small variations in the data. We proceed, therefore. ments at different times. Hence, even on one line the
to solve the problem by singular \aluc decomposition. contributions to C vary with time. The variations in

Let the N cigenvalues and eigenxectors of the A' C are. however, relatively small.
x N matrix C be X, and e,. respecti.ely. Since C is a The modal covariance matrix for the nominal dis-
co%'aance matrix (i.e.. symmetric and havingelements tribution of current meters is
satisfying the Schwartz inequalit. 1(./((',,)i 6 1) the
eigenvalues are all real and positive. If N cigenvalues C - 0.273 -0.294 -0.138 0.402-
are exactl\ zero then the rank ofC is N . In prac- C 0.294 0470 0.318 -0.261
tice, since we are dealing with noisy data. any eigen- L-0.138 0.318 0.404 0.055
value that lies within the sampling noise level is effec- 0.402 -0.261 0.055 1.000__
tivelv zero. ,,Let us exgnd the vectors x and 5 in terms of the The eigenvalues of C are (1.353, 0.707. 0.069 andcigenvectors. viz, 0.017) and these eigenvalues contribute, respectively.

(63%, 33%, 3.2% and 0.8%) to the trace of C. As the
matrix C changes slightly, with instrument failure, etc..x a,e, and y Z 3,e,. (A2) the eigenvalues take other discrete values near each of

I , the values listed for the nominal array. Since the matrix

The coefficients a, are easily determined using the or- C is varied by fairly small amounts, i.e.. the sampling
thogonality propery of the eigenvectors array is not changed dramatically, instead of finding

four eigenvalues distributed as above, we find four
x. e, = a,e,. e, a,. (A3) groups ofeigenvalues centered near 63%. 33%, etc. Wee, a will call these groups type-a. b, c and type-d eigenvalues

respectively. The covariance matrix C changes by suf-
We can then determine the coefficients 4, in terms of ficiently small amounts that the smallest a-type eigen-
the y, expansion (A2) n Eq. (Al) and remembering value is never smaller than the largest b-type, and so
that Ce, = X ,e,: on, i.e.. the four groups are all well separated and do

A N not overlap.
x ay,e, =Cy C C 13 ,%e, The variance averaged over all current meters de-

, , I ployed thr( ughout the ACE array is 208 cm 2 s- 2. The
resolution of an Aanderaa current meter is about 1.5A -I

(Cc,) =cm s . and if we use this value as an estimate of the
,(, , tA noise level in our current meter array we find the ratio

100% X (noise level) 2/mean variance to be about 1 ,.
Hence. we find in general that j3, iv,/X, and. using So with this primitive argument we see that the smallest
A) and (A2), express the general solution to (Al) as. eigenvalue of the covariance matrix is too small- it lies

below the effective noise level of the system, and should
y (A4) be neglected. Specifically then. we will compute they ( vector i by singular value decomposition [see appendix
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A) and reject contributions from any eigenvalue that of the normalized residual variance (Aa21oo2 ) and the
constitutes less than some critical percentage of the model variance (6'm2

/OamO
2) where a7,W2 = am2 at ;,. Fig-

trace of the matrix C. Hence, from Eq. (9) we can find ure 14 shows a plot of the normalized reduced variance
the set of four modal amplitudes, complex numbers and the model variance as a function of the eigenvalue
denoting amplitude and phase, for each block of time cutoff X0. Along the abscissa short lines indicate where
at one line of moorings and then repeat the expansion actual eigenvalues of the slowly varying matrix C occur.
at each of the other two lines of moorings. Thus we These are, as discussed earlier, separated into four dis-
find four short time series of modal amplitudes (using tinct groups. Figure 14 shows that if the cutoff is set
24 day long blocks we get seven distinct observations at, say. 8% so that contributions from the a-type and
of the modal amplitudes during the ACE period)] at b-type eigenvalues are accepted, and none from the c-
each line. and we can examine the coherences between and d-type, then the best fit modal amplitudes account
each line for each mode and search for phase propa- for all but 26q of the total variance. If we set the cutoff
gation. at 1.57,, so that we include contributions from a-.

First. consider the modal separation for the 3 main b- and all c-type eigenvalues. then the model fit is
lines at a period of 12 days. the second harmonic of improved, but only marginally, accounting fbr only
the block length of 24 days. The value I. ' I l:- is another 21,7 of the observed variance. Meanwhile the
the so-called reduced variance (.Aa -) the amount of \ariance in the best fit modal amplitudes increases b.,
variance not accounted for by the best modal fit. Let ab.)ut 101,(. If we now set the cutoff at any value less
us compute this as a fraction of the signal variance a,,-2 than 0.5%. so that all eigenvalues are used. all but the
= I" 1 , and average ._r and ,r,,' over the seven last 19%',; of'the observed variance is accounted tor. This
time blocks and the three lines. We also define the is not a dramatic improvement, and is achieved at the
model variance a,,,2 = I d, *. and average that also cost of increasing the variance in the modal amplitudes
over the seven time blocks and three lines. Let us as- by about a factor of 6. This rapid increase in the vari-
sume that in the process of computing the complex ance in the model represents a type of instabilit. as
modal amplitudes d, we accept contributions from the discussed in appendix A. Between cutoff values of 2%;
covariance matrix C corresponding to all eigenvalues and 2.2% there is a substantial drop in the a~erage
exceeding a cutoff value X0, and examine the variation model variance and an associated sharp rise in the re-

0.3
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0.0, 1- - _
| I I I
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Eigenvalue cut-off as percent of trace

i i(i. 14. Rcspnsc or the Iea -',stiuare' it rnodcl to the in'usion or anous eigenvalues in a singular saluc dc'omplsition.
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sidual variance, marked on Fig. 14 by the dotted line. ('repon. M, .and(C. Richei. 1983 llpwellink;,and Kelvin wiases gen-
This sharp change occurs as a result of the loss from erated li transient atmospheric fronts. Coiastal )eantgraph i.

the arrav of one instrument on line 2 and aRcts onlN H. (jade, It Edwards and H. Svendsen. Ed%.. Plenum, 17S-
21

one time block. Seen individually it represents a rather i orhes. A Mv (i 199X Meteorological data from the Australian
severe instability though the aseraging insolsed in Fig. ( oastal I %penment--A data report CSIR() Marine I ahora-
14 tends to disguise its seserits,. tories Rep No 110I. I1985. flohart. I asmania

th recland 11 1 J A1 ( hureli. R I Smith and I M BoA)Ind. 1115Based on the rough guide outlined abose. using th urrvint metel data horn the Australian ( oastal I xpeniment-noise level of' the instruments. %%e look then to place A data report ( SIRII Marine I ahioraisnies Rep Nol 169, IIX
our eigen'salLue cutoff near the boundarN bt-teen the fHohart. I asniaia
d- and c-type cigensalues. The detatled behas or of the (,ill s I .and -N J ( Iarbe 11)'4 V didcduwlig osa

modJel varance and the residual vartatnce plot% suggests 5urrentsanid wa level changcep ea H. e, 21. 32S 14,
that the appropriate cutof\ alue is 2.2" and thati1 alUe a\t nd I IlSshiin I')' .. h gene ls s4. X',n whl v
\A as used in the subsequent anakssis. I(anion H % I-,' Ihe stirums -I meain sea 1evel it tsydney

( offs Ilari .111d I or' lo'i:5 Wsaiid I1 I-~ q-11 '/s H,,
',14- s I ssrrit~ s Ili,,t / o i H, // " 15),.4(t,

RI I I RI \( I s- I ni'o'l nial shell ss,es and thle st"ek Is .,I jtimosliceriL

preru ic and "si nd stre-sc a level I -vi! 1/ R, i
Adams . J K.. ari \ I HuchvsA&d I 'W I hc e Ckflrin oft onnt 'X);

nental shelfIsasjes .1 1/rus/ VA, It 35, S I~ 5>5rause an.iti Rasid i 9" l 54 silte- ter
Brink. K I I . fs)57- I1 he lIs-i 0l Niltin) eis 15 *irD111tiiei)- 0i,1555--: ii is I 5 s,, i;'' \N, s ,'n'

omsd'tal t rapped vs as J /'/i ,I 0-I)ssISs C 12. 1' - f1 '13, Vi 5 '5 sust i lii -\sden )I sicn eis jn lfl1in igcr % Crla~r
--- and J. S, Allen. 11)'x On the etlct stbto retoisl ' pp
hiirotropiC motion user the ciontinentltii self .1 /'il % (is ishiis I unties I .1 .1;1d I I S isss M S I, 06~4 1ILL h si Lit L tf- i111is sphiin
8.41l)-922. tu rhu ems lk isc In isiss en- e11 iti,

hurch. J. A.. 1-i J. Freeland jad R,. . Smit th. I tw, ( s astal-trappcd S1\Ix a I \ -S o 151Rssl ds .i uses11) shelf I d~fis 11 Hl r I~
vsases sin the East Australian continental shelf part I Prispa- IOs/S/Is \/s, Np, ill\ 18, '1 i '41
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Deep-Sea Currents off Northern California

PlItTItS J. STABFN0 ANM) ROBER r L. Smirit

C"otth . of Oteanographrt. Oretion Starte fniiersiir., orrll.'

Current meter records from 14 moorings in the deep-sea basin (3(XX) -4500) m deep) south of the
'ieiidocino lI acture Zone are analyzed. All moorinlgs had current meters between 200 m and SWX in
ahose the bottom,. and some extended to within 150 m of the surface. There were high %ertical corre-
lations between measurements on the same mooring within 15XW m of the bottom and withint 9WX m oif
the surface but almost no significant correlation in the hori/ontal In the basin the presence oif eddies
aippears strongest at depths below 12WX m Several of the records exceed 3 years in length. and one
extended for 5 \cars. Spectral analysis of these shows that most of the kinetic energy below MK"t m is in
the temporal mesoscale preriods of 31 to 1201 days). while the spectral estimates in the upper (MX) mn are
dominatedl by longer time scales. Only in the deep records is there a significant southw4ard mean floiw
Neither a mean Californtia Current nor a poleward undercurrent is apparent in the shallower data above
t2i(t mt). the Current., in the upper 5MX m nearest the continental margin are influenced hN the presence
of cold tilamenis originating near Point Arena.

I I\]K(It to i ittN sturface and at 2WX nm abose the bottom) The details, including

Repeated measurements of the currents over the continental statistical parameters. location, depth. atnd record length. of

,lit ll the west coast of North America have protided a the resulting time series are listed in Table I
basic descriptiotn of the flowv held oin the shelf [Free!lanid et a!.. The purpose of this paper is to present at sumniary and

19X4. Stri et al .. 19W6 It inari el al.. 1 986]. In cont rast. sNiithesis of the current measurements made from moorings in

Lurruit measuremnthts in the deep sea adjacent to the conti- the deep ocean adjacent to northern California. with emphasis

ncintal margin are considerablN rarer. One exception is in the ontemean currents atnd thie low .frequencN sariabitltt ibelo%

relattisel% flat basin 1WX to 4W8 kin oil' the northern California 01 cpdl. Previous know ledge of" the subsurface currents in this

coast betweecn the Mendocino F-ract ure Zone 140 NI and the region was inferred mtatinly fromn hydrographic obsers ations

laititudc of San Francisco (38 NI, In this region (Figure 1). 14 11 liftc. 19)66, ( ficton 19.441. ilhoungh satellite-tracked drift-

current meter moorings were deployed in water deeper than er, base pros ided at hess diiect measurements of the surface

14W0 in t( iarioUs time., front 1979 through 1985. as part of curn [ %f, \'tt/ft ci if.. 1-3 R V-. -Thomson and J F. Papa-

two experiments: the Low-Lesecl Water Ocean Disposal pro- dakis. tnpublished manuscript. 19h6] This is at regton where

Lratn i1. WOD) [llct-ai ci al.. 1994] ,tnd the Ocean Predic- the California Current should he apparent [ Ilicket. 1979].

tion Through Obsers ation. Modelling and Analysis program and it is directly olshore fromt the Coastal Ocean Dynamics

i01l()MAt [ %loocrs anid Robintson,. 1984]. The individual re- Experiment, in which the continental shelf was heavily instru-

cords are long I5 to 13 months): all 14 moorings obtained mented with current meters in 1981 and 1982 [WIinont eti of..
measturenments within 5IX) m oif the bottom, eight, near 1200 m. 1996 J. It is also at region where cold "filaments," extending

and ise swithin 4WM m of the surface, seaward from the continental shelf. are frequently observed in
1-ise \ears of data. August 1979 to September 1984. were infrared satellite images [BIernstiitr cit.. 1977: Kefft. 1985:

obtained attione locatton (the W-9 stte in Figure I I. where six Kostrio and flu icer. 19861].

moortngs were deployed consecutively. During the first three Since we are most interested in the low -frequency variability
sears there were current measurements at 1250, 3000.3800. of currents, the time series are low -pass filtered (half-amplitude

atnd 42W0 m. and (luring the last 2 years there were also a 0husadhl-oe t 00hus.Tercrsta

measurements at 150) and 6(X) m. Fhis resulted in a record are fotrnmed usintg two or miore nmoortngs are first bridged, if the

over 5 years tn length at 39WX m, nearly 3 years (although not gap is less than 3 da 's%. and then the complete series is low-

concurrent)I at 1250). 3000. and 42(W m. and almost 2 years at pass filtered. An anaIssis of diurnal and semidliurnal tidal cur-
ISO1 m. Fe length of these records is comparable to'similar rnsi oeo h eod sgvnb ',i( - l 96]

measurements in the deep western North Pacific [Imawaki anti 2 It!DI P-StA F f O
Iakonto. 19821.

I-or oser a year. starting in September 1981. the main The most eittensixe curret measurements are at depths be-
LIWOD horizontal array of five moorings, each with current twect 3(XX) mn and the bottom. How at these depths is blocked
meters at 3(88) and 38X) mn depth, and 40 m above the bottom, from the north by the Mendocino Fracture /one, which ex-
was in place JW-5. 6. 7. 8. and 9 in Figure 1). As part of tentd% from the coast to, abouit 115 W. and to the east by the
0O1rOMA. a smaller horizontal array of three moorings (M-1. continental margin. The sill depth along the escarpment ts less
2. and 3 in Uigitre 1I was deployed in September 1984 and than 28(00 mn until west of the longitude ol W-i, the mooring
recovered in July 1985. Fiach M moorittg had five current furthest from the coast Data from the mooring deployments
meters. nominally at 150. 350. 8WX. and 1250 m below the shown in Figure I (September 1981 (t September 1982 W-5.

6. 7. S. at'd 9 attd September 1984 to July 1985 M-1. 2. and 31
pros ide at picture of the deep flow oser much of the region

op~rght ~)X7b~ te Amrica (iephysal Uion.I Fture 2?. Most of the nteasurements shown in F-igture 2 were

Piper number 6('0596 made near 38(0) in. and all were betweeit 2WX and 5WX abose
ol 49-0127 87 tXibi( On5ft~t~ tlte bottom The statistical paranteter% are calculated usitng the

7 55
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00

40--

339.

'3 .19*I 27- 26 - 251 ;24 23.

1 ig I Bottom topoizra ph and the lo- at tot of the current meter itt....ring., for LL k ( ID A% r ..b.orings I and
II' I (\IA 1\l mooringsI Programts the use I IWkoI) ntoorittgs sho\%n were in place fromn Septenmr 1981 utnIi Scptem-

her I 952 and the three ()PT(IA moorings fromn Septemher 1 984 until July 1955 The \,-,) mooring \has parIn ol I s-,ear
sequetcetoftmoorigs at the sanne location 04- I 2. 4, 9. l1t. and III

entire record iTable I I. Except for WA-8 j6 months) and N4-3 j5 lition co~efficients (listed t IINe 'werCe CAlCUlated and show
nionthsl. each record is at least 9 months in length. s cry high correlitions (%%sell aihoxe 99 9 significance lex ell

The total length of the principal (major) axes in Figure 2 heivsse fitte current, ineioirrd at I3X)- -and 38(X)-rn depths
represents one standard des tation. Except at the furthest off- and 40 rin aboxe thle bottomn ()Iit each of thie OPT( MA moor-
shore location. %A-5. the mean selocities are less than one in~s there A~ as onlti ote deep inst rument 1 2M ITT ahox e the
standard des tatton. Nes ertheless. there is a suggestion of a hottom I. anid their records atre ntot correlated with the currents
flow pattern influenced b% the large-scale bathymet rs. The it 1 2W5 In. thle depth oftile next deepest Instrumnent.
deep %4ater south of the Mendocino Escarpment can only The clltpse itd neatn %clocities showni in I igure 2 do not
enter or lease through sector W-SW-S-SE. The quasi-synoptic fulls reseal the strong eddy lke hehax or that dominates the
measurements seaward of the 4WXX-m isohath suggest just dJeep basin This hehax or is cx idei in the sector tinme series
that .eastward flow into the basin that turns southward within plots iif the record, i1-igures la and 36. Strong rotary behas -

the bastn. ior can be seen in seseral of the records. most ntat \ \k -(,
Although W-7 and M-3 are from different years, there is a and W-9 Onl at W-5 does at mean Current stand out from

similarity in the eccentricitN and orientation otf their principal the mesoscale eddies that dominate elsew here in the basin
axes, and both appear to be parallel to the local hathymetry. The mean current at W-5 is northeastward (the \k*-' sector' in
I he rematntng two OPTOMA moorings (M-1 and M-2) are Figure la hate been rotated 45 T If the mean selocitsN is re-
closer to the coast and show markedly reduced means and mo\sed. howeser, the residual currents at W-5 are sers similar
\artance. suggesting a "boundary" effect due ito the proximit\ to those elsewhere in the basin -The sector time series at M-1
of the continental slope, is not unlike that at the W-moorings The currents at \1 - I and

[ he measurements at 39WX m. shown in 1- igure 2. are repre- M-2. which at. tearer to the continenttal margin. are signitb-
sentatise of the flow in the bottom IS(S) m of the hasin. sea- cantl, weaker. ii, both the mean and sdrianccatid ha\s short,-
ward of the 4AXX)-m tsohath On each W mooring, current er time scitles thant the currents measured at the W moorings
measurements are available from above (at MINX) ml andl below and at W4-I
at1 401 m aboxe the bottom) those at 38WX m. the depth of the Rotary spectral analysts (I iguics 4a aind 4hi confirnis the

deepest instrument s~arted between 4190l and 437(0 m. I- sami- Impressions gained from sector ltime series (Figures Au and
nation of the current records at each W mooring shows that 36). The: deep currents at V9 -5. W-b. and NN-9 hase significant
the currents at the three deepest instruments are sery similar rotary: behas or at lower frequeticies. swith most oif the energy
and highly rotary, in nature. Because of the rOtar hehalior of at A -S and W-1) clockwise and at A9-em attticlockw ise The
the low -frequency current fluctuations, the use of complex cor- rotary behats or is strongest at W-1) at periods of 8 to 60l das
relation coefficients [K undm. 197611 is necessarsN These corre- Ithe currents at A-7 are more rctlilitteai. and. the es idence for
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I AI1 F- I -he Siatistics 1-rom Each Record. Including the Mean Mendional Velocity Ir). the Mean Zonal Velocity |II. Mean Temperature
I I. and Their Standard Deviations (li

Time
Depth. Start End Length, Scale, U, a. i. it. I, e.

Mooring laitiiude Longitude m Time Time days days cm s ' cm s cm s ' cm s ' C C

WI 1) 2 6 N 127 41 2 3050 Aug. 14. 1979 June 25, 1980 316 67 0.22 2.14 1 56 2.52 1.62 0011
385(0 Aug. 14. 1979 June 25, 1980 316 8.3 0.02 2.04 1.51 1.84 1.49 0.007
4261 Aug. 14. 1979 June 25, 1980 316 8.3 -0.09 1.83 - 1.38 2.22 I 51 0.003

'A- N4 27 I N 127 400'W 1255 June 28. 1980 March 8, 1981 254 79 -0.85 2.87 019 2.14 2.99 0.058
3(000 June 28, 1980 March 8. 1981 254 8.2 -0.06 1.49 -0.11 1.45 1.61 0.010
38( June 28. 1980 March 8. 1981 254 11.8 0.35 1 27 -0.24 1.24 1.49 0.003
4200 June 28, 1980 March 8, 1981 254 5.7 0.31 0.83 -0.08 0.92

0'-3 3 1 I N 12' 25 1W 2910 June 27, 1980 March 13. 1981 260 9.6 -0.50 1.63 - 1.60 1.63 164 0.014
38WX1 June 27. 1980 March 13. 1981 260 7.7 0.66 1.71 173 1.84 1.50 0.007
4200 June 27. 1980 March 13. 1981 260 6.9 -0.39 1.87 -2.13 1.93 1.51 0.001

\X-4 39 27 I N 12 42 6W 125(0 March ;5, 1981 July 26. 1981 133 52 -0.81 3.04 - 127 2.47
30W0 March 15. 1981 Aug. 28. 1981 166 5.6 -0.22 1.69 - 2.10 1.51 1.61 0.008
3800 March 15. 1981 Aug. 28, 1981 166 6.4 0.28 1.68 -2.04 1.79 1.50 0.005
420X March 15. 1981 Aug. 28, 1981 166 6.3 0.32 1.81 - 2.26 1.78 1.52 0.002

Q-5 3 28 4N 128 46.5 W 297(0 Aug. 30. 1981 Sept. 18. 1982 385 4.9 1.74 135 0.96 1.17 1.62 0.008
1770 Aug. 30, 1981 Sept. 18, 1982 385 9.3 3.34 1 64 1.39 1.08 1.50 0.005
420W Aug. 30, 1981 Sept. 18, 1982 385 9.3 3.95 1 79 1.86 1.16 1.52 0.002

W-0 30 28.5 N 126 457W 2930 Sept 5, 1981 Sept. 21. 1982 382 10.7 -0.83 2.53 -0.87 2.54 1.63 0.016
3750 Sept 5. 1981 July 9, 1982 308 7.1 -1.15 3.57 -1 75 3.50 1.50 0.012
4140 Sept. 5. 1981 Sept. 21. 1982 382 7.3 -1.09 3.66 - 1.33 3.79 1.52 0.004

Wk' 38 35.0N 126 24.8 N 2950 Sept. 3. 1981 Sept. 22. 1982 385 14.3 0.42 2.14 -0.38 2.02 1.64 0.015
3741 Sept 3. 1981 Sept. 22. 1982 385 13.9 1.02 2.39 0.79 2.87 1.52 0.013
4260 Sept 3. 1981 Sept. 22, 1982 385 12.6 1.50 2.78 -0.74 3.39 1.53 0.005

k .-S 19 t 5 N 127 230%' 300) Sept. 4. 1981 Sept. 21, 1982 383 13.1 -0.72 2.74 -2.89 3.87 1.63 0.013
3820 Sept 4. 1981 March 13, 1982 191 14.9 -0.84 2.65 - 3.17 4.60
4330 Sept 4. 1981 Oct. 22, 1981 48 5.1 -230 2.71 -5.61 4.64

k . 30 27 'N 121 41 8W 1210 Sept. I. 1981 Sept, 19. 1982 384 18.0 0.60 3.19 0.33 2.90 3.06 0.076
2980 Sept. I. 1981 April 28. 1982 240 9.0 0.43 2.34 -0.24 2.18 1.62 0.005
37170 Sept I, 1981 Sept. 19. 1982 384 13,8 0.77 1.64 -0.34 1 56 1.50 0.004
4160 Sept. 1. 1981 Sept 19. 1982 384 11.3 (.72 1.61 0.35 1.67 1.50 0.004

1I1 19 2S4N 121 409W 150 Sept. 23, 1982 Sept. I. 1983 344 18.9 -0.50 4.43 0.22 6.75 8.46 0.580
6(X) Sept 23. 1982 Sept. 1, 1983 344 22.8 -0.34 2.15 -0.40 2.93 4.80 0.122
615 Sept. 23. 1982 Sept. I. 1983 343 228 -0.26 1.77 -0.39 2.65 4.64 0.117

1250 Sept 23. 1982 Sept. I. 1983 344 11 4 -0.90 2.40 -0.83 3.20 3.25 0.067
3(X11 Sept. 23. 1982 Sept. I. 1983 344 10.3 -0.28 2.77 -0.78 2.98 1.62 0.008
3800 Sept. 23, 1982 Sept. I. 1983 344 8.8 -0.03 1.99 -0.96 2.43 1 49 0.006

V-Il 39 296 N 127 41 1 W 200 Sept 5. 1983 June 15, 1984 285 26.2 1.38 2.95 3.59 6.39 7.42 0.187
6(K) Sept. 5. 1983 Dec. 27, 1983 114 14.4 2.28 3.01 1.04 5.24 4.45 0.040

1250 Sept 5. 1983 Aug. 15. 1984 346 10.5 -0,47 4.37 1.58 3.96 2.92 0.072
38(81 Sept. 5. 1983 Sept. 26. 1984 388 8.9 0.27 2.45 -0.72 2.73 1.49 0.011
42181 Sept. 5, 1983 Sept 26, 1984 388 8.6 0.43 2.05 -0.41 2.38 1.50 0.002

M 38 5I ' N 124 ';98 W 17s Sept. 27. 1984 July 15, 1985 292 9.5 -2.63 4.83 -2.27 6.66 8.53 0.443
175 Sept. 27, 1984 July 15. 1985 292 14.5 -1.03 2.56 - 1.05 3.08 6.32 0.238

1220 Sept 27. 1984 Feb. 11, 1985 138 8.0 0.83 1.25 0.16 1.12 3.11 0.033
3250 Sept. 27, 1984 July I, 1985 278 3,4 0.31 1.28 0.43 1.48 1.58 0006

M-2 18 11 N 124 247W 145 Oct 3, 1984 July 12. 1985 283 137 143 3.94 1.22 8.77 847 0.445
340 Sept. 28. 1984 July 12. 1985 288 18 1 -0.96 2.69 1.65 5.35 6.29 0.332
8I) Sept. 28. 1984 July 12, 1985 288 19.0 -0.53 I 87 1.21 2.60 4.25 0.100

1190 Sept. 28, 1984 July 12. 1985 288 17.4 0.07 1.50 0.70 1.73 3.67 0.049
356( Sept. 28. 1984 July 12, 1985 288 3.0 0.02 0.87 -0.36 1.06 1.55 0006

M-' is 12 N 125 115 W 350 Sept. 28. 1984 July 14. 1985 290 183 3.58 4.62 -0.67 4.28 6.33 0.371
800 Sept 28. 1984 July 14. 1985 290 20.4 -2.40 3.45 --0.16 2.31 4.26 0,122

1185 Sept. 28. 1984 July 14. 1985 290 20.1 -I.68 2.66 -0.83 2.48 3.25 0.078
3810 Sept. 28. 1984 March 8. 1985 162 4.9 -0.18 2.21 0.26 3.23 1.51 0,011

The mingral time scales are calculated using. (At . C.O. where C. is the lagg..J biased correlation coefficient and N + I the number
of pinmts in ther series

eddies is less. Although the current at M-2 has more energy in days but rather that there is less energy at longer periods at

the clockwise spectra than at M-1. the energy levels at the two the M-I and M-2 moorings than at the moorings further off
locations are similar. The shapes of the spectra of the currents shore. The spectra from the moorings in deeper water show a
at M4-I and M-2 differ from those found in the basin and at general increase of energy with decreasing frequency. At the
M-3 It is not so much that there is a peak of energy at 10 lowest frequencies the energy levels at the deeper moorings are
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1-ig. 2. the standard deiaiton ellipses and "ector mean velocities of the currents at 3800 m for LLWOD and at 200 m
abose the bottom for OPTOMA. The length of the major axis is one standard deviation.

at least an order of magnitude higher than those found at M-I centered at 35 days: the coherences are strongest in the clock-
and M-2. although at a period of 10 days the energy level is wise but also significant in the anticlockwise direction. The
similar at M-1 and W-6, and at M-2 and W-7. The entire scalar coherence between the meridional components is also
spectrum from M-3 is similar is shape and magnitude to those significant in the 7- to 15-day band with negligible phase dif-
from W-7 and W-8, its nearest offshore neighbors. ference. and at 35 days where the phase difference is nearly

Although the vector time series presented in Figure 3 have a 180 .
"generic" similarity, they are not obviously correlated. Com-
plex correlations were computed between the quasi-synoptic 3. TEMPORAL VARiARItT Ty

records at 3800 m and are presented in Table 3. There are no
significant correlations at the 991 level. This is not totally . As mentioned in the introduction, the mooring site W-9 was

unexpected. since the baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation Instrumented for 5 years with six sequential moorings lW-I. 2

in this region is approximately 25 km and the moorings are 4 9. 10, and I1), producing continuous time series records

separated by at least 50 ki. The highest correlations among
the I.IWOD array were found between W-8 and W-9 and TABLE 2. Vertical Complex Correlations
between W-5 and W-8. The current record at 3800 m at W-8
is only half the mooring deployment length, owing to failure Rotation 99, Signifi-
of the current meter, but the record at 3000 m lasted for the Depths. Length. Corre- I + ACWI. cance
entire period. Since the deep currents at W-8 are very highly Mooring m days lation deg Level

correlated in the vertical (Table 2) the horizontal correlations W-5 3000 vs. 3800 384 0.78 - 1 0.23
were recomputed using the longer 3000-m record at W-8. It W-5 3000 vs. 42)0 384 0.73 0 0.24
was then found that correlations between W-8 and W-9 and W-5 3800 vs. 4200 384 0,89 0 0.28
between W-8 and W-5, were significant at the 99% level (listed W-6 3000 vs. 3800 308 0.88 5 (0.29

W-6 3000 vs. 4200 308 0.84 0 0.28
in Table 3). In both cases the currents at W-8 lag the current W-6 3800 vs. 4200 308 0.99 -5 (1.27
measured at the neighboring instrument by several days, in W-7 3000 vs. 3800 384 0.91 5 0.35
the sense consistent with the mean flow. An examination of W-7 3000 vs. 4200 384 0.84 5 0.34
the rotary spectral coherence, however, shows no bands of W-7 3800 vs. 4200 384 0.97 0 0.34

W-8 3000 vs. 3800 190 0.93 -5 (1.49high horizontal coherence between W moorings. The most W-8 3000 vs. 4200 45 0.83 0 0.59
significant correlations among all the horizontal pairs were W-8 3800 vs. 4200 45 0.99 I 0.59
between M-1 and M-2. This pair is correlated at well above W-9 3010 vs. 38W 238 0.78 3 0.38
the 9q,9", level. The rotary spectral coherence shows two W-9 3000 vs. 4200 238 0.75 -2 0.37
bands of high coherence, one from 7 to 15 days and the other W-9 3800 vs, 4200 238 0.95 0 0.41
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rig. 3 lat The 12-hourly low-passed current vectors at 3800 mn at the five LLWOD mooring sites shown in Figure 1.
IN The I '-hourls low-passed current vectors at 2W~ m above the bottom at the three OPTOMA sites. The vectors at W-5

haOe been rotated 45
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F ig 4. Rotary spectral energies for (a) the five vector time series shown in Figure 3a and (h) the three vector time series
shown in Figure 3h. The heavy line is clockwise and the lighter line anticlockwise. Also shown is the 90". confidence
interval.

varying from 2 years (at 150 m) to 5 years (at 3800 m) in how representative a given year is. The vector means and
length. The availability of current records that span several ellipses (Figure 5) are shown both for the composite of all the
years provides the opportunity not only to examine the low- data at a given depth and for each mooring period. Since each
frequency variability (less than 10- ' cpd) but also the observe mooring was at nearly the same position, this allows an exam-

ination of the temporal variability from mooring period to
TABLE 3. Horizontal Complex Correlations mooring period. The actual depths vary by less than 50 m

Separa- Rota- 99". Signifi- from the nominal depths given in Figure 5. As in Figure 2. the

tion. Length. Corre- tion, Lag. cance mean velocities are less than the standard deviation, except at
Moorings km days lation deg days Level W-4, which was deployed for only 5 months during the spring

and summer of 1981. During each deployment period, the
At 3800 m statistics of the three deeper current meters are very similar

W-9 W-5 92 378 0.15 10 -3 0.31
W-9-W-6 80 308 0.23 - 1 -4 0-29 but differ considrably from those at 1250 m. For these deeper

W-9 W-7 148 378 0.26 70 2 0.37 instruments, the variations of the currents with deployment
W-9 W-8 50 188 0.44 - 55 4.5 0.45 are greater than the variations with depth for a given deploy-
W-8-W-5 127 188 038 137 I 0.42 ment. During each period there is a southward component of
W-8 W-6 68 188 0.13 120 -4 0.34
W-.-W-7 l01 188 0. 12 -28 0 0.50
W-7- W-5 227 378 0.20 145 0 0.32
W-7-W.6 104 308 0.27 -70 -2 0.30
W-6-W-5 172 308 0.18 70 0 0.27 TABLE 4. Complex Correlations Between Currents at W-9

Instrument at W-8 at 300O m Rota- 99% Signifi-W-8 W-S 127 378 0.32 124 -0.75 0.29 Rt- 9%Sgii

W-9-W-8 50 378 0.32 --60 5 0.32 Depths, Length. Corre- tion. cance
m years lation deg Level

OPTOMA Within 200 m of the Bottom
M-t M-2 100 284 0.33 - 134 5 0.18 3800 vs. 1250 2.9 0.44 I 0.18
M-l-M-3 I00 161 0.18 30 3 027 3800 vs. 3000 3.4 0.80 -3 0.16
M-2 M-3 100 161 019 120 8 0.27 3800 vs. 4200 31 0.88 -2 016
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1250 in *

3000rm
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4200 mn '
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fig 5 thfe standard des ation ellipses of the currents from the sit sequential moorings that form the 5-sear time series
at the W5-4 site. T he composite is the aterage for the complete data record at that depth, there is at least 4 %cars of data in
each composite. The length of the major axis is one standard deviation.

the velocity at 30W,) 3800. and 4200 mn. At 1250 in the tempo- tuents arc ter - similar, v~ith tile ellipse,, almost circular iimplN-
ral variations of the mean current and of the orientation, size. ing thle flo% s artabit to he almost isotropicf and a small
and shape of the ellipses are even greater than at the deeper southsxaitd mean Current. [sen though the mean southward
instruments. At least 4 years of data are used in the calcula- teloity \ is smal. it ts significantls ' % 9', different from zero at
tion of each composite standard deviation ellipse and mean the threc deeper instruments. lihe standard test oif the h%1poth-
selocity. The composite statistics at the three deeper instru- esis 11,,: p - 0I against the alternatise H, < 0 for a tormall-x

5 Cmi N

1981 . I

1983

Velocity at 3800 meters

I ig hi Ihe 5-vear time series of %clocit~ at 18X~tm at the W-94 site 11he lo% -passed time scries of thc I '-hiiurls cfocim
vectors Aas obtined hy joining the records from the six moorings that spanned the period
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tHtIii .. ") coitirmt the high %ertical correlatlions betwseen Current, ss thur
10. 1O 0~ 10 iO 'I (X) re of (lie bottoi. DIhe persisten)ce o1 the high correLitiOns

115cr seseral Nears Showls that this 11it aC01rINIsit feature 0I th1e
- deep flows in the region I hie max imumn co rrelationi het st

the currents at 3504 and 3ttKKI in (or 421)0 mi I- it /ero Lie anid

wtith negligible rotation oI the \clocit\ \ectors wcith depth fihe
4co rrela tioii betwseen cu rre n ts at 1150t and 3 St W m is consider -

2 ibhk less tt0.44 s ersus 0.88) than amiong the deeper currents but
2~I's st11illnsiinicart at thC '9 r leset. [hec iiamitnni correlation

between the current,; at 1 2itt and 3801t) mn is at 0.5 da% lag. but
0 the coeff-icient at this lag is the Same Ito itol signilicant igis

I as that atl /ero lag. the onb other depth at wshich (here i,

4 -1, Anh 1< more than) I \Car oIf data IS it I itt ni analysis oft tisl 2-sear
ici'rd Shiowss tli.' t (le cu rretitat 3 XttO and 1 Il %%i e rc tin -4 -- .. correlated tat 9t0-.. leselt.

4. 1_.t ss iit 'rt )\(; rfoti Sirijs

All esanitination oI the 5, .ear, oIf i2-houris \elocits %ectors

at 3801) tIn tI i g tre 0i shok 055 s enerall\ Sou thwsa rd selo cit

4-s %ith periods of highl) rotarY behaior att Irregular iruers als
Almtost ll[ are clocktsise atnd appear ats interruptions of the

2general[\ Stead\ souths\%ard foust One of die fesi ,inticlockst ise
2 occurrence, happens in Novemiber and December of I1981

0 F~~ach es ent last, from at couple of wceks t0 at couIple (1

months. Because of the highly rotar\ behav ior of the cuirrent.,
durinig much of the record, it was analyzed Usintg rotary spec-

FR?.Qi F't I pdi tra techtriquCS.

The 35(1-itt record is almost twtice the length of thle current
I Il The crir *~ -presers rug roti peetrWd denii'ii to'r the record discussed by lrniaki anid Tukemo [198-] for (lie 55 est-

%\i-r Clo~li\ irrriC-1ciic .. 'sti Ill I rgiirc 1' trc% tin'e heel) dtitrd-
I'llM1 toLr m .in handt%. i, is ted Ill text i aiih i hV LnerLg\ il caich ern NorthI Paciftic. To conipare the 5-year record shous i here

hi Id 1,11 i with thetr results, the rotary spectra are presented iniiun
eiierg\ -presers ing manner tIFigure -1. Th-is, anlals sis oierett-
mates the energy in the loswest frequenc band bs less than

S .. . As expected fromi the exatiuatini of the tume series. the
dist111i hute series \tis Usetd The number of independent esti- band fromn about 20 ito 100 tia "x- contains signifticantl\ monre
iniae, IS taken as the length if the record disided b\ the clockwise energy than antielncksc se ho\es er. the erierex it

iiiteral timrie Scale of the Series t At I 250 m the ellipse is also longer periods, is niore es crlv partritioiied bet s cun clockw55ise
ne,irl\ circular. butl the lung-term mean tines not diiffer signiti- aind anticlockwtise. rhe component spectrai (not Showsn)t has e

.i ntlI troni ,ero I he mo orinrg pertod thaiit eticompasses 1:1I more crier gv in the meridiotia Ifdow thian lie zonitat. Ulo rne
Nino of1 19X2 1113 (\k-10tt does tnt stanid out ais being unusti- Iniasaki and Takano. the spectrum hats been dtsid1Cd unto fMir

ait these depths hantis: periotds greater than i 2(t days lanniitii seaL I 'periodi-

Rotary- correlationi coefficients 55 cre calctilated betwAeen the bctst en 210 atid 31 da-\ s oerporal niesoscale as dctiiied b\
ctrentts art 35041 m and those at 12 '50. 304111 and 42MX ni using silrniiz: I 197s]). perrotds betwseen 31 anid 16s tia\ s ntil
the longest possible records ant iare listedi in) Table 4. Approxi- scales; and periods betwee cci_5 atit lb daevsts\roptrc 55 attir
nira tel. I sears o f data wtere uisedi iii each talcutilat ion, .and t he,, scalet1- For cli ik 55ise ro t ationi niost of the e i g is in the

I k J3 1~ i 1I sirrates IfKmactic t-ucrg% taint Percentage of ioiahitt tnti Im rcqtuen, Harrds i

[rtle~eri Depth, at ihe W-4 Srte andti i i Site rn the Western -Noriti Pacitic

e N ar
Record 3-Year Record

Pertiodl I f. tLisakr & I ataun. -o- ---,-- ___--

dos\ 401)(ll 5ittti m 18WtI r 318Wh M t250t I 150 ni

f I In 1~t t ( 24 .u l9 1t~2 3.t t 21 t2 I- S.17 144' t 2231 71 .1

11 r 31 4 4 (5 i 2i(tX ., -1.1t (4s 1 4 63t13S~ " i64t120"
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temporal mesoscale hand. "hile for anticlockwise the energy is current at 1250 m conlrasts with the generall, southward but
almost constant across the four bands. The total kinetic variable current it 3800 m.

energ is shown and can be compared with the results of Rotary spectra for the three 3-year continuous record alt
Imawaki and [akano. which are listed in Table 5. The total 1250 m are presented (Figure 9) in the same energv-presersing
kinetic energy in the four spectral hands is also listed for: the manner as for the 3800-m record. Rotary spectra for the 3
3 years of 1250-m currents, the 3 years of the 38(K)-m currents years at 3800 m that are simultaneous with the time period of
which are simultaneous with the 1250-m record. and the 2 the 1250-m record are not shown, because they are %irtuall
years at I50 m. These will he discussed later in this section. In the same as the 5-year record. This can he seen in Table 5.
general. the energy levels are higher in the western North where the energy levels in each frequency band of the 5-year
Pacific than in the eastern North Pacific off California. A record and the shorter 3-year record are almost identical. As
greater percentage of the energy in the deep eastern North at 38(00 m. more energy is found in clockwise rotation than
Pacific is in higher frequency bands (T < 31 days) than in the anticlockwise. but the difference is not as large as obsersed at
western North Pacific. and less than half the energy is in the the deeper instrument. Table 5 shows that there is also a shift
temporal mesoscale band compared to almost two thirds of of energy to the red at 1250 m. At 3800 m. almost half the
the energy in the western North Pacific record, energy is in the teinporal mesoscale. twice a much as in the

Velocity ,ectors for 4 years of data (with a 45-day gap at annual band. while at 1250 m only 38". is in the temporal
the end of the first year) 'it 1250 m are presented in Figure 8. mesoscale and oer 44''. in the annual band. Ihese are similar
It has been noted (section 3) that the currents at 1250 m are to results foiund by S,'itit: (197Sj near the thermocline,
significantly correlated with those at 3800 m, so it is expected where the temporal mesoscale was masked b lower-frequency
that there are apparent similarities between the currents at energy.
these two depths. The most notable similarities are the behak- IThe stippled areas (i-igure 9) indicate the frequencies where

ior of the currents at the end of 1982 and 1983, and the eddies the currents alt 1250I m are strongly coherent Igreater than
seen in April and May 1981 and in May 1984. Diflerences are 95". significance level) with those at 3800 m. These frequency
also apparent: at 1250 m there was a strong eddy present in hands of significant coherence are %erN robust and persist re-
January of 1983 which is barely discernible at 3800 in during gardless of the sampling period used or the statistical lech-

the first several months of 1984 the strong steady northward niques that are applied. It is interesting that the highest coher-
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PERIOD (days) record is onls 630 dats long but shoAs the general trend of
to" 10.3 t°+. 10"1 to* the energ. shifting toward the red %kith decreasing depth At

10. 150 In there is a loss of the rotar signature that was very

Coku t,, strong at 38(X) m and still esident. although wteakened. at 12(W)

e 5. VIRTU AI S IR('( I'Rf

4 Five of the moorings W-10, W-I 1. M-l. M-2. and M-3t
2-7 extended to within 400 m of the surface and provided time

044 series of the currents at depths w here the California Current is

-. ~ F expected to be obsersed. Moorings %V- 10 and W- II were con-
0 ., ...... ..- tinuations of the W-9 mooring in Figure 2. For the five moor-

ings, ellipses and mean currents are shown (Figure 101. The
.. , .length of the records is chosen so that each record from a

Anti Clock. - particular mooring has the same start and end dates. The

1L 43- length of each OPTOMA record is 278 days. W-10 is 344

0 37 days. and W-lI I is 285 da .s. (The W-lI I statistics differ slightly
S0 from those sho%%n in Figure 3. since a shorter time period is

used here. A southssard floslng California Current is not
' N-1 apparent in the mean of the shallower current records. al-

though the deeper currents hate a southwsard mean flo,% that
, ..... . L... .. . t ..... . , ... .. .is significantl% different from zero. The energetic low-

I'requenc %artahiln, is readilN apparent in the sector time
12series plots (Figure II of W-10 and M-2. the two moorings

w.ith the most complete %ertical resolution of the currents.
.0 Total In general. the currents are stronger near the surface. The

S .3 7 - magnitudes of the standard desiation ellipses at M-2 decas
1 : almost linearl. with depth. shile. at W-l0, the si/es of the

- , ellipses become nearlx constant at 600 m and do not decrease
6 belowk this lesel The ellipses from the shallower instruments at

all the moorings are \erN eccentric with a tendenc\ for north-
4- south orientation. while the mean \elocities are %ariable and

not signiticantl. dilerent from ero.
o2 65 Moorings W-It) and k- II were in !he same geographic2

location during two different Nears. Ihe sariations of the deep
currents from mooring period to mooring period were dis-

0 l-Z 10- o cussed in section 3. The currents within 60) m of the surface
are also highly \ariable from year to year. The shape and

FREQUENCY (cpd) orientation of the ellipses at 150 and 6(W0 m W- I) are similar.

although the magnitudes difTer considerably (Figure 10i. Qual-
Vig. 9, rhe energ.-presering rotar, spectral densin for the cur- itatielv. the currents I Figure I la) at 150 and 600I m appear

rents at 12'0 m. The stippled areas are those frequencies wthere the
currents at 125) and 3ISM n are coherent (95". signiicance e. sery similar. shile the currents at 1250 m appear to be a

transition from the shallow to the deep currents. It is also
esident that the small, intense eddies present below 1250 m
are almost nonexistent in the two shallow records.

lVsidence for the presence of subsurface eddies is not limited
ences at the lowest frequencies are in the anticlockwise band, to the current meter records. During August 1981 a series of
while at shorter periods (40- 50 days) the high coherences are conductisity temperature depth (CTD) casts were done along
in the more energetic clockwise rotations. The coherences be- 39 20N from 129 W to 126 W A depression of the deep iso-
tween the currents at 3000 and 3800 m and between those at therms by 1(X) m was attributed to the presence of a c-clonic
3800 and 4200 m were also examined. The highest coherences eddy [lcath i i. 11841. The edd. %%as at least 50 km in
between 300) and 3800 m were found for clockwise rotation, diameter and was strongest at 3I I m. This is similar to the
where all periods longer than 10 days were coherent 195' behasior of eddies found in the current measurements. They
significance). while for anticlockwise rotation the coherent are ienslike. i.e.. confined in the horiiontal and vertical.
band is limited to periods longer than 25 days. The high co- The nominal depths for the opTOMA instruments are
herences between currents at 3801) and 4200 m extend to even gien in Figure 10: the actual depths vary bN less than 50 m
shorter periods to include those longer than 5 days in the for the four upper current meters, and the deepest instrument

clockwise and 15 days in the anticlockwise. is 2t0) m above the bottom. At each mooring the statistics of
Also listed in Table 5 is the total kinetic energy of the the tso shallowest instruments are very similar, while the sta-

currents at 150 m in the four bands previously defined. This tistics from the deepest instrument differ markedly from the
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Fig. 10. The %ector means and standard deviation ellipse for the three OPTOMA moorings and the two ILLWOD
moorings with the most complete vertical resolution. The length of the major axis is one standard deviation. Nominal
depths at the left are for W-10 and W-1l I those at the right are for theM\ moorings.

others. Figure I Ilb shows the current vectors for M-2. Here the To further investigate the relationships between currents at
four shallowest records (at and above 1200 m) are very similar, different levels, in the moorings, we compute the rotary corre-
with the strength of the current decreasing with depth. There lations between the currents for the two moorings sites with
appears to be little rotary behavior in the four upper records. the best vertical resolution. A list of correlations between the
The current at the deepest instrument is not only much current meter records at W-l10 is given in Table 6. As expected
weaker but has a shorter time scale than the shallower cur- from visual examination of the records, the currents at 150
ren ts. and 600 mn are highly correlated. as are those at 3000 and 3800

Rotary spectra for the M-2 currents are shown ( Figure 12h). m- The currents at 1250 mn are significantly correlated with
The heavy line denotes the clockwise retation. As expected those above and below, but there is virtually no correlation
from examining Figure 11, there is not any significant rotary between currents at or above 600 m with those at and below
behavior in the four shallower records, but the current at 3560 3000 m. Listed in Table 7 are the correlations between the
m does have significant clockwise rotation at the lower fre- currents at each depth at the M-2 mooring. The four shallow
quencies. At each depth (excluding the deepest) there is an records are sigr.'ficantlv correlated with each other. The cur-
increase of energy toward low frequencies. The magnitude at rents at 3560 mn are not significantly correlated w ith any of the
the lowest frequencies decreases with depth. These can be currents above 1200 m.
compared to the spectra from the year-long records for W-10 To examine the vertical structure, empirical orthogonal
(Figure 12a). The strong rotary behavior of the deep currents functions fEOF) of the covariance matrices for W-10 and M-2
is evident even in these shorter records. The energy levels are are calculated following Kundu and Allen [1976]. The results
very similar at the shallowest instruments on W-10 (150 m) are shown in Figure 13 and Table 8. Most of the energy for
and M-2 (145 m). The spectra at M-2 at 1200 mn are very both M-2 J901., and W-10 (661,, is in the first mode. The
similar to the anticlockwise spectrum at W-10 at t250 m, but second mode at both moorings contains over 60% of the
the spectra at the deepest currents differ at the two moorings, remaining variance and has a zero crossing above 600 m. This
wtth the lowest -frequency energy levels much less at M-2 than results in over 90, of the total variance being explained by
at W-l10, as noted in section 2. the first two modes and over 68", of the variance at each
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Fig. 12. RotarN spectral densitN of the currents shown (a) in Figure Ila and (h) in Figure I lh. The heasv line is the

clockwise rotation and The lighter line anticlockwise.

depth being explained by a -ombination of the first and mode is more highly correlated with the deeper currents. In
second modes (except the deepest instrument at M-2). At each fact, the second mode appears to be related to the eddies
mooring, the structures of both modes differ considerably found below 1200 m. The strength of these eddies is the main
from the mean velocities, which are also shown, reason that the percent of variance explained by the second

A statistical test for significance of FOF modes is given by mode is so much greater at W-10 than at M-2. The strength of
Orerland and Preisendorfer [1982]. Their results are for scalar the February 1983 eddy, which is most energetic at 3000 m,
EOFs and are not applicable to the complex F-OFs that are results in only 7". of the variance at 3000 m being explained
used here. Following their development, the 99. significance by the first mode (Table 8). If the time periods of the strong
levels for complex EOFs were calculated using 10 series, and eddies are deleted from the record, then both a greater per-
each series consisted of 60 independent values. At both moor- centage of total variance and a greater percentage of the vari-
ings the percentage of variance for which the first mode ac- ance at each of the deeper instruments (at 3000 m it increases
counts is well above 33". which is the 99"',, significance level, to over 20% from 7o) are explained by the first mode.
The second modes would fall below the 99" significance level Unlike mooring W-10, M-2 does not experience strong
r38". if calculated from the percentage of the total energy. eddies, and, because of this, the first mode accounts for over
They are significant, however, if compared to the percentage 90"% of the total variance and almost all the variance of the
of the remaining variance for which the second mode accounts two shallowest current records. The second mode accounts for
128",,), after the variance in the first mode is removed, most of the variance at 800 and 1190 m. The current at 3560

At mooring W-10, the first mode is most highly correlated m is not correlated with either of the first two modes. It is not
with the currents in the upper water column. The second surprising that less than 8,,, of the variance of the current at
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TABI F 6, Complexs Correlations Among C'urrents Records Fromt Different Depths of Mooringv W-10

I iO In 6MX In 1250) mn 3(X) mn

Corrv- Rotation. Lag. C,'irre- Rotation. Lag. ('orre- Roitat ion, Lag. (lirre- Rotation, Lag.
laulon decg sla). lation deg days lation deg days lation deg days

081+ 1A

I-,5i) m 0I 14 0.17*
0 3"t 2 0.5), 12

o.4+ 50 8 75* 0.i1+ 17 2.5*
3(55) In 0((34* 0.37+*0 f3W

00t -4 0.2 1 5 0.50t
009i* (.23+t 7 2.0*§ 0.50: S R.75§

3500 in i 34* 0.35* 0. 30* t).30*
0 26t 19 017± 7 0.53t 1 (),78+ 5
0 N'+ 4(1 5AI 0.37- 11 125* 0+54+ 4 0.50 0V75* 3 0.25*

*99 Signi ticaince us cI,
, t ero lag.

:M1,isims1ur \issili In slav. lagi
IR-Ns lead, colunfo psisitiss lag

3S60 m is explained by the first two modes. since the deep changes. The first mode was not affected by these changes.
currents are not correlated with any shallower measurements The second mode's general structure remained the same. but
on the M4 moorings, the zero crossing varied in depth by 100 m depending on the

The empirical modes can he compared with the dynamical N2 profile used.
mode shapes obtained by solving the standard cigenvalue The first and second normalized dvnamical modes and the
problem with a flat bottom I Kundu et al.. 1975]. The Brunt- empirical orthogonal functions are plotted (Figures. 14a and
Vaisala frequency. NI:). which is a necessary ,input to the com- 14h), The amplitudes of the EOF modes were obtained from
putahion of the dynamical modes, was obtained from CTD the EOF vectors (shown in Figure 13) by using the length of
casts that were done during September 1983 for W-10 and each %ector projected onto the 150-in vector (v axis). The
during July 1985 for M-2. Both the CTL) casts were within 10 shapes of the first empirical mode and dynamical mode are
km of their respective moorings. Several other cTD casts very similar at W-10 and at M-2. Both the dynamical and
made during different seasons within 100 km of the mooring empirical functions for the second mode have a ,ero crossing
wecre used to tcst the sensitivty of the modes to seasonal above 500) m. with at maximum amplitude between A(X) and

7X B . C om plc\ Correlat ion, Among C urrentIs Records I- rm llerent Dept hs of'M ooririg M -2

145; in 14o mT XW5 In 1190 In

C'rre- Rotation. Lig. Corre- Rotation. Lag. (orre- Rotation. Lag. (orre- Rotation. Lag.
uain dug days latiun deg da~ s lation lg days lat ion deg days

341) m 0(43*

0.90±. 1 ok

SIR) mn 0)42- 0(46
0,.71 t 0.84t 7
0,.71:- 9 0. 50§ 094+ 7 0.25§

1190m in .41l 0)43 - 36*
(1.57± 30 0 71± 22 0.83±t 7

059: 3 3.50 0.71t 24 1.25§ 0.83+ 7 0.00*)
3360) mn ).215 0,27* 0.27* 0.27*

0. IM 14 0. 1 "1 45 0.20t -30 0.20t -27
(.13+ 1 o - 90 0,18+ -45 10.50* (.20: -30 0.50§ 0.21+ -26 050*

*99' significance lesel.
tAt erii lsig.

+Maximum i%&ithin , 1I) days lag).
*Row lead% column for posiie lag
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Rapid alternating vertical temperature gradients in the East China Sea
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I'll 1111 1t~i ti \ I I 11 1 i 1%J I1imi. iiiii ini 01lic: 111 C t (J) 111 ClII cillCIi INL: iI j IJ I ItN \ im Ix nlim1i,

cxcl Ii [I IN h( ,,l I II 01AI 1)c' 1m~c~~ I lC lI -i. (h~ 11 citic I cIi AM I rI V i5 '1,11 m1itic i"did 11wc

Iin t he tinc ',crli.s of) 1c nipcrat IrIC di tcr-cncc bctw cell t tic 20) andt 7 0 11 lc\ c 1" (Fig. 2) 11 hIch
at 1ii11c', altciniIcx hctv ccn /cro or ulcarl\ icro and abouit (1.05 C \ktl di a xcnIIdinrTial.
Altcrnlatiniz- ' ctlp and ilxipaaicof therniaiI stratificationi to dcptlsxot 71l III x\tj lbxcll
raipidit i,, 1unu1sual. We bclicx c that file \ariabilit\ canl he c\plaincd h\ [tic AilrAliw,

iiiibcl--illx tall "nPiirt iof x\arnicr KuiroxIii \\alcr 1t1d COuld1 VIaxt China Sci x\ atcv b\~
aI C011im1iijia0iiiii (ittci al~~ id) tidal currclx i .) I It xhiirlol tranxPimol ICxiillx, InI
LIdctabl/in t flec atcr cOimnu h\ anl ii\ cvl\ at thc ilimoriuC- oft flic cooiler xliclt \\aex ofcx i

tile last Chinlla 1ci cc filce \cr11C UicalthcnIl r I-dlIcnt WWtIi Pr lor 0Iiiixbclt Irxiirl itt

\m arnlicr xx atr 1" dcLrIi' \ Cd h\ c12 1ca iin

Viclio ileth th~ree buuii-nioinntcd thcrnrixtor10 chAinx dcpli\Cll InI AM]I I N-> hItMxxCI)
file ticrtiiiil xtraltiCaMii1n \A16abilt. 111C chain data tixcil licrc i,, frumni u No. I xx Itch

Mxixachimrcd alt J11101i 28 *§2..'N 1 2§ 110.41- -i 1I \a~ dcpthl \\;ix I)- i and tbc
xhclt floor xxd 4.x1,u11C flat. "ile th1crnnxt"or Chain \xx a nilanu tcle h\ .\andcraal of

B121Cr11, NOTx \I\ . and pro\ Idcd a rcx2Olution1 Of ±'1011 ( txaxxpotc \a2$) lilung-
"par bulo\. Wvater tcmpcraturc, wcrc recorded at 5i Il intcrxa aI ct\\ccni 2$) and -,()II

cvcr\ III nun froml 13 toi 24 l-chrumrx 19751



Current,,\ ctc icaiurcd it tile 20111 depth lc~cl at 1111ce location\ during A .\~I-\
(Io \ii'm and lit RIM ). Ic daita t1,Cd here arc from a currcint mdicc dcplo\cd uicar
huLo\ 7 Mu hch was anchored at about 15j -''157.2 "1 "()filne St k ill sonthca'a ofi
buo~ 1. Curr-cnt, in fil, \icInit\ arc dominated h\ "ciditrrnaI uidal coniponicuiN
1 111Crinposcd upon aI Jmh% drift towaird tile iiorthlcastI there V, ;il'.o ,omv1 c'.idciicc of
currcnt111,\ withl diurl-l p)criods, in tile rotar\ spectra of thc A iN .- 75 currcllt data1
('10 I ILI nd i Ri 1981).

I i,itccni S1) ca"tI (salinlt\. l-cIp~cratLrC. I cptli t \crck made ilca thc currcnt ilctcr
location onl 10 to I N I'cbruar\ from tlk lapmlcsc R. '0Ikaiigkii .W!rnt I lhcsc data
arc 1)(11l111h1d 0nl\ at J1an(Mdard kdcpth\, and ()III\ it rcmiltinion\ 0(.1 (and ((5

NI \I \:nd N n '.1 \. 1970). Amnil thc I cast\. tile tclmpcraturc dilteccncc bc\\ccn
1 andL in11 \ariCN, trom Ii t)o (1 7 tfil,, nd of \crtiCalj tcinpjci aturc liflcrcicc\ I,,

C01Ii'i'.Ciit \\ith tile rige~ of '() ito 70 lit tcinpcratUrc dItCrcncc\ \' obtaInICd \%11 ithou
flthcrmi1tor chainl ( cc tic lo\N C1 CUIi \ C onl MIL . 1an ro. iLIN ('cfkul corroborati-Mon (it tile
aalt'. ot tilie \crtical t1ciial .,~din RcpolrtcCL \1IIlii\ \ aILuCI arc too crucic: iii

rc'l.- tion101 to \ icid tI'.CtuL rtci dCil~si\ cr'adicluts c\ccpt att dIcpthsbct1 c 7.5 i11 and
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tI li I Ic ti1t ) t ti ck c, r I II I itIIIci rc c i t ntc It d I ccI I). iIpc c Ii' rLII it~'irt1g11 1 upIIIT1

I Itt Iic ON.iiC1 atii li ic I~ cut r li ti i N%~ e vlilcrcI II Ii icjcm C ,I 1.c .Ii cicc ,IIJ' I tcI I cit

ic Iclplll, 11 20t id 70I tt Im AM I IN-> Sti I

1-i1-ure1 2 sho"\\ the tiieriliisti chain data (for thle peri-odl bts ctc 14 and 201 [ebrnI~ar\ I
after it f~a iltered "~ith it lo\\-pass s~nmetric tapered-cosine tilttr to renl1oCHIe I lheutonl"
ati periods -3 It. the SCuniurLILTnal tide frequenc\ NI, is immelldiately aJpparenCt anjd is

ciatiw l\ persistent.
.Hie dominant peak in tihe spectrUml of' thle tempe rature dif'ference betmecin depthls itt

20 andI 70 tin occurs at ().OS1 cph Os ich is the setiidurnal 1L tid rCquenC II (Fig. 41.
1\ superpositiotn ot thle A] -, ith at stick chart of' Currtilts oriented to 31)41 that %% ere

nlccasured at thle cuirrent meter site illustrates well thait thle litime of occurrenice ti
mininmm \alues, ot AT J, coincide v ith the times Mihen thle CurtreIns I,,%crc toss ard
souithedasthd c s ectors pointing1 st raig~ht dotmn oti the stick chart. i,, shossi ni ig

%kih dshd lllc)tHie squared coherence between tile A I, - sries and the currentl
tinsiirdf 120' (southearst h\ east) is (W88 with a significanrce les ci of 9,"I and a phase
separation ot about 18 (I 175'), tile latter an expected result (or a slront- niceatise
correlation.

11IN(IssIO's

It is clear in Fiiz. -S that thle current struct nrc changes conside rahl\ at abhout tioonl onl IS
[cbruar\ . A progressive wecor diagratm ( PVI)) oif' this current mecter record ITRt MI atid
titI t. 198 1: see Fig. 3. ('M7) also show,.s that fromt 14 to IS 1-ebruarN the mecan flow% was
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5..3 cmr towNard 4()- (between northnioiheast and northeast). The correclationl betwencl
ATI, m, linimai and thle souitheas1t current direction is Litt strong, durngw this perliod.

[)Uring the period IS to "I [-ebruarv. the PVD 1)ShMwd both weakenied rotar\
ConIpollents, and at Shift of mleanl to\ to thle east by South ( 100 ) atl an increased meanm
speed of 14.3 cm s 1.The A 1 , . .. seies in Fig 5 still ,howNs at correlation bcme en its
minima and current vectors directed to the southeCat but the mnii ma are less intense,
i.e. do not reach thle zero VaIlues Ater noon1 onl IS and 19 [ebruair\ ,~ hilch \koLdIL indiCatc
that vertical mixing did not reach at depth of 70 ill. Tiot \w'and fit 1<1 ( 1981 ) sLILe!St that
this sustinedCL radicl shift in the direction of thle mecan t~o\\ beginning (im I,, lcbruar\ \itas
dueC to at meander or eddy in thle mecan flo\\

I 1DI ( IR10 NIINIM ( 11)5 ii I t isikM I l(IO W's M i \ i I SI(\
lI IISIt\ R IiR \D11iN I

,i~ en the strong average horizontal tmlperatuLre eradient beine ecti to thle
il(orthw\est oxer this area of the Fast China Seat IFigi. I ).the presenice of St rong rotars
tidal currents over this shallowk seal suI'Ceests. that vertical temilperature era;dieiits atl a ti\cd
Site kkoUld alternate betweenC~ ImaXia anid mlinilma (tilc to vertica shear induIced h\
bottom friction, If the %ertical glradient is reCduced belo\ it critical le e\l. then turbuOlt
mixilie fed Mw the shecar can bec su-IfliCient to rili\ the entire coIlumnI. InI thiIScase thle \ertical
temperature vradient xsill tend t0 aish',a inl igW. 5. dingIII periods MII hen flos IS
directed- to thle Southeast. The Conditions for suchI a serticalille I)CCSS are enhanMcedI
if the tide cuirrenit rose is highIl\ ellipticall andI oriented parallelC to thle h1orI/ontal
temnperature grddient dirction;) this IS thle case tor tide currents Ill o11r meaJsurement1 alrea
(l-iz. 7 : -I't \iwand Bt RI . 1981.

The suineestcd mIchanlism~ is, illustrated( In Lie,- 3. ( iiscn anl initlial condition o) alli
isothermal. isopxCnal water III clum as (i(). sertical Shear indLuced bs bottoml frictioni
during dowon-g-radient tlo\\ ( to thle nortbsmest in thle ILast Chinat Seat s ould carr\ w\armeri
w ater over cooler. deeper s ater. ,\n S.11) cast ort thermistor chain record atl thle finish oIf
flood tide wold yieIld thle stale ithermal stratificaition seen ill our reCorus (ILe. 2).

1)Uririe the reverSe flowN ( to thle suhatinl the List (hinla Sea. thle condition o)
isothermal wa iter coIlumn wou()ldI~ be rinstated I ie. 3h ). I losseser. if the re\CS esesout heast
floss is more intensc than til doss n-eradielt . nothM\t ow then thle conit10io a thle
finishi of revecrse flow, is, one oft possible negis11k kertical temuperature gradientl and hene
renlewed vertical mixinge h\ which the initial condition is, reinforced.

SuICh1 nonl-svnmmetr\ d~cs exist inl thle ellipticins of curirnt roses, from the .\NIlI I-751
cuirrent mecter records. F-or the floss record of ciirrenn mleter Slta. 7 (lie .. I, thle currenlt
rose Shown inl Fig. 6 indicates that floss, iii the Southeast directioi eceedsl, thle northxsest

tlow 1wv about 2W0. These dlata su~pport our hypothesis oh the tidal curretit-i nduced setUpI
and destructionl of vertical temperature uradienit inl thle mlid-shiell areaI of the Last Chinia
Sea.

)ur current mleter dlata also showed es idcc oft occional S(Ione,- transient eddies or
mecanders svhich could brine about changes inl the hiiontal temlperature gradienit
(Iwii , and i mi 1. If the hiorizontal temperature .rIidielii \kJ as teI)NIpoail
reversed, then the relationship between '. rticiil temperatureC I-r10dicits arid ide currenIts
ss old also bie reversed. A stR uvOf thle water su rhac teilipe rat inrc mlisiired h\ thle
.lapannese ship Kcilfu Marn ti a ixed Station near ourll thermi' tom chain shoss~ed a surtace
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Ali of the \\,[let NLtIII;.C fciicdflcNiCt'S,1ii twill lc"cClh Nip', dliii fiNi' I \ iNLI\
diiu A -I IA. \\C find tile -cllclal trenid \\,I I ol tcm~pcnhruvIC to lCCrCaNC to 1i11C
IloIt~l\\ c't Ill thc Inannci Nflo\\ ii In hui f I iL)kc\ Ci. fiicrc %%Crcfirlc k ihcn (he hiloti/lml
crdiit \\ ANrC\ CrCdlC tolc iTrIN~ICnt VdiiICN ti 1111iLICnIicN illth lk ntli~tCdfI\ dl Ill

\\'1.i thC CnrrIcnl NIIcdl hct\\CCnltl fhCjIl &fpill of ~ -1) o ll of \NflIcIlnl illali~llldC t

proIindcc the rccorIICIi lc tclllpcrllrc 11CIif L. 11cicc 11t N li'C IIptIIN' hiCd~k.ll \MCIliild

ildiC I rccori of1 thc CLIIrvCIIt Afli il i Jh ikf cpthx theii 11i1 tili p)ciOi \01. lithei \\iiicl
tcnIpjcrl*(icN \C IccI1' cIir CCOriICii. ( ;i1foItIiii li) NcIL1 rcoMI CMl'.t.

( )ccmaiioirphrCv trotIlic he n'1i~chl of Iok~o iicploicii M\O cUIl'Ilt Hlucid' iLIU111W

AN11 I-A at di IicprhN of SOl M)n 1013 17) At d iOiitioit MiCIi tihe \kJIiCi IfIptII \%JN 111) Ill

Mil\ oIf ithc C 1) c;l't\ that \kICc iiiidc \i tinII III, (P(S!, hIIo\ it ,1 l iiov I ,i 1Lk iiIllc
the \%;IIci t\Iil d Iicth\ 11Ctiiiuii > Mitti 11()( Ill ilIC uii';i-1hoili \iutcl \% aN tIN(i iii

"Iiifi lctiiik coc ldI'N i 1, rciil tlilei ofmc tiu\ -ici Iiili. II~dLt~I- lii d~iil~cll \CIdtli mid

Ilii\IIoi uIoriiiiu' of, thc: ( )SI ni I u ii: iii \ii III uhot lii uliict iiii (1,1iuiicc1

notci he~i dliii to iii mt.iccanil crdiiulc cu(i liiu the c i tl l i j lildI 0 111t1 Ah iJL if II)II't

Illcit datiiund dihcu ticarw tat icr ltt iaiic cnio" %%li Illo,- ii inI Ih~ ic.d '11,1,1C the

NiliukN tiic culrcntl at decpth" ill 2() Mid 401 Ill \%il OIii Ndun1c NLdiC .tihe1, lill ofiuc
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I)i ,l 1 l i TIi c li1)cn Icc IIIc. Iit lrc i rll III Ila~ cI-Ic I i dc I,\ I lic 1 t 01,U I'l I\ c rai n o 1
ijid Ih chmr,,r durmiw .\Nt I .\. I hc cuticnt mnicir \%crc kIcluw It lN1 311 'N. 1 " 1-'S
I ic i'l Ici nSlum ilic di. mirim all himu ClUrcni nlers \%ill wrliciI pced xcalc, u'Il,ct iii

111 ciii fli buttuiml Iw\\,i '.h i c currcill, it uCltph. oIi 2H1 and 401 Ill hi I1 i c crlic l uIl

recotrd atl noon onl 26 Februar, thle current speed wias the sanie at 211 and 401 inl. For the
rest of the time"I the current speedl at 2(1 Ill k,,as an avterae of abouit 11 il sm 1 faster thanl

he cuirrent at 401 mi If' this shear is extrapolated downr to 701 m the difference Inl speedL
hetxw en thle depths oif 201 and 7(l ml w~otld ha;\C e een approximateli, 25 cm s.Ini half a
sei ldiurnal tidal cycle (22356 s ) the difference in thle nm'emlemi of the wtater atl 2111 and
71) Ill \Nould ha~c e en 5.4i kill. [he average hori/otital _,ladielit ili temperature witas0C
inl I turi or ((.1(6 kmn 1. If the shear were perpenldicullar to the horizotntal teniperatuLre
the resuiltimig temperature difference betweenl the " ater atl 1he two0 depths woIld hav1e
been ().3i C after half a setnlidi urnal tidall cycle. This is the right order oif mnagnitude w hetn
coimpared to thle erttical temperature gradients found inl the thermiistor chaitn data.

In the Fast Chitna Sea Ii the vicinity of' 29"N,. 125 1-1 in %%aecrs (t' IN Ill depth. the
water column appears altertiatel\ to be thermall\ stratified \k ith a teniperatuLre differ-

etice. between depths oif 201 antd 701 tn, of' about ((.65 C,. and neutrall * stratified with
isothermal strutu~re to somtle depth below a depth of 201 tn and sometimes to depthis
b~elowA, a depth (of 701 mi The phenotmenon is unusual inl thalt it occuirs some 200( kmn from
(hle nearest Coast, almost 200( kinl from the shelf' break, and over flat1 cotiinetntal shelf
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topography. Those alternating states of vertica Ithle rmalI structure Occur withI a pertiodicitN
of the semnidiUrnal tide. 12.4 h.

The phenomenon Occurs in an area of strong horizontal thermal gradient. about VC
per 16 kill, oriented fromt southeast to no(rthlNest and approxi mately perpendicular to
both the hathviet rN of the shelf' break and to the main st ream (if the IKurosh io current
which here flows southwest-northeast along the slope of the Oki nawa Trough (Fig.1).

At the latitude of the buLoy arraN warmn high salinity w ater flows northeast onl approxima-
telv the outer two thirds of the shelf while relatively cold low salinity water flows
southw~estward on the inside of the shelf (Fig. 8. NuINo and E\1t-isv. 1901 ). Maximum
mean Current speeds exceed 40) cmn s I(maximum current speeds exceed 70 cm s '): in
terms of percent water movemnent within 10' sectors, the rose shows that southeast
movement exceeds northwest mlovement byv some 20"/,.

The combhination of st rong, cross-shelf semidiurnal tide currents, and strong cross-shell
horizontal thermal aradient suggests a vecrtical mixing, mechanism induced h\ differential
flo\% speeds. The iechanlisni creates an o~ ertlow of "~arml water dun neu the onlshe It
porti of the tide c~clc: vertical sensing of the temperature field during this phase y ields
a thermially stratified \N ater COILumn I. JLuringi the more intense offshclf tlo\\ phase of the
title, Cold Surface shelf \%iater ox ertlows, 's armier. deeper ss ate r. creat ing thle vertical

an~~llt\iid subseq(uent e rtical mixi ng temiperatutre protiles taken d~i~,this phase
shwisothermal conditions io the bottomn or near bottomn. The mechanismi is consistent

ss ith our iliermnistor chain data, the STD1 proflile,, taken inl the NiCinit\ fithe local1 title
current ellipse, and the mean circulation (iser the Fast (hima Sea.

The occurrence of title current-iiiduet \ertical miixine nearlyr to flt: botttoml inl 1(() Ill
decpth shallos seas has, important implications:

1Studlies of shelf* or shalloss seas must be caretull\ plaiincd to avoid, placing reliance
uiponi serial,. single samnpling along c-ruise tracks. [he alternating states oif thermal
stratificatioii nt i \rtial mm'ane- in oiuir data retitlr 111Zimlusible theC construction o1
scll-corisistetit area charts of phy~SicalI parameiters nlliasured( i serial proliles dluriiig
\M'lL\-75.

2.Biological situtdie s. pairtitcukul\ of planiktonic forms ehloriophl dtistribution orI
splcies disersits . aire like]\ to be impacted h\ the alterna~ting, miixine1- Contditions. F-or
e\aiiiple. %ertical mnixine is, ihought to be an essential element inl the tratisfer of restinu
spores oif S ornc phyNtoplanktoii Iri- thc bottom Ump to the photic /oiie.

3.Periodic, tide-induced N ert ical lmxnee coClts of the t\ pe repoirtedI here mas\ be ai
significant miechatisis for the dissipatioin of kinetic enecrg\ ill edtdies assoemateth s ith
a10lon-slope Current,, often ftound at shelf' breaks, ats \\cll as or croiss-slielf miixing, if \ater
parameiters. There is, a net flux oif cold ss ;ter Ii an offshorte direction in the area ot the
buoyr arras.

4. Air-seal inlteractioli is als'o i11macd lIn Our taa the tide-iluced erlticall mliXIneI
events prcetled the nio. t intense cold air outbreak ovecr thle Falst ('Ii1ma Sea during
ANMTEX-75, and thus set upl contditioins for moure rapid amid tdeeper motdificatioin of the
water columrn as a consequence: of intense surfacte heat antd \apir h(ixes (huring, the
outbreak.

.A A mmIc~h'uifo,-- I tic iuhr, %%ish 1,) ihil, t'o I V ) ttmitai~ oi tKsoi I, 'uicr~i IN,\tr 1K tKoina,ua.,ki ,I
tic J I. I Icw Ic o I (,' II Ci I Rc',t~mk I I II1'1 L', Dc tC.m I t N k ,hii I I I ' .1 t iiiN L: Ii, '1dth -i I) [It I n dii

Crk tiI ,,I a,,u ,,u \u co f mm ~m I Ic pi (cparmliln .,n i dIumiic\\ \ \P5 V - Htc-\ , iit ,
thmik Ntcph tt'n1cm i Ii 11 ~ n~i IMim 1111~mn .. \i 'tIiun Mw \k.1, mcpniIt ntml,mm, i
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ABSTRACT

De) Szockc. R A , 19S6 On the nonlinear cc oLition of haroclinic instahili t over topograplhx
D\11. Atiiio Occans. 10: 221 241.

A thcir% i, p rese nted for tltc nonli near Ckol titon of 1 LItictations in a zon al ha rod inijc

,hecar flock oxcr (opog raph\ on a /l-plane. It extends an earlier linearized thcor - on tile samei

stihjcct. 't hich shocc cd that unstable groct th \%as possible for ht'. hrid modes madc tip oIf a pair

of prinarN imodes i.Nith thc samte frcqucnc\ hut differcnt ctaw nttnters. each stable in thc
absencc oif topograph\. hut nmade tunstable h\ topograpll\ xc ith c ax cntimhcr thai bridges thc
ct at nunihcr gap bemeecn the primiar\ modes. Thc shox cx olution of thc amplittudes of tile
lix rid modc.s can hec \prcsscd quit Ic encralls in tcrmIS of elliptic fiwitions that f[LucItc
rcgula rI hctxtccl max\i mumii and inini mum inalutcs dctc rmi ncd in a compl ica tcd %% a\ h\ initial
amplittdes and paramcters characterizing the primiar. nmodes. For small initial amiplituides.
the exolition can he descrihed in terms of even simpler functions. i.e.. trains of ht pcrholic-,se-
cant pulses that rectur xx ith a period that depends on the logarithm of (thle incersc of) tile
nitial amplittude.

NLainUitnn1 AItcuationl velocities comparahle to. or even larger than, mean flo\\ \cloci tics
can hc acicxcd for diStttrhances of the scale of the internal deformation raditiS t\picall\ 50
kinl in the oceans. IM(X) ki in the atmosphere). topography variations 10 )' of total Fltii d
depth, and parameters typical of oceans and attmosphere.

I INTROD)UCTION

The effects of topography on stead% and transient motions in rotattito
flows have been a subJect Of Stud\ for over 61) vears. dating from Taylor's
(1923) classic experiment showing the attachmen t of columns of water'to an
obstacle towed across a rotating tank. The presence' of topography onl all
Scales and the adjustment of flow to avoid it is a patent phyNsical feature of
the ocean and atmosphere. Both atmosphere and ocean are wNarmied near the
equator and cooled near thL poles (though in different wiays). Thie resulting
nonuiniformity of' temperature (density) onl level surfaces suggests the possi-
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bilits of a gravitatlinatl Istabilit\ it' light and dense xx ater parcels onl a lex ci
surface are interchanged. Hide anld Mason (197si called such a process
slopin~g conlvection', huit the older term is haroclinic insta hilitx coined h\

Charnev (1947) for a mechanism disco\vered h\ him and [adx 1949). 1ie
mlechianism is, governed b\ the balanice of" potential xorticit' ill tranlsient
motions, a balance which canl he subhtlx affected h\ the , ortc\ stretchi ng dueC
to topography. TVhe effects of Conlstanlt -slope hottoml topographx\ oi ha roc -
linic instabilit\ were studied b\ BILunISack and ( ierasch (1972). D~e S/oeke

1975) considered thle effects of cross-streami topouraphN. consisting oft
constant slope plus sinusoidal components. onl haroclunic irstahiIi tx . lie
found that certain kinds of hx brid i nstabi I tx could be Set uIP b\ C011n11inn12
planle-xx ave modes of the same frequIcnC\ hut di fferent xx ax enu mhcr. \%here

thle xx axel~nmber difference is, bridgedI h\ a [ourier coiloenlt of thle
bottoml topograph\ . D~e S/oeke (1 9,10) k%& as11 abl to\tend this resuLlt to \\,ax\\
topographx of arbi trarx orientat onl.

These theories have all been li near. Vhex produce est imates of grow ii
rates x alid for fluctuing11 disturbances that are in ltialix small. Pedlosk\
(197))) and IDrazin i )197) de\ eloped theories fo r tilie nonlinear dc\ clopmin
Of suIch ist urhances to fi te iflplit t(ie, though~l their t heo ries depend onl the
basic shear floxx. heii ns on\ iargi nail Super. ritcal xx i d respect to haroc-
linic instabilitx. (harnex and I)exT- or N")T) anid 11,11rt ( I'19cniee
barotropic flow, s einge modified b\ hlaxinc ito tcix eLuP ee to resonanlt
stalnonri fluctuations throu ,h forml drac- associated xx itli oorpi the\
termi this mchlanism 'form draig instahinlit\x ( harnex and Straius I 9S)

Ceeded thle analxSJ s10t harOChnic flo" in two laxersi. Ifhese studies
identifx thle form drag mnstahihtx a' thle mechaniism tor transmtioil bctxxccnl
mut111il Cqtilibritim stt~ I he- fornm dr instaihflmtx different itn ilure
from thle topographicallx modified hamrtclmnic nstaiitx of dc S/ktekc 1 983.

In this Paper xxe cx Cc) p a lintulinear %ersu ri O fc e S(ektfs (19S3)
instabilitx theorx [he thilod ot :;l is simlillar to Pedloskx s 197)).
1979) nonilinear, treatmnrt tin pir .t.. ilthtiugh tlie dcimals are qIteI different.
We represent thle baroclinic struICture O tilte a11mos"phere: om oceans InI the
time-honored siplest possible x ax. xx ih mo mmni~ci clxes We %%rite
d.ownI 6in sectionI 2) thle ql.1isigCostrophic potenti x rticit equations f'or
those layer,. and represent tilie fIt tx 1,0 diiIon, is, a su Inr of ia 'Ill /onia fit)%x\
and perturbatioin. the latter Cttnsisttiig oft a1 sumI of1 txO Ititrallx stable
modes of' the samne frequenC11. buit different xx axenumbcrs,. that are solutionIs
of thle li nearized problem without topographx . Al.\\ II xnfor the dcx clopnlent
of mode amplitudes onl a long ti uie-scale, \% e iterate thle si Int ion to take
account of the effects of topographi\ and nonlinear adx ect ion. Inl thiis \x\ \, xxe
obtain a set of1 coupled nonlitnear ordm ar\ dIifferentialI equatitoins xxi th
respect to tile long timtie variable for thle cotiples. node a m1pl it tdes. I lie



interesting case is A hen topography possesses a Fourier component bridging
the ,,a\enumber gap betveen the tvo modes. In section 3 we discuss the
solution of these equations. We find the existence of two exact inariants or
integrals of the motion: this simplifies the mathematical problem to a single
equation for a mode amplitude-squared. the solution to which can he written
in terms of elliptic functions. Although this sounds very like the outcome of
Pedlosk \'s ( 1970) theor, and there are, in fact. subtle correspondences. the
situation is quite different.

The expression of the general solution in terms of elliptic functions is a
bit opaque. Instead. some approximations are exploited to give solutions in
terms of simple function., (section 4). The solutions for the mode amplitudes
ha\e the form of repetiti\e \acillations. When the initial rmode amplitudes
are small, a maximum mode amplitude is predicted which depends on the
w\aenumbers and fiequenc, of the mode. and the topography amplitude.
but is otherw\ise independent of the initial conditions. Typical amplitudes
that might be achie\ed in atmosphere or ocean are computed and discussed
in section 5.

2 TIHORY

The quasigeostrophic equations, of motion governing the behavior of
potential vorticit, in two layers of equal undisturbed depth 1l, and differing
densit\ on a rotating fl-plane are (Pedlosk\. 1979. p. 393)

+() (n& +2)

(2.1)

where 0, are the streamfunctions in the two lasers, velocities are given b\

, =(2.2)

and

r. = (ghpt , P )( (2.3)

is the Rosshv radius of deformation. The effect of topographic vortex
stretching is taken into account through the term

Thi = t. (2.4)

in the lower layer potential vorticity. where h,,(.v. y) is topographic eleva-
tion of the bottom.



Consider motion consisting of a stead.\ zonal flo\\ In thle uipper la\ er \ %ith
a superimiposed perturbation

4,,= - , 1 UII+ 4,, (2.5;)

Scale the variables in thle equations according to

(x. I ) jx J .( ., i). = t - (2.6a.b(

tU 1  t L1. 1'. 4, = "U1 , - /3 r '. 1/3' (2.6h.c.d)

A It
S 1, , it 1 .6e)

M here Ali i , a scale for topographic relief. (Ini (2.6b) \%C could set I I .
How ever, it is instructive to carry the symbol throug-h thle anlal\ is as a Place
marker for thle mean 1 loW.) Substitute into (2.1) After dropping primes onl
thle scaled variables. this gives

+- t o, )I q, (/ + U, ) 4 I, = - J11 4. ( 2.7a)

o (/-- Ul)4 J - q( , 2t~ (.7bh

Shere

is thle ratio of topographic aspect to Rossbh\ numbher.
Neglect of the nonlinear and topographic terms onl thle rigoht of (2.7) g I Ves,

a systemi of equations that permit plane-,.kave sol LItiOns" which canl be
baroclinically unstable under circumnstances discussed by Pedlos"k\ ( 1979).
The effect of various kinds of topography has been considered b\ maim
authors. Blumnsack and Gierasch (1972) considered Uni form linear slope: de
S/oeke (1975) considered Uniform linear slope plus sinlusoidal cross-stream
components. De Szoeke (1983) studied the effect of' arbitraryN topograph\.
considered as a sumn of Fourier wavenurnber components. onl linearized
baroclinic instability. PedloskN ( 1970. 1979) and Drazin ( 197))) ex\amined the
nonli near equiil ibration of grow.ig barocl inic oscillations near marginal
stability by taking account of the nonlinear terms onl the right of (2.71.
L~orenz's ( 1963) model of itrnopheric circulat ion coislt,& of a set of'
equations obtained by representing 4,, by, a Fourier series of' 1patial compo-
nents truncated after a relatively small number of' terms. This, mlodel
nclude,, simple oscilIlator\ topograph.\ representing the global structure of'



the continents,. and is drivnci b\ anl ideal iatlonl of, tile mlerld onal hecat inc

d iSiri hUt ion. Charne\C and St raus' (1980) uISed a form oh' Iorcnfs (19631
model to produIce a theory of ii iu t iple equilibria. nvol vmn nonlinear inter-
aictions hetm~ecu flo\ components and topography\. to c\plai i the phienoin-
cnion of' atmospheric block inc.

In this paper. \\ e consider thle nonlinear equiltbrations, of the kind,, of
topographic haroclinic instabilit\ discovered h\ Lde S/,oeke (1983). 1V111
earlier \\ ork considered topography ais ant ex:tension oh' Fady's (1949) Coll-
MiLiOLis model sx it h linear shear anld linear stratification. hUt no0 13-etffct. WeC
ham e chosen to w ork w ith the layvered model because it is not essentiall\
'Ai mpher than Lad\'s, model. wile thle inclusionI Of effcts of' Earth%, cur\a-

tUrc (/3-effect) is quite eas\ . Both the Ead\ and ia~ ered models filtcr
critical-la\ er instabilities, and furnishI short-wNave cutoff's f'or the barochnic
instaihilities. ( )n the other hand, models like ('harnec\ s ( 1947) . w ith continui-
otis shear andI nonzero nierid onlal potential vortici t\ gadient, permit I ns1ta-

hilities at almost all \ ~hntm

'.. 1-1cw Iinh'UF w)ihil

By neglecting topography anld nonlinear effects in (2.7). planle-w\ave
solutions, of thle form

4, = u,, exp~ I ; . x - t (2.10)

ma\, be found. These must11 Satisf\

a. (.~ k,L1 )(kA -+I) Akfl / 1  ) -4 t-

-ie secOnld of these equalities gi\ es a dispersion relation whose. s oluion( is

13(k +t 1) 1/i tj'A1 4k 1)1'I

k k(k A + 2) A (k- 2)

(2,12)

For 1 311,/I < 1, Unstable solutionsW (ie.. comple\ Lc x i th Im w 0 () are
possible in the wavenunibecr range given b\

2 -2[1 1 [/' (j -' A~ 2 4t 2[(1 13, (31
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Fig. I. (onstant-frequenev lines on the -,avenumber plane for fl/L 2. Solid lines denote
A > 0 [eq. 2.321: dashed, X < 0.

This is the range of classical baroclinic instability, discussed full\ b
Pedlosky (1979). Of more interest for our present purposes are the \\dav-
number ranges of neutral stability (im = 0). Figures 1 5 shox loci of
constant (real) w, on the wavenumber plane for /1L', = 2. 0.9. 0. - 0.5. -2.
respectively. For large wavenumber. k -- x. phase speed c tends to I or 0.
while the amplitude ratio p, tends to -j or 0, respectivel.. The former
corresponds to waves confined to and advected by the upper layer, while the
latter corresponds to waves in the lower layer. For this reason. de Szoeke
(1983) termed the two branches of the Eadv model the "top-intensified
mode' and the 'bottom-intensified mode'. These are the only branches that
occur for /3 = 0 (Fig. 3). However, for 13 * 0 the terminology is inadequate or
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Fig 2. Like Fig. 1, except 13,/L 0.9.

misleading. For I,8/U' I < 1. f[ f 0 (Figs. 2 and 4). there is another pair of

stable branches at wavenumbers below the classical instabilit\ range. For

I,/3/L'1 > 1, (Figs. 1 and 5). these branches are continuous with the high
frequency branches. In either event, towards low wavenumber (2.12) can he

approximated b\

= " I "/ t /3

!, . k - .~kl+2" '- -+2k

These correspond to the baroclinic and barotropic Rossb\ wa\e modes.
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Suppo1\c topouraph\ i1B contai nN comlp0 en t, li ke

V C\P(I/A z - )- C.C. (2.13)

\\here 'cc.' denote thle L'OlplC\ Cnollt LIICOf' hat prcedes it. We seek an
approm mate ,olUtionl to (2.7). inCl Udi ng. nonlinear and topographic effcect ,.
of' thc f'orm

I .,(1,1,, e\p, ik , x - /W, t 4 cc. higher-order terms. (2.14)

We take the first two compontents of this form to he primnar,\ linear modes at
the same basic f'requjency\ so that

=w2 k 1c( k) k A) (215)

(Subhscripts, onl the freqUency will hereafter he dropped). and

U," - 1. a ,, (A )for 1p = 1, 2 (2.16)
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(2.14) into (2.7) leaves /naan e te m o f' - o m--x k ip-x - W

he, deceltey in tim of t r f moe ampl itudes n eedntoe

w~ithin (2.7). these terms would tend to generate secular resonant contrihu-



tions among the higher-order terms. As this i unacceptable, the time

development of the primary modes A,( t )..,,( t) P , alloed to adjU tO that
no higher-order resonances occur. This is done b\ making the unbalanced
terms, put in a form compatible with the self-adjoint version of the linear
operator in (2.7). orthogonal to the linear solutions ( Kevorkian and (ole.
1981). This gives two solvability conditions. , : - A Jc t( ,,. : 1 (

0. for p = 1. 2. Now the C,,,, contain three types of ternm: 1) tcrms of the
form A,(). from the slow development of the primar, modes: (2) term,, of
the form iAI, from the interaction of the primary mode,, kith topograph?,
and (3) terms like A,1 j 'A,. from the nonlinear interaction. The coefficients
in these terms can be readily, if laboriousl\. computed. The sol' abllit\
conditions ma% be finally written

A - + i* , A I, = ', I2.21a)

A + , K .A A ! A'E c *l,4 0 (2.21h)

The coefficients are

- P (lklA2  I I -, / I
A.: ~~' (), A,! "

[u-Av,)kcfl+ .L) *" fl { 2.22)
(va-k ~~~~2 21)-,:t) 9

and

dQ,'d -
:!=J, w-A vu , , ar41Le -, k.

13 -'/ L' --i 13 U2.23)cek k Iri - /, - "

, here dQ,,Idfv /+13 - 1)" t( is the background potential 'orticit\
gradient in each layer.

Equations (2.21). with their initial conditions, describe the nonlinear
development of the mode amplitudes A, interacting with topograph\ at the
bridging %avenumber A A -k, . Neglecting topograph, ( 1, = 0) and

nonlinear terms, we must have either X,, = 0 or 1, t) -= 0 for each lode.
The former is the well-known (harne, Stern criterion for baroclinic insta-
bilitv.

BNy neglecting the nonlinear terms in (2.21). we obtain equations wlose
solutions can be easily written down

A, A ,4 (0)c"' (2.24a)
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where

/.4, / -, /,/. In (2.24b)

o = -K,*l-EnI '?/ IX (2.24c)

The amplitudes grow if

XX <0 (2.25)
This result should he compared with de Szoeke's (19S3), who estahlished the
condition A A < 0, for the Eadv model over topography. (Note that with
/3 = 0. as in the Eady model. k, k , must have the same sign.) The sign of
function X(k2) is sho\n in Figs. 1 5 for the various values of /3iU1 by
drawing constant-frequency Curves corresponding to positive A solid, and
those with negative A dashed. Modes with wavenumbers k, . A - at the same
frequenc.\ w. can be selected from inspection of diagrams like Figs. 1 5 for
the appropriate value of /31iU. For instabilitv' one of the modes must
correspond to a solid curve, the other to a dashed curve, and topography
with some amplitude q, at the bridging \a\enumber k -,k must he
present. For example, for ,3 0 ( Fig. 3) one of the modes must belong to the
upper (solid) branch of the dispersion relation, the other to the lower
(dashed) branch. In general. tx~o branches which meet at a marginall\
neutral \vavenumber ha\e A of opposite sign, and eastwyard (w1A, > 0) and
westw\ard ( w,.,, , < 0) propagating modes on an\ branch change sign of A as

changes sign (e.g.. Figs. I and 2). Note, however, that A - 0 as a
marginally neutral \wavenuiber is approached. while X approaches + -4 or
- yo as a point at which w,/k = 0 is neared. For /3 U < 0. no \% estard
propagating modes are permitted. For fl/ < - I. no classical baroclinic
instability is possible. hence A cannot change sign (e.g.. Fig. 5). so topo-
graphic instabilit\ is also impossible. For //L > 1. despite the impossibilit\
of classical instabilit\, because both \estward and east\ard modes are
possible ( Fig. I). topographic instability is possible.

Further nonlinear and topographic interaction \\ill produce higher
harmonics and hybrids of the primary modes. As long as these harmonic.s
are not near resonance. the\ will produce quite ordinar\ higher-order
corrections in (2.14). Although these corrections will be successi\el\ smaller
if it is assumed that amplitudes or topograph\ (measured b\ the parameter

are small, it is not necessary to make such anMl assumlption. In general. a
finite radius of convergence for E or amplitude ma\ he expected. Indeed, \C
shall see below that for realistic parameters in nature ( is of order one.

SIXA(T SOLUTIONS

We now, attempt to solve eqs. 2.21, \which, because I -. are complex,
constitute a set of fourth-order coupled nonlinear differential equations.
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Because we are able to derive two exact integrals of the motion, this order
can be reduced by two. Of the resulting two first-order equations, one
decouples from the other and its solutions are elliptic integrals.

Without loss of generality, take 'q, to be real. If it is not. i.e.. m = I m Ie'°.
then simply replace A, A, in (2.21) by

A 1 Al e A,= A, e'" -

P It is convenient to rescale time and the amplitudes by

- 2 (3.1 a)

K ] -[ - .I (3.1c)

Suppose. without loss of generality, that the signs of A, and A, are.
respectively, positive and negative. Then eqs. 2.21 become (dropping primes)

±,.4 + A, + i _ . 'A, 0 (3.2a)

,1.42 + Al - id Al A, = 0 (3.2h)

where d= \ :/-A. Multiplying (3.2a) by A*, its complex conjugate by .A1.
and adding. we get

i .[ + .4*AA + AIA* =0(.a
(j A A+ 1 1 = (3 .3a)

A similar process applied to (3.2b) gives

a, 1 A,j -+ AIA* + AA = 0 (3.3b)

Hence, subtracting and integrating.

IA, 1 2 - I A, 2= e, (3.4)

where e,, is a constant. This is the first integral of the motion. Topography

does not explicitly appear in this constraint. Indeed the terms A,1A + A*A,
in (3.3ab). which descend from the topography terms in (2.21) or (3.2),
cancel upon subtraction. Without topography these terms are identically
zero in (3.3a.b) before the re-scaling (3.1). This appears to lead to the
uninteresting result a, A, 1 2 = 0. but the other possibility is that the coeffi-
cient X = 0: this is in fact the Charney -Stern criterion. Hence (3.4) should
be thought of as a generalization of this criterion.
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Next, observe that

A( - AA )i( A, + d A1, (AA, + AA*) (3.5)

by using (3.2). Substituting for (,4 'A, + A1At) from (3.3a.b). eq. 3.5 can he
integrated

i( A A: - A* ) - 1/2 IA, - 1 2 d IA, = 2, (3.6)

where .i is a constant. This is the second integral of the motion. While (3.4)
is a fundamental result for baroclinic systems, with links to related physical
systems. (3.6) is not so general a result, and appears to be a consequence of
the truncation of the two-component physical system under consideration.
Hence. the simplifications that follow\ in its train can probably not be
achieved in more complicated s.,stems, and must be treated with caution.

Setting

A = Re.. .A , (R' - e,, )l e. (3.7)

(3.6) becomes

R( R - c, 2 sin(, - a. - 1,/4( R' - e) - 1/4 dR4 =f (3.8)

Using this to eliminate (a - a, from (3.3a). we obtain

,R +{ f(R') (3.9)

where

i4 (R )=4R( R - e,) -121,+ 1/2( R' - e + 1/'2 dR-' (3.10)

is a quartic polynomial in R-'.
The general solution of (3.9) can be written in terms of elliptic integrals

(Abramowitz and Stegun. 1964). Since the coefficient of R' in f4 ( R') is
certainly negative, the quartic must behave as shown schematically in Fig. 6.
Note that the negative side of the abscissa is forbidden. The zeros of the
polynomial are at at1. a'. a,. a( (not necessarily all real). The solution of
(3.9) must be a limit cycle as shown on the phase diagram in Fig. 7.
oscillating within a positive range of ./4 ( R2 ). The phase diagram is symmet-
ric to reflection in the R-,-axis: this is the significance of the sign ambiguity
in (3.9). Any limit cycle on the negative side of ,he R-axis is clearly
forbidden. A little thought establishes that the initi.l amplitude-squared R,',
must lie between two zeros of f,( R- ) in such a way that f4( Rf) > 0.

With the amplitude R determined, the phase difference (a, - a,) between
the modes can then he obtained from the second motion integral (3.7). It
remains to determine the absolute phases. This is done by substituting (3.7)
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f,(R 2)

Ra4  R2

Fig. 0 Schematic of the pol nomial 141 R-) ,ho\ing zeros at al a,. a . a,

dR2/dT

a4 a3  a . a, R2

Fig, 7. Schematic of the phase diagram of eq. 3.9 sho\ing a limit ccle hetv,een two zeros of
I./t R- )

into (3.2a4b). dividing by R , R,, respectively. and adding the resulting
equations

e,, sin( t - a,
+ a.)+ + R'(1 - d) =O (3.11)R ( R' - ,1

Equation (3.8) may be used to eliminate sin(1 - n,) in favor of R'. Hence,
once R-Mt) is known from the solution of (3.9), this equation can he solved
bv standard methods of quadrature.

4. SOM- APPROXIMATE SOLTIONS

Although the solution of (3.9) can he formally rendered in terms of
elliptic integrals. ariots appr,!iIflations can he e\ploited to give useful
insight.

4. I. Small intial anphtttud'%

Suppose that the initial amplitudes, of a dist uhance are small
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then. from the motion integrals (3.4). (3.6). it follows that eo, f, are small.
From (3.10). the polynomial f 4(R 2 ) has two positive zeros. These are
approximately R" = 4/(1 + el) and R2 = 1/2 e,) + (1.4 e2 +f,)'- the
former being order-unity, the latter small. By approximating f 4( R2 ) ap-
propriately in the vicinitx of either of these zeros. (3.9) can be solved
approximatel. This gives

R' 1 2 , + ( RI -- 1,2 e) cosh 2( - t,) (4.1)

where t, is a time when R- RI': while

R R, seh 2( t - t,) (4.2)

,here t. is a time Ahen R- R
Fach of these is symmetric about t = t, or t, respectively. B,, choosing

I- t, appropriately, the two forms can be made to overlap, and a uniformly
valid solution maN be constructed. This matching procedure gives

P =2( t t,) In 4 R' 4R R - 1/2 e)} (4.3)

for the period of a complete vacillation c,,cle of the amplitude envelope
R(m. Since the argument of the logarithm in (4.3) is large. this period is
large (though only weakl,,'). The solutions (4.1). (4.2) recur indefinitely with

this period.
The repetition period P of the amplitude envelope depends on the initial

amplitude. Figure 8 shows the shape of amplitude-squared R' for a few
choices of P. namely P = 4. 8, 16. The maximum amplitudes have been
normalized to be the same. The figure shows two cycles of vacillation: the
time-axis is scaled bv P so that the length of a cycle is the same in all cases.
For larger P. the response becomes more peaked.

16

0 1 2
time/P

Fig 8 Amplitidc-quared R- as a ifnction of timne: P = 4, 8. 16
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Both (4.1) and (4.2) show R behaving like e in various ranges. with
smooth transitions in between. This behavior reflects the simple growth and
decay solutions that are the results of neglecting the nonlinear terms in (3.2).
It is remarkable that the linearized growth and decay phases can be used to
construct approximations to the nonlinear solution for all times except a
brief transition interval around the maximum amplitude R_

It is not necessary to posit. for the validity of this solution, ihat initial
amplitudes-squared are small. The essential condition is that the motion
integrals e,. ] be small. This means that the initial amplitudes-squared
may be order-unity, as long as they are less than 4/(l + d). and their
difference is small, and their initial phase difference (a, - a,) must be
nearlh arcsin R(O)'/'R. by (3.8).

4.2. An approx.imate solttion for arbitrary initial amplitudes

Suppose that the zeros of the polynomial f4 can be written a1, a,. a .
The nonlinear limit cycle must oscillate between some adjacent pair of these
where the polynomial is positive: say

0 < a, < RK a<

By setting

R'= 1 /2( al + a) + l,/2(a - a , ) sin 0 (4.3)

and approximating f4 in (3.9). this equation may be written

d

in 0 - 3 cos 0( 1 + b sin ) (4.4 )

where

13= 1/2(1 +d){ 1/2(a, + a,- a, +1/2(a, +a - a, (4.5)

and

h = 1/4(a - a,) 1/2(a , + a ) - a ,  + (1 /2(a, + a,)- a, ' (4.6)

The formal condition for this approximation only requires that j h < 1. The
solution of (4.4) may be written

R I- 1/2£a +a,) 2o=Sill 0 (4.7)
1/2(a1 - £12) I +

where

a = (I - b2) tan{I/2(l - ,')' 'fl(t- t,)} + t (4.8)
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a,-

b 0.5

b=O.

b= 0.2
a2

0 1 2
time/P

i ig. ) Amplitude-,qUarcd R, a., j function of tiie, 1 = 0, 0.A. 0.2. 0.5.

The periodicitv exhibited hy this solution is P = 27,-/8(l - b' 2 which is
approximately 2,,,'p if h is small. Figure 9 shows this solution for several
values of h,:t = 0. 0.1. 0.2. 0.5. Two complete vacillation cycles for each
vatue are showv N the iime-axiS has been scaled so that the periods of the
cycles appear the same. The maximum \alue shown corresponds to a,: the
minimum to ti. For /) = 0. the cycle is precisely sinusoidal.

5. I)ISUSSION: SOML TYPICAL S(A.LtS

It Is instructive to compute typical dimensional maximum amplitudes for
disturbances in the ocean and atmosphere by choosing appropriate values
for parameters. For the ocean, take topography-to-depth ratio to be /1h11

0.1. mean upper laver current U1 . = 0.1 in s '. haroclnic Rosshv defor-
mation radius r,= 50 ki. and Coriolis parameter _/0 10 ' s ' as repre-
sentative values. For the atmosphere. on the other hand. again take Aht/1 ,

0.1,.= 10 s . hutwith U.= 10 m s 1., = 1000 km. These give, for
(he parameter defined by (2.9). f 5 (ocean). and f = I (atmosphere). These
setting, are not particularly small and indicate that more terms must he
computed from the iterative method of solution used in section 2 before
numerical accuracy can be assured. However, the method appears to be
nonsingular so that only quantitative, not qualitative modifications may be
expected. Of course. we can always imagine sufficiently small topograph.
for which E will he satisfactorily small and the perturbation theory of section
2 readily applicable. The largeness of f even for moderate bopography
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k2

j k),

Fig. 10. Schematic of topographic instabilit\ near the marginally neutral circle bt.'%%cn
wavenumber modes k . k A bridged b (',pograph k I, %%here A I < A = k ,

strongly suggests that the influence on baroclinic eddy dynamics may be
very important. The theory presented above represents a first attack on the
problem.

Despite moderately large c. there may be situations where the present
first-order theory gives accurate results. This occurs where the horizontal
scale L T of the topography is much longer than the wavelengths of the
modes, of order Rossbv radius r,,. Then the term involving the Jacobian of
topography and streamfunction in eqs. 2.7 is of order crE/LT. This parame-
ter. rather than E. then becomes the effective perturbation parameter of
section 2. To satisfy the resonance condition,

where I'TI = r,,/LrT << I 1, 1j_2 1. and to achieve A,. X, of opposite signs,
we must ensure that the wavenumbers kL. A2 straddle a marg;nally neutral
wavenumber on the marginal circles of Figs. 1 5. This is represented
schematically in Fig. 10. The nonlinear solution of section 4 then looks like a
disturbance of wavenumber k, (z k,). propagating along the crests of
topography, with a modulated spatial envelope across the topography at the
wavenumber kT. The envelope waxes and wanes on a 'onger time scale as in
Fig. 8. The modulation period P [eq. 4.31 of the envelope depends on the
initial values of the amplitudes of the participating modes. The maximum
nondimensional envelope amplitude of the amplitude envelope is R, = 2(1
+d) 2''2, from eq. 4.2, where d= A,/A, 1. for k , [eq. 2.221.
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The scale for the dimensional envelope amplitude can be traced from the
scalings of (2.6) and (3.1): it is

where c is given by (2.9). This is a scale for the disturbance stream function.
The precise values of l,. X. are sensitive functions of the distance ol k,1 k_2
from the marginally neutral circle. Take - . ,/. = 0(1). Also. take A 0(1).
Without loss of generality, the superfluous topographv parameter q., can be
set to 1. Now

*. = 5k x k, b

where k1, k,. k. are nondimensional wavenuinbers scaled by t-,. Take
kI = 0(1). but kI = 1r << 1. The disturbance velocity scale that corre-
sponds to tile above is then roughly
( ",...f ,g , l l//H i 1 "

For the ocean, take Ah/ tt = 0.1. L. = 0.1 m s 1./ 10 4 s . 1, 500
ki. This velocity scale is 0.7 in s ', which is quite considerable. Although it
is larger than the mean flow scale U,.. it is not inconsistent with the
requirements for validity of the perturbation expansion. For tile atmosphere
take U1. = 10 in s '. LI = 1000 ki. other parameters being comparable to
the ocean: then the disturbance velocity scale is 10 m s '. Although these
estimates are quite crude-a given situation requires a more precise calcula-
tion of AP A_ .\1. etc.--they serve to show that substantial disturbance
velocities can be achieved.

In summary, we have shown how the amplitudes of hybrid modes of
baroclinic instability generated by interaction with topography execute finite
amplitude limit-cycles of growth and decay. It must be stressed that tile
solutions were calculated by perturbing the nonlinear. nontopographic.
normal modes, so that the effects of nonlinearity and topography must be
considered 'weak'. However. Hopf bifurcation theory (looss and Joseph.
1980) guarantees a finite radius of convergence for such a perturbation
theory, so that quantitatively accurate finite-amplitude approximations are
in principle accessible by repeated iterations. We claim only a qualitative
approximation to these accurate solutions with our first-order theory.
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Observations of Internal Gravity Waves Under the Arctic Pack Ice
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Internal gravity waves measured under the Arctic pack ice were strikingly different from measurements
at lower latitudes. The total wave energy, integrated over the internal wave frequency band, was lower by
a factor of 0.03 0.07. and the spectral slope at high frequency was nearly - I in contrast to the -2
observed at lower latitudes. This result has implications for theoretical investigations of the generation,
eolulon. and destruction of internal waves and is also important for other processes, such as the
propagation of sound. and the wave-induced turbulent diffusion of heat, plankton, and chemical tracers.

IN rROtUCT1ON 1981 D'Asaro, 19851. However, establishing a cause and effect

Internal gravity waves are responsible for much of the relationship between a forcing mechanism and the remainder
variabilitv in the ocean at short time scales, from the inertial of the internal wave spectrum has not been as successful. The

to buoyancy periods, and at small space scales, from 0.1 to 10 possibility of topographic forcing is suggested from measure-

km [Olbhers. 1983]. These waves transport energy vertically ments of enhanced levels of wave energy near significant topo-
and horizontally and may transform large-scale geostrophic graphic features such as seamounts [e.g.. Wunsch and Wehh,

circulations to small-scale turbulent motions. Away from 1979] and canyons [e.g.. Hotchkiss and Wunsch, 1982], Atmo-
topographic features the internal wave spectrum has been ob- spheric forcing appears to produce a seasonal variation in

served to be remarkably steady in time and uniform through- energy from 1,2 13 to 2-3 times the mean level in observa-

out most of the world's oceans. However, beneath the Arctic tions made during the Long-Term Upper Ocean Study
pack ice the wave field differs markedly from lower-latitude [Briscoe and Weller, 1984]. Further evidence connecting spe-

observations. Results from the Arctic Internal Wave Experi- cific forcing mechanisms with variations in the internal wave
ment (AIWEX) indicate that the internal waves are substan- field will aid in determining the identity of the important
tially less energetic with a significantly different spectral com- sources of internal waves.
position compared with lower-latitude observations. We be- It was in the spirit of searching for an anomalous internal
lieve that the measurements made during AIWEX represent wave field that AIWEX was organized. Scant evidence indicat-
one of the best sets of observations of an oceanic internal ed that internal wave energy levels might be low in the Arctic
wave field in which the spectral level and shape are signifi- Ocean [Levine et al., 1985]. AIWEX was designed to test this
cantly different from the universal Garrett-Munk model [Gar- hypothesis by making intensive observations of the internal
rett and Alunk. 1972. 1975] (hereinafter referred to as GM). wave field beneath the polar ice cap. In this paper we present

Oceanic measurements over the past two decades reveal measurements of the internal wave spectra measured during
that the internal wave field is composed of a wide spectrum of AIWEX and compare these observations with the GM model.
frequenctes and wave numbers with statistics that are nearly OBSERVATIONS
stationary in time and space. This conclusion allowed GM to
derive a universal spectral representation of the wave field that The experiment took place at an ice camp established about
ts consistent with observations and linear wave theory. Al- 350 km north of Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, in the Beaufort Sea,
though the GM model is a simplified view of internal waves, with researchers from Oregon State University, the University
experience has demonstrated that new observations tend to of Washington. Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and pri-
follow the main features of the model, vate industry. During nearly 2 months of occupancy from

While the spectral description of the internal wave field has March to May 1985 the camp difted about 120 km to the west
continued to improve, we do not yet understand the physical from its origin at 74 N. 143 W. An extensive set of temper-
processes that generate and dissipate internal waves. Theoreti- ature, conductivity, and velocity data were gathered from a
cal studies have suggested a variety of plausible mechanisms, variety of instruments. Access to the water was obtained
but verification is difficult. One approach has been to search through holes in the 3-m-thick ice. The measurements report-
for deviations from the universal GM description and to at- ed here were made from both fixed and vertically profiling
tempt to correlate these deviations with fluctuations in exter- instruments.
nal forcing (Wunsch, 1975]. Some success has been achieved To determine the density field through which the internal
tn correlating wind forcing with the generation of internal waves propagate, vertical profiles of temperature and salinity
waves at near-inertial frequencies f'e.g., Pollard. 1970; Fu, were measured with the Arctic profiling system [Morison,

1980]. The buoyancy frequency N was then estimated from
the vertical gradient of density. There are significant variations

Copyright 1987 by the American Geophysical Union. in N in the upper 250 m reflecting the different water masses
Paper number 6C0595. that compose the upper Arctic Ocean [Aaqaard et al., 1985]
0148-0227,'87/006C-0595$05.00 (Figure I). Values range from 4 cph to peaks near 12 cph.
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Buoyancy Frequency (cph) S. are vixen by

0 5 10 15 20 2 1i~/~ 2

0 ElA/i -

where wec use the same s aloes of the parameters its GM, 1.-

200 6.3 x 10 5 nrondimiensional cnergs lev el). /1 - 1300 in I'crti-
cal depth scale of NI, and N, 3 cph thuo~anc\ Irequenc)

Escale). 'The units of S. and S, are il (cph) and m lh

~ 30 cpht respectixell, for freiquency specified in units of' c~cles
per hour. The (GM description is confined to free]\ propagat-
ing. linear internal waves which are restricted to frequencies

400- between the inertial frequency]f and N. The (;M spectra are
plotted with the observations in Figures 2 and 3. The local
value of N is used to scale the level of the spectra. The %ALueS

500- of N at 100 and 251) i were taken from F igure I and found to
he near 6 cph at hoth depths. At high frequenes. ,)., 1. thc
frequencx dependence of the GM spectra of selocits and \cen!-

600 I cal displacement is )- '.

0 1 2 3 The A\rctic spectra are st rikinglx different from lois er-
x10-2 (S-1) latitude ohsers~itions: '[lie total internal waxe enerux Is sinii-

ca otl\ lower bs a fact or ofl 0,1 .0 it and thle spect ralI slope 1
t- i g I \ ertical protil I l biio 1C_ . i o requt: aLb U11il * \i ja Is SteCCp. it t I i eq ucnc\ de pen de ne near f i

at high f'req uec11. The total internal is as e Cicrg is estimiated
frot thle total s ar ia ncc of thle e loci t s or eritildslcmn

Below 25(1 mN decreases nearl\ exoponentially ito the bottom' os Cr the internal w\ase frequcnc band from Ito a displacemen
ait 170,0 iii eiieri is lois r than (3 h N I factor of O03 based oin sertical

Time series of temperature were measured bK a \ertical and dIispiaenet antd a facto il .07 based oil s ciocilt . 110 iscx r.
horizontal arra " of tetmperature senisors iSca-Bird Electronics, the spectral deiisit.N ranes beloss 6M N bx\ at factor of )6, iiear
sensor SBF-3t. Seven of the sensors were located at 251) [m, N to a1 fac~tor ofO(.11 tiear I f L~tre, 2 arid 3).
where the tluctuations in temperature are due primarily to the These obsers aiotis has C a potential iiiipact on a s arni\~ of
vertical displaeement oif the intertnal waxes. 'The sertical dis-
placement is inferred by dividing the- temperature time series
by the average vertical temperature gradiett An ob.ers ecl 10O3
spectrum of vertical displacement from the period March 20
to April 5 is shown in Figure 2. The spectrum decreases as

V)Iup to 6 eph. the local s alue of the hu~o~anc\ frequency. 10Q2

Above N there is a sharp break in slope and a steep falloll' in Q.
energy. C-10

Over the same period a time series of hori,'ontal %elocit x atE11
100 mn was measured with an elect romagniet ic current meter E
Onter~cean S4). Because the ice pack drifts, the ohsersed \e- 23100
locitv is the sum of the ice and water motion. The ice motion
was removed from the velocity time series using the time his-f

tory of the cam p position determined from a tit to satellite _

navigation. The method used is due to M1iPlic [198)61. Posi- 4)

tions were obtained approximatelN 40) times per (day. IThe fre- E
4) 10-2-

quency spectra of the two rotarv components of hori,'ontalU
velocity are shown in Figure 2. [here is a peak in the click- C

wise component at1 the inertial frequency as expectedl in the 0 1 0-3- N
northern hemisphere. Aboxe f the clockwise Component is -6
higher than the counterclockwise: at high frequency the coim-.

ponents are nearly the same and folio%% uu '. The falloll'abote (D 1 0-4
N is not observed because the sampling rate was too loA,>

10-5-1
DiscussioN &NI) (oNcit. sitNs 1 Q-2 10-1 100 101 102

"To compare these observations with those from other Frequency (cph)

oceans. the GM spectrum was calculated: it is at good repre- IF ig. 2. Spectrum of \erticat displacement fron 251-ni depifli solid
senttio of he nteral avefiel atlowe laituds aay tine,. Vertical displaceneni wAas inferred fromt temperature bh' dix ding
senttio theintrna wav fild t loer atiudesawa f' the aserage vertical teniperanture gradient of 0t.02 C in ,The

from topography. The GM spectra of vertical displacement S: (iarreti-Munk spectrumn is stiown for comparison (dashed miet. The
and of clockwise and counterclockwise rotary velocity S and 9qr confidtence linits are indicated beloow
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active research areas. Recent theoretical studies have sought moves [Right. 1976]. Large surface buoair % tluxes, which

to explain the observed spectral composition of the wave field occur within leads, may generate internal waves by perturbing

by nonlinear interactions (see Miiler el a]. [1986]. for a recent the pycnocline at the base of the surface-mixed layer [MAoris-
review of the topic). Researchers have typically used a spec- on, 1980. 1986]. It is theoretically possible to transfer momen-

trum similar to GM to characterize the oceanic internal wave tum to internal waves from surface gravity waves [0/hers,

field. The theories can now be tested with a wave field having 1983: Phillips, 1977]; this mechanism is not possible in an

a different spectral composition. A successful theory will need ice-covered ocean. Another source of energy for the internal

to explain both the low-latitude and Arctic measurements, v% ave field may be provided by the spectral transfer of internal

Studies of acoustic propagation have been able to relate am- tide energy through nonlinear wave-wa,,e interactions [Bell.

plitude and travel time fluctuations of sound pulses to the 1975]. The internal tide is an internal wave at tidal frequencies

fluctuations due to internal waves [e.g., Flatne, 1983: Ewart that is generated by the interaction of the barotropic tide with

and Reynolds, 1984]. The Arctic Ocean, with its unique inter- topography, such as continental shelves (see Hendershott

nal wave environment, provides a valuable laboratory for test- [1981]. for a review of internal tides). In the Arctic Ocean the

ing new theoretical ideas in acoustic propagation. The role of internal tide is weak due to a small barotropic tide over much

internal waves in vertical and horizontal mixing [e.g., Young of the Arctic Ocean [Kowalik and Untersteiner, 1978] coupled

et al., 1982: Desauhies and Smith. 1982] may be elucidated by with the fact that free internal waves cannot exist at latitudes

comparing observations from lower latitude with the Arctic. higher than 75 at the lunar semidiurnal frequency 1M, tide).

Differences in mixing could affect the large-scale circulation as Internal waves may also gain energy from low-frequency ino-

well as the diffusion of plankton and chemical tracers. tions. such as mesoscale eddies and mean geostrophic circu-

Why are Arctic iniernal waves so different from those at lations [Others. 1983]. The mean circulation in the Beaufor'

lower latitudes? The search for answers to this question is a Sea is relatively weak compared to most oceans [Coachman

topic of active research. We can. however, suggest some hy- and Alaard. 1974]: however, the basin is populated with
potheses. intense, long-lived small-scale eddies (10-20 kin) [Manley and

It is instructive to examine the physical processes that are Hunkins, 1985]. Identification of which of the foregoing or

unique to the Arctic Ocean. The ice cover acts as a rigid lid to other processes are most important in generating, modifying.

the internal waves. The formation of a turbulent boundary and dissipating internal waves awaits further investigation.
layer below the ice causes increased interital wave dissipation
compared to ice free oceans [Morison et al.. 1985]. The nature -,cknwledtiments. We thank Andy Heiberg. Allen Hielscher. and

of surface forcing is also quite different in the Arctic. The wind Imants Virsnieks of the Polar Science Center. University of Wash-
ington. for the efficient logistic support. Special thanks are extended

stress usually must be transferred through the ice to reach the to Rick Baumann, Jay Simpkins. Roger Andersen. and Sieve Gard for

water below. This forcing is generally weaker than other their etforts on and off the ice. We gratefully acknowledge the support

oceans because the winds themselves are weaker [Paulson,. of the Office of Nasal Research through contracts N00014-84-C-

1980]. and some momentum is transmitted through the ice to 02IX (M.D.I. and (.A,.Pt and N(W)14-95-G-0052 N(000I4-84-0 It1

the coast. Ice keels, which add topographic relief to the under- (J.tt.MI.

side of the ice, may generate internal waves when the ice RFFLRFN('S
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Simultaneous Spatial and Temporal Measurements
of the Internal Wave Field During MATE

MURRAY D. LEVINE

C'le(, "I Oceanoraphi. Oregon Staie [ nirersil y. Corralli.s
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['nirersity-v oNew Hampshire. Durham

TERRY E. EWART AND STEPHEN A. REYNOLDS

Applied Physicts Laforatory, Uniiersity f 14 ashinqton, Seattle

A ialixtical description of the deep ocean internal wave field is presented using measurements from the
Midocean Acoustic Transmission Experiment. conducted near Cobb Seamount in the NE Pacific
146 4t N. 130 47TW during June- July 1977. The unique feature of this experiment is the variety of data
obtained simultaneousl, from the same location: time series of temperature and velocity, and vertical
and hori/ontal profiles of temperature. A generalized form of the Garrett-Munk (GM) internal wave
spectrum is developed and used to interpret the data. This spectral model is specified by three parame-
ters. E. t. and p fenerg. level, wave number bandwidth, and frequency spectral slope, respectively). The
.aret of measurement types permit these three model parameters to be estimated from more than one
measurement. The oerall best fit values to the MATE data were p - 2.7 (GM use p - 31. t - 3.1 m I s
Icquialent to j, - 6. tmsice the GM value), and F 8 x 10 3 J kg (within 20'. of the GM level).
Although significant differences %sere found in the values of the bandwidth (t0 and spectral slope (p) from
those specified b. (arrett-Munk, the deviations are consistent with the behavior expected in a random
internal as.'e field.

I. I ,IROI)- (IN internal wave field, other studies suggest that the perturbation
Our knowledge of internal gravity waves in the ocean has of the internal wave field is limited to regions very near the

increased dramatically in the past few decades. While internal seamounts [Wunsch. 1976: 1ttunsch and ltehh. 1979: Eriksen.
w'ascs hasc been obsersed since the beginning of the century. 19821. The seamounts. however, could be a significant source
the persasicness of the phenomena has only been realized of internal tide [e.g.. Baites. 19821.
%kith the adsent of instruments capable of measuring time The purpose of this paper is to present the \ariety of tem-
series of velocity and temperature. However, internal waves perature and velocity data gathered during MATE and to
are sufficiently complicated that relating observations to theo- describe statistically the internal wave field suggested by these
retical ideas is difficult. In order to resolve the internal wave observations. The empirical model of Garrett and Munk [1972.
field, in esen a rudimentary wa, simultaneous measurements 1975: hereafter referred to as GM] is used as a framework for
of the vertical. horizontal, and temporal variability of the comparing the various statistical quantities that could be esti-
ocean are necessar. For more background. see recent reviews mated from the measurements. Guided by the observations.
bx AlunA [1981]. Lerinte [1983]. and Other.s [1983]. the form of the GM internal wave spectrum is generalized to

The extensive set of environmental and acoustic data gath- accommodate an arbitrary frequency spectral slope: this for-
ered during the Midocean Acoustic Transmission Experiment nalism may also be useful in interpreting other observations
(MATE) provides an opportunity to study simultaneous ob- where the frequency spectral slope difrers from the GM model.
scrations from several different types of measurements. The The unique feature of the MATE observations is that the
experiment was conducted near Cobb Seamount in the NE different types of measurements were made nearly simulta-
Pacific about 450 km from the coast of Washington (46 46'N, neously in the same part of the ocean. This invites a close
130 47'W) during June July 1977 [Ewart et al., 1977]. To comparison with theory. since model parameterizations can be
accommodate the requirements of the acoustic experiment, the checked for consistency with the same parameters estimated
internal wave measurements were made between Cobb Sea- from more than .ne measurement.
mount and a second smaller seamount to the southwest in a This paper serves as an overview of the data gathered
water depth of 2200 m (Figure I. Cobb Seamount is an im- during MATE: the association with internal waves is made by
posing topographic feature rising to within 30 m of the sur- using the GM model as the standardi/ed "yardstick." More
face: the top of the smaller seamount (labeled "Corn" in detailed analyses and modeling of specific aspects of the data
-igure I is nearly 1000 m below the surface. While the prox- set, such as fine structure [Leim and Irish. 1981] and the
mit, of these two features (about 9 km away) may affect the internal tide. are deferred to other studies.

The observed temperature and velocity measurements and
associated spectral quantities are presented in section 2. The
observations are compared with internal wave consistenc

t'p',rght 1986 h. the ,merican ieoph sical I 'nion. relations in section 3. A generalized form of the GM spectral
Paper number 6(C027_2 model is presented in section 3. and the parameters of the
0114X-022' Xf6 l06(.-272Sf50151 model are determined in section 4. A comparison with histori-
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Fig I Ndcematlc oseries (if MATE shouing the three moored arrays. SPURV. CTDSV. and the relationship to the
acoustic experiment.

DEPTH cal data is made in section 5. and a summary and conclusions

Soo are given in section 6.
ARRAY Throughout the paper units of radians per second Is 1) and

A2 radians per meter (m ) are used exclusively in equations.
.CM-TI t$853

900 ARRAY ARRAY Units of cycles per hour (cph) and cycles per meter (cpm( arc

AI c T-9t9 38 . 5) c C 1 9721 also used in discussions and in presentation of the data.

1000 2. OHSIFRVA IIONS

T311060' .CM2 (10?9 A schematic overview of the components of MATE is
00 T4-C 0,108) .Cu3(,111 shown in Figure 1. The vertical structure was sampled repeat-s-, (11331 CM4 03 2 SPURV edly using a conductivity, temperature, depth. sound velocity

.1200 T6 76203 T2(104 measuring instrument (CTDSV. Temporal variability at fixed
T3-C{112141 T7(12041 points was monitored with three moored arrays. Two mooredT4 2 471s

T5 1 1248 1 temperature arrays (referred to as AI and A2) and one currentJT6 25 ' TS (12731

1 T300 - U309) meter array (CI) were deployed midway between the two sea-
mounts in 2.2 km of wat r. Horizontal temperature profiles
were obtained with the free-swimming self-propelled under-

T400 78114091 water research vehicle ISPURV) [Widditsch, 1973]. The
depths of the moored sensors and SPURV observations are

•500 Ishown in Figure 2.

7 9 ll556
190 1385 ('TDSI Profl''s1600

tig. 2. I)epths of the current meters (('MI. temperature (TI, con- A total of 38 CTDSV profiles from the surface to 1500 m

ductiity IC). and pressure (PI sensors located on arrays Al. A2. and were taken at three stations with a Bissett-Berman 9040-5
('I and SPURV CTDSV, The primary station was midway between the sea-
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F'REQUENCY (cph) were ensemble averaged to produce profiles representative of
the ascrage conditions during (he experiment. Since the pro-

0 0 files were taken at somewhat random timies, it %as assumed
that the variations due to tides, internal waves. and non-
persistent structure %ere nearly ateragcd out.

The average profiles of temperature. salinity,. density. and
sound velocity are nearly linear over the depth range of the

500- moored sensors [Ewari ei al., 19771. The buoyancy frequency
500 was calculated fromt the average profile (Figure 3). Below 200)

m the profile is lit to an exponential, as suggested by Garreit
-~an d Miunk [1972]. producing a representative profile for deter-

I mining the local buoyancy frequency. N(:). This profile is con-
a. sistent with earlier measurements at Cobb Seamount [Ewart.

O000 Vetical wave number temperature spectra were calculated

from perturbation profiles formed by subtracting the average
temperature profile from each of the 32 prtifiles made con-
currentlN with the A2 measurements. Each profile was divided
into nine depth ranges and Fourier transformed: spectra were

1500 estimated by a combination of ensemble and band averaging.
*,,,,,Corrections were also made for sensor response. If the temper-

10,15 ature fluctuations "oere caused primarilN by the vertical advec-
tion of a linear temperature gradient. then the vertical dis-

FREQUENCY (ill placement spectra (dropped spectra. DS.I. shown in Figure 4.
1\4w sst.a The average hujo'anc\ frequency profile .10-1. The data are cnh omdb iiigec eprtr pcrmb hti t nepnnil.() A)ep [-t: - 200) 1300] %ith A a efre b iiigechtmeauespcrmb h

4M 0 3 It. I (solid miet. The average oceanic profile used bx Gar- square of the local mean adiabatic temperature gradient. This
roilt jpjd .1iunipk L1972] with N, - 5. 10lt is shown for corn- assumption is better at lower wavie numbers and more suspect
parison (dashed line)I. at higher wavoe numbers, which may be contaminated by the

effects of fine structure. .A comprehensive analysis of the effects
of temperature fine structure in these measurements is given

mounts near the moored arrays. The other two stations were bv 111( an Iishi [1 9M]I. The nmost energetic spectrum is the
niidav etwen hiscettra sit an eah samont.In dd- shaflowest. with energx decreasing wNith increasing depth. The

tion. at the primary site at 25-hour series of CTDSV profiles
was recorded, consisting of a profile from 1000 to 1300 m
every 2(0 min,. As the vertical sampling was nonuniform, the4
profiles were filtered to I-in intervals with a 2-in triangular
flter centered around each I-mn interval. The 38 deep profiles _

V) 2

10 E ~

i0~ ,2 \8o-los Vt(offset

- i l0 1096-1351

V,) i-

-2.5 0-

0 1 10

C in
E(-2 -, 0

0 0 10 01
Q 100- ______ __-2 3:.: 2::. 1 1i++++ Frequency (cph)

10 10 10 10 1-ig. 5 f-requefitc spectra oif vertical displacement MS. observed

S Vertical Wavenumber (cpm) from iemperature senisor.s on A2 i 983 in (no offset) and 1273 in
iottisei by a factor of 01.1H. The vertical displacement is inferred from

Fig. 4. Vertical wave number spectra of vertical displacement DS, temiperature h\ assumning ai constant vertical adiabainc temperature
calculated from temperature profiles measured with the CTDSV over gradient of 2.060 10- 'C in at X83 in and 1.62 , 10l 3( m ai f1271
depih ranges of 840 10)95 and 1096 -1351 m. The vertical displace- m. The data are compared Aiih the MATc model isolid line) and the
meni is inferred from temperature by assuming a constant vertical (;\ model (Liashed miel I le 95"' coiifidence limits are also indicat-
adiabatic temperature gradient of 1.9 1 I)' m. ed.
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I.0 mount [Larsen and Irish, 1975]. Therefore the vertical excur-

AZzlm sion of the sensors is neglected. Htowever, the vertical motion
of AI having I 3 the buoyancy of A2 may not be negligible.

oHence most results will be based on data from A2.
W5 Frequency spectra were calculated from all the moored tem-
4perature records. A linear trend was removed from each series
0and a cosine taper applied to the first and last 10" of the

aaa
t .5 series to correct for end-effects, as suggested by Bingylam et al.
Q [1967]. The temperature spectra were converted to vertical
" displacement spectra by dividing by the square of the local

240m average adiabatic temperature gradient. Examples of moored
Svertical displacement spectra (MS- corrected for sensor re-

0
0 sponse are shown in Figure 5.

The energy below the inertial frequency (I= 1.06 x 10 "

s ') is attributed to the advection of temperature structure by

Id2  lO1 10 10 102  low-frequency currents as well as the internal wave field itself
[Lerine and IrLis. 1981]. The dominant energy is tidal: signifi-

FREQUENCY (cph) cant peaks are present at both the diurnal and semidiurnal
Fig. 6a frequencies. As typicall. observed in internal wave spectra.

there is a sharp rise at j followed by a smooth spectral roll-off.
1.0 Near N there is a sharp break in slope with an u,- 25 depen-

dence above N.
-o 0.8 Estimates of the coherence in frequency space between ver-

0tically separated sensors (moored vertical coherence. MVC.)
are shown in Figure 6. Each temperature record was divided

W 0"6 into 50", overlapping blocks as suggested by Carteret al.

"0 [1973]. A linear trend was removed and a cosine taper applied
0 c 0.4 * to the lirst and last 10", of each block. Cross-spectral esti-

Omates were formed by ensemble averaging the blocks, and

0. coherences were estimated by normalizing by the appropriate0.2 .• autospectra. For the three vertical separations shown in

Figure 6a. the coherence in the internal wave band decreases0.0
0 00 200 300 400 with increasing separation. There are peaks at the tidal and

Vertical Separation buoyancy frequencies for separations of 25 and 240 m. Above
(ig) 6the local buoyancy frequency, the coherence drops to a bias

level that is statistically indistinguishable from zero. Since

Fig. 6. The %ertical coherence of "ertical displacement MVC ob- there is significant variation of coherence with frequency. the
sCrscd h, temperature sensors on A2. (al MVC. as a function of a.erage coherence in the band between 0.2 to 0.7 cph was
frequent', for sertical separation of 1. 25. and 240 m. h) The average
lesel of the MVC. in the internal Nhaie band (0.2 A).7 cph) as a func-
tion of "ertical separation the data are compared (starsl with the
MA I-. model for the range oft = 2.5 to 3.6 m ' sfor N = 1.0 to 1.35
cph (betveen solid linesi and the GM model with t = 1.4 m -' s for .
N = 1.0 to 1.35 cph between dashed lines). 2.51r6s

t 3. rIs 4nils

spectra drop at /3 : from 6 x 10 cp m to a b o u t 6 x 10 0 . ,

cpm. then fail faster at about /, '"V0) , L

-r,.5
Co

.loori'd Temperature .1|rri.s 'a C

The two temperature arrays were designed as taut moorings %_

with all buoyancy at 400 m, below the influence of the wind 0 f
wave field. The top sensor on each array was an Aandceraa
current meter measuring horizontal velocity and temperature:
the other sensors. 18 temperature (Sea-Bird Electronics). two
conductivity (Sea-Bird Electronics). and two pressure (Vibro- .0
tronl, were divided equally between the arrays (Figure 2). 10-2 10-1 100  101
Acoustic transponders on the arrays allowed shipboard track- Frequency (cph)
ing: AI was positioned 332 m southeast of A2.

The pressure records show the mean depth, tidal fluctu- t-ig 7. The horital coherence of vertical displacement MH(.
between three pairs of temperature sensors on Al and A2 separated

ations. and array motion. The amplitude of the pressure flue- horionahv by 332 m at nearly the same depth. Values in the internal
tuations recorded on A2 agrees to within 1 4 m of the barotro- wave frequency hand (starsl are compared sith the MATF- model
pic tide predicted from previous measurements on Cobb Sea- isolid linesi and the GM model dashed linel
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10- 1 same. Above the fall-off at N, the velocity spectra become
whiter due to the eflects of spectral aliasing. current fine struc-
ture, and or array motion.

2 SPUR V
10CL._ Horizontal temperature profiles were measured by running

SPURV along an isobaric trajectory (1184 dbars. In the
MS_ region midway between the two seamounts. two lI -km legs

E 10- 3  were made at right angles (west-to-east followed by north-to-
south) to test horizontal isotropy. The horizontal wave
number spectra (towed spectra, TS.) for the two legs are

S4. shown in Figure 9 using an equivalent vertical displacement
" 1 0

-  M -), scale based on the mean vertical adiabatic temperature gradi-

(offset) ent. The spectra were truncated at a wave number where
1/1 sensor response and digitizing effects become dominant. At

low wave number the spectra exhibit an 2 2 dependence. At
.6 -5 0.03 cpm there is a break in slope followed by an 7 - ' depen-
0SfM dence at higher wave number. The lack of any significant

> difference between the spectra is consistent with a horizontally
isotropic wave field.

10-6 L Two temperature sensors attached to SPURV and separat-

-2 - 1  0 1 ed vertically b) 0.94 m measured the coherence in horizontal
10 1 0 10 10 wave number space (towed vertical coherence. TVC-). The

Frequency (cph) TVC. was calculated for the two legs, using the same method
Fig. . Frequency spectra of the clockwise MS and the counter- described for the MVC., and plotted in Figure 10. The results

clockwise MS, -olyvei b a factor of 0.1) components of horizontal from the north-south and east-west legs are statistically identi-
%elocitN obsersed from (I at 1079 m. The data are compared with the cal. The TVC. is near I at low wave numbers and drops to
MATE model Isolid line and [he (iM model (dashed line). The 95"..
confidence limits are also indicated, near zero above 0.01 cpm.

calculated and plotted as a function of vertical separation in

Figure 6b. 5
The coherence in frequencN space between sensors horizon- 10

tally separated on Al and A2 Imoored horizontal coherence,
MHC was calculated in a manner similar to the MVC.. The
coherence was estimated between pairs of sensors moored at

nearly the same depth at the horizontal separation of 332 m U
E

(Figure 7). There is significant coherence above f to nearly I I i0
cph. where the coherence falls to the bias level.

Moored Current Meter Arrao 10
The current meter array consisted of four Aanderaa current u

meters. The array was less buoyant than either of the temper- C- I

ature arrays, and hence larger array motion was expected.
Because there was no pressure sensor on this array. the mag- c

nitudc of the vertical motion is unknown. The location of the E 100
array, which had no tracking transpondr, was estimated to be Q .

about 500 m west of A2. -
Spectra were calculated using the rotary representation of C tO

the velocity vector. Representative rotary spectra from 1079 m
IMS, and MS for the counterclockwise and clockwise com- -'

ponents. respectively( are shown in Figure 8. There is a sharp ........ J .... A_,
peak at the inertial frequency as well as at the diurnal and 16 16, 16 2 -1 I00 Io
semidurnal tidal frequencies. The inertial peak is the largest
and is almost entirely in the clockwise component as expected. Horizontal Wavenumber (cpm)
An additional peak is seen at 0.14 eph, at about twice the Fig. ). Horizontal wase number spectra of vertical displacement
inertial frequency. This peak is not an exact harmonic of TS. observed b) SPI.RV during horizontal runs oriented north it
either the inertial peak (which is observed at a slightly higher south (solid line) and west to east (dotted line) at t 114 dbar The
frequency than f) or the semidiurnal tidal frequency, and its vertical displacement is inferred from temperature by assuming a con-
origin is unknown. Above f the spectra fall off smoothly stant vertical adiabatic temperature gradient of 1,64 10 C m

the best fit to y 2 over the wave number hand 4.7 x 10 to 9.0
toward N, where there is a slight but significant break in x 10It cpm is shown by a straight solid line. The 95",. confidence
slope. Approaching N, the MS. and MS_ are nearly the limits are also shown
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1.0 The observed ratio of the rotary spectra MS. .MS is plot-
ted with the theoretical result in Figure I lb. At high frequency
the agreement is good: however, this is not a very sensitive

10 - test for internal waves, since the ratio for random noise is also
7- 1 . 1. Below about 0.16 cph there are significant deviations from

0 the theory. One explanation is that the many waves of differ-
Z p27ent horizontal wavelengths (modes) at tidal frequency are not

> 0.5 - statistically independent. If the nearby seamounts are a source
Sp30 of internal tide, then it is reasonable to expect the various

L wave numbers of the internal tide to be correlated, thereby
° violating one of the assumptions used in deriving (3).

U 4. SPECTRAL MODEL

\ ,We introduce a modified form of the Garrett-Munk internal

0.0 wave model as a framework for comparing the variety of spa-

3  2 100 tial and temporal measurements made during MATE. The
10 10 1 primary alteration of the GM model is a generalization of the
Horizontal Wavenumber (cpm) frequency dependence of the spectrum by adding a parameter

Fig. 10. The horizontal h.ave number coherence of vertical dis-
placement TVC beieen a pair of temperature sensors separated p. which specifies the frequency spectral slope. This modifi-
,erticallv b 0.94 m on SPURV. The data are compared with the cation permits a closer comparison of the observations with
MA rE model isection 5) with p = 2.7 (solid line) and the GM model the model. Some of the GM parameters are redefined to iden-
%kith p 3.0 dashed line). tify explicitly the total energy, frequency dependence, and

depth scaling in the analytical expressions of the spectral
quantities.

The moored spectra of both vertical displacement MS, and
3. CONSISTENCY RELATIONS

Internal wave consistency relationships express constraints
between the horizontal velocity and vertical displacement
fields at a single point. Although there are only a few general 0,
relations, they are worth examining because they are indepen- f M2

dent of the specific spectral composition of the wave field. Two
independent consistency relationships are applied to the 0
MATE data set. These expressions are valid for a sum of any 10.

number of waves of different wave numbers; the wave field is .2 -

not restricted to be horizontally or vertically isotropic. The '.
derivations hinge on the assumptions that the wave field is 10-,
linear and each wave component is independent.

The first, originally presented by Folhnofit[1969]. relates the
potential cnergy to horizontal kinetic energy: 210 - 2 . . .2 .. . . . 1......

S .) MS,0) , - J
2  

o (I) 1
-  

10
- 1  

100 10'
Frequency (cph)

As , .2 the vertical displacement goes to zero, and as Fig. I la
f.) - N. the horizontal velocity becomes negligible. To com-
pare with measurements made at various values of N(-), the 10 f M

equation is rewritten

sN2 M S;t (u N2 - v j" (,)2 1f'2A"". " "..l
M ,+ MS,2)) -,,'+ [ 0°

The left-hand side can then be estimated from data and corn- .,
pared with the right-hand side a: 1

The other expression relates the ratio of the counterclock- 10,
wise to clockwise components of the rotary spectrum

MS, (w '- f)'

M S_ ( (, + ) 2  (3) 1_2 10-2. ._ .. . ......10
-  

10
-  

10
°  

10
I

This relation is a variation of the "rotary coefficient" orig- Frequency (cph)
inally derived by Gonella [1972]. Fig. l lh

These relationships are compared with data from the four
current meters on Cl and the one on top of A2. The observed Fig. I1. (a) The ratio of potential to horizontal kinetic energy and
ratio of potential to kinetic energy is plotted with the theoreti- (h) the ratio of counterclockwise to clockwise components of horizon-

tal velocity are compared with the theoretical relationships (solid
cal relation (2) in Figure I Ia. The amount of scatter of the line). The data are from the four current meters on CI and the one on
data is reasonable when compared with the confidence limits, top of A2. The 951 confidence limits (dashed lines) are also shown.
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horizontal velocity MS. are written in the following form: TS( fdlM ({4 2)' tK 2  
211

MSSij - CliM ((,))((x 7r 2)12)

MSj ,)! = MS,.i(,J) N 4)

(5l where :t and I$. are the horizontal and vertical wave number
"(z " / ( scales given bv t(,)2 :I2 and tiN 2 

- (!2)1 2. respectively[Desauhies. 1976]. The factors [ ] are the distribution of the
where Q = (of These expressions can easily be derived from
the GM formulation [e.g.. Munk. 1981]. The first bracketted energy density in wave number space at frequency v) and
factor on the right-hand side of(4) and (5) represents the depth are normalized such that the integrals f[ ]dfI = I andfctorln tefrigh-anc d side fre nd (5orepsens te ept- f[ ]d= I. In the TS, the factor [ ] is the sum of the
scaling referenced to frequency N (modified WKB approxi- energy contribution to the one-dimensional wave number x
mation used by GM). The quantity P is the total internal from all wave numbers greater than a in a horizontally iso-
wave energy per unit mass scaled to the reference frequency tropic wave field. At high wave number, #i >> ft. and ot >> 2,.
R\: quantities marked by tildes are referenced to a depth where both spectra are proportional to t for any value of p:
N%() = N . We choose .N to be 1.74 x 10 ' s ' (I cph), a
reasonable scale in the deep ocean. The choice of R is not DS4) =Btf 2  

(13)
critical, as it Just serves as a common reference to compare =
measurements made at different buoyancy frequencies. The T
second bracketted term contains the frequency dependence as where
given by GM with the addition of the parameter p (in the GM
model p = 3). At frequencies much greater than f. both MS. = 2 (N2  2

B - f (N _ o,21l12M5.((,)) do),15
and MS have (,) P' ' frequency dependence. The nondimen- Jr
sional normalization factor J is defined so that the total inter-
nal Aave energy per unit mass J kg) over all frequencies at a C = (4;7 2) ((02 _j.2)i 2MS4o) d. (16)
local buoyancy frequency of N() is gi),en by J:

Analytical expressions for the GM frequency dependence of

[N N i [MS. + MS, + N
2MS1] ( 6) p = 3 are

B = 1 /nl - v)2 (17)
explicitly. C =(8E!n'Nv[-(v2 - 1) - In v] (18)

j Q
2 

%2 . 1) 1 2 1 1 (71 where v -f N. For arbitrary p, values of C were evaluated
3' analytically, while the integrals needed to calculate B required

numerical integration.
Note that the contribution to the kinetic energy from the The moored vertical and horizontal coherences (MVC. and
%crtical helocits has been neglected in accordance with the MHC.) are independent of E and p. These quantities depend
approimation \ -, , \2 assumed by GM (for a dis- onIl on the parameter i and can be written [Desauhies, 1976]
cussion of the model for v. - Ni),) see De.sauhies [1975]),The energ) I is related to the parameters of the GM model MV(WC.,)' = exp f -(N2 - )2)1 2tA:1 (19)
bh equating total energy per unit mass [Munk. 19811. M W>,',) I,(H - L "(1) (20)

[t7 .\ = [Eh2 N,]N(:- (8)

h h 'N (9) where H t( I Ax.Ak (A:) is the horizontal (vertical)
separation. I, is the modified Bessel function, and L, is the

where the (;M parameter E is the dimensionless energy level, Stru\e function.
b is the depth scale of N(). and N, is the buoyancy frequency The towed sertical coherence )TVC:( is not a function of "
scale. (Note that in the notation of De.sauhies [1976]. r or t but in this parameterization depends only upon the verti-
EhN,: hence r - E .\.) Using the GM values of E = 6.3 cal separation A: and the parameter p. Modifying the ex-

It0 ',h= 130m. and N,,= 5.23 x 10 s (3 cph) yields pression gi%en by Desauh.ies [1976] to include the parameter p.
a %alue of = 9.7 x 10 J kg. the TVC. can be written

To describe the partition of energy in wave number space.
we choose the analytically convenient functional form of the I f
GM model given b Desauhies [1976]. The GM parameter j. TVC4. A:) = j dv, MS.,,,V)
specifying the equivalent number of vertical modes, always
appears in conjunction with other parameters. This combi- (4 2Cos ( 21)
nation of parameters has been defined by Desauhies [1976] L(22 + ?I - 2 i 21

nJ, N,(h m s 10) Where

For the GM value of j. = 3. the quantity r = 1.39 m is. 0 = Az( --2 2
The vertical and horizontal wave number spectra of dis-

placement can then be written as To evaluation for arbitrary p. numerical integration of the
double integral was required.

DSfl[t) - dMS&(2 x)[l~('. 2 + /2)1, If)) A summary of the dependences of the statistical quantities
f on the pa.rameters E. t. and p is presented in Table I.
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TABLF I. Dependences of Statistical Quantities on Model 10
-2

Parameters 02

~P=27Model ParameterE2

p Pt p

m. x x 10-3
TS. X X l,.sc -
TS'. x x
MV . X xHSC

MHC: x
TVC. X

10
-4  

1 - -

An X indicates that the quantit. is a function of that model param- 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
eter p

Fig. 12a

5. COMPxRISON ,t. D.Ar., W1it1 SPLUCIRAL MODLIL 10' -- -- '-
t

In this section the data presented in section 2 are compared __ .M%_) (TS.MS;

,ith the theoretical formulation presented in section 4. There r . -- -Z- -

are three independent parameters. r. t, and p, that must he - (TS,MSu)>/ MHC

chosen to completely specify the spectral behavior of the GM

model. These parameters are selected to fit in an optimum 100

waN the many statistical quantities measured simultaneously 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
during MAT. Because of the variety of measurements. se,- P
eral independent determinations of each parameter are possi- 12i1. 12,
ble. Both MS. and MS. provide estimates of f2. the moored
vertical and horizontal coherences tMVC and MHC:) allow tO,

estimation of t. and the DS. and TS yield ,alues of the prod- P:2

uct Et [rable 1. These quantities are all dependent upon p.
The value of p can be determined directly from the slope of
the frequency spectra of velocity and displacement: the TVC-
is also a function of p independent of E and t. Consistency C s
among estimates of -7 . and p is then used to verify the E 1O
beha,,ior of the model. ,:5 ms MVC

Estimates of .- from moored spectra are found by mini- MHC

mizing the squared difference i between the logarithm of the
observed spectrum and the logarithm of the model spectrum.
Specificall). 10

-4
_ _ _ _

2log Sj:. i ,, - log S,a,.Z5. ol - 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
':: = M--K ,-, .-, .log [/.,.,Q ]! jg.

AFig I
t221 Fig 12 Fstimates of the model parameters 1. Pt. and t from the

MA TI data. I he oscrall best lit %,alucs are sho%% n as solid circles' for
where S ,,,)j and S,,,,ll-, ") are the observed and comparison. tue G\I Nalues are also indicated (open circlesi (a) The
model spectra. respectively, at depth :, over at frequency band best lit %,alues of f as a function of p. Direct estimates from spectra of
centered at f,). The functior Smod~ for vertical displacement is ,ertical displacement MS, and horizontal elocitN MS are shovn as

solid lines. Indirect estimatesof F- using direct estimates of Ft from
MS )5 and for total horizontal velocity is MS. 4 MS, 4). DS and TS . and r from MVC and MHC are shown as dashed lines.

The quantity 1 is the average squared error over M frequency Ilhe' squared error 1- (22) of the lit is sho'sn in the inset. Ih) The best
bands and K depths. The function LQ,,,, is the length of the lit %alues of i is a function of p. Direct estimates from ,ertical and
95'.. confidence band of S,,,: its purpose is to give more horizontal coherenccs. MIVC and NIHC. are sho, n as a solid line.
weight to spectral estimates of higher statistical confidence Indirect estimates of t using direct estimates of Pr from )S, and TS..

and f from %ertical displacement aid horiontal , eloct spectra. MS.
[Lerine et al., 1983]. and MS. are sho\n as dashed lines. t,1 The best lit values of ft as a

The best fit values of r2 as a Ihuction of p are shown in function of p. Direct estiniates from vertcal and horizontal k;tve

Figure 12a. These results are based on data from seven depths number seectra. DS. and IS .are sho\%n its solid lines. Indirect esti-
for displacement and five depths for velocity (1883- 1273 in). mates of f'. isitg direct estimatcs of i front MS and \IS,. and t from

" IVC and \MH(" are shoN% n it, dashed line,
The fit is made over the internal wave frequency hand from
(1.2 to 0.7 cph: this is the center of th continuum away from
the buoyancy frequency and the internal tide. The minimum
squared error i;' occurs at p - 2.5 2.7 for displacement and
p - 2.65 2.85 for velocity. although the precise locations of value are plotted with the observed spectra in Figures 5 and 8.
the minima are somewhat vague (Figure 12a). As a com- It is clear from the figures that the spectral slope of p - 2.7 is
promise. the value of p = 2.7 is chosen for overall best fit. and at better tit than the p - 3 of the GM model. The TVC also
the spectral models of both displacement and velocity for this pro ides an estimate of p independent of F and t. The coher-
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ence data compare more favorably with the value of p 2.7 can easily be related to other observations. Systematic dis-
than the GM model value (Figure 10). cussions of the historical data are presented by Woish
The MVC; and MHC. are used to determine the best value [1976], Wunsch and Wehh [1979], Roth et al. [1981]. and

of i. since they are both independent of p and f. The model Le'ine e al. [1985].
MVC, is also independent of frequency. Even though the ob- In terms of total energy per unit volume, the internal vave
served MVC show significant fluctuations in frequency field during MATE agrees with the GM level and falls in the
(Figure 6a). average values for the band 0.2 0.7 cph were cal- middle among historical values [Lerine et al., 1985]. Near
culated to compare with the model for all possible vertical steaep topographic features such as Muir Seamounts, Hydro-
separations (Figure 61). At large vertical separations the co- grapher Canyon [Wunsch, 1976]. and Hudson Canyon
herence squared approaches the bias level: estimates near 0.1 [Horchkiss and 14"unsch. 1982] the energy in the wave fields is
are not significantly different from zero. The model results (19) significantly higher by a factor of 2 50 than the GM level. At
are also plotted in Figure 6h for a range of values of t = MATE the effect of the nearby seamounts (9 km away') on the
2.5 3.6 m s and N = 1.74 2.35 x 10-3 s (1.0 1.35 cph): background energy is apparently not significant.
the GM value of I = 1.39 m ' s (j, = 3) is also shown. While The frequency spectral slope (r) P ' in the internal wave
there is large scatter in the data. it is clear that t = 2.5-3.6 band at (t >.lwas found to be consistent with p = 2.7. This is
m ' s fits better than the GM values. The model MHC, (20) is slightly less steep than the canonical GM value of p = 3.
compared with the observations at the only horizontal separa- However. other studies have noted that a dependence less
tion of 332 m in Figure 7. The data are less coherent at a steep than (,) 2 generally fits moored spectral data better [e.g..
given frequency than predicted by the GM model. The ob- 4nsch. 1976: Lerine et al., 1983]. The modified GM model
served horizontal coherences are remarkably consistent with allows the variation of the parameter p to be tested by all
the same range of t of 2.5- 3.6 m ' s that fits the vertical relevant statistical quantities, not just the slope of the fre-
coherences. Although it is difficult to estimate a precise value quency spectrum itself: there is significant improvement be-
of i from these coherences. the average value of 3.1 m ' s is tween data and theory at MATE with p = 2.7.
plotted in Figure 12h along with the GM result. The parameter t, which is directly related to the equivalent

The product Er is estimated independently from the level of number of modes j,, sets the wave rimber bandwidth in the
the TS.. from horizontal profiles made by SPURV, and the GM model. At MATE the best fit value of t = 3.1 m ' s
DS. from vertical profiles made with the CTDSV. To fit the (j* = 6) is a factor of 2 higher than the canonical GM value.
[S.. the model spectral shape x 2 114) was fit to the observa- There are not many accurate determinations of t. so the
tions. minimizing a squared error defined in an analogous number of good comparisons are limited. The best compari-
manner to (20) o%cr the vae numbers 4.7 x 10 " to 9.0 son is with the results from the extensive measurements made
x 10 ' cpm (Figure 91. The fit was not extended beyond during the Internal Wave Experiment (IWEX) [Briscoe, 1975:

10 2 cpm because the wave number dependence of the spec- Aliilh'r et al.. 1978]. The IWEX model allows t to be a func-
trum changes. and these wavelengths arc probably too small lion of frequency. To examine results from models with slight-
to be modeled reasonably by a linear model. The estimates of ly different parameterizations, it is most useful to use "equiva-
ft are plotted as a function of p in Figure 12c. A similar lent bandwidth" when comparing results [see ,\iller et al..
approach could be used to obtained it from the DS: how- 1978. p. 492]. The IWEX results, when converted to units of t.
ever. instead we use the results from the detailed analysis of show a decrease from t = 3.3 m ' s j, 6.4) at low frequency
Levine and rish [1981]. They used the same data set and to r = 1.7 m ' s (i, = 3.21 near N. In the frequency band
included the effects of temperature fine structure in the pres- where the MATE data were fit, above the tide and belov N.
ence of the internal wave field. It was found that approxi- the IWEX value of t = 2.4 m ' s (j, = 4.7) falls between the
mately I 2 of the DS from wave numbers 0.004 to 0.05 cpm at MATE and GM value. If a value of t had been estimated at
1013-m depth was caused b\ internal waves, while the remain- high-frequency near N for MATE, a lower value of t would
der was temperature fine structure. Estimates of E were oh- result due to the high coherence near N (Figure 61. This fea-
tained using their value for the level of the uncontaminated ture is consistent with the decrease in t at high frequency in
DS. and are also plotted in Figure 12c. the IWEX model.

The consistency among the independent estimates of E . T he modfied GM model presented here is still admittedly
and the product t can be checked, since any two quantities crude-only three parameters to define the statistics of the
can be used to calculate the third. Direct estimates of Ct from internal wave field. lovccr, it does permit a more accurate
TS, and DS: (Figure 12c) and t = 3.1 m ' s from the MVC representation of the internal vvave field at MATE than the
and MHC, (Figure 12h) yield indirect estimates of E. plotted GM model. The formalism can also be applied to other obser-
as a dashed line in Figure 12a. Similarly, the indirect estimates vations "here the fr,:qucnc\ spectral slope differs from ", -.
of it. from direct estimates of C and t. are displayed in Figure The spectral description of the internal waves at MATE
12c, and indirect estimates of t. from direct estimates of ft and mav provide 'useful information to theoreticians seeking the
E. are shown in Figure 12h. The agreement is remarkably best kinematic formulation of the vave field to test theories of
good among all the measurements for p = 2.7 - better than a internal wave dynamics, During the last 10 years there has
factor of 2. been considerable effort in trying to understand the dynamics

of a random sea of internal gravity waves. A variety of theo-
retical techniques have been used to study nonlinear interac-

6. DISsct;soN tions among internal waves (see West [1981] and .lifler ct al.
To put the observations made during MATE into per- [1986] for reviews of the topic). To relate their results to the

spective. we briefly survey the historical set of internal wave ocean, some form of the GM model is usually used as the base
observations. The major features of the wave field as observed state of the oceanic internal wave field. Transfers among wave
in most internal wave studies can be reasonably described by components in frequency wave number space by nonlinear in-
the GM spectrum. The GM model serves as a benchmaik that teraction are then estimated. If a different base state of the
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internal wase field were chosen, such its that found during X 1t) 4 J kg at p 2 2.7 is in good agreement with the GM
MATE. then some of the theoretical results may be modified. model (about 10".. lower). Indirectly inferred values of E from
Howseser, due to the complexity of these theories, further in- estimates of t and Lft from coherences and wave number spec-
xestigation is necessary to determine if the modifications tra are consistent with the directly measured f (Figure 12a).
would be significant. The directly determined value of t from the moored coher-

Little has been mentioned about the effect of noninternal ences is independent of p and estimated to be 3.1 m I s
wave fine structure on the results of this analysis. From the (Figure 12b). This is about a factor of 2 larger than the GM
detailed study of temperature fine structure by Letine and value (equivalent to a J. - 6 in the GM model). Indirectly
Irish [1981]. we conclude that the moored vertical displace- inferred values of t from directly determined ft and E are
ment spectrum MS' is essentially uncontaminated by fine consistent and distinctly higher than the GM level.
structure. rhe internal wave signal was found to be a factor of Direct measurements of b from both vertical and horizon-
10 higher than the fine structure contamination in the internal tal wave number spectra are nearly equal at p = 2.7 (Figure

sie frequency band: this agrees quantitatively with the re- l2c. Indirect estimates are consistent and about twice the GM
suilts from IW-X [.IiiIler t al.. 1978]. The moored vertical value.
coherences MVC also were found to be unaffected by fine An independent verification of the parameterization of the
s tructure at vertical separations greater than 10 m. However, internal wave field is provided by the acoustic experiment.

the effects of fine structure are significant at high wave num- MATE was a unique experiment. designed to test our ability
hers in estimates of dropped spectra DS- inferred from temper- to relate observed internal wave fluctuations to simultaneous-
ature measurements, and this effect has been taken into ac- IN measured acoustic variability. The acoustic experiment con-
:ount. No estimate of the importance of current fine structure sisted of observations of pulses at 2. 4. 8. and 13 kHz. trans-
in the selocitv obsersations has been made. However, if we mitted over a fixed 18.1-km path between towers anchored on
apply the results from IWEX to the MATE data, then the the two seamounts. The data were reduced to time series of
contamination in the moored velocity spectrum MS. is a pulse amplitude and travel time. The temporal fluctuations of
factor of 2 3 below the internal wave signal over most of the the acoustic signals were due primarily to the oscillations of
Internal wasc frequency band. Near N. however, the fine the sound speed field caused by tides, internal waves, and fine
structure elffcts may actually dominate. If one uses this esti- structure. The statistical description of the internal wave field
mate of current tine structure and remoses it from our spectral presented here is used as input to acoustic theories, which can
estimatcs. the effect on the oscrall lit would be relatively small then be %erified using the observed amplitude and travel time
and would not significantly affect our conclusions, statistics. The observed travel time fluctuations agree well with

the predictions using the description of the internal waves
7. St. 5.1%tARN ANt) (Oi,,it SION provided by the MATE model [Ewart and Reviod.s,. 1984].

The unique feature of the MATE internal wase study was There is significant improvement using the spectral slope
the acquisition of towed and dropped measurements simulta- p - 2.7 and bandwidth t = 3.1 m s U. = 6) compared with
neousls with moored obsersations. This permits careful exam- the cannonical GM values. This independent sampling of the
ination of internal \sase statistics in frequency and vertical wa\e field increases confidence in the validity of the MATE
and horizontal \sasc number. A generalized formulation of the model.
Garrctt-Munk spectral model %%as used as a framevork for There are perhaps two perspectives with which to %iew

comparing these diserse observations. III this modified version these results. The internal wave specialist would stress the
of the GM model, three parameters. p. E. and I. are needed to deviations from the GM model: (1) frequency spectral slope
specify the entire spectral bcha\ior. The parameter p sets the (,) ' - (p = 2.7) at high frequency rather than (,j (p - 31 and
frequency dependence: the spectral behasior for both horizon- (2) value of t about twice the GM value (j. = 6). Certainly
tal sclocits and sertical displacement is c) P' ' at , > f. The deviations from the GM model, of this magnitude and larger.
quantit. P N is the total energy of the internal wvave field per have been reported previously [e.g.. Wunsch and If"ehh. 1979].
unit mass at the reference buoyancy frequency .N: it appears But often only one or two types of measurements are avail-
as a (actor in the expression for all spectral quantities ((4). (5). able, and usually it cannot be determined if the desiations are
(III. (12)). We choose the value of , = 1.74 x 10 " s 1 (1 consistent with internal .aves or due to some other processes.
cph) as it reasonable scale. The parameter t sets the wave Because of the variety of towed, dropped, and moored obser-
number bandsidth of the wav,- field, thereby controlling the vations at MATE. the parameters were evaluated from inde-
spatial coherence scales and the vertical and horizontal wave pendent measurements and found to be consistent with the
number spectra Fxpressed in terms of the GM parameters E. kinematics of internal waves.
h. and i,. The generalist would note that the observations are still

1 . Eh-,, remarkably siviilar to the GM "universal" spectrum that was
originally derived from fits to data taken at vastly different

t jrt N..h times and places. From this viewpoint the experiment can be
This model ,ould he useful it) apply to other observations seen as contributing another piece of evidence to better define
N here the alue ofp differs from the G M valuer the internal wave climatology. It is perhaps surprising that the

Independent obsersations made during MATE were used to deviations a-e so small given that MATE was a single experi-
e. i. and the product ITi. directly. The best lit of the ment lasting less than I month in a unique topographic set-

determine FI n h rdc ~.drcl.Tebs i fte ting.
data to the spectral model is summarized in Figure 12 as a
function of p. The directly determined value of P. from
moored spectra of displacement and velocity, had the least lcknowledynt. We profited from the advice and help of our

colleague Yves Desaubies. The technical assistance of Le Olson and
error . for a value of p - 2.7. significantly less than the GM Art Pederson made the experiment a success. Thanks are also due to
salIc of p = 3 (Figure 12a). However, the value of P 8 all the other MATE participants from the Applied Physics Labora-
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ABSTRACT

Ihe currents obser'ed over the shelf'and slope during the Australian Coastal Experiment (ACE) are used to
determine the amplitudes (as functions of time) of the first three coastal-trapped wave (CTW) modes at three
locations along the southeast coast of Australia. A statistical "eddy" mode is included to minimize contamination
of the coastal-trapped wave currents from East Australian Current eddies. The first three CTW modes account
for about 65; of the observed variance in the alongshelf currents on the shelf and slope at Cape Howe, about
40'> at Stanw~ell Park. but onl, about 24'+; at Newcastle. Currents associated with the East Australian Current
dominate the observations offshore from Newcastle. CTWs account fbr all but 1 011-.37'- and 27" of the currents
obsersed at the most nearshore locations on the shelf at Cape Howe. Stanwell Park and Newcastle. The first
two coastal-trapped save modes propagate at close to the appropriate theoretical phase speeds. but the third
coastal-trapped w~ave mode and the eddN mode are not coherent between the three current meter sections along
the coast Surprisingl',. mode 2 cames a greater fraction of the coastal-trapped wave energ than does mode I
at two of the sections. MlodLs I and 2 are coherent with each other at the 01; significance level. The major
energ, source lor the CIWs is upstream (in the C1W sense) of the first line of current meters.

I. Introduction data to identify, in the frequency domain, the first three

Since the earlh observational work of ttamon (1962) CTW modes at each of three locations along the south-

and the cxplanation of these obser ations as continental eastern coast of Australia. They use the phase difference

shelf \xascs (Robinson. 1904), there have been exten- between the eigenfunction amplitudes at different lo-
shel thaesoi on, 64m , ther hand numeous eten- cations to construct a dispersion diagram for the firstsise theoretical developtgents and numerous obser- three CTW modes. Although these dispersion curves
sattons ot alongshore propagation of sea level and cur-
rent pertutrbations (see lysak's, 198(, review). How- are somewhat steeper than the theoretical curves. theyare convincing evidence for khe presence of the first
eser, until the A\ustralian Coastal Experiment (ACE) three CTW modes. In contrast to the local wind-driven
of' 1983 84, no specific search %\as made for the along- CTWs described by Clarke and Thompson (1984)
shell propagation of coastal-trapped wave (CTW) Freeland et al. (1986) found the ACE region to be

nm.des \11 earlier studies of [Vs s assumed that the d ree wv orna the bac lon g
firstdominated by free waves originating further back alon
t ir modes .t datanant.mae bnl. attempt o 198t th the wave guide but modified by the local winds. For
dInntmitimodesrtordpta wasamadembdeslsochh(1data bff the Freeland et al. analysis to work. the response must
In fitting barotropic dynamic modes to the data off b oiae yfe ae saylclwn ocnOrgn 1ih(18a on h eodmd ob be dominated by, free waves as any local wind forcing
Oregon. Hsich ( 1982a) found the second mode to be will introduce a bias into their results.
dominant. However, this result is disputed by Denbo In this paper, we use the ACE dataset to determineand .Allen (1984). Yao et al 11984) attempted to fit the amplitude of CTW modes at three locations off

baroclinic modes to data off Vancostver Island. but the thamludofCW oesttre ctinof
mocln oesto ter Vanouv idenifind, because southeastern Australia and to look for alongshelf prop-
modescould not be unambtguousl identihed because agation ofthese modes. The theory used in this paper
the database Cosas inadequate, and in Part II (Church et al., 1986, hereafter referred

T-he Australian Coastal [xperiment, described in to as Part I1) is summarized in the Appendix, and the
reeland et at. (1986). was specificall designed to data is briefly described in section 2. The observed

search for CTWs. Freeland et al. ( 1986) use the ACE alongshelf currents are expanded in terms of the first

three CTW eigenfunctions and a statistical "eddy

Perrmanent affiliation Institute of Ocean Scnces. Sidnes. British mode" for each of three current meter sections, and

Columbia VXI 4B2. Canada. for each half day of the six-month record (section 3).
'* Permanent afiliation: (College of O(canograph.. Ort.gon State Note that. unlike Freeland et al. (1986), we determine

t i'ersm.t ("or allis. OR 97331. the amplitude ofthe first three CTW modes in the time
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domain rather than the frequency domain. Our diffier- 2. The obseried current, pressure and wind stress field
ent method of analysis, which gives results slightly dif- The main ACE array consisted of three sections o1
ferent from those of Freeland et al.. allows us to ex- Current meters (each skth five moorings and each ha\-
amine the relationships between the various CTW am- ing a total of 15 current meters) offshore from (ape
plitudes and their relationships with the observed Howe, Stanwell Park and Newcastle (Fig. Ia). The dc-
alongshelf wind stress. Two other reasons for corn- signed placement of the current meters on each section
pleting this analysis in the time (rather than the fre- is shown in Fig. lb. The actual depths ofthe moorinp
quency) domain is that the model amplitudes are were within 15 3 of these nominal depths with most
needed for boundar' conditions for a time domain moorings being closer than this. We shall refer to the
model (Part 11) and because we feel this method is less three sections of current meters as line I ((ape I lowc).
biased by local wind forcing than are the results of line 2 (Stanwell Park) and line 3 (Newcastle). The cur-
Freeland et al. in section 4. cross spectra between the rent meters are coded as in this example: f'3/ () ff
modal amplitude time series are used to derive the dis- refers to lowpass filtered data) is a meter at a depth of
persion curves for the first two CTW eigenfunctions 1000 in on the third mooring from the coast on line
and to show that the eddy mode does not propagate 2. The current meter sections arc nominall\ identical.
along the shelf. The fact that the resultant dispersion and the current meters were distributed so that the first
curves are not significantly different from the theoret- three CTW modes could be separated. The meters are
ically expected curves is a valuable confirmation of not. therefore, clustered close to the coast but arc closer
CTW theory and indicates that the modal decompo- to the shelfedge and slope where the CTW modes ex-
sition does provide meaningful results. In Part 11, we hibit sign changes. By having three current meter sec-
use these amplitudes as boundary conditions for a tions, we hoped to see CTW modes propagating along
CTW model and show that this CTW model does have the coast and check these propagation speeds against
predictive skill on the shelf. theoretical predictions.

Port Stephens
Newcastle / Mo33°s N .oran Head 0 4 .. ""'

/ /I

Syny 100% data return 120000 mnSydney J  
120/

Camp Cove . o no data return340 / o Incomplete data return /

Stanwell Park * /Newcastle2

Port Kembla /e y-5
/ ."125 r

m _ 190 m

350 Jervi Ba / m,

/ a Meteorological station 500 m 650 m/ / SSP station -1000 m
/ Current meter mooring 120

n I. Australia Stanwell Park 2000 m

• .: -- 125 mI m _" 190 m

3 7 0 de I S0-00 m1 50 ",. "/-/ - 650 r

ape Green Cape Bass Strait 1200 m
ow Gabo Hoba

15OE 1510 1520 Cape Howe 2000 m -1900 m

i ,, ation diagram tor the Australian Coastal Experiment. (a) The locations of ie" current meter moorings..SSF records and
, h h re meteorological data were collected. The sole mooring at 42'40'S on the cast coast tif tasmania is shown on tse I rset The

, -, the 2(g) m iohath and the dotted line is the 4000 m isohath. (b) schematic [not to scale) diagram of the locatlons o'current
!ht- w ions ot ('ape Hrowe, Stanweil Park and Newcastle. A solid circle indicates l(N)"; data return, an open circ'e /ero datai

,l .I h ill haded circle indicates an incomplete record Accurate b)tom protiles are gisen 1 In g. 3.
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Some data was lost due to trawlers moving moorings, 3. Eigenfunction representation of the obseried cur-
extreme currents causing large tilt in some of the rents
mooring lines, and the total loss of one mooring. How
the raw data was processed, together with notes on the The currents at Cape Howe (and also the other s,-data collected, is given in Freeland et al. (1985). The tions5) are due not only to CTWs but also to a number

of other phenomena. The most important of these isdata used here have been lowpass filtered (half-power eddies formed from the East Australian Current, and
point at about 40 h) and decimated to one value every eres wred ro th alt c urrent . nd

12 h. The principal axis of variance for all of the current there were periods at all three current meter sections

meter records was almost parallel to the alongshelf di- when offshore eddies had a strong effect on the shelf

rection. and we have used only the alongshelf com- and slope currents. (A paper on these eddies is in prep-

ponent of the current throughout the analysis that fol- aration.) To determine the amplitude of the CTWs.
lows. we decomposed the observed currents in terms of the

Coastal sea level data was collected for ACE from first three CTW eigenfunctions (section 3a) as well as

six locations along the coast. The analogue sea level a statistically defined eddy mode (section 3b).

charts were digitized to hourly values, lowpassed, de- The decomposition of the observed currents into the

cimated to noon and midnight values, and corrected CTW eigenfunctions and the eddy mode was done in
for atmospheric pressure variations to give subsurface the time domain and used separate CTW modes andfor tmopheic ressre aritios togiv susurace eddy modes at each of the current meter sections. This
pressure (SSP). Data are also available from two sub- ed oe tec ftecretmtrscin.Ti
surfcepressure g.Daauae offsorvaie from differs from the analysis of Freeland et al. (1986) insurface pressure gauges offshore from Cape Howe.whctedcopsinwadnentefrqnc

These gauges, which were near the first and third which the decomposition was done in the frequenc,
moorings, will be referred to as fpl I and fpl3. The domain, using a single set of eigenfunctions for all of
details of the routine data processing and of the data the sections.
available are given in Forbes (I 985a).

Meteorological data from 16 stations were obtained a Density.field and eigenlunction calculations
from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. For 12 of
these stations, data were recorded twice daily at 0900 The density data during ACE were collected with a
and 1500 LST, and for four stations, the data were Neil Brown Mark 3 CTD along several sections per-
recorded at 3-h intervals. All of the data were inter- pendicular to the coast and along sections through off-
polated, filtered and decimated to noon and midnight shore eddies [602 stations were completed during ACE
values, and the principal components of variance of (White and Church, 1986). The three current meter
the wind stress determined. The wind stresses were cal- sections were the most often repeated: Cape Howe (6
culated using the neutral steady-state drag coefficient times). Stanwell Park (14) anJ Newcastle (7). To allo%%
of Large and Pond (1981). Meteorological data from the CTW cigenfunctions F, ,for the pressure field), the
three buoys moored at midshelf are also available, phase speeds c,. the associated wind 1.. and frictional
While these data were not continuous over the ACE coupling coefficients (a,) to charge as the bath,, metr
period, they did indicate that the alongshelfsind stress and Brunt-V~iis li frequencies change with alongshelf
did not vary significantly acrossthe shelf(Forbes. 1986). distance, we calculated the eigenfunctions (and asso-
We selected three stations that provided continuous ciated phase speeds and coupling coefficientsl at thewe
data during ACE and that we thought to he represen- three sections.
tative of the wind stress field. The three stations- The processing of the rawCTDdata to 2-dha'craged
Green Cape, Montagu Island and Norah Head (Fig. data is discussed b. White and Church (1906). Yhesc
I)-are used in the application of the CTW theor 2 dh data %%ere aeraged to determine 0db data. and
(Part Ill). Details of the data and the wind field o'er an a\erage densit\ section foser the ACF period) s,is
the ACE region are discussed by Forbes ( 1085b. 1986). calculated for the three locations. As the Brunt- Vaisala

The twice daily alongshelf current and sea level data frequenc. profile vaned slightls in the cross-shelf di-
were highpasstd to decrease the amplitude of signals rection, an artificial profile \%as constructed for each
with periods greater than about 210 da\s. lo achicc section Ihis profile consisted of the profile at a mid-
this. the individual series were Fourier transformed, shelf location Idepth 135 m) oined to a profile at the
the amplitude of the Fourier coefficients with periods outer end o! the section. BeloA the depth of the (I 1)
greater than 20 days were set to /ero. and the ness data (15( ) d,). the Brunt-Vaisala frequent) \%as as-
highpassed series in the time domain were generited. suned to de,:rease e\ponentialls with a depth scale of
Spectral results (using a different bandwidth) indicate 1.5 km. IhL profile at each of the sections (Fig. 2
that this filter passes a small amouni of encrg at pe- agreed %%ith the historical data presented b\ I c\itus
riods of 24 days and has no efect at hi.gher frequences. i 1982). The profiles in the upper 15(H) m are quite
Unless otherwise stated, all series (except the surface similar at Newcastle and Stanwell Park. but at (ape
wind stress) were subjected to this highpassing before tlowe the large peak in the near surftce la\ers is absent.
further analysis. Ihe bottom profiles at the three lIcations. deter-
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(red/G)
2  Brink and Chapman. 1985.) The numerical technique

0.0000 0.0002 0.0004 replaces the x = x boundary condition with the con-
0. __ dition that, at a large distance L from the coast, the x-

derivative of the velocity normal to the coast is zero.
This is a good approximation if the outer boundary is
at least one deep-water Rossby radius beyond the bot-
tom of the continental slope. We chose a value of .

4oo-i = 150 km to satisfy this condition. The grid is regular
Necastle in the x-direction and stretched in the z-direction. We

______ used a grid with 63 points in the x-direction and 23
--- Cape Howe points [between z = 0 and z = -h(x)] in the z-direction.

AThe linear drag coefficient r was evaluated from r
= CJUJL when C) is a quadratic drag coefficient (of
value 2.5 X 10- 3) and [IJLS is a scale velocity (of value
0.2 m s-'). The eigenfunctions were normalized such
that for unit amplitude the energy flux was 1 erg s '.

The theoretical dispersion curves for the first three
CTW modes at the three sections are shown in Fig. 4.

1200 For the purpose of comparing the theoretical curves
with the observations, we shall ignore their very slight
curvature and use the low wavenumber. low frequency
limit. The first mode phase velocities increase from 3.2
m s- I at Cape Howe to 4.0 m s-' at Stanwell Park and

1600 5.2 m s' at Newcastle. The corresponding phase ve-
Fi;. 2. The .V profile used in determining the (1W eigenfunctions locities for mode 2 (and 3) are 1.77 (0.97), 2.15 (1.27)

at car tHowe. Stanell Park and Nevkcastle. Below 6OOdball cures and 2.43 m s '(1.24 r ;-), respectively, and are given
are %er, similar and to avoid confusion only one is drawn, with their respective eigenfunctions in Fig. 5. The in-

crease in the phase speeds is due to the increased strat-
ification in the north and also to the increased shelf

mined from charts and depth data recorded on each width.
of the cruises during ACE, are shown in Fig. 3. Al- The calculated CTW eigenfunctions for the along-
though the three profiles have a similar shape, there shelf current [G,(.x. z)] for the first three modes at the
arc considerable differences in the width of the shelf, three current meter sections are shown in Fig. 5. We

The CTW eigenfunctions z(x, -) and the eigenvalues completed a number of sensitivity tests for variations
c, were found by solving Eqs. (A5) using a numerical
technique. (The program was generously supplied by
Dr. K. Brink: the basis of the technique is outlined in Mode I

-Mode 2

:17L 1.5/

---- ..... .. ",, °St,,.i P.,

O- .0 : IMode 3

-2
0 00

j

3000 0.5 .. / ' ... Newcastle

, -- Stanesl Park

.... Cape Howe
000 5 00 -

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

s0o0 oo . T - --I - - k 2?r/k(x 10 m-
1

)
o 25 so is 100 12S ISO

D..I.. . ofio- J-) Ho- . 4. Theoretical dispersion cur
Ne. The theoretical dispersion

curves for ('1 VW modes I, 2 and 3 are given for the three current
I t I I he depth profile used in determining the ('IA eigen- meter sections. For mode 3. the dispersion curves at Stanwell Park

lunttions at (-ape Howe. Stanwell Park and Newcastle. and Nevcastle are almost identical.
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1-1(. 5. The eigenfunctions. 'The first three ihcorcficallr determined CTW eig~rntunctions .nd the siatisticall\ determined
-eddN- mode for the current meter wetions at ('ape Howe. Stanwell [Park and Newcastle are showkn. The contouring is i
arhitrar\ units.

in the depth profile /i(x) and the stratification N2(z). the depth or stratification profiles (such as migh bN
The results indicated that the eigenfunctions and the produced by inaccuracies in the data or local vaniat .)ns
phase velocities were not sensitive to small changes, in in the shelf( condit ions).
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h. The statistical edd' mode From the limited data available at any of the sections.
To define the eddy mode, we follow the technique we initially decided that we could, at best, determine

of Freeland et al. (1986) and initially assume that cur- the amplitude of only three CTW eigenfunctions and
rent Vt) masued a 100 mdept atthe urtestone statistical eddy eigenfunction, so Al = 4. The am-rents l<.() measured at 1000 m depth at the furthest plitudes of the eigenfunctions are the solutions 4 of

offshore mooring at each of the sections (i.e., current

meter n5/1000) are due primarily to eddies. This is a G4 = v, (3.3)
reasonable approach, as CTWs are trapped near the where the njth element of the matrix G is te value of
shelf and, relative to eddies, are not large far offshore the nhele ent of the th e of
and at depth. In contrast, eddies strongly affect the off- the alongshelf current component of the jth eigen-shor reion an th desityperurbtio asocited function (j = I to 4) at the nth (n < 15) current meter
shore region, and the density perturbation associated location on each section. The 4) that satisfies this equa-
with eddies reaches to depths well in excess of 1000 m
(Nilsson and Cresswell, 1981). Given this assumption, tion such that the residual is minimized (in the least-

currents at any location on this section that are cor- squares sense) is the Moore-Penrose solution:
related with V, (t) are then assumed to be associated 4, = (G1G) IGtv. (3.41
with eddies and not CTWs. The values a(x, z) that
minimize the mean square error A more stable solution is found by using a singular

value decomposition i.e.,
E [ (x. z, t) - a(x. z) ,jt)]2 (3.1) R

define the distribution of eddy signal, which we inter- 4 'q (3.5)
pret as a statistical eddy eigenfunction. The eddy ei- ,-1 X,

genfunctions (Fig. 5) have their maximum amplitude where q, and X, are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues
offshore and near the surface. Their amplitudes decay of the matrix G'G and R is the effective rank of the
towards the coast and with increasing depth. The eddy matrix (R - 4). R = 4 corresponds to the unstable
eigenfunctions at the three sections (Fig. 5) are quite Moore-Penrose solution. Equation (3.3) is badly con-
similar to each other but are very different from the ditioned, and even with the large amount of data avail-
dynamical CTW eigenfunctions that have their max- able from the ACE array, the Moore-Penrose solution
ima on the shelf and near the bottom. We believe that is unstable. The fact that the eigenvalues appear in the
our results are not sensitive to the exact values chosen denominator of Eq. (3.5) is the reason why the Moore-
for the eddy eigenfunctions. The tendency for the eddy Penrose solution is unstable. The eigenvectors and ei-
modes to increase in amplitude offshore ensures that genvalues are slightly different for each line and also
they are badly matched to any CTW activity and so vary as gaps appear and disappear in the data. There
they should readily absorb energy associated with the are, in general, eigenvalues near 2%, 10%. 35% and
eddy field. Rather than using the whole record to de- 55% of the value of the trace of the matrix. The value
termine the eddy eigenfunctions, an alternative ap- of 2% is close to 1he accuracy of individual current
proach is to look at the current distributions across a meters, and the total experimental inaccuracy is cer-
section when a large eddy is present. We have done tainly much greater than 2%. (See the residual variances
this for the Stanwell Park section, with results very at the end of the next paragraph.)
similar to those we obtained using the above procedure. To choose the appropriate value of R, we carried

out a series of tests using the data from the Cape Howe
c. Determination of the amplitude of the eigenfinctions s, ction. For the complete time series, we evaluated the

residual variance and the variance of the solution for
Having now defined a statistical eddy mode, we shall different values of R. At Cape Howe. as R was decreased

relax the assumption that the currents measured at lo- from 4 to 3, the residual variance increased from about
cations n5/1000 are due solely to eddies and determine 10% to 13% of the observed currents, but the variance
the amplitudes of the eigenfunctions in a least-squares of the solution decreased by a factor of 3 (and a factor
sense. of 7 for mode I). Further decreases in the value of R

The theoretical solution for the alongshelf currents caused larger increases in the residual variance but less
of CTWs [see Eq. (A7 is a sum over an infinity of rapid change in the variance of the solution. Also, for
modes. In practice, this sum has to be truncated at a each regressioP (at half day intervals), we applied F
finite number Al, i.e., tests to see whether or not inclusion of a particular

Mu eigenvector significantly reduced the residual variance.
V (.v, Y, z. t) = G , z)o, (j, t). (3.2) The tests indicate that the smallest eigenvector is onlyz significant (at the 95% level) in about 10v of the

I regressions, the second smallest eigenvector is signifi-

Even though the ACE dataset is large, the determina- cant in about 14% of the regressions, the third eigen-
tion of the amplitude of the CTW modes is not trivial, vector is significant in about 30% of the regressions.
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and the largest eigenvector is significant in about 43% The observed alongshelf currents are compared to
of the regressions. The times at which no eigenvectors the sum of the fitted modes for Cape Howe in Fig. 6.
are significant correspond to times of small currents. On the shelf, the sum of the fitted modes is a good
On the basis of these tests, we omitted the smallest approximation to the observations, but the fit offshore
eigenvector from the solution and set R = 3. Note that is poorer, and it is apparent that CTWs and a single
omitting an eigenvector does not mean a particular "eddy" mode cannot account for the observations. The
mode is omitted, but rather a particular linear com- modal amplitude time series for the first two CTW
bination of modes is not allowed. The second smallest modes at the three sections is shown in Fig. 7.
eigenvector is probably only marginally significant to It is difficult to determine the amplitude of the CTW
the total solution. For R = 3, the residual variance, modes from the data. For our finite array (which is
averaged over the total time series, is about 13% of the larger than most previous arrays used to study CTWs),
observed variance at Cape Howe, about 20% of Stan- the modes (the CTW modes and the eddy modes) are
well Park and about 23% at Newcastle, i.e., the least- not orthogonal. Given noise in the experiment (due to
squares fit to the observed currents accounts for at least inaccurate current meters, vertical movement of me-
77% of the observed variance at each of the three sec- ters, changes in stratification, etc.), it is only possible
tions. to determine the amplitudes of some linear combina-
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Fi(;. 6. Comparn-,, of the observed alongshelf currents and the alongshelf currents calculated
from the sum of the fitted CTW modes and the eddy mode.
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Fto. 7. Modal amplitudes warbttrarN units). The amplitudes of (a) (1W mode I and hi mode 2. determined from thhe r kred
alongshelf currents. are shown for the three current meter sections (The sign of the cigenfunction% is arhitar\ and tor comparison
with the ohscrsed currents and winds these modal amplitudes need ito he multiplied h\

tions of the modes (in our case, the first three eigcn- of the variance at Newkcastle. This suggests that (TWs
functions) rather than Of the modes themiselves. IHow- are the donminant cause of' %anance at (ape Hfowe,
ever, we hase no choice but to proceed A ith the a\ ail- wxhereas offshore eddies and (he Fast Nustraltan CUrf-rn
able database. are the dominant source of\ ariatice at Newc astle. I hcL

In determining the amplitudes of the modes, %%e determination of the: amplitudes of :he (l lW% XtN
could muli the alongshore velocities by depth in- castle is far less reliable than at either oftthe other -,c -

tervxals to get transports and then minimize (in the least- lions.
squares sense) the residual transports rather than min- Spxtcra Wlig. 8l of the cigenfuiction implitudcs (in
ini/ing the residual %elocities. Hiowever, this procedure ericrg conscrs ing form) indicat. that most of thI, cn-
places most wxeight on the offshore transports where erg\ at ( ape Hiowe and Sianwvel Park is in t1w band
the CI W response is small and produce unrealistic wfill periods rangittg f ,rom 4 to I-' da\ s Ihis N Coll-
results. %finimiiting the residual velocities places about sistent with spectra of the alongshorre com1ponlen Of
equal weight onl all except the deepest offshlore meter. thle wind stress (FIig iQl. Vote that these spectr ! were

from eigenfunctioti amplitudes obtained w thisut lfirst
4. Properties of the eigienfunction amplitudes highpassing I .. ! alongshelf component of currents. I he

calculated energ flux at ('ape Howke it q. (0\Xu due to
[he ftrst three (1W eigenfunctions account for the fiist three (4Wk modes is 2.9 1. 10) W if the along-

about 6 5 , of' the % ariance at Cape Hlowe. about 40'~ shelfecurrents are not highpass filtered (its distribution
of the sanance at Stanwell Park. but only about 24", with frequency i, show~n in Fig. 8). and 1.1) - t)' W
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iftheN are. Of this latter value, about 3l1 1 is carried by between 00 and 30' across the remainder of the
mode 1. about 49"; by mode 2. and the remainder by wave band. These phase estimates have error bounds
mode 3. The relatively large energy flux carried by of about 300.
mode 2 at both Cape Howe and Stanwell Park (see Fig. The eddy eigenfunction also shows a peak in the
8) is rather surprising. (The eddy mode is more or- wave band at a period of 12 to 8 days (Fig. 8). This
thogonal to the second mode CTW than to the first, maN be due to higher order CTW eigenfunctions that
and it ma\ be that some of the first mode CTW is wert not explicitly included ir, the analysis or ma. in-
ippearing in the eddy mode. Even if this is the case. dicate ,ome influence of the CTWs, or the wind fluid.
the energ flux of the second mode is at least as large on the cross-shelf position of the East Australian C jr-
as the energy flux of the first mode.) ('ross spectra (not rent.
shoA n) etec computed betweten the eigenfunction am- At Nc scastle. the energy levels of all of the moaes
plitudes. These show that eilenfunctions I and 2 are are higher, and most of the energy is in the lowest fic-
highl\ coherent "ith each other right across the wave quencies. Also. a much smaller percentage of the var-
hand: no other pair of modes i; as consistent'y coherent ance is accounted for b\ CTWs. The explanations for
across the wave hand at the 95"r significance level. The these two observations are not clear: they are likely to
phase lag between modes I ant 2 is 5°-1M° at Cape be associated with the proximity to the East Australian
Howe and close to zero at Stanwell Park. The eigen- Current and increased eddy activity levels offshore from
function amplitudes for modes I and 2 at Cape Howe Newcastle. The East Australian Current ma\ be gen-
are coherent with the wind at the 95, (and higher) erating CTWs. or possibly the eigenfunction decom-
significance level and lead the wind at Gabo Island by position cannot resolve the CTWs adequately in the
about 20' at a period of 24 days, but lag the wind presence of such a large amount of noise. As for the
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Cape Howe

E

I Io
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cpd cpd cpd p

Cape Howe Stanwell Park Newcastle Eddy mode

FiG. 8. Spectra of the amplitude of the first three CTW modes at Cape Howe, Stanwell Park~and Newcastle. hese spectra are normalized such that the area under the curve is proportional
to 2/1'/Oo times the energy flux. The spectra of the eddy mode at Cape Howe, Stanwell Park and
Newcastle are also shown. Note that the currents were not high-passed filtered before obtaining
these spectra.

other tolines. amplitudes of modes I and 2 are highly in the eddy eigenfunction is increased by only 17%.
coherent across the wave band and there is a near zero The general shapes of the spectra remain unchanged.
lag. Eigenfunction I is coherent with the eddy eigen- Cross spectra between corresponding eigenfunction
function for periods of six and fewer days. If R in Eq. amplitude time series at different locations have been
(3.5) is decreased to 2, the energy level in the CTWs computed for the three CTW eigenfunctions and for
at Newcastle is decreased by about 50,%. but the energy the eddy eigenfunction. The most significant coher-

ences occur for CTW eigenfunctions I and 2 between
Cape Howe and Stanwell Park (Fig. 10). In the band06-24 days, modes I and 2 are coherent at the 9570significance levels and the Stanwell Park series lags the

~Cape Howe series. The transfer functions between CapeHwe and Stanwell Park show a peak of about 1.4 for

F 'i.8.Seraoth apitue fth bfr t thre oes tape Howey f r thnel rk f e w v a d

mode and 1.2 for mode 2 at the period of 12 day.

to f/~ tmestheenrgyflx. he petraoft edd moes athCae H owe Stane Prks aftendead

Na sThis peak in the transfer function occurs at about the

same frequency as the peak in the spectra foralongshelf
i wind stress (Fig. 9).

Sthe third CTW eigenfunction amplitudes are not
coherent at the 95% significance level for any pair of
alongshelf 'ocations. This contrasts with tg results of

r of sFreeland et al. (1986), who derived a credible dispersen5 i .0 o 2. 0th e v in t . curve for the third CTW eigenfunction. The lack of
Gabe.%lend Gree Ca,.p e .. H. e significant coherence (at the 95% significance level) for

. Spectra ofthetmode 3 may result from the fact that the present tech-
ape Howe, Green aape and Norah ead I he spettrare functions b teeiaform such that the area under the curc , proportnal to the main is more subject to contamination by noise than

variance of the alongshelf compnent of the wind %tress. Note that is the method of Freeland et al.. where the Fourier
there are different sbales on each plot analysis removes some of the system noise prior to

S hspt ntetase fnto cusi bu h
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Fit. 10. Cross spectra (transfer function, phase and coherence) for (a) CTW mode I and (hN mode 2 between Cape
Howe and Stanwell Park. The 95, significance level for the coherence is indicated by the dashed lines, and a negative
phase implies that Stanwell Park lags Cape Howe,

modal fitting. However, in agreement with the rsults tercept regression model is used because each eigen-
of Freeland et al., the eddy eigenfunction time series function amplitude time series is identically correlated
are not coherent with each other. The results for cross at zero lag with itself. Also, choosing either a positive
spectra between ('ape Howe and Newcastle and be- or negative frequency changes the sign ofthe phase lag
tween Stanwell Park and Newcastle were similar, except and implies the regression must pass through the origin.
that the coherences were less significant than for ('ape The slopes oftI-ese regression lines are estimates of the
Howe to Stanwell Park. wavenumbers of the first and second mode CTWs at

For periods ranging from 3.6 to 24 days (i.e., the each frequency. The resulting wavenumbers were then
frequency band in which most of the CTW energx is plotted against frequenc. and linear regressions. with
located) and for modes I and 2. we completed a linear zero intercept computed. (Note that the frequencies
regression (with zero irtercept) of the observed phase are the independent variables and the wavenumbers
lag versus the distance between sections. The zero in- are the dependent variables, so we must regress k on
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w and not vice versa as shown in Fig. 1I.) The inverse castle) is chosen as the value for L, then the theoretical
of the slopes of the regression lines is an estimate of averages for modes I and 2 are 3.8 and 2.0 m s '
the phase speed of the first and second CTW modes. respectively. The 95% confidence limits for the ob-
The estimated phase speed for modes I and 2 are 3.0 served phase speeds include these theoretical values
and 1.76 m s '. respectively. Student's t-tests (Draper (Fig. 11). If the value chosen for L is 360 km (Cape
and Smith, 1966) indicate that the observed phase Howe to Stanwell Park-the region with the largest
speeds are significantly different from zero and from coherences, which produced results that dominate in
each other (at greater than the 95% significance levels), the regression), then the theoretical average for modes

The theoretical phase speeds averaged over the ACE I and 2 are 3.5 and 1.9 m s', respectively (somewhat
array are defined by closer to the observed phase speeds).

I=f d 5. Discussion

L Although coastal-trapped waves have been thought
to exist in the ACE region and on most other shelves

where 1. is the alongshore distance over which the av- around the world (Mysak 1980), the only identification
erage is taken and c, is the phase speed of the ith mode. of the theoretical cross-shelf structure prior to ACE
If 520 km (the distance between Cape Howe and New- was that of Hsieh (1982a,b). Hsieh analyzed only one

location, and thus alongshore propagation was not ob-
servable. Furthermore, Hsieh assumed barotropic

( ) rather than baroclinic theory. The results presented
.od " here (and in the paper of Freeland et al., 1986) are the

ell first to indicate alongshelf propagation of theoretical
S/ coastal-trapped wave eigenfunctions at phase speeds

o ,.5 4 .sB 7 not significantly different from the theoretical free wave
/ phase speeds. The computed and observed phase speeds

/ / of the first CTW mode are in agreement with Hamon's
1.0. (1976) result that a phase speed of 3.5 m s- ' works, 1 . ' -... -........................ W/f=o., ......... ' better. in a CTW m odel used to hindcast coastalse

1b12,/' V levels on the east Australian coast, than does a phase
0.5_jT. /

.7V speed of 4.0 m s- ' (as determined from coastal sea

474 level observations by Hamon, 1966).A .. .. .. . The phase speeds computed here are slower than
0.0 0.5 1.0 those computed by Freeland et al. (1986) and are closer

k 2r/Xi"x~o) to the theoretical values. Freeland et al. used an an-
alagous technique to that used here. except that the
modal decomposition was done in the frequency do-

2.0--3.7d / / 4 main rather than the time domain. The difference be-
,, tween the computed phase speeds occurs partly because
<'< the two data analysis techniques answer slightly differ-

1.54. /.d ent questions. Freeland et al. determined the apparent
0 - r' phase difference between the eigenfunction amplitudes

6d at different locations. This method is subject to con-

Sd A , tamination from direct wind forcing. In contrast, the

........... .............. J/foi. .. technique used here determines the phase difl'ercnce
between the coherent part of the eigenfunciion ampli-

o. 0.5 tudes and is therefore less subject to contamination bN

.2 ;"~ direct wind forcing in the ACE region. Some compo-
nent of the coherent signal that is due to the large-scale

.-0 ' " ro wind forcing in the ACE region will remain, howexer.

k 2r, (x ,06W) Both techniques work reasonably well because the ACE
region is dominated by free waves that originate further

F[,. I1. Dispersion curves for the (a) first and (h) second coastal- back along the wave guide, and direct wind forcing in
trapped wave modes. The triangles indicate the estimated wavenum- the ACE region is of secondary importance.
her for the sanous frequencies, aod the solid line is the linear regression The results from the modal decomposition indicate
fit (with /ero ii ercept) to these poiints. The stippled reions are the

95; confidence linits to this dispersion curve: the dashL I line is the that CTWs account for a significant percentage of the

theoretical dispersioo curve for the ACE region. variance of alongshelf currents over the shelf and slope.
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At Cape Howe, CTWs accounted for 65% of the vai- and Yare the turbulent stresses in the. and .)directions
ance. At the three current meter sections, the percent- divided by p,;.is the Coriolis parameter; and A' the
age of variance accounted for by the CTWs increases Brunt-Viiisala frequency. The origin of the coordinate
for the meters nearest the shore. In fact, for the meters system is at the coast with x the offshore direction, -v
fl 1/125, Q2,1/125 and f31/75, CTWs account for all the alongshelf direction, and : vertically upward. For
but 10%, 37% and 2717, of the variance, respectively. CTWs, the boundary conditions are that the motion
We would expect that for locations closer to the shore is negligible for large x. there is no flow through the
than these moorings the percentage variance accounted surface or bottom, and the depth-integrated velocity
for by CTWs would be even higher. perpendicular to the coast is zero at x b. As in Clarke

The CTW amplitudes at Cape Howe were signifi- and Van Gorder (1986), b is chosen such that the depth
cantly coherent with the wind at Gabo Island and h(b) is three times the Ekman layer e-folding scale. This
modes I and 2 were significantly .oherent with each coincides approximately with the depth contour h = 20
other. Presumably, then, CTW modes I and 2 are gen- m. At the surface, an alongshelf wind stress r (' , t) is
erated simultaneously by the wind further back along specified. In contrast to Clarke and Thompson (1984)
the wave guide. A surprising result was that mode 2 linear bottom friction is included.
carried more energy than mode I at Cape Howe. This Clarke and Brink (1985) and Clarke and Van Gorder
was also true at Stanwell Park (Fig. 8). Three questions (1986) consider the low frequency, low wavenumber
raised by the results presented are: What is the energy limit of these equations. Under these conditions, the
source for the observed CTWs? Why does mode 2 carry solution is
more energy than mode I? Are modes 1 and 2 highly
coherent because there is a small generation region or 1(, ,) = ., :W,(., t). (A2)
is there an alternative explanation? We hope to pursue ,
these questions in future papers. where , (the amplitude of the jth CTW mode) satisfies
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APPENDIX .A -+ f F-,j 'h 'di:] (A4b)

Theory with

Consider a stratified Boussinesq ocean initially at + F (A40)
rest. In a right-handed. Cartesian coordinate system. f" ,. d Jperturbations from the mean state satisfx the equations

- (AI a) Here r is a linear bottom friction coefficient and T'(3.

t) is the surface wind stress in the y-direction (parallel

t, +-lu -p, t Y: (A Ib) to the shore) and is assumed independent of x. The h,
are the wind-coupling coefficients and the a, are the

p - (A Ic) frictional-coupling coefficients that lead to decay ofthe
P1) modes and energy exchange between the modes. The

u, + t., + w: 0 (A Id) t-'Ic., z) are the eigenN ectors of the eigenvalue problem

(Ale) . = 0. (A5a)
g .

where I is time: u, v and w are velocities in the v. v and with boundar\ conditions
z directions, respectively; g is the acceleration due to
gravity: p' the perturbation density: p the mean aterCF,

density: p the perturbation pressure divided by p:; X
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F =0 on f = 0 (A5c) In this method, the number of modes included is trun-
.f2": zcated to a finite number .1t and houndarr conditions

(Ch, -, +. +.h,F= 0 at = -h(v) (Ad) for the modal amplitudes specified at some startinglocation (sayv I - 0). i.e..

F = 0 at v D. (A5e) ,(0. t)= knon futnction. (IN I
The eigenvalue c is the alongshelf phase speed of the
jth CTW mode. The depth h(x) increases from the coast Equation (A3) may he written as
to the abyssal depth of the ocean.

The eigenvectors have the following orthogonality di-v[ (v./)/iv)] 1)[i. (I)]l:i). (A12)
propert. (Clarke, 1977):

where

( :,x. z)-. d
F " h d h),[V. I,( I)] 1l(v)r '(1'. 11 " a ( .) ( .t I A I

+ f ", (h. z)I'(). z)dz = .-,6. (A6)hi )'(Y) e\PL, 1 0 ')l 01\ 4
where .1, is an arbitrary constant.

For conditions when wind forcing is of secondary
importance and friction is small. Eq. (A3) states that Equation (A12) can be integrated from I to f
the CTW modes Fwill propagate alongshelfat the free using the trape/oidal rule. Ilo eer. this Integratin
wave speed c, requires knowledge of'/)[ • DA, (I - , v Il. In thie ,

Once the solution (A2) is obtained, the alongshelf version of the Clarke and Van (jordcr I , method

velocity (in the small wavenumber. lo\,-lrequenc, used hcre.,[. i (I )isused as .in initial apT0\1maitll
limit) is found from for ot - )v. t (v t (i)land then the ,solution is itcrated

until it con\sCIgCs. Operaionalh): . the iteratise sl)itJI
I 3p I a ,, --) con crges %cr\ rapidl, (1 spicall\ in t o of thicc tcr-

/I). : o.V , O ations tor a tolerance of I I. (larke and Xan ( , odci

106) hasc rccentl\ changced the Icranlt ItL(hslkjU
to a matri\ in,,erion techniquc

The energy flux I' through a section perpendicular RI I I KI I

to the coast is (following Clarke and Battisti. 1983, but Brink K I I I k hapni.n -, F, i L,. II'

allow ing for a coastal s all) I'TpIIIC, A ,-'.a.1.L -. llI;,'k, i ,, ,L 1!, , t '.2-d. , ' , ,
1 "", hL i 1C 11,11cl hcl -i n,h i, k % I,'. I ,,i ca,, !.

- FS ~ 1 ttrittil t Lh Rclr \'k Ii(1 )I
I' 2 , rl. o (A - f IT[-] ,1II 1, .1 1 's \ 1i 11 1 ( , I ,-,. K I

] 5. ,rlb) %)ilith '"I', ' Id , I ,' . L ,'

(<X l'I ililerlai f hcil Paril H ,sci sil, I F' ,

16. 1',4' 10"
s, here the bar indicates a time aserage. Substituting lrktc \ .. [ '- r.,iw,.Lni U , .2 i ,i .i .
(A") and (A7) and using the orihogonalit\ condition h'itd c, asal trapped long' ,,.1c'. I P' , -

(,, ). the time-averaged energ_ flux is d ) 1 71C Il ,1:1,..iI I i ,
At wr'.ed t~l filt, n-ilherri o(.wM .llic ,t ,( ui ,, ( ,u ,%.t '?

4 )V I Il)
'  

1.hs Ol s-_ r 011 i 11' CL IO

21
'  and R () R Ihnn,, n I I il- i .JF

kic en reLsi w in ihc ALL.iiL"LJ I aiji I \;- vOL-il ttL /
PIll , ( ) i ', 14, IIf the shelf topography or stratification changes sith . and K 1i 'Irk 1r 0. th' w CMSre. h lli II,

i-. then the cigenfunctions I., (\, I) will also change but shell and 'FlW kltr, .I Ihu iuir lIatgr a .;tt'h. hrcticn, \
the amplitudes (h, or a unit encgx flux in the ith mode ,,indtFrirlg t i, 1 ,,',, I0. 4,? '-
will remain constant. arids \ in (o nde l sil nlcth, i, tl als alitin c 1 5,1-0 i

tii~v olai, uic-dclcrdtcni. tiawwhd shellilnd klop" "11I t i,

Followking Clarke and Van Gorder (1986) Eq. (A3 .1 mh , L',,' 1b. 3) P I
is sol\ed bN integrating along the characteristics , l,i.) tDvnh,. 1) Vi .and +1 S .ien. IFs4 Roiar\ CvplrP al orihk,, ,,ih al
defined bN lunctin anal st' of currents near !he or)egon oast i /'Ii,

h(Laro'er 14, 25-46

di, I t)raper. N. R . and H Smith. F)66 .Ippli., Ri..,'i,, n {eta/i,,,
-- (Alt0) 'ile, and Sons. 407 pp

(y )
-orhx-s. A. N1, G.. 114g5a Sea leel data from ihe \usirahan ( mstal
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Measurements of Near-Surface Shear in the Ocean

J. G. RICIMAN AN) R. A. Dt SZoIt-K.

College of Oceanoqraphy, Oregon State I nit ersit V, (orallis

R. E. DAVIS

Scripps Instinution of Oceanography. La Jolla. California

In an effort to measure current shear very near the sea surface a string of vector-measuring current
meters suspended beneath a surface float was deployed 180 km off southern California at 34 N 121 30'W
on November 26. 1981 and allowed to drift freely for over 6 days. This arrangement, which we call the
current meter drifter (CMD gave measurements at depths of 2.5. 5.5. 8.5, 11.5, 14.5. 25. and 63 m.
During the first two days. when the winds were light I -8 m s) and variable in direction, a nearly uniform
current shear was observed in the upper 15 m with a low-frequency velocity difference of 5 cm s between
the instruments at 2.5 and 14.5 m. During the last four days. when the winds were brisk I> 12 m s) and
steady in direction from the NNW. a strong downwind shear of order 10 2 s ' was observed in the
upper 10 m with a velocity difference of - 7 cm s between the instruments at 2.5 and 8.5 m. During this
same period the shear below I10 m was much smaller, The average currents during the CMfD drift veer to
the right of the wind stress with angular displacement increasing with depth. Time series of the velocity
ditlerence between 2.5 and 5.5 m compare very well with (t)u. - t In 15.5 2.5), where tlt) is the wind
direction sector (of unit magnitude), u. - (wind stress 1) 2 is the friction velocity in water, and v - 0.4 is
%on Karman's constant. On the other hand. a similar comparison of the velocity difference between 5.5
and 8.5 m to 10t()u.,' In (8.5 5.5) is much poorer with obsersed velocity difference being much larger,
possiblv due to stable stratification effects. Possible errors in the measurements have been considered and
estimated as less than the observed velocity differences. Near-surface shears as large as the obsersed are
sery important in closing the momentum budget for the oceanic boundary layer.

I. I.\-R(tI)L't( tI(N preted near-surface ,elocity spectra using a scaling argument

Fhe vertical structure of currents near the sea surface have based upon this prolile and constant stress boundary layer.
long been a subject of profound study among oceanographers. flu [1975] found a logarithmic profile obeying law-of-the-
E-kntan [1905] showed, using a constant "iscosity model of wall scaling in the water in a laborator. wind-wave tank.
turbulent friction, that currents should turn steadily to the Churhtill and Cstiad iv [1983] reported observations of loga-
right of the wind with increasing depth (in the nor',ern hemi- rithmic selocity profiles from drifters and drogues in Lake
sphere). .eridr, p et al. [19421 cite evidence in favor of right- Huron and Cape Cod Bay. Dillon et a/a. [1981] observed the
ward turning, if not precisely of the form suggested by the %ertical dependence of turbulent kinetic energy lissipation in

constant viscosit model. Regardless of turbulent parame- a mountain lake by measuring temperature microstructure
terization it is a robust theoretical result that the wind-driven and found a vertical decay from 50 cm to 5 m that resembled
mass transport of the sea surface frictional laver is the wind 0,.

30%c) where u. is friction velocity (lwind stress water
stress divided by Coriolis parameter, directed 90 to the right density)' -I and k is von Karman's constant. The role of sur-

of the wind [Pedlo.sky. 1979]. Much evidence can be cited in face gravity Waves, So tremendously vigorous, in the transfer
f, tvor of this [Daris e t.. 198I: 'el-cler, 1982 I. The precise of low-frequency momentum across the air-sea boundary and
form of the current structure near the surface remains uncer- then to greater depths i " imperfectly understood. Kitaiqorods-

tain. frictional boundary layers along rigid walls have been ki al Lionth'y [1983] and Kitaitorodskii et al. [1983] attempt
studied theoretically and experimentally since Prandtl 11925] a computation of air-sea momentum and energy flux from

and ron Karman [ 19301. The simple result is that velocity has high-freqtency measurements of wave motion and turbulence.
a logarithmic profile receding from the wall. The subject is In their model, large increases in the kinetic energy dissipation

thoroughly reviewed by Monin and Yoqlton [1975]. The occur %ery near the surface, although the turbulent transfer of
theory has been applied with great success to air flow across momentum isnearly constant near the surface.

land and sea. appropriate modifications h;,ving been made to Davis et at. [1981h] measured shear in the upper ocean.
the theory for the efliects of stratification and earth's rotation from 10 m depth down. Though they report currents generally
[C.sanadr. 1967; Cahiwelt t al.. 1972] to describe the vertical to the right of the wind, it quantitative attempt to balance

structure of the atmospheric boundary layer [Busch. 1973]. Coriolis force, integrated vertically through the mixed layer.

Application of the theory to the ocean surface layer has against su-face wind stress fell short by as much as 40"o

lagged, probably due to the paucity of detailed near-surface [Dari.s vi al.. 1981a]. Order of magnitude estimates suggest

current observations, itself a result of the difficulty of making that the momentum hudget could be reconciled if the shear
above 10 m wcre of order u,.(Kz)the necessary measurements. Still. Jones and Kenney [1977] a

thae ne cssary sIn this study we report the results of an experiment to
have proposed a logarithmic surface current prolile antd tnter-

measure current shear very near the surface, from 2.5 m depth
Copyrtght 1987 by the Amertcati (eophssical I non downward. In section 2 we describe the experiment. In section

Paper number 6('0742 3 we present the results. while in section 4 we include an
014X-0227 ,7 (XXAs-,(742SW5(5) analysis of the expected performance of the instruments in the

28. 1
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CURRENT METER DRIFTER Data model 635-11 Asae pressure recorder at 32 5 m sampled
ML- 81 26 NOV- 3 DEC, 1981 and recorded every 0.5 s. The position of the CMD was deter-

mined at least 8 times a day by visual sighting or by triangu-
lating on IIF radio heacons on the surface buoy from the R V
New Ilori:on. During part of the observ ational period.
current-following drifters drogued to I. 2. 4. and 9 m depths

VMCM 2.5m were also tracked by triangulation from the ship. Ship's pos-
VMCM 5.5m tion was determined by Loran-C. A Datawell wave rider

VMCM 8.5m spherical buoy was deployed twice a day from the ship to

VMCM 11. 5m obtain surface wave characteristics and spectra. Frequent

VCM 14.5m inhigh-resolution temperature profiles were taken from the ship
No useful temperature data were recorded on the current
meters.

3. RrSt:I+rS
VMCM
(Folt) 2Tm The drift of the CMD is shown in Figure 2. It drifted 180

VMCM 30,n km over 6.8 days toward 160 T. generally downwind. The
PRESSURE wind speed and direction are shown in Figure 3a. During theRECORER 32m first two days of the CMD deployment the wind speed sas

variable and rotated gradually from the west to almost out of
the north. Thereafter, it blew at 10 15 m s fairly steadily from

340 T. The 6.8-day average wind was 7.8 m s from 331 T.
while the average for the last 4 days of the experimcnt ssas
10.6 m s from 338 T. The components of current at near-
surface depths with respect to 14.5 m are shown, low-pass
filtered with a cutoff at 0.25 cph, in Figure 4. Differences of
selocity between adjacent current meters are generally small
I- I cm s) and variable for the lirst 2 days. then moderately

large ( > 2 cm s) between the upper two pairs of instruments.
VMCM 63m and downwind. The 2.5-m current meter registered some 7

cm s more southward velocity than the 14.5-m current meter.GLASS
FLOTATION Velocty differences between pairs of current meters below X.5

in were slight.
RELEASE

700 LB Model
WEIGHT 1 The simplest model of selocity profile at a boundary with

ig. I Instrumentation on the current meter drifter. an applied stress is that the velocity behase like

ut:t = i.i * In -+ const 1t

surface waves encountered during the experiment. We lind

comparati.ly strong shears in the upper 8 m, of the order of
10 2 s '. comparable to u,(K':) 1 shear magnitudes based on 3 3 -25 1• D, 16 O-*-

the applied wind stress, and weaker shear or none at all, -F

within experimental accuracy, between 8 and 15 m. Currents 4 -,SAN FRANCISCO

ascraged oser the length of the experiment deployment (about .,z
7 da st show a consistent turning to the right with depth. in vo,, I2''N
agg cement with Ekian theory. fl AV DIEGO

AOOV 28
2. EXPERINIFr OV 9

In Nosember 1981 we deployed a vertical string of vector s'°Y' \ 30

Measuring current meters IVMCMsp [Weller and lDatis, 19801, NOV 30
shown in Figure I, for 6.8 days. in an area southwest of Point
Conception off California (Figure 21. The string was suspend- 25*"

ed from a roughly cylindrical surface buoy. 6 m long, I m DEC,
diameter: it was terminated by back up buoyancy and an I2" 15 'ow
acoustic reiease at 70 m. followed by a 350-kg anchor. The i
whole arrangement, dubbed the "'current meter drifter" 2

(CMI)). was free to drift in the surface currents. Five VMCMs L 1
were placed every 3 m between 2.5 and 14.5 m below the ML-81
waterline of the surface buoy with additional VMCMs placed 26 NOV- O EC. ,,C .

at 25, 30. and 63 m. All current meters measured and averaged 11 . . C

current at 60-s intervals for 6.8 days. except the meter at 25 m, -50 W 12c-00

which was set to record at 3.75-s intervals and ran for 3.8 days I ig 2 Location and drift of the current meter drifter during the
and the meter at 30 m which failed after 13.5 hours. A Sea- Nomenber l)ecember 1981 experiment
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x, here u. is IwxInd stress water density' I and K is %on 4 INSlRI MINI\I PIR IKMONN( I
Karman's constant. This classical model assumes constant Arc the %clocit% dillkrcnccs measured indicationh of actual
stress in the boundary laer. little influence of stratification, velocities, or are ihe, arifacis of sampling or htgh-frcquenc
and distances from the surface small compared to the plane- aliassing difficulties associated w.ith the itpe of instrument or
tary boundary layer scale i. I the motion of the vchicle in response to the forcing in the
('ippipar1 , 1, ith Data agitated environment of the tipper occan ' We shall consider

this question in two parts. First. we examine the motions of

In Figure 5 we show time series of components of velocity the CMD vchicle induced bh waxe motion, including an. loxx-
difference between 2.5 and 5.5 m. These we compare to the frequenc, rectificatiins induced hy such forcing. Next. we con-
%kind. plotted as the predicted shear (u. K) In (5.5 2.5/. resolved sider the implications of Weller and DOalis' (1980] careful lab-
into components parallel to wind direction. The coincidence of oratory calibrations of the VMCM sensor*, response charac-
the observed and predicted shear is remarkable, especially for teristics to combinations of steady and high-frequenc, recipro-
the last 4 days of record, corresponding to the steady wind cating motions. Our conclusions are that current differences
period. In Figure 6 we show similar time series of velocity greater than I cm s cannot be attributed to instrumental
shear between 5.5 and 8.5 m. compared to the predicted shear errors or errors due to carriage motion rectification. The xe-
li. h) In 18.5 5.5). The correlation between observed and pre- locit differences observed, even between adjacent pairs of in-
dicted shear is again quite high. though the former is consider- struments separated only bN 2.5 m. are generally considerably
ably larger than the latter, larger than this threshold.

A hodograph of current relative to 63 m. averaged over 6.8
days. is shown in Figure 7, together with the average wind Si(cwa c Wa' e15
stress for the whole 6.8 days. l'kman [19(05] theory suggests It 1, important to our interpretation of the current meter
that the relative current should rotate with depth to the right time series to argue that the sensors' response to the low-
of the wind. [his does indeed seem to he the case. Fven on frequcncy band Iperiods longer than - 1( s) is not infected by
this figure. we see that average current shear between 2.5 and rectification from lhe high-frequenc graxitN wave band. The
5.5 ti is approximately downwind, less so between 5.5 and 8.5 evidence for ',his assertion is as follows A Datawell wave rider
m" The integrated current transport between I and 16 m buoy wv as deployed for 310 mitn tx ice at day during the experi-
depth, taking the measurement at each level as representative ment. The VMM at 25 it Aas set to sample every 3.75 s,
of an average over a 3-i interval. is 1.2 m ' s ', directed extending the current sampling into the surface gravity wave
toward 228 T. rhis is to be compared to the theoretical hand. A pressure sensor at 32.5 m sampled every 0.5 s. Somc
Ekman transport. -vt p/ which is 1.8 m

2 
s '. directed toward Ipical results are shown it Figures 8 aiid 9. Figure 8 shows

241 T. The I - to 16-m transport is two thirds of the theoreti- the wave rider buo), surface displacement spectrum for two
cal [-kman transport. %& hich is directed some 13 of arc further 30-min periods during the experiment, beginning at 22() UT
to the right. This agreement is not unreasonable given that all No,,ember 27. 1981 and 165) iT November 29. 1981. The
of the mixed layer is not resolved. Similar hodographs have earlier period coincides vxilh 30-min average winds of 6 m s
recentll, been observed by Wt'llr elI it(. [19851 and Stwcey el from 250 T. the later to winds of 10 m s from 140 T. The
al. [IO96]. ditlerence in the distribution of spectral variance between the
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bigh-frequency part of the spectrum is higher than in the loiw- I g 6 l,'cio% dtfterences hetuseen 5.5 and X.5 ml (solid lml corn-
a% Id period. In contrast. thle loss -frequency hand, beginning at Pared it ulK 'In i8.5 S.Si model (dashed hrel.
II 1(, H/ and extending tul 0.0; 1-1/, is more vigorous on No-

\embr -7 tan o~enhe 29 Fhse pecra N~pfy he act kinetic energy is ohsersed in the VNICM spectrum near 10-s
that Surface wkixes w&ere dominated by low&-frequency swell pro.I eea.teVR Ikntceeg pcr r

limited winmd "a aes later. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the tra calculated from the wAase height spectra. Thle'underspeed-
VM(Ml xelo~citN spectrum at 25 mn and a \elocity, spectrum ing at high frequencies may, he instrumental. resulting from
computeCd using standard surface gras t% wase theory [PhJil- the VMCAx1 propellors spending tlime in their own wkakes, or it
hp,\ 1966] from the wAase rider buoy displacement spectrum. mall he a result of instrutnent motion wshich reduces the rela-
the VMCMl spectrum only barely extends into the surface tiehw eetees h ihfeunyVC pcr n

aaebatnd, hut on both days an increase in energy in the dicatc that the current Meters catl respond to grasl ity Ias
surface %sase band is ohserxed. On November 27, when at long notions. -AIl of' thle spectra shoss a spectral gap at frequencies
,%%ell dominates the %ase height spectrum. at rapid increase in heloss1 (thc surface %asc haind. The X'MUM spectrum ris
kinetic entergy at a 20.-s period is, obsersed corresponding to most steeply' for lower frequencies still. reflecting its more sen-
the increase in kinetic ettergy inferred from the swell spectrum. sitis e responise in this, hand. 'he occurrence of the spectral gap
On Noxemher 29. shortly after the wind speed increases to 1(0 itt the VMCMl spectrum indicates that tisl, instrument, and, h\
IIIs thle a axe height spectrum is dominated by short wind Inference. the others like it set to as erage and sample ox er

%ka C ith approxtimately Ill-s period. -Again. an increase in lotnger 610-s intlers als. were cil'ettix cl\ rejecting thle high-
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PERIOD (seconds) motion measured by the instrument of the water past it would

100 50 20 I0 5 2 e
1 (02 r ------ '

u5 J(a. :o. I - ui(, I) - u,14a. 0. I) 14)

ME 1 27 NOV, 198/ where uij(x, t) is the velocity at the point t, given by (31, The

right side of (41 may be written approximately as

0U 
- 0. 0 it) fit'[upa. Z,. II u . 1. 1 5t a~' t51_J

-2 ,,-29 NOV,-1 For a deep-water wave whose surface displacement is gisen b,

0 -A cos (kx - st) the mean value of this is

U.4 1Z = Ai sl e& 
'
- I . , Ii 161

IO
-
2 10- not zero in general, nor identical to the Stokes drift, though

FREQUENCY (hz) obtained in an analogous way. Differences in ,elocit. betveen

rig 8 Spectra of surface wase height for 30-min periods on No- adjacent instruments at levels z, z. would be

sember 27 (solid line) and November 24 Idashed line). Ai.,, = A 2
s.k(e', - ek-) A 2 .sk

2
e, A: = uS1,-,kA:I

frequencv surface k~ae .ariance and resol'ing low-frequency approximately, where A: = -1 :-. For A = I m. % = 27 (10

sariance not infected bv rectilication ofsurface waves. s). I k = 25 m, and Ustok ,= 3 cm s. But kA: = 13 ml 25

FTo determine the effect of surface waves on the motion of ml = 1 8. so Au,,4 = 0.4 cms. approximately,. w.hich is a great

the (MD. wc constructed models of the motion of the device, deal smaller than the Stokes drift.

Fhe model must give the motion of the ('MI) and the instru- Our most complicated model consists of representing the

ments affixed to it in response to a specified wave motion CMD as a taut compound pendulum made up of its various

[hen the relative motion of water particles with respect to a elements, the surface buoy and the instruments suspended

particular instrument can be predicted. The mean relative from it. subject to the buoyancy and drag forces acting in a

motion so computed is not /ero in general. The simplest (and reciprocating motion equialent to a surface wave field. Simi-

least realisticl model is to suppose each instrument fixed in lar models have been used by Chhahra [1977. 1985] We sub-

space. Then the mean relatise motion would be the well- jected the model CMD to surface wave motion in tao dimen-

known Stokes drift [Phillip.s. 1966]. sions made up of a small number of discrete spectral coipo-
nents, chosen to represent the wave field during the t%,o time

= -I-skc~L s =lkl
t 2 121 segments corresponding to Figure S. The frequencies and am-

for a surface displacement of .4 cos (kx - st). plitudes of these components are sho-An in Table I A given

A more complicated, but rather more realistic model is to instrument in the ('MD string executes a complicated path.

suppose that the surface buoy follows the motion of a surface which roughly follows the surface buo. as in the preou,

wave perfectly and on instrument rigidly attached to it by i example, but is in any case predicted by the detailed calcula-

vertical line of length z0 does the same, so that the two- tion of the model. With this model, we are able to perform a

dimensional time history of the instrument position would be careful calculation taking the mooring motion point b, pointalong the vertical line into account. Fxcerpts from the results

are shown in Figures 10 and I I for the tao time periods of
Ia. (1Z) + f 1.(a. o.I') 13) Table I and Figures 8 and 9. In Figure 10 we compare the

predicted pressure spectrum at 32.5 mi on fTlc('MD. using the
\Ahere u Ia. z. tl is the lagrangian velocity of a Aater particle model response function for a random sea, aith the obsers.ed
initially it (a. 1 with the subscript i - H. 31 corresponding to avae height spectrum aith remarkable Success I igure I I
horizontal and vertical directions. The instantaneous relative shows the rectified current that a perfect instrument-
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TA HIT I Su rfaice Wjaw C haracterist ics lor ' Pas Pu ring the I:%- ation mean ratios We hate made use of these calibration
pert mciii Not em her 27 With Sss cli- l)onii iiited C onditions and No- expernit s to assess the e Ilect of u nder peed inrg oi1 OT

senibL N9 With lMuration-timited Seasi Measurements. We supposed that the surface buoi, i% a perfect

Aniplttidesurface follttAer and that the near-surface current mieters
-aboise 15 in are rigtdIN attached to it. Then the surface state

Period. sNosetiher 27 Noternbr 29 moitionis encountered at[ a depth : are attenuated bi, a factor

4 1 cn 2 co II expt A:)). For &a axe in the sss eli band. k 'is far larger

10 57 con 44 cnt than 15 in. sit that this factor is quite small. [or example. for
2o 75, coni II cnt itie f period I -20) s. It q9 m, pecak-to-trough ampli-

Significant on5ii I in II ude of' 1 5 m irresponditig ito the s igorous period tin Nit-
state height %eniher 27; see Fable 11. the underspeeding is negligible fur
ecrest -to-t rouogh IMean speeds up to 20 cm s V-or I - I0s.A 24 8 m.

SAell min, he underestimated lue it) state rider characteristics peak -t-trough amplitude oif 1 14 ni Noiemher 27. 1 able I I.
estimates of the amount of underspeeding I I, for arious

mean speeds Iand ithser~ation depths -- corresponding toi

measuring current in at plane normal to the instantaneous line current mieter depths are shownr in Table 2
orientation at a gisen depth would see. ([he tilting of the line Ito estimate instrumental underspeeding, %%e used 11 tller
has been taken into explicit account in the model calculation.) ai il ft us"f 1990] results for unsteadN tlost " ith mean fhost
Note that Figures 5 and 6 abov)e refer to current differences andi oscillatitrn parallel anti sensor axle 4S tiT the mean fli...A
oxer 3-in separations. so that it is fair to take differences be- indl oscillation direction. [-his was a situation found to gis e
tween mean levels froni Figure 11. [sen so. the nmaxtimum rnoderatelN large underspeeding biases -1 hough ste Cannt re
surface waxe rectified absolute currents are of order 1.5 cni s, cons1truct the orientation historN of the sensors in our expert-
largest belowA the surface in the ,one oif most intense motion nis'nt. this seems at motdest]% pessinistic choice When mean
associa ted with the waxes 3-ni ditiherences ares malleIr. a bouit tlo%% and the o scilIa i tis are not colt near a itle rspeed inrg is

0 i 5cm s, retduicedi bCCaitiS the Instrumenit encounters its a ake less ire

I MM Rtor( ncr~nccipLtietIIl\, [he utiterspeeding bias is motlerate. - I ; ciii s lot
I .~(AI tsisr L tdt'spt'-diti, isertoation depths 1 1 5 and 14 5 in. anit for mnic flosts ofi

'A potetitial sotirce of error is the imperfections of the re- intlf 11) c"ii s I-itt highcr-frequenc \ a it e. for exam ple. 1 -4
spttnse ttf the VN\MM current sensor I'l c~r andi Oait i.s 119801 . k1 4 ) i. peak -totrsitgl AnIiplttttl t'f ii Sj II I Nise ni

coinsidered this qutestion x er ' carefutl]% Ihe\ shotvetd that the her 29h Fable ! . r esutii are shitk it In Table 2 1* iderspeedJIru
V\l MA sensor hats a response threshotld of I cm s. that it, biases it large mtagiuide. 4 cioi s. are fo'und Table 2 can be
rotation raite is at lin~ear fttnctioni of current absoxe 2 ciii s. that Used I4ttalia(icIse in (tie ollos ing aI a~siipptscticlb ( \l I)
it respottds quick ly to sudden changes in speed. and that it a1:r eve rift tug sfioli t at .'it cii , alot it iho be 2 andi

responids to the componenit tof current directed along the axle III Irite 11cii ll urents aete I itis and 11) sM 1 11it tit lw

otf the sensor. "'hen the sensor, acere suibjecitd to etimbi- tIsCIS at these slIlls e-10LIstiie 1ILeal lo seLON sitiM llIs o -

nations tof mean and 1 ttettiatinga flo\As. it Atas found. the meti- andI It0 1.iii s. ;lpelseis I f"111 ibls 2 atL 11edoss iii1 iii

sitred mean cuirrent tends to be lower than the trtie nicati. tleispCedtnu bias at 2 Ni IIo I I ftI ,i bsr anl !cia

apparenitl,, becatuse iifthe senstor encountering its ttwn wake in 1us ea istii Iti of 1 (I I1 91 , n aut III Ii hits

the downstreatn SwtigP Of thle cy\Cle. 1-bi1 sunderspeeding" %%its 2, I ciii s. for ani ohbsetc set) I lieu fis 1 11i, -

largest. gixeti the ratio of flutuiatioin it) mean cuirrent. for siti s Ih be osleist WCliiI sil icil 0f t 11, it 1 il

aligned mean current, fluctutation. arid senstor isle directions siiiatllctiti th it its sulict , III I l hiii if' 1
11tteflr antd Daiivs [ 19803] calibrated the sensors for this etlket tls fI thesse lAbIles [11 sillC 111 lIt",~~ i t Ic i stIi

in tow tank experimnitt; -Auith sarious orientations of meain, tot iilipefuu eiiti dilt fIi.1,1' ith-1 111,ilii t

fluctuationi. and sensor axle and for it wide: range Oif tliIctu- bs-hasttr of itie ( \l1 III III, ill siits li 1h, fit -IsO

PERIOD (seconds) PERIOD sxecondx,
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WAVE-INDUCED MEAN FLOW TABILF 21'. VclocitN 1'n~der.peeduttg I a I urictrior If D epth
(C m s1and Mean IFlors Speed Induced h'Nita Surfaic Waic %kith 4-, Period

-10 -05 0 0.5 10 and 2
ii-cm Amrplitudle

\1ean I lois Speed%. cmn
to- Depth.

mi 20) I5 10l

20- 2.5 0.5 09' 1.4 1 1
E 5.5 -23 10 2 s Is

3011.5 -4.0 -3.-32
Q. 14.5 4.3 .) 32

50

wkas 12 mn s with smiall excursions around the mnean direction

60 (of 330 T.
Below 2 mi depth the drifter shears are onlN 60'' of the

Fig 27 0 NOV (swell dominated seas) VMC'M shears, and the,, are miore nearl\ aligned with the
29 NOV (duration limited wind waves) wvind direction. Remnarkahlk. the I -m versus 2-in drifter shear

IiIISurface %ioae-itiduced itreai flois observed bk ideal is unmeasurably smiall. [his is surprising, since one would
cosine response current meters predicted fron the drifter introion expect drifter shears to exceed current mneter shears b\ the
miodel forced h\ random sea, using the isase height spectra of No- Stokes drift contribution. Tuhe differences in shear correspond
%ember 27 ~olid litrel arid Nos em her 29) (dashed mi. it) approimlately I cin s ovecr 3 m dep'h difference. Lahora-

toryr and field tests Datis etciat.. 1 982] show the current-
following errors of the drifters to he no larger than this hut are

mnean Ibis%. is axCs. and sensor axles. and the far greater comn- ins ufficien tly precise to demonstrate that the errors are
plcxitk of at random is ae field than the simiple reciprocating smialler. Nexertheless. ise believe that the differences betwseen

nion ti tht 1'efer nd aii, [980 stdie inthelabra-cu rrent mecters and drifters are not the result of drifter per-tors toss tank. Hoiseker. thek shos that, if an\ thing, the cur- frirmance in a seaxav because relative errors between drifters
rent shears between adjacent Current mecters ats in Figures w ill be signiticantlx smnaller than the absolute errors, which
and 6 are underestiniates. and that the error is of order I cm s.

themnselxes are I cmn s. t1hus "ic beliexe the differences areWAe conclude that the Current differences of' Figures 5 and 6
are trite indications of nroderatelN high shears in the near- associrated ss ith the fact that drifters seek urut regions of honi-

sufc laer /ontal coilsergence. It itlcr et (at [19851 haske shown that
.aiiniuir cell circulatiion. often present in conditions like

\ car-Sir/mn' cIDrifter.\ those obsers ed here. are associated ssilh strong three-

fir thie latter portion of the C'MD deploknment. during the dimiensirital (loss. Further anals sis ( R. A. WVeller. personal
period ,rf persistetnt brisk northis est w~inds, somie small radio- comimunication. 1986) indicate, that in regions of dow\nwcll-
I[racked drifters r Daiisci at.. I 982] drogued at 1. 2. 4. and 8 mn ig. where drifters are miost apt to be found, the mnaximnum
depth is\ere depkro ed. 1 Iwi deplok ments were rnade at mniddaN dJoss owind elircit v is formn) beluris the surface and the near-

air iisenibr 2 an Nosenier 0. ad psitons ereob- surface sheair is uIP\% Id. Vs\e suspect that the preferential samn-
t(iined at ('-hour ien als; betxseen miudday (if Novemnber 28 pigo uhrgursb rfesi h as ftelxe
arnd earlk in December 2: during this perioid the asverage ((is- dsns ri shear ,'bsers ed xditr oprdt urn
ilance betsween the ('\I[) and the current followers was 5 kin. tii eti5

fiIre drifter xelocities exhibited substantially smialler shears f. Dimx r sstr i\
than loiurd h\ the cturrenit mecters with drifters at all] levels

.irer igcil isihte5Fn (M enser ewe he inagiritudes of thre current shears ti Firgtres 5 anrd 6
drifters arnd between current iieters for the 3.2-da% period arid their rhibs iN assiociaition %ith lbuiid speed urid direettirri'
Inrcluinirg Nirs riilber 2') and earls FDecemnber 2 are shown in are S er kigg, stisc e he coincidence of shear wkith rr.(s :

Fable FIiDrinig this period thle root niean square wind speed belsseert2. and 5; 5 mrt is striking anrd tends to support obser-
xvations in lakes by Diltiin ir att. [1981] oif near-surface dissi-
pation varying like ,l

I \H I F'I %i \eociis t risterspeedirig t as a F unction of) Depth
and, Mleani Itsw Speed induced bs a Surface Wk'ise Wkith 10-s period

iii,] 5'-crrr Arriplitude I -% If I I 3 Shear , ioooiIi Irrueise Sesridl IieenrIifters irid

Beris en ( irret Merers
Mlean F In Speeds. cni N ___

De)pt h, D-. . -__ ~- rifter \1'h

Ar A r A. Ai, A- %i, A:

-I 0 ~ i III 0 14 I 111 In 0i 06i

It1 )S10 II inr4in x I I Ii1 ,l' 5 ZIn n
oI5 t 119 1 4 4 in X III lo 0 i1Il - I S i 5 i

14 ~ 01 it' 0 I) 1

I),i is ningr irthe 2 Iri b,,eginning at1 tie stirl of N'ICInI-
clooiii as rme ii .tenti meters per sec' fli her 'Q
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The depth of penetration of the u.(K:-) 'layer, about 5 m, is CsaniadN. Gi I.on thle resistanice list iof a turbulent I kiriall la~el. J1

quite thick and may be important in the momentum budget of I tn,. iS, 1.24, 467 471. 1967
the urfae laer. t oght o bestresed hatsucha laerli aj is. R, F , R de SILoeke. 1) Halpern. and P Nnitr., Variabilit ' in

nt surfcensiaer.Igt to bessca srese thaut sucan lrng is the Lipper orcean during MILl . 1, The heat atnd momientumn hal-
not nconistet wth cassial deasabou Ekan trnin of ances. Deep .Seac Re,\ X4-. 1427 1451. 1981a

currents. In this context, it is a useful exercise to write down lDaris, R I:. R. de Szoekse. and P Nijter, *varjihilit% in tie upper

and solve the Ekman layer equations with eddy viscosity given oca during MItt., 2. Modeling the niired layer response. Dr-er

by wuj.1:I. (The velocity profile is then given by Hankel func- .Sea Rev. 25 1 1453 1575. an M R ekis.1 t
Dasis. R E.. J, EL Dufour. Gi. J P'arks,.rdM RPris .

tions.) Near the surface the velocity profile is approximately inespenjSie current-following drifter,. Scripps Inst of ()ccarg.

the classical K- 'u. In z, and stress is consistent with depth. Rel, Ser. t'- 'S. Lat Jolla. Calif. 1982.
With increasing depth, the velocity turns to the right. Despite Dillon, 1, M_. J. (1. Richtman. C G Hlansoin. atid M t) Pearson.

the linearly growing eddy viscosity the velocity profile is re- Niar-siirface turhulence measurements in a lake. Naure. 29oq. 1A)

stricted to a boundary layer of thickness or order ii, . ill I li 15!.V.W )theifuneoteeah' ito nocn

which the classical result holds that total transport is to the currenrts. 4rk., t tri,f T s.. 2. 52 pp.. 19015
right of the wind stress arid of magnitude u. 'j The transition Jones, 1, S., and BI. C. Kertne '. Ithe Scaling of %elocit i Si flutuations in

from logarithmic downwind profile to a rightward turning the surface-tursed la 'Set. J. (;ipit Re,. .,52. 1392 1396. 1977

profile occurs at a depth which scales with u. /f Of course. K ttaigorodskii. S. and J L. Lutnte,, Wase-turhulettee interactions
lthe ripper occan 1t. 1 the energ balance oif the initeract in g fields of

such a theory takes no account of stratification and is of Surface w~ind wares and atind-induced three-dimensional turbiu-
limited practical use, but it shows how the classical constant lerte. .J. Phi 1  Oc eanoqr . 13. 1977 1987, 1983

stress logarithmic layer can be embedded in the Ekman layer. Kttatgorodskii. S. A.. M. A. tonelan, J. L.. tumleS. and I. A Ierrais.

Shear between 5.5 and 8.5 m is considerably larger than Ware-turblence interactions in the upper ocean. 11, Statistical

u.lK:) '. This may be accounted for bv stratification: -rem- characteristics oif Aac and turbulent components of the random
%elticitN fil in the marine urface lai',er.J. P'hi% Ottwn''qr . 03.

perature differences of only a few hundredths of at degree over 1955 1999, 1983.
3 m would be sufficient, coupled with the shears observed, to Aliotinr A. S_. attd A. NI N agluirn Statisrin It huid Ale, htoni r %le hot.

produce gradient Richardson numbers as small as 0.2. Loifor- ist ofTurhulept-. Sol, 2, 874 pp. %ill fire-,;. Catmbridge. MIass,
tunaely tepertur diferncesso mal cold ot e ds- ,)-i

Pert o'k . J. (ies phri iat fluid Mnapitit r. 624 pp,. Spri purr- Verlaig.
cerned with the temperature sensors on the VMCMs, so that at Ne" Nork. 1979
Richardson number time series cannot be constructed. Still. Pliultps. 0) \1 . IA lit Diatiu of tie t pper O)leani 261 pp. ('ant-
microstructure temperature profiles taken during the expert- bridge Ui tzersit 't Press. Ne" NI irk. 1966.

ment from a ship operating near the CMI) show' that such Praitdtl. L . lBerichi uber Interutchungen Zmr ausgebildeten TurbLa-

small s-table temperature gradients occur cominonlil in the left/. Z trri,,i thth M, h, .3. 1 3t 139. 1925S
St aCex. NvI \s . S. Ponld. and 1' H I e ltrd. A, 5.Md -for red V- .nmi in

near-surface laver. This is curious in light of pervaiso ""rska- si.ral 'is at good StititiCal fit tol loss-frequenct, currents in at coastal
ble (downward) buoyancy fluxes throughout the course of the str.1t.S, 101 , 2 4,0t 4'2 141S6
experiment ( Figure 3h). Not does there appear ito be much Sserdriip. 14 1 W Johrnson. and R If Flemoing. The Oleanrt

diurnal modulation of the shear due to this bucrsanc%, fln\. I heir /'It %i, l. ( temmttr i arid t-mtru( I loo. 10ffC pp. Prentice-
[tillI frglessoort ( hrls. N .1. N942

sin Kirtiair. T1. Nlt:chairiische Aultttlichkeit Utid tnrbuleri.. Nut /r
1,kt iileuirpnent We t haink Ho fur W R egier a rid Jitn Park, fitr pre. (.1 i

paring the current meters and deplo~ing the Current Niee DTiftet '' lio (oi-tt 1 i mil it ah/it , I t hirupp. 1.Si"t 1 f

from the R V llri: n. The su ppouri of this research b% the O ffice of "s sIlet . R \. . The relaiotn ot te.i r- inert Itt mnion Ott 5 ribr'ed itt the

Nasal Research through corntracts 1N(X)014-79-C(tXX4 and NtXXf 4- tiked 5rt laer during JA-SI1N i 1"si esperietit to thle local ,and

X4-( -4_-+ under project N R 08X3.1- it) 2 O(regort St ,te t ritSersi t .11 a iut re-s intd It the q~tiaiieos ri phtiL t11o a lett. .1 Phi% r ,otr sv . /

contract N0MX14-95-(-lftO4 t) Scripps Insittiit u (f Otcainograph% is I1I2 I I It,, NX2
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The Available Potential Energy of Overturns
as an Indicator of Mixing in the

Seasonal Thermocline

T. M. DUllOnw ANI) M. M. P3ARK

Coitce b'4 Oceanoilrttph i. Oretit Stait ,ti ermlit. Cori ltis

Using emipirical i'bseriations. it is sho%4yn that the asailahle potential energ of fluctuations (the API
is proportional to the product oif the C'ox number C.,. the local huIo)ancy frequenc V"and the molecular
diffusi% itN of temperature D. The nondimiensional number C, - APIEF IND) is shown to he a good
predictoir of the Cox number and can be used as an indicator of mnixing in stratified fluids. Attal~si% of the
APFFI at ocean station P1 shosss that turbulence in the seasonal thermocline responds to strong Surface
forcing.

I tttt ttIt I tItON directly dependent on dissipation range turbulence. In most

%lost obsersattions of three-dimnensional turbulence in the cases, %%here L, and L,, hase been simtultaneously measured.
Sea involve measurements of gradients of velocity, temper- the Thorpe scale has been found nearly equi-I to the Otmido%
ature. or other scalars and therefore require the use of sensors length [Dillion, 1982: CrilottI. 1986: (reiq et al.. 1986: It,%-
able to resolve small length scale, large wave number fluctu- "Tire. 19841. though some important exceptions to this rule
,tions. A direct measurement of the kinetic energy dissipation have been] found [Dillot. 1982].
rate requires the velocity to be resolved on length scales Gtmctl it al. [1981] have sliossn that in the stratified in-

0(0.1 nl [f. Obor, 180:Oake' v 192]) andmeaureent tenior of the ocean. the v ertical shlear spectrum falls Off with

of the Cox number [0shori antd Cox., 1972] demands a resolu- wave niumber k ats k Iin the approximate range 0.1 1 epm
tion of the temperature on even smaller scales [Dilloni and andt begins at gentle rise (perhaps proportional to A '*'I near the
Caldwttell. 19801. Howex er. oceanic turbulence exists onl a vari- aenme .- I .Te'hreSae erycult

ety of length scales. F or example, the length scale of turbulent thle Otmidos scale, hats a phsitcal meaining inl terms of the
ov'erturns in -;tratified parts oif the ocean is usually larger than s peCtlru Of Stratified turbulence:111 is the ssase number aft
at few% tens of centimeters and often extends to a few meters wihtruec scntandb usie ocs

[Dd~~i.198]. I my smetmes houh crtanlynotaiwxsI The available potential energy of unstaible density fluctu-

be more convenient to measure large length sc'ale variaibles ['tons Ithe API> [Dillon. 198411 is another xariable that canl
than microscale %ariables. be fotind by ordering density profiles. Like the Thorpe scale.

The notion that small-scale quantities may depend on large- -b 4111 1i lresae aibeZa nietNdpends
scale fluctuations is consistent with turbulence being created .Ott dissipation r'ange fluctuations. 'The APL IS isUseful becauIse
at large length scales (often called the production or energy is at measure of the miaxim u in po tettial energy that cani be

contIaiintg ratnge) and d issi pa ted at smaller scales (called th c re leased by a turbulent ox erturn . The A PFI is at tiniqute q tt i -

disspaton ange[e~., ennee~sandLune * , 182]. A irs- tt Thorpe displacementsemnts re onecessaril uiqu

order hypothesis is that energy produced at large scale is I(e.g., the calculated Thorpe displacements wil depend on the
transferred to smaller scale bN nonlinear interactions and, if ordering algorithbi if the profiflihs more than one sample
the time scale for changes in' dissipation range variables is 'A ith thle same detnsity 1. It is. not our itntention to suggest that
faster thatn the rate at which production ratnge fluctuations the APEFF is preferable to the Thorpe scale but rather to point
change. an approximate equilibrium betwseenm large-scale and otit that Thorpe variables other than LI also base physical
Small-scale quantities may result. In those cases wrhere there is sign ificatlice.

not at large separation of scales. d issi pat ion -scale fluctuations Ithe goals of this report are (I I to showk that the A PL FF is

must depend Strongly on production range scales. proportitotal to thle rtte of potential energy dissipation and
Links base recently been establirted between the large that anl estimate of thle C'ox number can) sometimes be made

length scales of ovserturns and dissipation-scale fluctuations. from tiile scale rallier than mnicroscale measurements and 12) 1,)
The kinetic energy dissipation rate i:and the buovancN fre- dfemonstrate that the A PET- is at Useful indicator of mixing in
quencneN mayt be used to form the Otmidox lenigth, i_, _ the Seasonal thermocline. Details of the methods of calculating

0 \( T Doulwet 1. 1961 O 0-tidoi. 1965]1. I_, depends onl V tile AP jIT are described in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the

and i.is it dissipation range quantity: in this sense, L,, is it signiflicance of tihe A PET- 1o the dynamics oif turbulence. See-
large-scale representation of niicroscale information. 'The tion 4 applies the preceding results and uses the APET> to

Thripe scatle 1, f uiurpe. 1977: Dillopi. 1982] hit it it describe tnixing in the sea-r-nal thermocline at ocectn station

chatracteristic (perhaps withiti a factor of 2) of overturning P. Section 4 contains a summary of the restilts arid at eIS-

structures and is it "prod uetion-range" vatriable. only in- eussion of their consequences.

2. ('At ttt AitN(i TiM APTFF

(ioprigh 197 bythe mercan eophsicl Enon.The Thorpe profile is found by reatrratnging or ordering dis-

Paper number 6('0285. crete detisity samples to formi a mnonotonic, gravitationall)
0I 148-0227 87 (8)6C4285S05 W stable prolile. The Thorpe profile is a one-dimensional repre-

V545
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IA NBI 1 1, C alculation Ai t he Al' I > or .r H flit retcal Viertircal I Uat ion. Tij2 is the measured temnperarture profile. 71,:, is the
IDeisrtI Profile arnd the Associatefd 1horpe Statistics Calculated for Thorpe profile, and o(IS. T) - -1 1 , i*).

thr-ee D~epth lijiCri ak It is inadvisable to use (I) when it is necessrs ito estimate

the APLI- over a fixed interval detined by specitic depths or
/ i i tz isotherms. beccause there is no guarantee that the interval en-

101 12 1.1 OA* closes a complete overturn (a "complete oherturn" is the

9 j .321.1 0,.17 smallest interval containing density inversions such that no
8 I.57 1.17 7 0.40) densities between the minimum and maximum densities within
7 .35 Is 210 4 0.18 the interval can he found outside of the interval). 'Fable I
6 1.) .2'4 3 0.09 illustrates a hypothetical case (using arbitrary depth and den-
5 1.46 1.27 3 0.*19 untadasmnfosipiiytathacletono
4 1.24 1.31 (10.09 sityuntadasmnfosipiiyttthacertonf
3 1.201 1.38 -- 4 -0.18 gravity is unity) where the complete overturn extends from I
2 1.27 1.46 3 01.9 to 9 depth units. Estimating the APEF in the range 1 4 depth
1 1.17 1.57 7 -0.40 units with MI would give a misleading result: the API- %hould

0 1,801 I .. 1) 0I 00) be negative because only the lower half of the oserturn. Ahere

Depth Interval the densitv fluctuations are all negative. would be included in
the calculation. Similarly. the APEF' characteristic of the

1 4t5 entire overturn would be overestimated if only the upper hall-
of the overturn were included. Another wa% to estimate the

0.1;290.410 APEI: is from the approximation
d4.47 4.6,5 4.65

o.- 1103 11Y23 ;0.242 .0

0 ; 13 1.13 01,001 A P E F 1 2M* X) o qdl'O),' 12)
1) 4i_19 ().,;;1 0,521 ,

(0- zr1)51 0.314 0.376 where (1, is a *rhorpe displacement. While each displacement
_______________________________________________ is uniquely associated with a single density, sample. twvo depths

D~epth iniersals include thcenCtire oserturn (samples 1 9). the lower can be associated with each displacement: one the depth oif
subreerlon sample IC 1 4. and the tipper sUhregion (samples 5 9). tis the density sample in the original profile, the other the depth
definition iI)., the APIF -. Zp ' iII units where the acceleration of of the same sample in the ordered profile. We define d'(- as
gra it\ atnd mecan dertstiy are I . angle bsracket, intpl) at %ertical the displacement of a density sample at the depth of the
iseragel. D~efinition iIIi rmplrciil isstries that (he region oif calcala-

tiort is un leatst one complete oserturn: (11 iies misleading results in sampe approintognal) profile nteosr~t hti
eitiher the Lipper or Ilo.. Ac subregion alone. Hosseser. ss hen the atp- Thaprimto (1isbsd tthebsraintatf
prosiialion ii 2 le.. XPFF ,- $11'd 21 IS used, tire result for each at\ took, density sanmples separated b is depth el' arc ex-
subregion is represeriaise of rthe ose riurnit s at sshole. The linear changed. at potential ettergx change q(Qp[1rl it d'l - p1(:1] must
pi-.ithem i)ppri-.r imini 11 ani 141 ire poor predict ors of the API2 I tav place. Thte fhici ir o f 1 2 in 2) a rises heca use each sample
it hoth ittp arid hotton Subregions. CXCltaige IS Counittted twice in filIe SLIM. If 3 1can be corn-

structed frotnt j(11 b\ aty ntumiber of twho-satttple exchanges.
%\l i Ilno samttpie exchanied mnore t han once, then 121 is exact.
I-or trur data. iltediff'erence betsseen I)i) nd 121 is. less than 2'.

sentation of a mittimum potentiatl energy state. No profilet \%hent bo~th formtulations are applied to etire profiles. When
composed of the same density samples can have a lower PO- both (1) attd 12) are applied to individual complete oserturns
tential energy, because if the ordered profile is perturbed to laS tipporsed to entire prirfilesl. the rotit-ntean-square percent-
ay nonmionotonic profile. the potential energy of the per- age dillkrentcc betweent then is 14'
turbed profile will be greater than that o~f the ordered prolile If thme temperature profile is linear. 0I, - J and
[Dillorn, 19841. The potentiatl energy difference between a mea-
sured density profile and the corresponding Thorpe profile can I-I Ii211 qiIrn, ±N. 13
be termed , he available potential energy of the fluctuations ,,

because the energy could, in principle. he used for irreversible
thermodynamic processes, such a% mixing the fluid and In terms tof the ruitt-nie:I-Nrqtarc temrperature fluctuatioin, a

changing the mean poitential energy of the fluid. tir for linear temtperature proflile requires

changing the kinetic energy.
Density samples are seldom used t) calculate Thorpe pro- APE F I 2 %1) 1 0'l 1'is ) .I~ .

files because density often cannot be calculated in salt water
with sufficient precision tin length scales as small ats (0t) 0-0.12 (41
in. Instead, it is usually assumed that the density is uttiquely
determined by the tenmperature, and the tentperature profile The linear estimates (1 or 141 can ditter from 121 b\ factors if2
itself is then ordered (of course, if satlinity instead of temper- or 31 (Crawford [1987]. see also Table 11 because a linear
ature controls the density. basing the A PF+ on temperature density protile is oiftenir poor approxinmation. It is preferable
tluctuaitions alone will be dynamically meaninglessl. An ex- to Use iIlf for calculating the A PrfI. or if as eraging must be
pctnsron coefficient )i can be used to define the APEF fly dotne riser fixed inter .:tls. it is preferable to use (2l ratther than

44 (Of or (4). Iliowes Cr. 131 atnd (41 are often tiseful in Sealing
A PVV (I ilM)~ :/,, I argomnttts and order of tniagnitude estimnates.

Thorpe hariables can be adequately measured with less res-
where the temperature samples occur it( depth :.pis the iriutinin than is necessalrs to resrile thle entire temperature
accelerat ion oif gravi ty. 0. '1 I(z,) 10,z.) is the Thorpe fluc- gradient spectrtun. Whent (lie fluid is turbulent, the tCtrrper-
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att~re gradient speciruml" has a high Waite number peak con- 3. A111 A-..s i, \it .sI HI ()l II Hitl I I N(I

talii ing nmost (if the tem peratLure gradient s arance [D~illon andi, I lie late aM iuh I pot ential ene rg) f1LuI Adlaus are d is i -
(Xildv 01. 1 980]. The spectrum of Thorpe displacenments, howA- aedisX .\ DM [Dithml. 1984]. Mi he 1) is thle Mioleculair dillus-
eser, ts pically has a Io%% 5 at [lnunmber peak (Figure If. The Iilv MIid C i, the COX Fiiier josIorn and. (',s. (972.
spectral Slope at ss ase numbers higher than the peak is ap-

proximatelY, k - 5 . ailthough the significance of' this obsersa- 9t k .Z I 7a I

Instruments hatting slosser frequenc), response than the one
used] for this report Couli d he used to measure Thorpe stat is- I Ilie St~ii at il ill I 7 11 is titer all three spatial direction,,15 and

tics. A ,eroth-order model for the displacement spectrumn can T' is a fluctuation from tile mecan. The cjox number is oh-

SuImmari/e Figure I iainlid from anl isotroip ass umption beca use it is i m possi ble it)
me~asure the lull three-dimensional Imiperat ure gradient spec-

N1(Ai k i 2 3)1, kA 3 A ? I,, Irlim. A one-dimensional sertical (o\ nullbfer Ccall he die-

=,( II A k < ,inled] as

which satisfies ( i.7T 21/42-/ I7b

If the turbulence is isotropic. C -3C,. Assumtiing that a poten-

- ~ k NA A (6) ial ci ergY producti oil-d issi pall on hal anlce holds, and t(lie hi in-
,ontal heat flu\ is oin aserage small compared ssmth the itertlcid

Alowered %%ks asnIunmber response implies that the measured hecat flu\, the s ertical eddN dilIiiiit-\ is 3M), [0osh. nd
I., \%ould be snmaller thani the actual T-horpe scale. It canl he Co\. 1972]. and the htuo~aiC flu\ is

shiossl uiisinig I,; that 90I of' 1, is mleasuired if a \itiiie number ''.i . M(,
At 311 t, -5 asInt I i is resolsed (cf. ;I 0).1I-m resolui- ~-~ 2

j . D
lion is adequate Ior Cstilingltr the A\PIA in it patch where the I iucitical acceptanice of (Sil is difficiult because~ ii I has,

1"is 95 i 11 uCCi i be eas d Ilc 0 cc-all aMIdT the IsNLIlpilous lcad-
rhec stmallest dcicctailc \P I canl Ilc cstliitedi usin~g the Lut to ISI) has~ not1 ill heelt tested. Although the local

toot1-llCali-squLIirc letn1pcraittrc noise ill place AhI ii (41. I on plodutiioi-dlisipatioii balanice itssullllpiofl is itcil tMade. it

[lic dali presentcd hierc, tlltiper.it Lre Ilse is less thal n a ,a\ noi he i LOOdI approinlalion. A5 counlcrasslmption 10)

i ttic least c,'iiiit anid the sniallest silliticat APHIF s S1"if is

S , 10 ill s N N i 26- MI ils For ..-

hat is. IM/ , is ani tipper hountd .111 flie sri~ldlui

A. litotdimitsilon.
1 poitential] Clrires canl' be detITed front thc

\P1 I . thc huoxiHIc lreqIUCiCx. anld 111c itJilCcul,1i dliiis Is11

-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~O -- i--)C - y---r----i-------- -IPtmeaUre as, ( A I'1 I ))5I hle rnolisatiol for this

F- chicee is to bc aihle it relatc file Lailahle piotetial cucerest

-2 55.0

A3 0
20

-0 5 0 0 0 5 1 0 1 5 2.0 1.0

spI~leI AIh tic i'iIiiis'iiiI .ii, C1tiitie i I, . kIaian 1.0 2.0 3.0 C.0 5.0
'4u imiibhc, ind I , is h l (rpe ,.Ile 1, S',iki IA V., The
' 'I i11C sPL'CITLiii is PFCtilCt 1li.111 A .t1it lcsN tli,1i1 A .ssii log (Cool

k hcmv~ .i cis 'itih c' ~ttj~,ie TCIhe sptctr com f~li romt ite
f.'IIk1%%5Iiw Is-illiN T11N1 tAd tictit n1,1io ic ire 1 1011 stat~ti I' imiixiiig I 2 tice 0lC-.l1mI1CIc T,I~im I ( O\ iiiitih1Ci ( \ii. Cistis 1(5
Ii cr Ii0- l-t, Iom ert duri~itiv scin \ 5111 I %tirmt %oh si t raingle uoiintiita a iilc ttita(1 CtICtes . (\.. Ill~ Iii5.Ii
it1d 'pti mile are Pithi limi: Lip.ter A (ircenetiIer Reserwir. 0- siliete \. IN bI)iO'xirt. tteqLikICIlt it1d) 11 is e PIcuIl1t Mx 'Iellipet-

i-illIL "c'~ P Miii -Ii "FIIi, -h quirc antii opent hliaii ire i(itte Slidt ruiangle, irc lts satiples Msiele 4 \P1t t I\ 01
troti nilsiri .,,r olPi'vc N'inii it, 1

4
-t11 depth, duiring Ill-ni s teion, tiI l' h b I11 11544 I0 ,fIIist!U~ sI 1101 L1ic i heit grii
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-0.5*

'/ A"'

-1.0

-0.5 -0.0 0.5 1.0

log [cx/C e1

I lhe dissitin Richarrdsur niirrier R, 'I < 'W Ier'Ll, the rdtio ho"CC , s ro %, ten-

tic depci'it~cC on R,, Solid triangles is In I cure 2,

the prodict oI .r h iiic m cale o1 the s ,tcrnrst I \*I arnd rate, and therefore the Ozmiidk)s Scale, through the dissipation

the ritc 'I potetialt crnerg dts..tpatton. \ -'PC The ktiht ol RichardsNon numbier R1, [Dillon, 19841:
Hit, detinition cart he testedI hN comparrtng ( ,. to the one-

iiirirmla i. o\ trurher ( ,~ e find that the\ are rreari , . A-DCtct 
2

)(t) 1 110

eCiLI.il osr tlour deC~idCes1 IX!Ure .1111 tsn I NX~s )2. NX841

datlla hase. si'A rIch iscoiposed of rlreasuremtett is .ct!sel\ C, C, is not I sternatticall dependent on R, (FtgUre 31. hut

isiI\r surtace uris .rrnd the cs,o.nal Ither morIrcites of (ireenl there is it s\sternmtic trend relating 1_I1 to R, 0lire -it

Peter Rese:rsuir trird O.cent st,11011 P)t [here arc no s\stcnatnc: This suggeshts that the fundanrental relutionship is (91, \ruth

mdI curejr c'aril he sutr11I)trtritre is

Irhe ictir tl 14 1 s1 tire riC.11 Ilt t f or t11he ' 1C12 r rurd

LsJintples. the r.innihn Litherimitt ,t the rmcan is %Ai.rth ,i 1.

LitI L.1i11rdC1rce trier~ sr i eetinirrd trornt a hooirttrap test

consistintg of t se parriie iserires 4f 10' comrponrent, tim -0.5
iiotl\ chosen lrui tire itired parentt Ppilttiit ol

I Illt idditiurt There i, *t 10 ssstetnintie urreertaitiiI
tire siliie A C (Offiloit. 1121 Ilt lrarelsatrhke irhsei-

irons. si ere tire dertsit% is crrrpletelk deterrinied h\ temtper-

ittile. ire not dillererit trirri tIre oceirtic rhsc'rsnttins, suhrere at 01

urr-toione relationi heisreer tiemnperatiire ar1d deirsit\ iis a-

i, risen iii I retire 2' tither t1hir ( 10 rilitke clear that tire

reLitrui is eripirtal atnd dues tilt depend Ott iii isotrop\ ats- -1.5

siii111i1i1111 rs011 r it tire ttirhrilenirc is isororpic. ILgore 2

implies thit the ritte if issipatio"n iof poitenitial errergN is pro-

poirtionli Ioi tre tilihbl potenial erer'tL\[lie propiortion-
,iltt\ eiritaiit is ,thowii 0 I 6it N -4N.ie. thre c-lirldinr--------------------wL

tite t iisipitiron Ai thre AN' I is thoutt 01 o i a0.0 0.5 t.0

hit i r ic period l09 [LO/LT]

T/ire \ cid I (inortunther relation [s tDillon eq 2Insihile t the -

irritilus~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ scl ', -rrp scal relitirn I_ I~iut 981Wiete -~~I~ ~ li. , I . L,~ dcl depenid l~stemr,ti

Ul I is related i, tire %huuire of tire Thoirpe scale thrrurgl I 31. ,Ir R, Iliritir lor Llc Is, tire Ippltusinrraiil V, holruds Soli1

tire (is rtitrhr is relatedi It, tire kinetic enrerg\ dissipairiri it ,119425 i, ill I riPiri
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Juliant Day. (GMT)

1w 19 kk Id SPCedS riieisUred (int R \ 0 vir a~phcr during; lie \1 11- CN1)CI i1tlt11 i1itiil e I ' - llI

eiideni tin the \NIndL record. the strmngcst on daNs '14 ' 51 the ,'thci mr &1% 74 "

L(, L, in somec specific settingL being-L contingenlt oIn hias ing line I rorn Itle ri i, ng lrs\cr. and Ithe ri ed lae -I Int lit,' , 0it I,\

no largze %ariation in R,. uia\ Or MAN 1not be turbulet lihe 1met limit A [lhe tnised

av Ier %kil chosenCl Such thait att Ilest a 'mAI rIIter'.a if qIuLes

4. F\,tit I : Ii APFF1 \~I Si-io 1)~ cent. riortotrturnno Pld epairaedthe mnixed ote irld

The utilits of the API I- can be demonstraited bsN esaiingII theip lir th %ttoei re0 r 4 h ehrei etieiit

prohiles of' temperature microstructure i thle seisonial Ihcrnio the ipdper a eisoln regi4 N1) dcic ,tieiti
cline. A large number of microstrueture casts through the stir- cicntl n~dl~rhteadtl stemIlel\c
face laver and seasonal thermocli laere made at ocecan Nt- htae te xdlarbsendhe9itrm ieltr

lion P in 1972 during the MIixed La~ Cr Experiment t(t ILLI. boundajry of thle upper therynocline it as defined in tetll Is

The instrument was a free-fall sehicle li highi-frcqueci lix~ed isothernis rallier thin lised deCpths ttitin11 tr11i111 the'L IIIL-

thermistors and at pressure sensor: occasiorialls. a Neal- Bross ence oif interntal \a as C an~d idles. [ltie appri ltate depth ta tge

conductixit% cell "ias also used I Di~lloi woid CalddiieIJ. I ')8l: if thle tipper thtertnoclirie A as 34) 3; 111 athoughI t herea i

Caldial r t ci al., 1 980: Dilliot, 1982. 19841. Thle ertical tern per- great Ia ri abilit\ In depth because of interntl~t aae nid tidle,

ature gradient spectrum \%ias entirely resolsed tauLcIhO (Ilte The iteali buo iyinc\ lreqLIiiCe nc i thle upper iliernioJitic \%.I,

time, but tin some casts, either the tu rbu lence "ias too e rerect ic 211 cph. l-A ith at staid ard des at ioni of 0 epli File lmcl a i le ri nio

or the hlgh-fr-quenex temperature gradient signal wais tooi clitne region began at[ tile 9 Isothiermt lappr1Isitit1atlsi, 3;-lt

small to completely resolve the spectrum at all depths. ()C- depth) aiid extended to 50t-in depth [hec mieanl biiis nc\ tre-

casionally. the drop speed was too large to enable full spectral tiuenc\ tin the lower I hernitocline a"as I f cph. klal lI a and.ard

resolution. Howeter. the temperature was resolved onl 0.01- to die\ ilitil Of 2' Cplt

0.02-in vertical length scales in all cases and is adequate for Casts \%ere Itide onl IS Li d, It 11tt1i itiltait dd\ 2310 to 25-0.

calculating the APLI-. 1977. Witids usecd tot tills aii, \Ist aere iibersatioiis frotit thle

Caution is necessary Alien calculating Thorpe statistics ti ship) R V 0(-,1 )1 cut ,r4ipit. a Ich \il a also the p1,110iii for thle

salt w'ater because temperature inversions are not alw% ays- inwirost ructure especririert f\no mtnair st ormis acre e-

sociated with densitN ins ersions. Es en lahen coriductis it is couIntered. tlhe lirst 'it dais 235. a itli a rid speeds to 20

measured, it is unlikely that densit, awill be resolsed ol at small III N.aMd t11e seCOiid ottl dXn 242 243. Nith a tnds to, I" -In

enough vertical scale to provide meaningful Thorpe statistics. Thie latter stomn Aias cliairactcri/ed bs\ strong aitids for ain 8-

We distinguish nonturbulent. salinits-stabili/ed ititrusions toi 10-hour period . ithill fir 14 h1ours. f0olloaed b.\ strong

from turbulent overturns by noting that in at non-miing intru- a% Ids for S 1tt hoiurs i [-tenure S)

sion, there is no high-frequency temperature gradientt siginal. fi l I P- Aa i aigedl oser all caist, on each di\ except

The few in tervalIs found to contain non turbulent iris ersio ns tile (ft aOf thle secin ti ornIii tr. aheir data fro'nt t he h1ill and

were discarded, strongL Iaid periods acrc separatek~ is eraged The mixed

The profiles were analyzed in three segments, thie "im sd I'l , cr Al11-1 1,i not \en. uusefiul becai-se samlpling began at 10I-tn1

layer," the "upper thermocline." and the "lower therinolunle.- depth. and the tipper ini sd Lia er ais tieser samipled
All data above 10 m were rejected because thle proliler svas largec peaks tit (the tipper t hermioclie- 11F - are assocrated

launched from the surface and depths shallower than 10 in a %itli thle tai rmajoir slirmti on dai, s 234 anid 2431 11 igure 6,J)
might have been contaminated by thle ship's w~ake. The raised I hie tipper I hertiicline (' Is Itpprotirnitel.\ 20W11 on dak\ 234,
layer was operationally defined as t hi' inter sal betwxeen Il0-mi anil 5(W1 dunrinig the litter hiall f dal 24.1 ViIgu re 61,1 A ppar -
depth and the depth where thle temperature began to chiatige erils stirfuce stress caii cilise tnt sin! tin the uipper thermiocline
rapidly (note that using this definitiiin. the milled laver is is,- I lie ritle of erreres titisfer Ironi the ssuld stress ito the tipper
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I ig 6 Solid triangle, are the ia API I and (hi ., for the upper seasonal thermocline during the MILE experiment.
the continuous trace i, propurtlonal I to he s, rface stress and is plotted on a linear scale. The AP!I + is large during both
storms. ixhen the surf.ce stre-s "a., large

thermocline must hase been rapid. because during the second storm. SD9C,. is 14 x 10 ' 
m
2 

s 1 in the upper thermocline,
storm (daN 243). the A Il- is no larger than normal during and 26 K 10 4 m- s ' in the lower thermocline.
the lull but is approximatelk 30 times larger than normal Intermittent mixing events. presumably caused by internal
",hen the wind increases 2 3 hours later The same fast re- usases. can I; seen throughout the thermocline region even
sponse for thermocline kinetic energy dissipation rates has %'hen the surface forcing is %eak This "'background" mixingpre, iously been noted [1 illon and aldv,,//, 198o I mas analied by excluding the tso storm events. The mean

In the lower thermocline region, the AI1-1- is largest if background APTI- in the upper thermocline is (16 + 5
x It) " m

2 
s -) during the tirst storm If igure 7

a, but no 1 10 " 
m2 s , and is (14 4- 4) x 10 4 m2 

s 2 in the lower
response can he seen during the second storm. Occasionall,. thermoclin,,. I fhe uncertainties reflect a 90". confidence inter-
the lower thermocline APFI- is large while the wind speed is %al and were determined from a bootstrap test. Sixteen
small (5 x 10 -m" s on day 230 and 3.5 x I - m S 2 on random samples were chosen from the measured population
day 240). Apparently. significant mixing unrelated to wind of the APFI- for a given region. and mean values were found.
stress can occur in the lower thermocline region. I he test Aas repeated I() times, and a histogram of the TOO

The dillusiity can be estimated from (X) and (9) as of order means% was prepared. 9'., of the means were above the lower
5DC,. (note that thts may be an tipper limitn During the first limit. aifd 90". of the means were smaller than the upper
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Fig. 7. Solid squares are the (a) APEF and (h) C,, for the lower seasonal thermocline during the MILE experiment.
The continuous trace is proportional to the surface stress and is on a linear scale. The APEF and Cr,. are both large
during the strong first storm. No significant response in the APEF or C,. can be seen in the lower thermocline during the
weaker second storm.

limit.) The upper thermocline APEF is not significantly differ- 51(P,. is 0.23 x 10 ' m2 s ' in the upper thermocline and
ent from the lower thermocline APEF at a 30' confidence 0.41 x 10 4 m2 s ' in the lower thermocline.
level. There appears to be no systematic dependence of the
background APEF on N; both upper and lower thermocline 5. SUMMARY AND I)tSCUSSION

APEF distributions could have come from the same popu- It is not necessary to measure the entire displacement spec-
lations (Figure 8I. trum in order to measure the available potential energy in

The mean background C,, is 33 + 8 for the upper thermo- overturns, and temperature probes with less than perfect verti-
cline and 58 + 16 for the lower thermocline (a bootstrap test cal resolution can be used to find the APEF, as long as a
similar to that described above was used to determine the one-to-one relation exists between temperature and density in
90",,. confidence limit uncertainties). The upper and lower the region of interest. If a wavelength of 1/5 the Thorpe scale
thermocline C, difference is significant at the 98'/,, confidence can be resolved, approximately 90", of the variance in the
level. The "standing crop" of potential energy (i.e., the APEF) displacement spectrum can be resolved. The APEF provides a
is statistically similar in the upper and lower thermocline, but measure of mixing in thermoclines. and the Cox number can
C, is larger in the lower thermocline because the buoyancy be estin.ated from the APEF and the buoyancy frequency.

frequency is smaller there. The background diffusivity estimate During the MII.F experiment. the seasonal thermocline ex-
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Fig 8. The "background" APEF plotted against buoyancy frequency. The two stormy days (234 and 2431 are exclud-
ed. Solid triangles are from the upper thermocline region. and solid squares are from the lower thermocline region. The
mean APFI in the Itwer region is not significantly different from thc upper thermocline APFF, and the distributions in
each region have similar appearances.

hibited increased mixing when the surface was forced by should be proportional to N '. Because of (3), the Thorpe
strong winds. The response was rapid. The depth at which scale should be proportional to N ', and because of (8). the
increased mixing was found depended on the strength of the turbulent heat flux should be proportional to N. Extensive
forcing: during the strongest storm, the APEF was large in measurements in the deep ocean must be made to test the
both the upper and lower thermocline. but during a weaker truth of GH's model and these suggestions.
storm, the APEF was large only in the upper thermocline. On
two days out of the 16 days examined, the lower thermocline flkwh'dq/ten., rhts ssork "as supported b% the National Sci-
APEF was between I 3 and 1 2 as large as the APEF was ence Foundation. contract OCE-8219921, and the Office of Nasal

Research, contract N(XX14-84-C-0218. W. Crawford. J. Imberger. and
during the strongest storm. These days are probably signifi- S. Thorpe read early versions of this report and offered useful sugges-
cant to any long-term average of heat and momentum trans- tions.
port. yet the enhanced mixing on these days was not related to
the local wind. The upper thermocline APEI- was not signifi- RE1-ERL.,CS
cantly different from the lower thermocline APEF when the Caldwell, D. R.. T. M. Dillon. J. M. Brubaker, P. A. Newberger. and
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ABSTRACT

A layered model of the steady circulation in the South Pacific Ocean is constructed along the lines of Luyten.
Pedlosky and Stommel, and driven by the mean annual wind stress distributions computed by Hellerman and
Rosenstein. The results of the model agree quite well with published maps of topography of density surfaces
and circulation. Best agreement is found in the deeper layers. The deepest modeled layer, of density range 26.90
< of < 27.30, which contains the core layer of the Antarctic Intermediate Water, transports northwards some
14 Sv (I Sv - 10' m3 s-) between New Zealand and South America. Of this, about three quarters comes from
the west in an intense zonal jet that rounds the southern tip of New Zealand and quickly fans out from the
boundary current along those islands into the anticyclonic gyre. Some 5 Sv returns southwards in the Australian
boundary current. Much of the anticyclonic gyre in the western South Pacific is taken up by a shadow zone
formed in the shelter of New Zealand, where the submerged layer loses direct contact with the wind driving,
and where uniform potential vorticity is postulated. The modeled circulation in the shallowest layer in tropical
regions is considerably weaker than the observed circulation.

Transport in the New Zealand western boundary current is determined by the necessity to achieve the same
pressure in each layer at the northern end of the islands as at the southern. Similar considerations applied to
the landmass of Australia and Papua-New Guinea. regarded as isolated from Southeast Asia, suggest a considerable
net northward transport between Australia and South America, which can only escape through the Indonesian
passages. The distribution of this transport among layers is set in the model by the input conditions at the
southern boundary (where much of it must be in the deeper layers), after which it cannot change because of
mass conservation within each layer (i.e., no cross-isopycnal flux is allowed). This modeling assumption is too
strict and may be the reason for the prediction of shallow circulations much weaker than observed.

I. Introduction never in direct contact with the wind, and an additional
hypothesis about its potential vorticity distribution is

In this paper we apply a simple model of wind-driven necessary to determine its motion. The simplest asser-
baroclinic circulation to the South Pacific Ocean. The tion to make (unless the flow is stagnant) is that po-
model is identical (with slight modifications) to that tential vorticity is constant throughout a shadow zone.
developed by Luyten et al. (1983: hereafter LPS) and This notion has some theoretical support (Rhines and
applied by them to the North Atlantic Ocean. Talley Young, 1982), and reflects both numerical modeling
(1985) applied the same model to the North Pacific. experience (Holland et al., 1984) and oceanographic
The essential features of the model are the following, data (Keffer. 1985). The technical features of the model
A vertical stack of homogeneous layers is driven at the are reviewed in section 2. Some novelties are intro-
surface by the wind stress. Water in layers at the surface duced into the circulation by the presence of New Zea-
becomes submerged under layers of lighter water as it land and the possibility of outflow of Pacific water into
flows equatorward. The densities of the layers and their the Indian Ocean through the deep Indonesian Passages
subduction latitudes are choosable parameters of the (Godfrey. 1987). Flows in the western boundary cur-
model. The total (vertically integrated) mass transport rents in each layer along New Zealand and Australia-
is given by the curl of the wind stress (except in the Papua New Guinea (regarded as an isolated continent)
western boundary currents), as proposed by Sverdrup are determined, not by the familiar requirement to
(1947). Within each layer not directly in contact with balance the interior Sverdrup transport, as at the edge
the surface, potential vorticity is conserved by the mo- of a confined ocean basin, but by the necessity of
tion. These principles serve to determine the partition achieving the same pressure at the northern end of the
of the Sverdrup transport among layers; that is. the landmass as at tht southern, so that there be no net
circulation in each layer and the layer thicknesses. geostrophic flow into the back side of the landmass.

Submerged layers are divided into ventilated and These considerations, discussed in sections 4 and 5.
unventilated zones. In the ventilated zones, a stream- determine the transports and vertical structure of the
line's potential vorticity is set at the point where it is boundary currents along eastern New Zealand and
first subducted and loses direct contact with the wind Australia-Papua-New Guinea.
stress. Water in unventilated zones (shadow zones) is The model, comprised of three moving layers, is

C 1987 American Meteorological Society
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driven by the annual mean wind stress field, obtained 4 EO

from Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983). Results are 0 0 Y, 2 .

shown in section 3. The topography of the deepest layer, -' .. , , Ekman

in whose density range the salinity minimum core layer -- - - - layer

of the Antarctic Intermediate Water would fall, closely
resembles the observed topography of a density surface Hi

representative of the core layer. The middle layer of
the model, too, resembles the observed topography of
density surfaces that would be contained in it, and ex- H2
hibits circulation patterns similar to the observed. The
shallowest layer, while showing some of the observed (inert)

equatorward shift of the anticyclonic gyre with de- H3

creasing depth, and showing reasonable agreement with FIG. 1. A schematic meridional cross section of the layer structure

observed circulation in more temperate latitudes, gives of the model. The base of the nth layer outcrops at v.
only a poor representation of the observed shallow
tropical circulation. Some reasons for this shortcoming
are discussed. 3

The summary remark made by Warren (1970) that -f- - if 1 :y!, 2 = -+ 3(D+11 (12 )
the South Pacific in the upper kilometer is described 2 2

remarkably well by the Sverdrup (1947) theory of wind- (2.2)
driven transport is borne out. We may go further and
say that the distribution of the Sverdrup transport (Sverdrup. 1947). where
among density layers in the vertical is fairly well de-
scribed by considerations of potential vorticity conser- D"(.x,y) = -(0) '2.fj i V x (r/lf )dv'. (2.3)
vation. This partition is basically determined at the
southern boundary in the model. Thereafter it is im- and P(x. Y) is called the integrated steric height. At the
mutable because of the assumption of continuity of eastern boundary v (), we take 11, = 112 = 0, and
net mass transport in each layer (i.e., no cross-isopycnal 11 = tII. a constant, taken to be 800 m for the
exchange between layers). This too strong insistence South Pacific Ocean. (LPS omit the subscript 3 on 113
on layer-by-layer mass conservation may be the reason and 14, .)
for the poor model agreement in the tropics, where the
observed strong surface circulation may partially result b. Potential worticitv conservation
from significant mass fluxes across the pycnocline.

From the assumptions of geostrophy and mass con-

2. The model servation in each layer, follows the conservation of po-
tential vorticity in layers which are not directly forced

A brief description of the model is presented here. by the wind, namely.

More details can be found in LPS and Talley (1985), J/h, = G(pn). (2.4)
whose notation we follow closely. The model consists
of three layers with densities p, P2, P3 underlain by a The functions G,, are determined by the methods

fourth inert layer of density P4. The assumption of no described by LPS and Talley (1985). For the present
motion in the fourth layer implies that the horizontally model only ( and G, are required. Table I specifies
variable part of pressure in the lighter layers is given the possibilities for G3 across the top row, and for G,
by down the left-hand column. The G3 possibilities are

3 distinguished by the symbols W. V. E for western
p,l =:E y,H,, n 1 1. 2.3, (2.1) shadow zone, ventilated zone, eastern shadow zone.

1-n The corresponding regions between YI and .)2 are

where -y, = g(p,, - p)/p is reduced gravity between marked on Fig. 2. In V, the potential vorticity of layer

the ith and (i + I )th layer, and 11, is the depth of the 3 is determined as the layer flows under the protective

bottom of the ith layer (Fig. I). The thickness of the blanket of layer 2 at v2 . Region E denotes the stagnant

ith layer is h, = tt, - H,-,. The bottom of the nth layer region along the eastern boundary in which 113 = HY,
surfaces at the constant latitude y,, poleward of which everywhere, and potential vorticity considerations are

0 . irrelevant. Region W is bounded in the east by 113
= H3w, the value of H3w given by the theory for region

a. The Sverdrup relation V at the southern tip of New Zealand. Inside this un-
ventilated region. potential vorticity is set equal to a

The vertically integrated meridional geostrophic constant, f2,/H3w. As layer 2 slips under the protective
transport is blanket of layer I at y, its potential vorticity G2 is
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TABLE 1. The G, and Gfntosadth TABLE 2. The density layer parameters used in the model.

regncions . nd theidenion
re io s f h e r ef ni io .M idlayer R ed uced O utcrop

ULayr Density density, gravii latitude
Wn interval P, M ' I .1g) 0 n)

1 26.05-26.25 26.15 0.425 191S

It + z/All 2 20.25-26.90 26.575 0,)525 SlI
W 2NkWI DI VW [El Ew 3 26.90-2730 27.10 0.3(0

4 27.30-27.50 27.40 --

v :1 .1i.12) * ~i/~3 [Is ~I EV [NIl

F: ll, 'I EE[R) c. Later den siuiev
-,E[R The values of the layer densities used in the model

Constantare listed in Table 2. These lavers are adapted from
De-notes that 11 / IV,,. those defined by Kefl'er (1985). shown for comparison

in Table 3. in his study of the potential vorticity dis-
tribution in the world's oceans. From Keffer's map%.
a crude winter outcrop band can be estimated (the out-

determined according to whether it overlies water in crop band is by, no means zonall\ uniform) for each
layer 3 belonging to region F. V or W. Hence, the G. laser. A value -near the equatorw'ard extreme of' this
possibilities are similarly designated E. V. W. The area band is chosen lbr the outcrop latitude of the bottom
equatorward of t1r in Fig. 2 is split into a number of' of lasers I and 2 in Table 2. Figure 3 %hoss a ti-S
regions by the layer 2 and 3 streamlines (denoted in diagram for the South Pacific. with the densit,. intcrsals
Fig. 2 b,. the labels -2" or "3Y) issuing from vt and of TFables 2 and 3 indicated. Note that la\ser I (and
.v*%k the longitudes defining the ventilated band V/ of Keffer's. 1985. laxer C) brackets the range of densities
layer 3 along v1 . These regions are designated by a two- which occur at the intermediate-depth saltnut\ mini-
letter code on Fig. 2. The hirst letter identtfies the G mum. the core laser of the Antarctic Intermedtate
function for the region, and the second letter the ap- Water.
proprtate G,. function. The two-letter codes a,-e entered
also in -Table 1 . Looking up region VW in ITable 1 . for ilIf Ind sinrtXA
example. we see that in this region in Fig. 2. G7, - I,
//,. and G, = (I1 4- 1--/' ).I " 1?2/p 1, 1 1 IIm. I The annual mean \kind stress held ptepared trom
The enitries in braces in Table I indicate the regions normal monthls esttmates b,. Hellerman and ROseti.
denoted L, NI. R b LPS and D, E bv Talles ( 1985) . stein ( 1983), is used to drise the model. A\ map) of tht,

The mathemnatical problem in terms of'//;. Hi._ /1, Asind stress is shown in Fig. 4.
is uniquelN determined b\ (2.4) 1 fr n 2. 1 (gis\en the Wind strcss curl is general]\ anticsclontc throu9ghouLt
appropriate choice of'(,. 6. from Table I In a gisecn the miodel domain. 'There is. hos%%ever. a small region

region oinestand bthSvrrup transport con- of csclonic ssind stress curl betwecen 5' and 25"S alontg
straint 12.2). [Polesvard of v . set H, =_ and discard the South .American coast. which drtses a small eell of
(2.4) for n -2: poleward of *v,. set IV. -- ) also, and cselonic circulation. I his cell is sho\s n shaded in I ig
discard (2.4) altogether.] 2. The model tends to predict surfacing of the base,, of

10*S EW 2 2

200 .... 3N 3  EV

E E
300 ww 3 W 2 3

400 w E
/ V 3

500

I 800E 1800* 180
0
W 1400 1200 1000 800

lHi, 2 The %anious regions of the model. Bctween iand t,. W is the xsestL'rn shadowk /one. V is sentilated zone.
F is eastern shado\% zone. Equatorward of t,. the tw-letter code% denote appropriate choices lor potential %orticit%
dependences , G.,( according to Table 1.
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I Bt r 3. Kefer's ( 1985) density laers in the South Pacific Ocean. layers of the model, and discuss them in light of ob-
servations of the surface and intermediate circulation.

M idlaver

Densit density Outcrop
interval (o,) band a. The Sverdrttp circtdation

a 26.0)5-26.25 26.1 Figure 5 shows the Sverdrup circulation in the South

B 26.25-26.75 26.50 35o50S Pacific. computed from the winds in Fig. 4. This is part

C 27.(0-27.3(i 27.15 50o--60S ot a global map which has been presented and discussed
1) 27.3t-2750 27.40 by Godfrey ( 1987): it is included here for completeness.

and comparison with the following figures. It shows
the broad anticyclonic sweep of the South Pacific cir-
culation. Western boundary currents are indicated aslayers I and 2 and upward doming of the base of layernesartocseheicuto.• ,- - necessary to close the circulation.

3 in this cell. The principle enunciated by Godfrey (1987) (see be-
low, section 4) establishes that the northward transport.

'. Model domain and resoltiion including the boundary current, between New Zealand

The domain of the model is from the latitude of and South America is 29 Sv (I Sv I" m' s '): be-

Cape Horn (570S) almost to the equator, and from the tveen Australia-New Guinea and South America, it

South American continent to Australia and Papua- is 17 Sv. which is held to escape unhindered into the

New Guinea. The model results are computed on a 20 Indian Ocean through the Indonesian passages. These

\ 2' grid, to conform with the format in which the estimates have been used in drawing the boundary cur-

xinds arc supplied. Since all integrations have been rent along Australia in Fig. 5. The 17-Sv stagnation

cxplicitl\ carried out. there are no numerical difficulties streamline intersects the Australian coast at about 200 S.

associated %kith grid resolution. while Church's ( 1987) estimate, based on hydrographic

Actual geographic land boundaries are used. except and other data, for the latitude of bifurcation of the

that shallo%% seas and straits are filled in. The southern westward flow feeding the East Australian Current,

tips of New Zealand and Tasmania are taken as ., is 18's.
50'S and vj,_ 46°S, respectivel., rather further Lest the estimate tor the Indonesian throughtlow be

south than the actual extremities of land. in order to considered too large. and a smaller figure. say 10 S%.

represent the Campbell and Tasman plateaus. The or iero. be preferred, then that transport streamline

northcrn tip of New Zealand is at yN - 32°S. should be used as the stagnation streamline around
Australia. Gordon (1986) rev'iewed estimates of the
Pacific-to-Indian interocean exchange. The present es-

I I"het flflJlfl ,Ort'twttfiopll ' 1'

Because the geostrophic transport is not horizontally. . ......... I... ,. ....

nondisergent. it is convenient to augment it by adding
the cumulati~e meridional Ekman transport from the 5 --
eastern boundary. namely.

T1  (., v) = - r'(#/f) Id_. (2.5) .... - j

0 -

to both sides of(2.2). This total transport is nondiver- .
gent. so that a transport streamfunction

f, I 'P- T - _ I y1t (2.6) .
-5-

can be defined N/ -- 0 along the eastern boundary ,  0.
"hile \I' 0 at a given point denotes northxsard trans-
port betccn it and the eastern boundary).

0€

3. Results

Fhough there are special considerations to be taken 33.5 34.0 34.5 35.0 3.5.5

of the circulation around New Zealand in order to de- Saliniy 0

termine the flow in the Tasman Sea wkest of those is- I .3.. 3 composite 0-S diagram for the South Pautic O'can
lands, we shall postpone discussion of them to section (adapted froin Gordon ct al.. 19 2). the densil\ ntcrals I. 2.3, 4.

4. and present now solutions for the flow in the three of I able 2. and A. B. C. 1) of Table 3 (Keffer. 1985) arc indicated.
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Fiec. 4. Annual mean wind stress (Hellerman and Rosenstein. 1983).

timate of 17 Sv is certainly high compared to those, Zealand), and extends east along 40'S. The northwyard
but not indefensible. Of course, a lower figure for the limb is centered on 30°S. The connection between the
Indonesian throughflow implies a corresponding en- two limbs (the backbone of the C) is confused a little
hancement of the southward transport of the East Aus- by the presence of New Zealand. Reid (1981) has noted
tralian Current. such a feature in dynamic topography maps. It is re-

The boundars current required along eastern New markable that it should be evident in a diagram whose
Zealand is quite weak. the maximum transport of 14 provenance is solely the wind field.
Ss southwards being achieved only in a small cell along
the southern part of New Zealand. A weak anticvclonic h. Errors in the Sverdrup translorl
cell of magnitude 5 Sv is found in the Tasman Sea west
ot'New Zealand. North of this. a stronger anticyclonic Hiellerman and Rosenstein (1983) displax calcula-
cell, of 17 S%. is found. tions of Sverdrup transport based on monthly v ind

The southern limit of this cell is quite intense, and stress estimates. Apparentlx they neglect the prese-c
should be compared to the estimates of 12-13 Sv east- of Nev, Zealand and set the stream function to zero
ward transport along the Tasman Front. bx Stanton around Australia (i.e.. zero Indonesian throughflovs 1.

1981 ). and 15 Sx in the separating limb of the Eastern The\ also provide monthly standard error estimates of
-%ustralian Current, made by Boland and Church the vsind stress and propagate them through the cir-
l19S1). culation calculation to give error estimates for the

FiVUrc 5 is remarkable also for the roughly C-shaped Sverdrup transport. The> show largest error estimales
pattern Of the ridge of antic.clonic circulation. The in the vicinity of Newv Zealand. of order 50 S\. because
soUthssard limb of the ridge appears kkeakly broken of the paucitx of data in the South Pacific. If the erTor
into tNs'o (note the 'I - 30 Sv contour east of New is due to unresolved submonthlv or synoptic scales in

2 0 - 10 00

-20 - -3- -- - - 00

-30-- -30

160 180 160 140 120 100 80

1I, 1 r spor streamlunction 4,. in s crdr up ( S% I0' nils Idential to the S idrup xtrcarn-
wI in itt tii ocean interior (\kith some mod ifications _&st of Ne s Zealand, wec section 41. N'oI kcmii

U, ndar% . urcnt' along Ne, Zealand and Australia.
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the wind observations, it seems fair to divide this Potential vorticity.f/Il 3 only changes by 201 across
monthly error by (12) '2 to give an error estimate for the ventilated corridor. It is constant in the shadow
the annual mean of 15 Sv. This figure should be borne zone, by hypothesis. So it is roughly constant through-
in mind in interpreting the details of the circulation out the gyre. in good accord with Keffer's (1985) map
cells east of New Zealand in Fig. 5. North of 30'S the of potential vorticity in what he designates as layer C.
monthly error estimates are much smaller: less than The topography of the base of layer 3 is taken to be
20Svequatorwardof30*S. Dividing by (12)" 2 reduces flat at a value of 113 = 1362 m from New Zealand
this to 6 Sv. through the interior of the Tasman Sea up to the Aus-

tralian continent where it is taken to shoal to a value
c. The baroclinic circulation: the Podel of 1100 m at the southern tip of Tasmania (see section

5). This gives a southward transport of layer 3 water
The modeled circulation in the three layers will now in the East Australian Current of 5 Sv.

be shown and discussed. Comparison with observations On the eastern and northern edge of the gyre along
of the circulation will be given in the next subsection. South America and extending along the equator. it

Figure 6 shows 113, the depth of the base of layer 3, stagnant shadow zone is found with / 1 1 ;,, = 800
calculated from the model. The diagram shows the m. except for a weak cyclonic cell of circulation driven
broad sweep of the anticyclonic gyre in the intermediate b\ positive wind stress curl, between 50 and 25°S along
depths of the South Pacific. The ventilated part of the the South American coast extending west about fifteen
gyre in layer 3. in the strict sense of LPS, is contained degrees of longitude at the widest point. In this cell,
in the quite narrow corridor between the contours 113, IH, shoals to 770 m. an effect which is not discernible
- 958 m and 11,,, = 800 m around the outside of the in the contouring interval of Fig. 6. Because ofconsid-
gyre. The shadow zone west of the 113% contour is fed erable augmentation by southward Ekman transport
bx a zonal jet passing to the south of New Zealand. in the trade winds, this cell extends much farther west
This jet is supposed to feed the western boundary cur- in the streamfunction diagram of Fig. 5, with a max-
rent along the east coast of the island, but much of it imum strength of about 10 Sv (southwards) at 6S.
almost immediately peels off to feed the interior flow declining to 5 Sv at 12'S. and I Sv at 20'S.
in the shadow zone. Calculations to be presented in The effective pressure head driving geostrophic ftow
section 4 show that the total northward transport of in layer 3 is g tI? / = g -'f 1 . The multiplicative
laer 3 water between New Zealand and South America factor is' , = 0.30 x 10 ' (Table 2). This conmersion
is 14 Sv of which 747, or about 10.4 Sv, is carried by can be readily done on the contours of Fig. 6. The unit
the jet rounding southern New Zealand. It somewhat is inten equivalent to the "dynamic meter" of tradi-
strains the intuitive notion of "ventilation" to not call tional geostrophic computations.
the shadow zone ventilated, being fed as it is from west Next we show the depths I/,. I/,. of the bottom of
of New Zealand. The term here is used to mean water layers 2 and I (Figs. 7. 9). and the pressure heads
masses whose potential vorticity was determined by p,/gp. p/gij [Eq. (2.1)] driving the geostrophic low in
their history of contact with the wind when they were these layers (Figs. 8. 10). Layers 2 and I only exist
at the surface: in this sense, the shadow zone is not equatorward of 51 S. 39°S. respectively. Both layers
\entilated. exhibit a broad anticyclonic circulation in the South

At the northern end of the islands, enough of the Pacific. In the model. 11, and 11 are forced to zero
flow in the shadow zone has rejoined the boundary along the South American coast. for the reasons LPS
current to give a northward flow of 1.4 Sv, which cite. Nature is not so tightly constrained, however, and
rounds the island and feeds a weak eastward jet in layer depths of order 200-400 m and 100 m. respectively.
3 into the Tasman Sea. are observed along South America for the isopycnals

10 & 8.
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f(i. 6. Depth 113 (in hectometers) of the base of the third layer calculated from the model. Multiplication
by -'yg = 3 x 10

-
4 (Table I) gives pressure (dyn ml dri'ing the flok in layer 3.
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FIG. 7. Depth 112 (meters) of the base of the second layer, calculated from the model.

corresponding to these interfaces (see below). This 113.) More than that, the topography ofthe a, - 27.28
means that. in addition to modeled depths If,. 11, being kg m 3 surface is indeed very flat behind (north and
too shallow in the vicinity of the eastern boundary, east of) the 800 m contour in Fig. II. In the Tasman
gradients ofI,. /I,. and hence circulation, are stronger Sea north of New Zealand the modeled positions of
than observed. This bias in the model must be taken the 1000 m. 1100 m contours are about right. The
into account in making comparisons with observations. topography of the surface west of New Zealand is fairly

flat and its depth. judged from the Scorpio section at
d. T/h' harocjuitn circulation: comnparison ivith ohwcr- 43°S (Stommel el al.. 1973) is 1200 ± 100 m. rather

vation. less than the ll1.\z = 1362 ± 122 m produced by the
calculation to be described in section 4. though within

Let us compare the circulations computed from the the error bars.
model, and shown in Figs. 6-10, to observations ofthe Reid ( 1965) also shows a map (his Fig. 23) of the
circulation in the South Pacific Ocean. The material dynamic topography (acceleration potential) of the a,
most readib at hand is the maps published by Reid = 27.28 surface, relative to 2000 dbar. The d\namic
1965. 1973. 1986) ofthe depths of the density surfaces height contours correspond \er. closely to those of Fig.

2-7.. 20.81, 26._3 kg m 3 (6/ = 80. 125, 180 ell I I, as the theory requires.
ton). as well as acceleration potential (dynamic height), Toi)iralphl fdlensil surIaccs. The llI field ma\
salinity and oxygen on these surfaces. We shall repro- be compared to the topography of the ar, - 26.81 kg
duce here only one of these maps. namely, depth of a, m 'densit. surface (Reid's ( 1965) Fig. 17). The choice

_27.28 kg m (Fig. I t). Useful comparisons may be of outcrop latitude. 51°S. is roughly borne out b, this
made also with the dynamic topography maps of oW\rtki H(14. 197i). the shallow density SUrface m map. The model depths are considerably shallower in

nmaps the vicinit. of the eastern boundar where 11, is forced
otf suchixa (1968) in the tropical Pacific Ocean. andketer\(1183)gloal ap ofpotntil srtiitvin to zero, while in nature the isopvcnal is 200)-400 in
denstnera9' 5glblmdeep there. This shallow bias diminishes towards the
diensit inter als.' \N est.the topograph\ of 11, ought to he compared to the Ihe model's 500 m contour describes a complicated
topographi. of the Tr 27.28 kg m 3 densit.y surface rcgion just cast of New Zealand, while in nature the
(liL I I ) I he correspondence of the broad features is isop.cnal is not tund so deep in this region. North of
LInUtC remtarkable. especiall_ cast of New Zealand. The 350S. the model's 500 in contour extends eastward
strong /onali et flo\N ing around the south of'NesN Zea- from the northern tip of Ne\ Zealand almost to
land and fee:ding ihe antic clonic gs re is apparent. tip.ladI 0t) fs. ohere it turns north and returns to Australia
though the oceanic situation south of Ness Zealand is betseen 2WV and I 50S. Fhis accords tairl. \\ell k\ith
apparentl\ considerabil complicated b\ the shoaling the position ofthe 500 1 Contour in nature. Mhere it
of tile Campbell Plateau. The correspondence of the extends c\en farther east. to 12"All. Inside this con-exteilds es cii fart.erheast to I000)and Inside thisocos
loc'ations O. Sas. the 1200. 1 000 and 800) TI contours tour, maximium depths of 700 TI are fhtnd. in both
in tile model and in nature is ver. close. Ihere is a model and nature. in the Tasman and Coral Seas.
Vkcak ridge of about 800 m depth along the South I.ascr I depth. II,. ought to be compared to the
'American coast. IThis o1 course inspired the choice of' tpograph, of' the T., - 2.23 kg m dcnsit\ surface

(Reid's ( 1973) Fig. 5). The outcrop latitude. 39'S. cho-

Keiffr'( 95i) maps shos a. surface%. Reid's( 19-1 1 ~ sen for the model appears about right. The model
r, surfaces In the upper kilometerofthecc'n, different.esh1-lv, Cen depths are especiall\ too shallow in the sicinit\ of the

the tiko are slght, and no distinction is made in making comparns eastern boundar\. ,shere they are forced to shoal to
to the model zero. while depths of order IO( m are observed for this
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[:I(.. 8. Pressure head p', 'p (meter%) in the~ second la~er

isopx cnal along the South American coast. Aparlt from1 of' 1000l dbar. f'or this isops Lnal IS rather shalhil~ 1'(1 a1
this. the model isopleths of 11, appear too shialloss h,, fair comparison ss ith 1),/i~p. and acceleration potential
about ';0 im throughout the central and wecstern South onl this surtli1ce might better be compared ilb )
Pacific- - (- /b p/p. This comparison is luite goo0d, inl terutsl

Ketkr ( 1985*) showNs a map of the depth of tile (,. of both magnitude and pattern. (On tile othcr hand.
2 65*0 surface. the median densits of his laser B. This comparing thle acceleration potential ofI ITh '0. 2'.2

dCensits Surface tails in the range of our laser 2. 26.25 kg m surfaice. with respect to 1000 dh (Reid. 19 3).
< (T, < 2690 ccordingl\, wNe has e constructed a map ss ith Modeled (1f /)J/,i'. thC mnag iItude COf tilc mod-

ofd (I (I!. s hre (26.91 - 26.50),')26.9-) Jed flo\N is, at least ms ice as large aS ober ed in n Iature.

S)0.615. to model the depth of' this densit% although a simnilar antics clonic circula in pattern is,
surface, %%shich is show\n inl Fig. 12, for comparison \\ ithl Seen.
Keifer's map. Apart fromt the eastern boundars wAhere I aking the three densits Surfaces, together. a clear

iiand H-. are forced to zero, agreement is quite good. C(.quator\s\.ad shift of the subtropical gx rc \,\ ith decre as-
I hie positions of the trough along 20' S. and of the 400) i ng depth and dens,,. is seen in both the obsecrs ations
m.l 301H) mn contours. accord "sell. (,Ias Reid 1 198 1) reniarks) and thle model I Figs. 6-M).

[he mean depth of' the a.T 26.44 dlensits SUrtacc In thle \'estern Pacific. bet\sseen I Y; and 14- S. Mi ere
in the tropical band is sho%\n b\ Isuehis a ( 1968), and H- is, greater than S00 m. it mas be useful to compare
ma\ be compared s\ ith 11, . taken in thle model to he ), s' tih thle iean d\ naJmic topograph\ of thle 500(( dbar
the depth of the r,- 261.5,7 surface. Th Ie Modeled //, surface relative to 1000 dbar. shoss n in Fig. 13. taken
is, shallo\%er than obsers ed. right across thle tropical fromi \\ irtki ( 11741. ]'he pattern IS generall\ 5 er, stiml-
band, not onl, in the cast ss here it is fo6rced to /ero. ilar. though the strength of the cell in Fig. 8 is about
though the trend fromt shallo,.\er to deep fronm northeast tss ice that of- Fig. 13. Perhaps thle Choice of' thle 500
to southssest is reproduced. The depth eontours of' dhar surfo','ce is too deep for- a tair comnparison \%til Fig.
Isuchis a's deolsits surface are rather more ional than S. and a shallosser surface corresponding more nearx
those of Fig. 9. to the center of the lax er would shoxs a stronger cir-

.-I 't till il poreil. Comparison of the acceler- culat ion.
ation potential on thle n, 26.80 kg m 'surface, ss it h Comparing Isuchix a's 1 1968) map of acceleration
respect to 100(0 db,.%which Reid ( 1965) shosss. wkith potential of the a7, 26.02 kg nm surface relatis c to
r',/gp is rather problematical. The reference pressure, S010 d to Fig. 1(0 in thle tropical band, and disregarding

-20'- __

-40 T r

-50 -_ L
.. . . ..L .. ~ . _

160 180 160 140 120 100 80

1 (. IDcpth if, (metersi ul ihe base of the first laser. calculated frorn the model.
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F1;. 10. Pressure head pj. (meters) in the first laser.

the too large gradients in the model in the east (because is a feature determined partly by advection of warm
of the unrealistic shoaling of Il, that is required). the surface w ater out of the western equatorial zone. it is
easts\ard loxs with a 10- 1I dy n cm pressure drop across not surprising that a feature with such an origin is badly
il is reproduced quite %sell b\ the model. represented in this model. Layer I must represent all

On the other hand. comparing Fig. I0 to W rlki's the water lighter than a, - 26.25 kg m . This densit\
1)75) sea surface d\namic topograph\ relative to 1000 is found quite deep in the tropical thermocline, wAith

db (Fig. 14). neither the strength nor the position of water lighter by as much as 2 kg m occurring at the
the shallo\s g\re is \sell reproduced. The strong ridge surlace. Significant geostrophic shear, sshich the model
running from north%,est near Ne~s Britain towards the cannot represent, rnay occur over such a dcnsit range.
southeast (FiL 14) is apparentfl associated with the So some allowance must be made in making these
South Pacific ('onverence Zone in the atmosphere (see comparisons of the model to obser\ations of' naturc.
Fig. L.2 of Gill. 1082) \s this suggests that the ridge especiatl\ in the Iropics. Even so. as \Nc shall argue in

140 160 180 160 140 120 100 80

-----------------
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section 6, the poor agreement in the Tropics ma\ be 2()'S fo (7 20.81 kg ni and I 5S for (Y 2. 2
due to a fundamental shortcoming in the potential kgnii T.1he Ilasnian and (Coral Seas contain thc highest
vorticit\ conservation model. salinities on the rcspectis.e surface%. confirmng the

Salii-I- amd oxi~cn. Reid ( 1965, 1973. 1 986) also picture that this region is the stagnation /one oft the
show\s the concentrations of salinit and o\,,gen on the circulation. The ox gen concentrationN on thew densit\
three density surfaces named above. The soures of surfacees seem less remarkable tin the -alinities, except
low salinity are general]\ in the high latitudes. high that in the Tasman Sea on the a. -) .28 kg1sr~c
salinit\ in the 'Tropics. Regarding salinity as a tracer. a mninimlum in oxsgen is found, rather confirming the
all three surfaces show broad tongues of low salinitx, hs pothesis adxanced in the model inat tlos" is stagnant
swNeeping north in the eastern South Pacific with a nar- in this region at these depths.
rower filament extending westwards in the tropics as
far as the Coral Sea. Like the equatorward limb of the 4. Flo%~ around Ne-A Zealand
subtropical gvre. these zonal lowA-salinity, filaments lie
progressiscl\ farther northwAard with decreasing den- In this Section %%C compute the \alue of the transport
sit\ along about 20'-5S fora, 27.28 kg m 5I S- strearnfunction at Nex Zealand from tile %s md stres,,

to- .0*

20 .

30 3,-'

600

60.

80, 80*

Fi. 13. Mean annuai dynamic topography (dyn cm) of 5((db surface relaiuc to I NX)( Ah i\%Yrki. 19741
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field and use that to determine the total flow in the (Fig. 15):.I,,.t,, are the Coriolis parameters appropriate
boundary current on the eastern side of the islands. to the southern and northern ends of the islands. I his
Flows in western boundary currents along islands are result is due to Godfre. (I 987 ). and comes about from
determined, not by the requirement of balancing the a consideration of the integral of the serticall% inte-
interior Sverdrup transport. but b\ the necessit\ of grated momentum balance around the circuit de-
achieving the same pressure at the northern end of the scribed. along \ hich no lateral or bottom friction acts
island as at the southern, so that no pressure gradient Computation of this salue shosss that 4/,., 29 S%
(which would drive a normal geostrophic flow,) occurs Ihis \alue must be used to restart the S\erdrup corn-
on the far side of the island. Similar considerations putation %sest of Nes Zealand.
applied layer by layer determine ttI and II, on the far
side of the island. The values of 11 and 11, on the /1 -'rrtot .rmation for '1,
western side of New Zealand are necessar\ to determine
the layered Sverdrup flow in the Tasman Sea in the Ispection of tellerman and Ronsteins 19831

latitude range of the islands. This fills a gap left in the maps of the monthl. standard error of ional "wind stress
theory presented in section 2. gises a figure of order ((.25 ds n cm :i nthe midlatitude
We also compute estimated errors for the transport South Pacific.

(and 11, 112) from the standard errors quoted for the c ultpin thie km. the length of the
wind field. Circuit in the line integral of (4.1). and di\ iding b\ t,,

- /, gives 12 S\. Dividing b\ (! 2) to obtain the an-

a lbe tranmport sireainlunt'tioin at Neit / nd nual standard error of (4. I) gives 3.5 S\. This error
should be used to interpret the estimate of ',," gien

(knsideration of the flow around an isolated island above. The error for *,,, is smaller than those for point
like Nev. Zealand. shows that the constant value of the estimates of, TI, because the former is based on line
transport streamline that surrounds the island must be integrals of wind stress, while the latter are integrals of

\kind stress curl. and hence more prone to error.
4', " = ( ) Ar dl, (4.1)

• J . I ran.yporl ('ostraltt.s on I? and H.,

where the closed line integral is along a counterclock- If we assume that longshore flow in western bound-
wise path enclosing New Zealand and the Pacific Ocean ary layers is geostrophic, thenf P. defined by the first
to the east of it up to the South American continent relation in (2.2), describes the geostrophic transport in
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FIG. 15. Schematic integration path around New Zealand for 4FNZ (solid). Similarly for 'Io., (dashed).

the boundary current [though the second equality of South Americaf/(H3 - 112) =.f/H 3 (see Table 1), so
(2.2) fails]. Applying this in (2.6) at the southern tip of that the contribution to (4.4) from the interior is
New Zealand, where only layers 2 and 3 exist and are
in m otion, w e obtain f.1 ( t/3o - tt3 w,)

( t3 .z +',H.\z-H3')=As('Nz + TFAks), The contribution from the western boundary current
2 (is

(4.2)
1 ,1_W - 11.Zwhere Tl-_.s = T~k(.vz, is) +8.8 Sv. Error analysis .i( - .z J 1-13.

applied to (2.5) gives a standard error less than I Sv. P

Here t3', .z, t1.Nz are the constant depths of the hot- The Mean Value Theorem states that the second term
toms of layers 3 and 2 along the western side of New is given by 11,(113w - H 3.,z), where t,_ws < 11, < lt,.,z
Zealand. Along the eastern side, 113. t11 may vary be- (and tlws = (I -f,-)t3w), lfIf, were a linear func-
cause the normal-to-shore momentum balance in the tion of 11., as could be the case if, for example, both
boundary current is not geostrophic. but they must variables had an exponential structure in the boundary
return to the values tt,.Nz. !t..z at the northern and current with the same relaxation scale, then 11,
southern tips. Substitution of numerical values in (4.2) = '(lt,.\s + Il,.Nz). We shall adopt this assumption.
gives In total.

(1446 ±130 m), ' (1093 ± 100 m)2 (4.3) /s [ +...

The standard errors indicated in the denominators are
based on an assumed error of"5 Sv in ',Nt + Trk.s. (A X (t1M -113 z) + -I. /2 3[J13{) I0-1 it . (4.5)
reduced 4Nt',z + Tk., leads to smaller values of the

denominators.) At _=tY. the northern end of New Zealand. the sit-
uation is a little different. The interior contribution
splits into two parts: one comes from the shados zone.

d Fhe irapnporl ol/aver 3 where.l/(/t - I/,) f.11tI. and II, ranges from HM \.

just outside the western boundarN current, to !I at
Another constraint is required to determine the dis- the edge of the shado,4 zone, so that the value is

tribution of the geostrophic transport in the boundary
current between la.ers 2 and 3. This appears to be that t "1, tf t :
the transport between New Zealand and South America
in la.yer 3 be independent of latitude, in particular. that the other is from the ventilated region, where /7111
it he the same at the southern and northern ends of -L) = f/IL,. and 11, ranges from I3, to I/;,,. so
Nc Zealand. The layer 3 transport is that its valuc'is

13(y) f ( b1 - II)r - (o( 311.,/ .X)d.X'. (4.4) - I 1':2.

,\t the southern tip of New Zealand, r r. this is the same as the interior contribution at v -i. v he
made up of contributions from the western boundary western boundary current contribution is similar in
current and from the interior. For the latter 11, 3 I1' form to that calculated at ys. The total layer 3 transport
just outside the boundary current, and from there to is therefore
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1 which represents a section between New Zealand andTA()'N) = 
2 /N'  IY[HwN + 

H3.NZ - 1i2WN - H_.Nz] South America along y = ys. This section should be
X (1.1wk' - t I3.NZ) + J'y 3H3w(H 3w - 1 1 3WN) thought of as being along a latitude slightly south of

New Zealand through the interior, until the island is
3(11302 - 13w2). (4.6) reached, where it hooks north to cross the incoming

+ -( w . current from the west. At this section the interior

whe. --H3w is the value of H transport in the lighter layer, 9.5 Sv northwards, is al-where -WN =3WN I A2 most entirely Ekman transport (8.8 Sv). A similar sec-
just outside the western boundary current at y = YN. tion at a slightly more equatorward latitude will show
Setting TI(ys) = T3(vN), and manipulating. we obtain the depths H,, H3 outside the boundary current con-
eventually siderably depressed as the stream sheds transport into

(H3.Nz - 1)(H3.NZ- H2.NZ) + C = 0. (4.7) the interior.
With these values for H,,NZ, tt2,NZ we can restart thew here integration west of New Zealand along the lines of the

7 = (--/ s' 7f- 'H31wN +JS 1w, theory presented in section 2. A few remarks are firstcalled for. There will be abrupt jumps between t13..z,c (-/N +./s '.H 131w(H.- 113w1), 1 12,NZ and the values of H3. 112 given by the theory of

The numerical values for Jttm and H3%% are. respec- section 2 at points just north and south of New Zealand.
tively. 958 and 1316 m. as computed from the theory This suggests intense zonal jets emerging from, or im-
of section 2. This gives t = 2119 m, and C pinging on, as required, the tips of New Zealand. Pre-

+(871 m) 2. sumably, an account of the dynamics of these interior
The solution of Eqs. (4.2) and (4.7) gives l13.Nz, jets can be given, perhaps along the lines of the theory

11, N,. This is shown graphically on Fig. 16, as the in- presented by Pedlosky (1968) for frictional boundary
tersection point of an ellipse given by (4.2) and a hy- layers along a zonal boundary. We shall not attempt
perbola given by (4.7). The solution is here to construct such a theory, a product of which

would be a specification of the communication between
1l, z = 1362 ± 122 m. Il ,Nz = 362 + 33 m. the Tasman Sea and regions north and south of New

The standard errors given for these estimates are those Zealand, hence determining rigorous inflow and out-
due to the errors in the coefficients of (4.3). The trans- flow conditions. Rather, we shall content ourselves with

port of layer 3 between New Zealand and South Amer- specifying ad hoc that layer 3 be stagnant in the Tasman
ica is then Sea west of New Zealand, i.e.,

T3('S) = Tl(t'N) = 14 ± 4 Sv. (4.8) 113 = 113.,z = 1362 m, (4.9)

Of this. 74r; is carried by the western boundary current and accept the resultant abrupt jumps in 11, at latitudes
as it swings around the southern tip of New Zealand: vs, y- as eastward and westward jets, respectivelx, con-
the remaining 26"; by the interior. At the northern nected to and feeding or emerging from the boundary
end, only 101; is carried by the boundary current, the current on the eastern side of New Zealand. This is
remaining 64*; having been shed to the interior in the what was done in section 3 to obtain the solutions dis-
shadow zone. This is shown in the schematic Fig. 17a, played in Figs. 6, 8. Against this hypothesis, we should

note the tendency in Reid's (1985) dynamic topography
maps for flow along the south of Australia and New

/ Zealand to loop up into the Tasman Sea.
The topography of the a, = 27.28 surface in the

southern Tasman Sea is observed to be fairly flat, per-
1000 haps 1200 ± 100 m, judged from the 43°S Scorpio

-- 29 Sv section (Stommel et al.. 1973). This puts it in the range
of the estimate of ft3.NZ given above. The a, = 26.90
surface is found at about 400 to 500 m around western

Soo - / New Zealand, in fairly good accord with the estimate
Tof l 2 ,. The somewhat larger estimate than observed

t. of llN3/ do(-. suggest that '
1 NZ may be too high by an

amount of order 5 Sv, perhaps due to errors in the
o ;62 wind field. However, rather than tamper with Heller-

0 Soo 0 1000 1 2000 man and Rosenstein's (1983) winds, we shall persist
"3,NZ with them. while examining critically their implications

F,. 16. The Sverdrup transport constraint (4.2). and the continuity for the ocean circulation.
of layer 3 transpon (4.7). The intersection of the lines gives I.1 The geostrophic transport west of New Zealand is

given by
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Fi(;. 17. Schematic sections across the South Pacific showing laver depths and transports (i n S , positive northwards) of each la\ er.
in the interior and in the boundar\, currents. (a) From Chile along 50'S. looping north at New Zealand: then along 46°S. looping north
to Fasmania. (b) From Chile along 32'S, looping north to New+ Zealand: then along 34°S to Australia. ic) From Chile to Australia along

32°S& (d) From Chile to A ustralia along 2S°S.

,f '(pftt
2 + yt =ll - t + 5. The East Australian Current

Considerations parallel to those given in section 4

where(4.10) would determine the transport streamfunction at Aus-

where - DIAN tralia-Nev Guinea, were the flow through the In-
donesian passages unhindered by friction. In any event,

The same theory applies as in section 2. except that such an estimate ought to give an upper bound on the

the role plased formerly by layer 3 is here taken by Pacific-Indian flow through the archipelago. Gisen the

layer 2, and that of layer 2 by layer 1. The boundar Indonesian throughflow. the transport of the Fast Aus-

salues of t11 and It1 on the west coast of New Zealand tralian Current can be calculated. Ihe distribution of

are this boundarN current transport among the layers, in

11, 362 m. 0l,. -0. (4.11) particular in the third laser, is discussed.

The results of integrating this model in the Tasman , 1he fraport sireaminttclio (it ..llftra/ia
Sea west of New Zealand have already been shown on
Figs. 6-10. The level surface formed by 113 = 1362 m A calculation similar to that in section 4, for Aus-

and the variation of 11, given by (4.10), with tI 0. tralia-New Guinea, regarded as an isolated, if large,
in the interior of the Tasman Sea along y = .t'i, is island, shows :hat
shown schematically in Fig. 17a. The variation of the 1
depth 112 of the light layer might be compared quali- sT= (- A 1) -,-
tativelv with the Scorpio section at 43S, which shows
a moderately deep (-400 m). warm, near-surface layer (5. t)
in the Tasman Sea shoaling gradually over the Chatham
Rise, and then quite shallow over the remainder of the where the line integral is taken along the path shown
eastern Pacific. in Fig. 15. Computation yields
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- ' Au, - 17 Sv, former appears more in accord with observed depths

which means that there must be an outflow of this of the a, = 27.28 surface at the Australian coast.
magitumeas fro there Pacifito te Idian Ooas It may seem remarkable that considerations on themagnitude from the Pacific to the Indian Oceans observed depths of isopycnals can suggest the Indone-
through the Indonesian passages (Godfrey. 1987). This sian passage outflow. Yet this is merely a consequence
figure. apart from any errors in the wind field used in
the calculation, must be regarded as an upper bound ofgeostrophy. f(4.2)and (5.2)areadded. one obtains.

on the magnitude of the outflow, for it depends on approximately,

neglecting friction in the passages, which are quite nar- 1 ' ,
row and convoluted. Friction in the passages would 2(3,3ll1, u1+ Y21t2.A-I
surely act to reduce this flow. (If the Indonesian pas-
sages were closed entirely, then plainly we would re- 2 . + T k S-4 1 1,). (5,1)

quire that *A,, = 0.) because fa, Is For Au, 0. and zero Ekman trans-
An error analysis applied to (5.1) gives an estimate port, this constraint could be satisfied, for example, bN

of the standard error Of *I'A, of similar magnitude to 1H , I, returning to their South American %alucs at
the error of *'NZ, namely, about 4 Sv. This error is the Australian coast. It is the large Lkman transport.
solely that due to errors in wind stress, not systematic 9.6 Sv, which must be returned b\ a geostrophic tlowa.
errors like the neglect of friction in the Indonesian pas- that requires the extreme shoaling of/!;, l1: at the Vast
sages. Australian coast if ,1,, - () is to be maintained.

It might be objected that an additional southward
h. Transport constraints on 113.A, and tt:Au, zonally averaged barotropic flowk.

The total geostrophic transport in layers 2 and 3 4(Vs) '. 4(-. vs)dx < 0,
across the latitude 1 ., is"

_ where L is the width of the South Pacific along latitude
v_ could redress the mass balance by adding (algebra-ically) the term -ALl' 4(.) to the left of(5.2), without=A/US(\ A4 - *%I + T'I k L,). (5.2) requiring unrealistic shoaling of Mb. However, evidence

where 7':k, r, , = +0.8 Sv is the Ekman transport between from the deep distributions ofwater properties suggests.
Tasmania and New Zealand. Take 4'., -29 Sv. and if anything. that the re,erse is the case. namely, north-
!b',z. ff,,z as determined in the section 4. Then. for ward flow of the water masses, including the Circum-
the stated values of 4. ,. we get the corresponding polar Deep Water. and the Antarctic Boitom Water
constraints on ItI., tl..,: that are subsumed in our la.er 4 (Warren. 1973).

*A -17 Sv (Indonesian passages unrestricted): .Laver 3 transport

1/ 11., We now compute the transport in laver 3 in the
(1120 )-+ (847 m)5.3a) Tasman Sea between Australia and New Zealand at v

= .r... Because the topograph> of //, is flat across the
0 (Indonesian passages closed): interior of the Tasman by assumption, the only con-

tribution comes from the boundar\ current. Calculated
ll\2, -:tt2.,., - 0: (5.3b) by the methods given above, this is

73

-10 Sv (intermediate situation): 2(.tias) = ; f..' 3[lt, + t
f 11 I.U , M, I (5.3c) - II;u . 1,f. 5 s,(t',,z - 1b..j) (5.5)

(870 m (658 ) w here 11 ,\u = lI2(x. .. v,) 607 m , from the so-
Errors in the coefficients similar to those quoted for lution of (4.10) in the Tasman Sea with Ill = 0. It

Eq. (4.3) ought to be anticipated. might be argued that. because the Indonesian passages
Theclosing ofthe Indonesian passages requires tt .. z likely do n('t admit much or an. water as dense as
-L , 0; that is, the necessary southward return layer 3, a consistent requirement on layer 3 is that it

in the Tasman Sea ofthe northward 29 Sv in the South return the volume transport in that layer east of 'Nes
Pacific between New Zealand and South America. re- Zealand, i.e.. T(y|,) - 7 (y) - 14 S.. This con-
quires the isopycnals modeled by the 13, 11, interfaces straint turns out to be ludicrous when combined with
practically to surface at the east Australian coast. This (5.2), for any choice Of *A,,: no positive mathematical
simply is not the case observed in nature, solution is possible! The layer 3 interface must bank

The other two cited possibilities give maximum al- impossibly steeply to return 14 Sv in the East Australian
lowable depths for H3.A,, of 1120 and 870 m. The Current.
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On the other hand, we can select piausible values of rectly through the geostrophic interior, but are instead
= 1100 m, Aus = 400 m. by inspection of the linked to the forcing by paths passing through the west-

intersection of the ao = 27.30. 26.90 density surfaces ern boundary currents. In the absence of a more de-
with the east Australian continental slope in the 430S tailed theory of how potential vorticity in such a region.
Scorpio section, for example (Stommel et al., 1973). called the "western shadow zone", is determined as
These values, while not precisely satisfying (5.3a), fulfil flow leaves the western boundary current. I adopted.
it well enough (to within 20,), considering the large following LPS and Talley (1985). the hypothesis that
errors inherent in computing the coefficients of (5.3a). potential vorticity is homogeneous throughout it. This
Inserting these values in (5.5), together with ll.N shadow zone is enormous in the South Pacific. almost
= 1362 m, we obtain filling the basin (regions W, WW, VW, EW in Fig. 2).

While the ad hoc nondeductive nature of the hypothesis
-5 Sv. must be stressed, the homogeneity of potential vorticits

This estimate is very sensitive to the difference (tt3.,z in layer 3 is borne out by comparison with Keffer's
- l3 .5 JO, which is 262 m for the values cited, though (1985) maps in the corresponding density layer.
with an expected error close to 1001-,c! Nevertheless, The circulation produced by the model resembles
this suggests, in terms of the model, in which no cross- quite well the actual circulation observed in the South
isopycnal flux is envisaged, that a net transport of 9 Sv Pacific. as judged by comparison of maps of modeled
of laser 3 water must escape through the open northern and actual isopycnal depths and dynamic topographies
boundar' of the model near the equator. The natural on various surfaces. Agreement is remarkable in the
ocean does permit cross-isopycnal flux. of course. In deepest modeled layer, which contains the density at
fact, a flux of about 3 m yr ' distributed uniformly the core of the Antarctic Intermediate Water. but
over the area of the Pacific Ocean north ofr'v is required poorer in the surface layers, especially in the tropical
to balance a transport of 10 S%. Such a magnitude is band, where stronger circulation is observed than the
consonant with traditional estimates of vertical flux model allows. A reason for this deficienc\ is offered
(Munk, 1966). [The condition on the continuity of belos'.
layer 3 transport, Eqs. (4.4). (4.8). over the latitude There is a boundary current on the eastern side of
range occupied b Nes' Zealand. deserves to be rcex- Ness Zealand constrained, not b) a requirement to
amined in the light of such a putative cross-isopscnal balance the interior Sverdrup transport between Ness
flux. The area of the South Pacific between Ne\ Zea- Zealand and South America. but b\ the necessity to
land and South America is about 8000 km 210(0 ki. achiesc the same pressure in al' layers at the northern
Multiplying b 3 m \r ' gives about 1.6 S\, not an end otthe islands as at the southern. This must be se
insubstantial figure. but prohabl% negligible compared because, pressure being continuous from cast to sest
to errors in the transport estimate (4.8).] around the northern and southern tips. it is not possible

[nallh, it is important to note that the discussion b\ an% means to sustain a pressure gradient, which b
of this section is fairly robust in terms of modeling geostrophN tkould require a normal floss. along the
assumptions: the remarks made do not depend sensi- eastern boundar\ of an ocean basin. This constraint.
tio cl. on the details of the model, but follo t fairl. di- together with a requirement oftcontinuit of net mass
rectl. from assumptions of geostroph\ and the Scr- transport betss.en Nes Zealand and South America
drup balance. applied to a /onal section passing the in each lay er. is enough to determine boundary current
southern end of Nes, Zealand. transports in each laser, and layer depths. ('ross-iso-

pscnal flux, because it aflfects the laser-bs-laser mass
balance oft the testern boundar, currents, alters the

6. )iscussion balances b " hich the depths of the lasers on the west-
ern side of Ne-s\ Zealand. for example, are determined.

I he simple haroclnic circulation theor. of [PS. I considered this eflect crudels in order of magnitude
sshich distributes the vtind-dri en Sscrdrup transport in section 4 and concluded thai its likels influence on
among a number of layers in a was consistent \kith determining the layer depths around Ne\s Zealand is
conservation of potential vorticity. was applied to the negligible.
South Pacific Ocean. The goserning idea behind this In principle, similar constraints should be alloimcd
model is that columns of water in a particular laser to determ|nie the flos. around \ustralia, considered as
arc imprinted s,\ith their potential sorlicit\ by the sind an island isolated b the deep passages through the
stress curl in latitudes %khere thes are in direct contact Indonesian archipelago. tlowes or. I have used tile con-
xsith the frictional surface lasers, and that subscquentls, straints onls to determine the depth-integrated trans-
as the\ flow equator\sard beneath lighter water in an- port in the Vast .Nustralian Current and relied instead
ticsclonic gyros. the preserve whatever potential sor- on empiricalls observed isopscnal depths at south-
ticits the% had acquired This idea has to be modified eastern A\ustralia to determine indisidual laser trans-
And augmented when it is disco\ered that there are ports The reason for this approach is that. unlike Ne\
ortain regions in submerged la\ers that cannot he Zealand. the neglect ofcross-isop~cnal flux is indefen-

reached from high latitudes by paths that proceed di- sible around Australia. as I shall make clear belots
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We may summarize the results of considering the nant shadow zone formed to the west of New Zealand.
western bounda currents in a series of cartoons of The interior transport of layer I in the eastern Pacific
vertical sections across the South Pacific at various lat- is 8.3 Sv, composed of '.) Sv Ekman transport, and
itudes. Figure 1 7a shows such a section crossing the 6.3 Sv geostrophic transport. Note the reversal of the
model ocean at 50'S between South America and New boundary current in all layers but the third, in which
Zealand, jogging north to cross the zonal jet feeding it is still weakly northward, at the northern end of New
the western boundary current at New Zealand. thence Zealand.
crossing the Tasman Sea along 46'S. and jogging north For contrast we show in Fig. 17c a slightly diflLrent
across another zonal jet to reach Tasmania. The dia- section, crossing the entire Pacific along 32S, passing
gram shows the depths that the layer interfaces achieve the north tip of New Zealand without crossing the
both outside and inside the western boundar\ currents boundary current, and passing north of the zonal jet
at the southern ends of New Zealand and Australia. It in the Tasman Sea that supplies the New Zealand
also shows the volume transports in the interior of the boundary current. The eastern part of the section is
ocean and in the boundary current in each layer. The identical with the corresponding part of Fig. 17b. Con-
interior transports oflayer 3 in the eastern South Pacific trasting Figs. I 7b. c shows the shallow layer transports
and Tasman Sea are, respectively, 3.5 Sv and zero. The in the boundary currents shifting from Australia to Ne%&
corresponding estimates for layer 2 in the eastern South Zealand.
Pacific and Tasman Sea are 9.5 and 5 Sv: the former Finally, we shos a section north of New Zealand
is composed of 8.8 Sv northward Ekman transport. along 28'S (Fig. 17d). The southward transport in the
and onlx 0.7 S% geostrophic transport. These estimates deeper la.,ers in the boundarv current is weakened.
are based solely on considerations of wind stress forcing most markedly in layer 3.
and potential vorticity conservation in the interior. The ManN of the oceanographic features that have been
boundary current transports at New Zealand are 10.5 remarked on in the investigations that have been done
and 5.5 Sv in layers 3 and 2: and at Australia. - 5 Sv around New Zealand (see Heath, 1985, for a review)
and - 12 Sv. The Australian boundary current trans- are apparent in the model. The turning of 10-15 S of
ports are determined by the selection ofinterface depths the southNsard flow from the East Australian Current,
at the Australian continent from inspection of h.dro- to proceed along the Tasman Front to the northern tip
graphic data like the Scorpio sections (Stommel et al.. of'Ne" Zealand (Stanton. 1981), and perhaps connect
1973). If the Nes Zealand-South America section were with the East Auckland or East Cape Current on the
taken onl. slightl\ further north, much of' the large eastern New Zealand coast can be seen in the obser-
boundary current transports would alread\ be distrib- \ ations.A jet of this magnitude connecting the bound-
uted to the interior. This ma. be why the intermediate ar\ current at Australia to the northern tip of Ne\\
level isopvcnals of the Scorpio section at 43'S. which Zealand in the zonal band 32--34'S is cjarlv repro-
was made considerably north of the southern end of duced in the model (Figs. 5. 17b, c. Similarl, an east-
the islands, do not show the pronounced boundar ward jet can be discerned in the obsersations, pene-
layer character of the base oflaer 3. lhe model section trating to at least intermediate depths, and I.ing wkest
shoss the light water of layer 2. moderatelx deep (400- of the southern cape of New Zealand. This jet turns
60) m) in the Tasman Sea and just to the east of Nes, around the islands in a complicated wax, presumabl.
Zealand. but extremely shallow in the remainder of because of the complexity of the topography of the
the eastern Pacific at this latitude. A similar feature, Campbell Plateau and Chatham Rise. becomes asso-
marked by light, warm (>8°C). salt\ (>34.6 > 10 ') ciated with the Southland Current. and teeds the an-
water can be discerned in the 430S section in the las- ticyclonic gxre east of New Zealand. Bottom topog-
man Sea. and east of New Zealand. though it extends raphx is lacking in the model, so the observed com-
much farther eastward, to perhaps 165 0 W. than in the plexit% of flow cannot be adequatelx rendered, but the
model section at 50 'S. tonal jet west of Ne., Zealand. and its feeding of the

The net transports of layers 3 and 2 in the South antic.clonic gyre to the east. are clearly seen in the
Pacific are 9 and 8 Sv (northwards). Mass continuit\ model (Figs. 5. 17 a). These tonal jets are required in
requires that the net transport be the same in each the model for the following reasons: (it the pressure
lasc. in an'. other Australia-South America section. Must adjust to be constant in each layer along the vwest

I he nest section shown is at the latitude of the side of Nes Zealand: (ii) on the other hand, pressure
northern end of Nes Zealand (Fig. ! 7b). It crosses the in each laye'r just to the north and south of the islands
eastern Pacific along 32'S. jogs slightl\ south to reach is determined b. the Sverdrup balance and the con-
Ness Zealand. and crosses the lasman Sea along 340S. sersation of potential vorticit\: (iii) the resulting im-
\ lighter laxer of ssater (layer 1) has joined the vertical balances in pressure draw geostrophically balanced.lets
sack oflaers. Each of'laxers 2 and 3 preserves the net from the west.
,olume transport it acquired at the southern section. The continuity of net transport in each layer in the
ihe net transport of layer I must be zero in each of sections of Fig. 17 is a consequence of the assumption

the two sub-basins because it cannot be supplied from in the model that layer interfaces are material surfaces.
further south. Layer 2 in the Tasman Sea is in a stag- Hence the 17 Sv total northward transport between
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ABSIRAC f

The Australian Coastal Experiment (ACE) ssas designed to test coastal-trapped \%ac (([W) theory and the
generation of coastal-trapped waves b the wind. For the ACE dataset, \se use CTW theory to attempt to
hindcast the observed alongshelf currents and coastal sea levels at locations remote from the upstream (in the
CI' sense) boundary of the ACE region. Local (in the ACE region) " ind forcing is responsible for onlk about
a quarter of the CTW energs flux at Stanvkell Park (the center of the ACE region), and the remainder enters
the ACE region from the south and propagates northward through the ACE region. Including the second-mode
('TW improves the correlation between the hindcast and the observed near-bottom currents on the upper slope
at Stanwell Park. but the use of the third-mode ('TW cannot be justified. A linear bottom drag coefficient of
r 2.5 I0 4 m s i %,orks better than a larger drag coefficient. and simplitsing the (I-W equations by assuming
the modes are uncoupled does not detract from the quality of the hindcasis. the hindcast and observed coastal
sea levels are correlated at greater than the 99'; significance level. For the nearshore locations at Stanwell Park.
the hindcast and obser.ed alongshelf currents are correlated at greater than the 99", significance level, and the
CIW model can account for about 4f; of the observed variance. On the shelf at Stanwell Park, we find the
hindcasts agree \,ith the observations onts if direct wind forcing within the ACE region and the correct (nonzero)
upstream boundary conditions are included. However, even after attempting to remove the effects of the eddies
and the East Australian Current, the (1TW model is not useful for predicting the currents on the slope at Stan\4ell
Park and on the shelf and slope at Newcastle (the northem boundarv of the ACE region) The currents at these
locations are dominated by the effect of the East Australian Current and its eddies.

1. Introduction agreement was within a factor of 3 or better. Clarke
(1977) showed that the CTW theory could be used to

Since subinertial frequency coastal-trapped waves explain, at least qualitatively (and quantitatively for
(CTWs) were first studied in the early 1960s (Hamon. Lake Ontario), a range of observational and numerical
1962), there have been a number of attempts to use results.
theory to hindcast various aspects of CTWs. The first Brink (1982) used the CTW theory, with realistic
attempt to use forced wave theory to hindcast conti- bottom topography and stratification, to predict along-
nental shelf waves was made by Hamon (1976). He shelf currents off the Peru coast. While the results in-
used the barotropic theor' of Gill and Schumann dicated that the observed variance could only be ac-
(1974) to hindcast sea levels at Evans Head on the east counted for if CTWs were present, the quantitative
coast of Australia. Hamon (1976) assumed an along- agreement between observed and hindcast currents was
shore phase velocity of 4.0 m s ' (determined from the not significant over most of the CTW band. More re-
observed alongshore propagation of sea levels (Hamon. cently. Battisti and Hickey (1984) hindcast sea levels
1966)], but concluded that better agreement between and alongshelf currents for the west coast of the United
theory and observations would be obtained with a States. For sea levels, the coherence between observed
phase velocity of 3.5 to 3.0 m s. He also concluded and hindcast results was significant at the 95% signif-
that there was only a small amount of frictional dis- icance level. For aiongshelfcurrents the agreement was
sipation. The theoretical predictions were of somewhat less satisfactory, nutnghe curets. tre emnt as
smaller amplitude than observed, but the amplitude counted for a significant percentage of the variance.

All of these -ttempts to hindcast observations as-
sumed that the first-mode CTW was dominant. Re-

Permanent affiliation. Department of OceanographN, Florida cently. Mitchum and Clarke (1986) have used up to
State Unierst's. ~Tallahassee. Ft- 32306. seven CTW modes to hindcast currents and sea levels

** Institute of Ocean Sciences, Sidnes, British Columbia V8l 4B2.
Canada. on the West Florida Shelf. In Part I of this paper
'College of Oceanographs. Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR (Church et al. 1986, hereafter referred to as Part 1), the
97331. second-mode CTW was found to carry at least as much

c 1986 American Meteorological Soviet, 1945
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energy as the first-mode CTW in the dataset obtained servations on the shelf and the upper slope. However,
for the Australian Coastal Experiment (ACE). the near-surface currents above the slope are dominated
In this paper, we shall use the ACE dataset described by eddies and the East Australian Current, and the

in Freeland et al. (1986) to attempt some quantitative theory is unsuccessful at hindcasting these currents.
tests of the CTW theory. We are not attempting to Finally, the usefulness of the model is discussed in sec-
explain all of the observed variance on the shelf and tion 4.
slope. On the slope, the observed variance is dominated
by eddies and the East Australian Current and this
makes verification of the theory more difficult. The 2. Application of the theory to the ACE dataset

theory as presented by Clarke and Brink (1985) and
Cla-ke and Van Gorder (1986) is summarized in the a. 1ie ohserved currents and pressure and wind sre.t.

Appcndix of Part I. This theory includes arbitrary fie/lds

stratification, cross-shelf topography, and linear bottom
friction: the waves are assumed to be driven by the The main ACE array consisted of three sections of
alongshelfcomponent of the wind stress or to originate current meters (each with five moorings and each hay-
upstream (in the CTW sense) of the ACE region. In ing a total of 15 current meters) offshore from Cape
section 2. the observations are briefly described and Howe, Stanwell Park and Newcastle (Fig. I a). The de-
the method of application of the theory of the Appendix signed placement of the current meters on each section
of Part I is presented. In section 3, the theory. together is shown in Fig. lb. We shall refer to the three sections
with the observed winds and the boundary conditions of current meters as line I (Cape Howe). line 2 (Stan-
at the upstream end of the ACE wave guide, is used to well Park) and line 3 (Newcastle). The current meters
hindcast coastal sea levels and alongshelf currents. are coded as in this example: f23/1000 (f refers to loss-
Correlation and cross-spectral techniques indicate that pass filtered data) is a meter at a depth of 1000 m on
the hindcasts are significantly coherent with the ob- the third mooring from the coast on line 2.

p Port Steph 
- . .. - -

7- 1

Newcastle -
330S r Norah Head /o It r n h , ""3 m"0

Sydney am Covea
340 / "" incomplete data return

Necat2 0 1900 M
Stanwell Park /
Port Kembla .75 m

13 "m - - - 190 m I

350- -Jervis Bay2 450 m
/ . Meteorological station 5 650 i
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* Current meter mooring 200

2 

190 
m360 /StanwellPark 2000 m ." 9 M
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*Montagu I.7m

3 Sydne 2 0 ,

3 7 0 de I :0-- 
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ape Bass Straitow Gabo 1,

~ HobaflC~;
150E 1510 152Cape Howe 2000 m 01900

Fi,. 1. I. ocation diagram for the Australian Coastal Fxpenment. (a) hhe locations of the current meter moorings. SSI' records and
locations %here meteorological data were collected, the sole moonng at 42'40'S on the east coast ofrasmania is shown on the inst t he.
dashed line is the 2(X) m isohath and the dotted line is the 4(XX) m isohath. (b Shernatic (not to scale) diagram of the locations ol currcn
meters on the sections at Cape Howe. Stanwell Park and Newcastle. A solid crcle indicates l(R)" data return, an open circle /cro dait
return, and a half shaded circle indicates an incomplete record.
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the details of the preliminarx data analysis are given rnidshelt. From this diataset.,.we selected three stations
in Part I and Freeland et al. (1985). Briefl%, the data that pios ided continuous data during ACE and wkhich
%k as handpassed to remove periods greater than 24 day s we considered to be representative of the wkind stress
and less than 2 dais. and onlN the alongshelf compo- field. These stations, at Green Cape. Montagu Island
nen-i of the current was used. and Norah Hlead (Fig. 1), were used in the application

Coastal subsurface pressure (SSP) data are a\ ailable ot' the CT\V theory . Full details of' the data and the
at I den. Jersis Bas. Port Kembla. Camp Cove and wind field (,ser the ACE region are given in Forbes
Port Stephens (Fig. I ). SSP data are also available at (1985b and personal communication. 1985).
the bottom of the 1 35 and 500 m moorings at (Cape
[io\Ac: thes, are referred to as fpl I and f'pl 3. respec- h. . pplWcalott of I/it theooii
ltisel\. Details of the data and data processing are given Ilo hindcast the alongshelf currents and coastal sea
in I orbes)( 1985a). As with the current meter data, the levels, it is first necessar% to know% the amplitude 0 of'
series were bandpassed. the CTW modes at the upstream end of the wave guide.

Meteorologieal data were obtained for 16 Bureau of In Part 1. these- amplitudes of the CIW modes \-.ere
Meteorology stations and for three buoys moored at found b\ solving
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I \ Ri i I )swr% ed a nd h i nkicas ariamc tIm thc 'sSI'N ind the nation fromn the Fast .Australian (urrent. a statistical
correlation witficie nt )xim en these iso signal, the record i in- 1 eddN - mode (see Part 1) A as dletined and included iii

tnplete for the stations marked "ith Linters t the a nal \si s so t hat G co nsisted offliu r col u mn -ect ors.

(IbsersNed I[Ii nd,..st As t h is a naly si s ),%as com pleted at allI t hree sectIo n s. thfe
% aria nlce Nariance ort-latioti modal amplitudes are known at (ape Hosse. Stanivel

I ,Wdtiiif :ol cIeict Park and Newcastle.
___I [he theor\ outlined in the Appendi\ of' Part I wNas

tpi it ;11 then used to step along the coast. In completing this
1pi 16 460 i4

[,lef "j )t4 ndcast. we allow the eigenfunctions F (f'or the pres-
Jk~r~t% Bj%* 4 4 0 06 sure feld) (and hence (1, for the velocity . iel) h hs

Port Kemnih 43 L ( 0 160 speeds (,. and the coupling coefficients b, and a to
amip (os 3) 1 24.) 0i6; var-, with the alongshelf location. All of these pararn-

1I§I5------------------eers were evaluated for the Cape Howe. Stanskell Park
and Newxcastle sections and linearly interpolated for
locations between the se tions. The eigenfunctions and

(G.O cigenvalues were computed for the estimated topog-
raphy and Brunt-V~isdld firequenc% profiles (see Part

kt, here the n~th element of the mnatri\ G is the alongshelf' I tor details) using the methods of Brink and Chapmian
current component of the Ith cigenflunction at the Pith ( 1984;). The first-mode phase velocities increase from
i n I 5) urrent meter location at Capev Howe. Because 3.2 mi s 'at Cape Howe to 4.0 m s 'at Stanell Park
of the finite quantit\ iof data and thle presence of other and to 5.2 m s 'at Newcastle. The incrca,, is, due ito
phenomena besides CIAs (such as Last Australian thle increased stratification in the north and also to the
Current eddies). onl\ the amplitude of' thle first three increased shelf sxidth. Sensitiv it\ tests indicated that
CI\V modes was estimated. To rninirniie contami- thle cigenfunctions and the phase \elocities sscrc: not

(a) 1983 1984
31 Aug 10 Oct 19 Nov 29 Dec 7 Feb 18 Mar
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F-to A Coimparisorn ni the hindcast alongshelt'current "tth ihe de-eddied ohsersalions 10r (ai Si...i P)tark~ and i hi Nes'casiie
1he preditonstsere completed \kth a modlel using three U 1W modes teosrain aeienhnias' n h i~t

,Iithe edd modie remnosed llq (41)1 ( )nl% a representalise selectioin of L tient meter revords is presented
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sensit:ve to small changes in the depth or the stratifi- frequenc motion we consider has a period of 24 days
cation profiles (such as might be produced by inaccu- and the highest frequenc. has a period of 3.7 da.s.
racies in the data or local variations in the shelf con-
ditions), but that for accurate quantitative results it is 3. Comparison of obser-ed and modeled coastal-
necessary to allow for gross changes in h(.v) and .\'2(:) trapped Aaves
that occur between current meter sections.

The frictional coupling coefficients were evaluated U .ca /,v(,/-
using linear bottom friction evaluated from r C _j)L.,.
A value of 0.0025 was used for the bottom drag coef- The SSPs and alongshelf velocities observed during
ficient C1, and a value of 0.2 m s ' for the scale velocity ACE were hindcast using the theory outlined in the
U_,, which implies that r = 5 X 10 4 m s '. The value Appendix of Part 1. the boundary conditions (at Cape
of r was taken to be independent of the cross-shelf co- lowe) determined in Part I, and the observed winds.
ordinate. [he hindcast and observed SSPs are compared in Fig.

Wind stress was calculated from the observed winds 2 and Table I. For the pressure record at the most
at Green Cape. Montagu Island and Norah Head (Fig. southerly location on the coast (Eden), the hindcast
I) using the neutral steady state drag coefficient of Large and observed SSPs are of comparable magnitude and
and Pond (1981). are significantly correlated at above the 99% signifi-

The wave band we shall consider is that associated cance level. We calculated the integral time scales fol-
with synoptic weather events with periods ranging from lowing Davis (1976). If Eden and Camp Cove sea levels
a few days to a few weeks. In particular, the lowest are used, the integral time scale is 5 days (as used by
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Il 1 2. Correlation coefficients between the de-eddied observed alongsheli currents arid the hindcasi currni% it stan,ii al anrd
Newcastle. Fhe correlation coefficients are given ocr the total ACI; period andi. for Stani~ell Park. are al,,o gi~cni tor the period "is vii m
eddies wsere present (dass 50 to 140).

Stairwell Park Neiscasile

Correlation Correlation (orrelation
coefficient coefficient cctlicient

Location (complete record) (das s SO)- 1401) 1 Ocition ,ornpletc rcird)

r-l:/7i 0.43 0.76 F, 75 0, 4
C 11l25 0.65 (),79 t 3 I /125 (163

r2)50.29 1.52 112/'; 0 13
C211 125 11.411 0.61 t1/2I 2 1 13
C~21 190 (1.49 (1.62 f3; ) 0i il 3
C 3/12 5 0. 57 No data 173/ 2 5 il22
t23/190) 0.20 No data t 13; ,11) 10,18
C-3/450 0).0)7 No data 13311451 4;1.O 17
P-4)171) 0.02 (1.41 134/1911 0. 02
f(-41450 -01.04 1)28 134,45( 1116It
t74/6501 .0.4 01. W1 1'34/65 01 106
C 4/ (1 (1 .36 0.36 f34.' 1li WO 3

Ci5,45 . 1.28 (0.18 135,451 1.1
12 5 1 10 (.12 0.18 3IS, lixxi0 111
r-5/1900(11 0. (1 C35 '11) I 9( 1

0.7 050Freeland et al.. 1 980). 1lokwr. if the currents at I'l I

1 0.26 125 and 1-211/125 are used. the integral time scale is
about 3 days. To estimate significance levels. se hase
used the more conservative time scale of' S dass. and
thus for a record leghof' 180 dasada ntegral
time scale of 5days the 95' significance lexel is 0.32 5
and the 99''; significance le\ el is (0.4 18. In contrast, 1"or
the record al the 500 mn isobath (fp 13). both the ob-

(a) served and hindeast signals are small (as is expected

0.75 f.0.2 or CI Ws) and are not signiticantlv correlated. At
00502 midshclfl(the 135 m isobath-fpl I).l the observed anid

,.~~ ~ 0f/.>.. * p0 hindcast series are (of intermediate magnitude (com-
pared to Eden anid fpt 3) and are significantl\, corre-

-aed or the coastal SSP at Camp Cowe arid Port Ste-
phens (the two other sites with complete records). tile
hindcast and observed series bave similar variances anid
are significantl\ correlated at greater than the QW; sig-
nificance level (Table 1).

Although we have used onl\ the velocities at (ape
0.50 FHowxe to determine the amplitudes of the (1W " modes.

the model can successfully hindcast the observed SSP
0.25 at the northern limit of' the ACE array. It is also ap-

parent (Fig. 21 that the comparison is poorer at sonic
times than others. This is at least partiall, due to the
presence of offshore eddies that are aflicting the coastal
sea levels. %%hich. as wve shall sec. have an even more

(C) marked ellelis on the alongshelf currents.

FiG., 4. Contour plot oif the correlation betwseen the hindcast along- /i ( rlfli
shell current and the dc-eddied observations between dass 501 and
140). Only one (A1W mode is used in (a). two ('T'W Modes are used In comparing the hindcast alongshlct currents wtith
in (b), and three CI W modes are used in (c). Regions of negatise
correlation are indicated by heavy stippling: light stippling indicates the observations, it must be remembered that offshore
regions where the correlation coefficient is less than 10.25 but greater events (eddies and the East Australian Current) stronglx
than cero. affect the currents on the shelf' and that C"IWs onl\
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account tbr a fraction of the observed variance. In Part absent from the Stanwell Park region. We repeated the
I, an attempt was made to minimize the contamination fitting of (W modes at Cape Howe and the subsL-
of the CTW mode amplitudes by including a statistical quent hindcasting of alongshore velocities at Stanwell
eddy mode in the least-squares fit. For an initial com- Park using two rather than three ('TW modes, and one
parison of hindcast currents with the observations, we rather than three CTW modes, and compared the re-
have attempted to remove that part of the current due suits with the de-eddied currents at Stanwell Park. For
to eddies b\ generating a "de-eddied" current vd' given the locations on the shelf, including onl, two modes
by gives marginally higher correlations than including

three modes, which in turn gives higher correlations
t= ,, - G,,404 . (3.1) than including only one mode. However. for locations

24/(XIO). 24/450. 25/1000 and 25/ 19). using only one
Note that t d includes the contribution from the first mode (Fig. 4) resulted in negative correlations: i.e.. one
three CTW modes and a residual noise factor t. which mode cannot account for the observed reversal of sign
could include contributions from higher-order CTW of the longshore currents. In contrast, when two modes
modes and from the East Australian Current. were used. the only negative correlation was at 25/450,

This de-eddied current is compared with a represen- and for three modes all correlations were positive.
tative range of hindcast currents at Stanwell Park and In Part 1, it was found that CTWs accounted for
Newcastle in Fig. 3. The correlation coefficients (Table onl. a fraction of the observed variance and that even
2) are largest for the nearshore meters, where the hind- when an eddy mode was included some variance was
cast and observed variances are of a similar magnitude. still unaccounted for. We also found that remo\ ing the
and the correlation coefficients gradually decrease with eddy mode from the observations did not remove all
increasing distance from the coast. The variance in both of the eddx signal from the data. To avoid this noise,
the observed and hindcast series decreases with in- we applied a more realistic test of CTW theor\ by
creasing distance beyond the shelf break, with the comparing the predictions with currents we believe to
hindcast variance decreasing faster than the observed be associated "ith CTWs.. At Stanwell Park and New-
variance. This result is not surprising given that CTWs castle sections. we define reconstructed currents as
are trapped on the continental shelf and slope, and the
presence of East Australian Current eddies in the off-
shore region. Also. the correlation coefficients are larger c,,' - (;,(\.V),(u.t) (3.2)
for Stanwell Park than for Newcastle. This is because , I

of the small amount of variance accounted for by the
first three CTW modes at Newcastle (See Part I). As where P, is determined from the data (see Part I). Since
for the sea lesels, the correlation coefficients for the Eq. (3.2) inolbes a summation limited to the first three
nearshore velocities are "ell above the 99" significance CTW modes, the reconstructed currents are due to the
level of 0.418 (Table 2). dynamical modes with a relativel. small amount of

Offshore, the correlations are not significant at the contamination from eddies of from other phenomena:
95"; level. Due to the effects of eddies, there are periods i.e.. the residual noise factor ( is not included in Eq.
when the hindcast is significantly worse than at other (3.2) whereas it is included in Eq. (3. 1). A comparison
times: i.e., while we have reduced the effects of eddies of the reconstructed currents with the hindcast 'eloc-
on the currents by using a statistical eddy mode, we ities is shown in Fig. 5 and Table 3. Compared to the
have not entirely removed their effects. In fact. there correlations for the de-eddied currents, the correlation
are periods (particularly from late January to February between the two signals is only marginally different
at Stanwell Park) when the eddies dominate the ob- near the coast but is significantly improved offshore.
served currents at all locations across the shelf. In con- The time series of the amplitudes of modes I. 2 and
trast, for the period between days 50 and 140, other 3 at Stanwell Park, as calculated from the observations
obser-vations (CTD data, XBT data. satellite-tracked and as hindcast from the above theory. are shown in
buoys and satellite infrared images) taken during ACE Fig. 6. The correlation coefficients between the ob-
indicate that no large eddies were affecting the currents served and hindcast time series are 0.47 and 0.51. re-
at Stanwell Park. The correlations for this period are spectively. for modes I and 2 at Stanwell Park: for
considerably higher than they are for the complete ACE mode I at Newcastle the correlation coefficient is 0.44.
period (Table 2): in the offshore region all the corre- The correlation coefficients for mode 3 are not signif-
lations are positive and some are significant at the 95% icant for either location, and for mode 2 the correlation
level. coefficient is not significant for Newcastle. Cross spectra

We have attempted to answer the question "How (Fig. 7) between observed and hindcast series at Stan-
many CTW modes are necessary to hindcast the ob- well Park indicate that for mode I the series are sig-
served currents successfully?" For this test, we concen- nificantly correlated for all periods, except 4.8 days
trated on the alongshelf currents at Stanwell Park for over the 24 to 3.7 day wave band, and there is a near
the period between days 50 and 140 when eddies were zero phase difference for the entire wave band. The
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transfer function is about 1.2 for periods of 8 and 6 2, the transfer function increased by about 200 to a
days. but is about 0.7 for the rest of the wave band. range from 0.64 to 0.9 for periods greater than 3.6
These estimates of the transfer function are not signif- days. The final sensitivity test was to set the off-diagonal
icantly different from unity. For mode 2, the series are terms of the matrix of frictional coupling coefficients
significantly correlated over the entire wave band and (a,,) equal to zero. This approach greatly simplifies Eq.
there is a near zero phase difference for periods from (2.3) in that it decouples the modes, and one equation
24 to 4.8 days: however, at a period of 3.6 days this can be solved for each mode rather than a set of coupled
phase difference suddenly jumps to 1800. The transfer equations. The cross spectra for this case are also shown
coefficient ranges from 0.4 for a period of 3.6 days to in Fig. 7. The mode 2 transfer function is marginally
0.7 at a period of 6 days: i.e., the hindcast series is too closer to unity, but otherwise the results are not sig-
small by about 40%. For mode 3, the series are not nificantly different from the standard case.
significantly correlated in the wave band.

To estimate the sensitivity of the solution to varia- 4. Discussion
tions in the friction coefficients, we arbitrarily halved
and doubled the frictional coupling coefficients a,,. The theoretical frictional space (and time) decay
When the coupling coefficients were doubled (increased scales used in the model for modes 1, 2 and 3 for the
friction), the coherences fell slightly and the phase lags Stanwell Park section are 1800 km (5.2 days), 1200
increased by 10' to 200. However, the transfer function km (6.5 days) and 1100 km (10 days), respectively.
decreased by between 10% and 50% for mode I and Mode 3 (and higher-order modes) have a shorter decay
by between 20% and 50% for mode 2. When the cou- distance than mode 1. and in Part I it was shown that
pling coefficients a, were halved, the transfer coeffi- the observed modal amplitudes for mode 3 were not
cients for mode I increased for periods greater than 6 coherent between any pair of sections. Moreover. the
days but were smaller for higher frequencies. For mode hindcast and observed mode 3 amplitudes were not

(a) 1983 1984
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Ficr. 5. Comparison of the hindcast alongshelf currents with the reconstructed currents at (a) Stanwell Park and (h) Newcastle.
rhe predictions were completed using a model using three CTW modes, and Eq. (4.2) was used for the reconstructed velocities.
Only a representative selection of current meter records are presented.
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FIG. 5. Continued)

coherent. and it is unlikely that higher order modes parameter. Note that even when the friction parameter
can be identified with most practical instrument arrays. is reduced by a factor of 2, the decay time scales for
For these reasons, mode 3 (and higher order modes) the CTW modes are on the order of the perioa of the
are not very useful in ACE for a hindcast of alongshelf waves, and they will decay substantially before they
currents. However, at least two modes are necessary have propagated one wavelength, the CTWs are heavily
to hindcast the currents on the upper slope at Stanwell damped. Despite this heavy damping, CTWs can carry'
Park. For nearshore locations where friction becomes energy substantial distances (perhaps 1000 or 2000
relatively more important, the inclusion of higher order kin). For a number of continental shelves, strong forc-
modes may be necessary. ing is remote and upstream (in the CTW sense) from

The attempts to hindcast the observations using a the region of interest-, i.e., the CTWs are mainly freely
CTW model indicated that halving the friction param- propagating .through the region of interest. The ACE
eter to r 2.5 × 10' 4 m s -' gave a transfer function region and the shelf off Peru (Brink, 1982) are two
closer to the theoretically expected value of unity. This regions where remote forcing is important.
conclusion agrees with Battisti and Hickey (1984), who Assuming that the modes are uncoupled does not
found that a decay time scale of 5 days or longer worked appear to detract from the quality of the hindcasts.
best. Also, Hamon (1976) found higher correlations Since this greatly simplifies the problem. it seems pref-
between hindcast and observed sea levels on the east erable to assume that the CTW modes are uncoupled.
Australian coast when he used a relatively small friction These conclusions could possibly change if different

bC
• _2 .....
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The correlation coeffieients are given for the total ACE period and, for Stanwell Park. are also gisen for the period sshen no eddies "cew
present (dass 5010o 401.

Stanwell Park Nesseastle

Correlation Correlation Correlation
coefficient coefficient coefficiet

Location (complete record) (days 50- 140) Location (complete record)

r-1/7S 0.62 0.74 1-31/75 (100(
Q 1/ 12S 0.62 0.74 1311125 1)5)))
122/75 0.61 (0.74 f132/75 1.49
t' 2/ 12 5 0.61 0.73 t-32/124; 11.47
Q)2/1901 (1.55 0.69 F32/1901 (). 17
Q)3/ 125 0.50 0.66 f-133/125 016

1-23/190 (1.36 0.55 f133/19() 0.20
f-23/4501 0.00 0.26 f13/4510 (0.19
P-4/190 1.23 0.45 1-34/190) (1.18
f24/450 0.0I ((0.27 134/450 1.23
24/6501 0.24 0.45 134/650 0.32

Q24/1(0)1( 0.51 0.57 134/1(1X (1.22
f25/4501 0.10 (0.35 F35S/450 (0.25
f25/ 11(1(1 0.42 0.50 1-35/1() 01.15
Q) 5/1900 0.0)7 0.18 f35/1900 0.018
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nearshore current meters at Stanwell Park, we have f21/125 then the residual variance is larger than the
calculated the residual variance (i.e., we subtracted the variance of t"21 / 125.
hindcast alongshelf currents from the observed along- In contrast to the situation at Stanwell Park. the Fast
shelf currents and calculated the variance of this resid- Australian Current and its eddies dominate currents
ual). For the periods when eddies were not present, the offshore from Newcastle. and for the observation lo-
observed variances for meters f2 1/75 and f2l/125 are cations the CTW model is not a useful predictive tool.
114 and 131 cm 2 s 2. respectively, while the residual The dominant energ source for the observed
variances are 69 and 72 cm 2 s 2, respectively. These coastal-trapped waves does not lie in the AC[ region:
residual variances are 611, and 557, of the observed i.e., it is not the "local" wind that is dominant in dri\ ing
variances, so for these nearshore regions the CTW the currents on the shell. Iftthe amplitudes of the CT\\s
model is a practical tool for estimating the alongshelf at Cape Howe are set to zero, then the energ, fluxes
currents. Further offshore and at Newcastle, the pre- predicted for Stanwell Park are too small by about a
dictions are not useful because eddies and the East factor of 3 for mode I and about a factor of 7 for mode
Australian Current dominate. Closer to shore, where 2. Similarly. when the correct upstream boundar\ con-
the East Australian Current eddies have less effect, one ditions were used but the winds within the main ACF
would expect the CTW model to do somewhat better region were set to zero, the energy flux at Stan%% ell Park
than further offshore. An alternative predictive model was too small by about a factor of 2 for mode I and a
would be to assume that, because shelf currents gen- factor of about 3 for mode 2. When both the correct
erally have a large alongshelfscale. the currents at Cape boundary conditions and the winds were used. the en-
Howe are identical to those at the corresponding Io- ergy flux at Stanwell Park was too large by about 201,
cation at Stanwell Park. However, examination of rec- for mode I and too small by about 35(7 for mode 2.
ords 1l 1/1 25 and [2 1/125 shows that at zero lag the It appears that about three-quarters of the CTW signal
correlation coefficient is only 0.29 (in contrast to 0,74: observed at Stanwell Park is the result of free propa-
Table 3), and if fl I / 125 is used as a predictive tool for gation from Cape Howe and the remainder due to wind
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Fs(j. 7 Cross spectra between the amplitude of the CTW modes calculated from the obser.ations at Stansesll Park and hindcast

using the CTW model. Mode I is shown in (a) and mode 2 in (b). The solid line is the standard casc and the dashed inc i
assuming the matrix (a,,) is diagonal. The 95'7, significance level is indicated bN the dotted linc

forcing north of Cape Howe. To successfully hindcast the model results and the observations was somewhat
the observations, both the correct boundary conditions larger than the expected value of unity. It appears that
and the correct winds are necessary. The free wave as- the likely explanation for this result is that Hamon
sumption implicit in the analysis of Freeland et al. (1976) assumed (in contradiction to the present results)
(1986), and in Part I, works well because the CTWs that there was no CTW energy propagating past Gabo
are dominated by free rather than forced waves, and Island and that the response at Evans Head was due
as Clarke and Thompson (1984) showed, the response to wind forcing between Gabo Island and Evans Head.
forced by a reasonable distribution of wind stress in A substantial fraction of the energy for the observed
the ACE region appears to propagate at speeds not CTWs must be input into the coastal-wave guide south
greatly different from the phase speeds of the free waves, and west of Cape Howe. One possibility is that the very

While Hamon (1976) found high coherence between strong winds at and just to the south and west of Cape
sea levels at Evans Head (29°S) and results from the Howe generated the observed signals. Forbes (personal
Gill and Schumann (1974) model, the gain between communication, 1985) found that for Gabo Island the
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wind-stress rm% variance during the ACE period was R44FRINCLS
0.31 N m T, his hxpothesis was tested by using the ..*Allen. J. S_. 197: Continental shelf %aves. and alongs..ore sariations

Gabo Island winds over the I150 km between Cape in bottom topolgraphA and coastline. J P/i Oceanoekr. 6. 864-

Howe and the eastern extremity of Bass Strait to drive 88

the IW ode. Fo th nershoe lcatonsthec~- Battisti. D. S.. and B. M. H-icke\, 1984: Application of remote wind-r th CTA' odel Fo th neashoe lcatinstheco- forced coastal trapped %%a'e theorA to the Oregon and Wash-
herences between observed and hindcast currents were ington coasts. J. P/tvI.. Ocenogr. '14, 887-9013.
up to 0.68 (compared with 99"; significance level of' Bnink. K. IL., 1982: A comparison of long coastal tapped ssave theor\

0.418). However, the energy flux at Cape Howe cal- wirlth observations off Peru.]J Phii Occwiogr. 12. 897-9 13.
culated in this model was about a I lactor of4 too small , and 1). C.Chapman. 1985: Programs for computing properties

for odeI an abut afacor o 5 oo sallfor ode ot coastal -t rapped %%ases and wind-drisen motions oser the
for odeI an abut afocor o 5 oo sallfor ode continental shelf and slope. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute

2. As pointed out b% Freeland et al. ( 1986), not much I eciv Rep. W1I01-85- 17, 99 pp.
CIWV energy is propagated past the sole mooring off Church. J .. and H. J. Freeland. 1986: The energ . source for the

thc eastern coast of Tasmania. Hlowever, another al- :oastal- trapped \%aves in the Australian Coastal tExperiment re-

ternatixe discussed by Freeland et a!. 1 1986) is that the gilcin I1 PhI s Ot eanokr. in press.
- and R. I. Smith. 1980: Coastal-trapped ssases on tile

CTW energ is generated in Bass Strait or on the cast cast 'ustralian continental shelf. Part 1: Propagation of modes.
coast of T'asmania (north of the sole mooring at 11P I , 0,cpw 16. 1929-19431.
42'4(l'S). If' the winds measured at (jabo Island are Clairkv. \ .1 . 1,)17 Obsersations and numerical esid-nce for wind-

reprsenatie o sxtds vertheentre rgio. ten his forced coastal-trapped long vAases. J. P/its. Ooianogr. 7, 231-

solution is certainl\ possible. A wind-generated cast- anid R, (0 R. ) I hompson. 1984: Large-scale w4indf-dris.n
\xest floss through Bass Strait would experience rapid ocean response in the Asustraflian Coastal Experiment region. .1
topographic \aniations at the eastern end of Bass Strait. /'II , 0,cpvc 14. 338-3S2.
wshich might allov, the generation of the second (and and K. IL. Bnnk. 1985: t he response of stratified, frictional

highr oder C [ moes s obersd a Cap l~ssse. %helf anid slope wcater,, to fluctuating large-scale losA-frequenco
highr orer) F\Vmode as b,.L~ed t Ca-w H~ve. \1ind forcing. J PhII f OCCUPVr 15. 439-453.

T heoretical \Aork leg.. \llen, lY76idoes alloss the pil-,- and S San Ciorder. 1086. A5 method for estimatingsccnd-drisen
sibilits, of the scattering of energx from a first-mode fictional, time-dependent, stratified shelf and slope \&ater floe..
continental shelf waxc to higher-order modes. Recent J1 /'ht s Cici'tr .16.,lii13-10128,

theoretical ssork I Buchssald and Kachosan. p-ersonial D~ais. R I I 19'h Predictabilit\ of sea surfaice temperature and sea
lccel pressure anoimalies oser the North l'aci fic Ocean .1 /111

communication, 19~8s) has shown that an eastwsard floA U c'atser .6. 249)-'66
through Bass Strait does generate higher order Ci 's [orbs-s. N5 M C . I 985a Sca-lesel data fromn (ti 5ustralian Coastal
on the east coast and that almost all of this energ' I spermcntm-a data report (SIRO Marine l ab Rep, No, 17 -

travels to the north through the ACE region. Recent 16 ppT

observational swork (Church and Freeland, 19861 has . I 955 Meteorological data from tfe \Sustralian Coastal IsA-
perintent-a data report. (CSIRC) Marine lab. Rep No I-0.

showsn that sea levels are highly correlated ight across 26 pp
the south coast of Australia. through Bass Strait, anid I reeland. Ii. J_, J, -A. Church. R I Smith and I Mt Boland. il95,
into the ACE region. These tsso pieces of work suggest C urrent mecter data from the -Australian l oastal I \periment. a

that it is the strong wind on the south coast of Australia data report. CSIRC) Msanne lab Rep. No. 169. 5f pp
F .I NIRoland. J. A. Church. .. Clarke. .5V 10. (i Lortxs. .

which is the predominant driving force for the CIW~s llu~er. R. I .Smith. R. 0. R. N . I hompson and N. I W\hit.
on the south east Australian continental shelf. 1986 thle Sustralian Coastal Usperiment -A search forcoastal-

trapped ssases. J Pin O'c-ocer 16. 123;0- 1241)
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Vertical Heat Fluxes Through the Beaufort Sea Thermohaline Staircase

I.t R11 PADMAAN ANt) FTHOMAS M. ILL~tON

( 0ceq( ivaojr-aph v. Oretii Slo (ii miiersi'tv 'nra/lli

NI icrost ruct ure profiles of temperature. conduct isitjN and v eloeitt shear d uring the A rctic Iternl
Wave I- \pertinent ( AM II Xi in March April 19S45 in the Beaufoirt Sea are used ito investigate the thermo-

d~ -namic processes it, a diffusive therniohaline staircase The staircase occurs betwseen depths of abotut
,2i and 430 in., ailose the core of the relat is civsarm, salt AtlIati wsater. wshere the nmea n temperature
ind saltnit% are increasing wi tth depth, Intdisid ual iso t hernial l;' cr% can het tracked fo, at least ses eral

hours. suggesting a horizotial lenigth scale of several hundred meters or more. assuming a tI pical relatise
seloci t s i in a t this (tine. ( )ser the depth range 1244 41 n4 i the meant 4,1erage 

1
i er several stepsj

tdertsIt% ratio R, /- p S, xV aries betwseen 4 and ti. vshtle the typical temperature difference
bet Sccii ia ens decreases from 44612 to 04 C I the iencai thickness of th lIa s rs also %aries. friom I in

it 3244 111 depth to 2 n t i410 mn the relationship priipiised h\ Kelleo 419N4 1, relating la'.er height to
1s' . R,. itid tmtilecula r priipert ies of (he fl uid. is erestintates the mteani laserW thickntess h 'Nabot a
facto of 2 The s ,riaiilit\ of statircase chatracterist ics, suggests that oceanic staircases ma ra rel . if ever.
he steady state. hut it general be livIsesols ing friin pres tous perturba t its Heat fluves estimated
front labora tir\ -based fl us lays. its ol sing R, an td AT. are in [ he range 00(2 fi 0A. IV' n vs which is
ill .igrecniicnt swith the molecular heat flives throtugh the ittavitium initerfacial temperature gradients
there arc iii, interfaces "shere the kinetic energ% dtssipatiiin rate (aieraged oser 44.S nil ekceeds the lioser
littit tor diapctil ruivitg. -,4 i.S .\

I I I Hi it1 4) Secttiotn 2 prit\ ides a bi ef descripton of the At "'F X expert-

in niativ regtiots of (tic vworld's iceats and lakes. fine-scale titett anid the microstruettire protfiler Section 3 gives an over-

aitd mnicriiscale proihilcs of temtperature I I ) and salinity (S) v iCv of the staircase characteristics, wh ile section 4 dtsciisses

contain "statrcaises," conisisting iof sertes oif homogeneous the vertical heat fluxes through the staircase

lasers separated b.\ sheets. i.e. regions of relatively rhigh tern-
perature and saltnit\ gradient. Nhere both gradients have the 2 Exi'i Risii ~ Ni t Dim tt't ti

sanme signt. the SlJicSe Cati be cvplained l's double diffusion AIWFX was at rnulti-HItistt icc canmp experiment designed
1 * uner. IL)73]1. a process vshich depends on the differing mo- primarily Ito measure the characteristics. of the internal wave

lectilar dilfustv lies oif heat atid salt. Where T and S bcith field of the C'anada Basin in the Arcttc Ocean. but it also
decrease vsith depth. the -salt fingering" Instability may occur. incorpotrated subsidiary .pro/ects for nutrient sampling.
while "shen I And S botb inicrease with depth, the "diffusive" measurements of small baroclinic eddies, and instrument
itistabilitN is piissible. Ihis paper describes observations of a trials. The drift track for the tcc camp. determined from ap-
vhilrUvtvc staircase in the (Utnada Basin of the Arctic Ocean proximately, two-hourly satellite fixes, is shotwn in igure I
beneath the ice pack diuritng the Arctic Internal Wave Fxperi- Seven hundred and twenty-three microstructure profiles,
iiettA I V\WIl Matrch !va 19S5. and estimates the vertical were made between March 20 and Aprtl 26. 1985. the mast-

hteat liii es vs iclt areasiated syitit the ditfusive instability, mum profiled depth being 465 m. Howiever. mans\ casts city-
[)ilhustsc interfaces have oftetn been studied in laboratories ered only the limited depth ranges required ito study Specific

scc fur example. hfuner [1965. 1968], !fupperu [1971]. Mar- features, such ats Gh 2(X) In. in which thermal anomalies indica-
umoiritt idi (,ildti.lf [19761. Neweill [19843. and Kelle %- yc of thermohiahine intrusions occurred, and Y(8 450 m.

198614. The usual experimental arrangetment involves heating where the thermohahine staircase was most clearly defined.
thie base (if at tank containing salitt-stratified wsater and oh- the small depth ranges for these specific studtes allowed at
sers tug the growsth of lasers vshbch are homogeneous in both reduced cycling time between profiles oif about 10) min. corn-
temperature and salinit'I, In these experiments the rate of pared with 20 min for extended profiles. Several slow drops
heating ts a kniown quantity. and assuming no heat losses were also made to study the response of the thermistor and to
through the sidevalls. scaling parameters for the staircase can investigate the response of the shear probes ito changes tn

then bc based on this heat flu\ In moist geophy .sical fluids. tetmperature, ats discussed by O.sbion antd Cronih t119801.
hityeser. it t5; rarel% oitsots vhat the heat flux should be at tnI this paper we shall concentrate upon a 20-hour series of
a ny particul a r depth t he lowser houtndarN iif at staircase may 11M4 profiles through the staircase, collected on April 21 22.
be contnuallN replentshed vwith heat through lateral advec- 1985. at the location shown in Figure 1. M,%ost of these profiles

tion. oiiit may, irs as i the vertical heat flux cools the deeper evtetid from 3(X4) mn to 460 ni. 1the average sampling frequency
water. In general. the heat flux through the staircase is ex- of 5 eph ts well above the mean (average over several steps)

peeled toI be set by the s;taircase charactertstics rather than buii~auiey frequetncy of about I cph but is less than a typical

vtce v.ersa. buo\ ancy frequency of Of 101 cph for indiv idual sheets. At the
ttime this series %%as taken, the absolute velocity of the ice
camp varied from almost statiotnary to about 0.08 m , I with

op~right 1987 h.% the American 6ei'ph sical I tion. several reversals in direction. Assuming the current at the

Paper number 7('0'526. depth of the staircase to be negligible, the total horiontal
'49-0227 X7 t(XP-426SOS) M)4 extent of the survey is about 6M)4 m- We shall show below that
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Manufactured I,, Precision Mea~tirenient I iigiieetinyi (\11

and described 1) II..u1ta 1 19831 f il probhe lii', a respise tinet

set bv the rate at which the hoUndarN laA ci entrainedl h) tie
probe tip is replenished 'Fhe estlImated Np:It al reSol Lit 'ii 11

Beaufort thle nomFinal fall Speckd Is ahbout 3 n1un1 [hle datai ire amial(ic
Sea filtered at 40) If/ before digiti/atiim. giA ing in citctise rcs,1ii-

z. tion iof 0002) mn at at drop speed of 09 n) , IThe :omiduc-
11AIEXtivitv reclords from the IPME sensor are iccastionall cA ontaili-
A! WEXnated both bN rapidl\ occurring iiffsets and h\ loss -frCequen1,
23 Mar v'ariations in the output %voltage. I he former problem iiA. hie

2 due to contamination of the electrodes bN organIC matterIC in)
3 2~Apr leads to spiking in the AalinitN record. Ithe loss -frequenexC A\arn

3 ayations prevent the accurate determination of a A rage aliiiN

for particular lavers and hence affect thle esti mates of silintt%

differences across interfaces [he PM I- conductis it dati As II
CANADA BASIN therefore be used only, to instigate the thinness of 11indis iu1

sheets. and not for estimating mean laver saliinit ies
At typical temperatures and salinities to C. .5 practical

linitv units (psul) the equation relating change, in salini ix I,
chnges in conductivit and temperature can he Ii neari/ed I

AS -l3.2AC - l. 1 AI

Pruho

AC )- 076AS ,~ 0.)0zli I

Coro ALASKA Least significant hit resolutions of the ra~v (130) ll/i I -bilt
records are about 1.3 x 10 ' C' in temperature and 1.5

_J x 101-' S Inm in conductivitN for the NBIS cell:' h1oseer.

I ti I )rili lri ti Mk I \t~ ks nip fromi March 23 to Ma 3, typical rms noises are about 4 x 10 C and I It 10'
I 'is I cmw ,ii lI~ inii~risi~ ont profils commencing April 21t is m- I, based on measurements in the quietest homogeneous
0)iii layers. Layer-averaged salinities are estimated bN locating

each layer from the temperature profile and then determimng

hC aUSC of the. sers long time scales for dlouble-diffusive pro- the average temperature and conductis it% of thle la. er. For a
cesses. differences betwseen profiles should he interpreted as typical layer thickness of 0(l) m this procedure reduces the
being due ito horiontal v ariability rather than due to tempo- noise lev.els in F and C to about 4 ,10 'C and I x10 'S

ral es olutton of the staircase. mnI respectis lx. The corresponding noisc in thle sahinitN eti-

M icrostructutre data were obtained with the Rapid- mate is then about 2 x I)) ' psu. althbough if at lax er is suf-

Sampling Vertical Profiler iRSVP). described by C(1( w5 'et ficientl\ thin (fewer r;iss esimiates). this nis-e lev el ma\ he

al. I IWAS The RSV P is at tethered. free-fall profiler about 2 m substantial> higher. I-or sheet, airos- %,shich the salinit.. dif-

long, which carries sensors for measuring pressure. microscale ference is small, the noise Lm Ahe tifficient to indicate an
selocity s;hears i, and I,, temperature, and conductis itv. The apparent instability in tilie denimx profile sshere nione actuall\
probe length is at compromise between ease of deployment e"ists. Becaiise the heat thi\ I, espected to be substantiall\

and resolution of low--wave number velocity structure. The hig her through sheets, As icli ire onlx marginallx stable than

aserage fail rate is about 0.9 m s I, constrained by at drag through those sMitch are s er\ sma ble. based onl labirrators
element consisting of an annular hrush near the rear of the measurements, this noise- in lie estimate of the salillit\ differ-

probe. The raw data sampling rate is 130 Hz for temperature, ence lm~ts the accurac\ of our heat uxsttit.

conductivity, and pressure. Temperature is measured with it \'ehicit% niicrostrUCIt Lire As as imeasured %k ith two I iidersea
T-hermometrics F P07 thermistor, which projects forw ard from Iechinoliigx airfoil shear sensors mounted orthlogonall\ oin the
the probe nose assembly. This thermistor hats an approxi- noe- srh\ -lnae ftletruetkntceeg.dsi
mately flat frequency response to 20 Hz, correctable to 40 Hz. pa tion rate %%ere miade for apprommnatel\ 05c-ni depth inter-
with an rils noise level based on an 20-H/ bandwidth of %atls h\ integr .ting tile shear spectrunm in the wave nunmber
about 4 x 10 ' C. range of 2 2))cpml.

Two versions of the RSVP were used during AIWFX, the
principal difference being the way in which conductivitv was 3. R\I~, ()1i i:111s ii I-S Si I'S
measured. 'Two profilers used a Neil Brown Instrument Sys- typical profiles of 1. S. aid (7, are shown iii Figure 2a. An
tems INBIS) conductivity cell mounted on the side of the isothermal laver near the free/itig point is presetit from the ice

h probe, 0.A m above the probe tip. For salinity determination a base to about 30) in. From 30) iii to the local temperature
second Thermometrics FP07 thermistor was mounted adja- mininium near 2M8 ni. the wsater properties are attributable to
cent to the cell. The NBIS cell has a response length of about both influx- throtigh the Bierinig Strait and shelf niodification oif
0.1 m, [Greggu et al.. 19821, so that at the nominal fall rate the existing subsurface Arctic swatter I Coachman anid .. laard,
time constant of the conductivity cell is 0.1 s. A further two 19741. -Thle frequenit occurrence of salinity-stabilized temper-
profiters used a four-electrode microcondluctivity probe, itlure inversilins in this depth ranige reflects the variabilit)
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A421C 00! N (cph) Initially. each profile was analyzed to locate isothermal
TEMP. Nlapers, defined as regions with less than 0.0X)l C difference in

-1 o o 0 0 5 10 temperature between aserages over about 0.1 T (16 raw sam-

b pies). It follows that an interface between layers is defined
wshen a temperature gradient greater than 0.01 C m I is

50- found in the finite-differenced gradient trace. Average depth D.
, temperature T. salinity S. and height H1 are determined for

IOU each layer. H is defined as the distance between the midpoints
(N) of the adjacent interfaces; however, salinity is determined from

i -averages of temperature and conductivity in the isothermal
50. Iregion only. Layer averages then define the temperature and

salinity ditferences AT and AS across the density interfaces

200 _ and consequently the density ratio R, for each interface.
Mean values of II. AT. AS, and R, are listed in Table I for

250 10-m depth intervals from 300 to 430 m. The standard devi-
250 I/ation for each variable is giser in parentheses. Figure 4 shows

Wthe distribution of each parameter for the depth interval 360

C'300 - 370 m. in the middle of the staircase. Similar variability is
found at all depths and in the observations of Neshyha et ul.

350 [19711I.
350 r The mean values from Table I are shown also in Figure 5

Ithe mean heat flux. discussed in section 4. is also shownl. (Ht>
400 -) - IC, increases from about I m to greater than 2 m with increasing

0 (depth, while <AT> and (AS both decrease. A small variation2 only, from 3.9 to about 5.8. is apparent in (R,,>: i.e., the
450 large-scale temperature and salinity gradients are closely cou-

pled. However, a joint probability distribution of AT against
t .. AS IFigure 6) shows that the density, ratios for individual steps
3! 33 0 10 20 are more variable. ranging from near unity to about 10.SALINITY~

I L (R )
25 27

SIGMA-T

I ig 2 a) Rcprcscntaitsc profile,, of temperature. salinitt. and A4210.O13

,igma-r taken on April -. 185. Ihi Buoanc, frequency V and den- TEMPERATURE

'ii ratto R,. aeraged oser 10 m. for ihe same profile. -0.00 0.25 0.50

these sources. Below 201) m, both 7 and S increase monotoni- ,

call. with depth, a necessary condition for the diffusive insta- 325
bilit'. of particular interest in the present study is the region
bctwcen 3() and 450 m. shown magnified in Figure 3. which is \
the approximate depth range for the diffusive staircase. The - \. \
homogeneous layers are of 0(1) m vertical extent, while the 350
high-gradient sheets are typically several centimeters thick. N

Above about 320 m the temperature profile becomes less regu- .
lar over several layer heights, until no steppiness remains
above about 280 m. Below 430 m. to the maximum profiled I 375

depth of 465 m. thicker sheets and less homogeneous layers
are found.

The large-scale density profile is statically stable because the 4

contribution of salinity to the change in density with increas- 400

ing depth (decreasing -1 exceeds that due to the destabilizing
temperature gradient, i.e. p. plT. - f#S: > 0. or equiva-
lently. R,, - fiS: 7T > 1. where R, is called the density (or 425
stabilityl ratio. At temperatures near 0 C and typical salinities
the thermal expansion coefficient i (= -r -'i'TJ is ap-
proximately 6 x 10 K I. while the contraction coefficient
for salinity, fl I =p i p S). is about 7.8 x 10 ' (psu) I. The
large-scale density ratio (R,,> and buoyancy frequency <N>, 34,. 34,7 3,.

where angle brackets denote an average over 10 m, are shown SALINITY, PPT

for the entire profie depth in Figure 2h. With decreasing depth 27.7 27.8 27.9
" hove the staircase. <R,,> increases rapidly to about 30 just SIGMA-T
below the subsurface temperature minimum near 200 m. tig. 3. Temperature. saliniti. and sigma-t profiles for 3X) 450 m.
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IA HI -: 1 Means. %kitIh Standard lDe~iat ons in Parentheses, of 119841 Ke c I I 9X4., 9801p lis des i preciso geo phI s ic
TFemperature D~ifference AFI. Salinity Difference AS, DensitI Ratio obsers atiOns Of di[YIuSts l talcises A signicant parimeter is
Rp. and laser Height 1I. for 10-ni D~epth Iniersals F-rom 300) to 430 obe1fuini h estI ai , fSY o e

III n te Baufrt ea Dffui~eStarca (A"TX.Aprl 2 22 195) lined in termvs oif the salinity% at.i d temperature differences at the

D ept h interface, AS and A V. respectis ely, Again, static stabiit re-
Range. No of A. A"'S, qurres, that R,, -- . A second parameter wshich Is s aluable In

In Steps 10 I) c 1- psu Ril 11, n understatnding the laboratorv obsers atiotis is the buo'.ancx

100) 310 78S 13.1 05.1) 4.9 (1.5) 6.001.91 1.2 (0,44) flux ratio R, lO"c~lil. , where F. (kg II I and I 0

I M 320 656 12.8 03.31 4.X 11.1) 5A1 12.91 1.5 10.41) 1\V m ') are the fluxes of salt and heat. respecti~ely At lo.
320 330 753 11.4 (3.6) 3.5 11.31 4.1 (2.11 1.3 10.41) values of R,, 1<2). where the change in salinity across a stepl
I33(1 340 69)2 113 (3.51 3.4 11.21 3.8 (1.9) 1.4 (0.41) just compensates for the unstable temperature difference. den-
(41 I5(O 638 9.2 -11.1 M 3.0 ( I.1I1 3.9 (2.21 L.5 (0.5011 sity changes associated with the fluxes of both salt and heat
350i( 360( 4321 9.8 12.11 3.61(1.01 4.2 11.71 2.0 (0.711
360, 370) 429 9.7 12.91 3.4 (1-1) 4.1 11.91 2.0 (0.74) are comparable. At medium R, (2 < R,< 7l, Rf is approxi-
110l 31) 451 7.8 (1.6) -. 7 10.8 3941.4) 2.1 10.76) mately constant for a fixed heat flux but decreases as the heat
380 3911 3o6 8.3 (2.4 1 2.8 (0.81 4 1)(1.4) 3.0(0.9)86 flux through the interface increases [Moirmiirinti and Caldic/.
390 4Mk 427 4.6(l.011 2.1I ((1.) 5.2 12.2) 2.2 (0.86) 19761. (The estimated flux through the AIWEX sheets, about
4WK 410. 353 4.8 11.41 1.8(10.91 4.6 (3.81 2.4 (0.87) 0.1I W m , (2.4 x 10 ' cal eM 2 S I., is two orders of niag-
414 420 368 4 1 11.21 1.6(0.9) 4.3 (17 2.2 1 1.26)
4211 41o 329) .1 1.9) 1 6) ((.81 5.6 13.3) 2.3 1.061 nitude below the smallest heat flux used by Marmorino and

Caldwell). At higher R,,, a regime first studied in detail by

In Table 2 the rncati characteristics of the staircase are coin- New efl 1984], Rf rises with increasing R,.
pared w ith those described by Netsliihco e i l. [ 1971 ]. Although An R,,-dependent model of the character of the diffusise

the data were collected in regions with similar large-scale istraehsbe eeoe oepanteeosrain n

aserages N'and ,. R,, '. the mean temperature difference isgiven by Newell [1984]. At low R, the Interfacee is serv thin
A Ianduse heght.. I' re uchsmalerin he resnt as a result of the energetic turbulence of the adjacent layers.

,,A an laCT eigt , 1 ' ar muh salle inthepreent and direct interaction between these layers occurs. At inter-

A iien Isothermal laver, identified b\ its temperature. can mdaeRtebl ftetasoto etadsl cusb
diffusion through a stable interface core. Because of the high

typically be tracked for seseral hours or more, provided the d/uiiyo etrltv ota i atI 5  10

spacing -between consecutive profiles is no greater than about dfuiiyo etrltv ota fsl T ,K
the mean thermal interface thickness 6, is greater than theI hour. Du(ring this time the temperature of the layer may Isalinity interface thickness is. [Mlarmorinii and Caldwell, 1976].

sairy sloss% Istpically less than 3 x 1II) C h I. Assuming a
meanti loss relatis C to the ice of 01.1 m sIand no temporal
%ariabiltt.. the horiontal extent I., of lavers varies from only
one prolile. i.e.. less than 7 m1 for some very thin laes up to
the entire series. oir at least 6(M m. A typical aspect ratio L,~ 11 AT AS
for .i layer is therefore at least ( 10 11M1.

Root-mean-square sertical displacements for sheets are only Z;
Oi11 iI. [he as erage sampling intersval of I2 min is smaller
than the buiiyancy period 27T. N' aboiut 40 min: therefore we
espect that niost of the sariance of isopycnal displacements ,

has been captured. With so little internal wave energy, the
likelihood of shear-induced instabilities oin a large scale is '

small. This does not preclude the possibility that high fre- 0~
quency internal wAaves trapped within the interfacial sheets
mnay at tinies be responsible for shear instabilities in. and sub-
sequent enhanced buoyancy flux through. the sheets. A buoy- A
ancy period based on the density gradient within the sheets 0 0.01 0,02 0 0.005 0,010
only is, typically 5-10) min and will not be resolved in the 1C) lpsu)
present data set.

Mcasiurenients by .airfoil probes oif the inicroscale velocity ~4
shears u- and t were used to determine the kinetic energy n H
dissipation rate i: averaged over 0.5-in depth intervals. Across V
the diffusive interfaces. i. never exceeds the Suillinger et ail.

[/1983] criterion for diapycnal mixing. r, - 24.5r- N2. where v is -

the kinematic viscosity (about 1.8 x 10 'M 2 S I in the
Arctic) and is frequently at the noiise floor of about 10' W
m '(II0 in ml s I). Accurate determination of the absolute 0
shear across each interface is precluded by the sensitivity of (L
the airfoil probes to rapid changes in temperature. 0 5 10 0 2 4

l(M)
4. TiiE.RmoinNA.Mws iii- Dii-vuiii St AIR(ASIS

Fig. 4. D~istribitions oIf layer height ff. teniperatiire and salinit:
Fhe diffusive instability is discussed by Turner [1973]. and steps A I and AS. and densitN ratio R,, -/?AS Y.'sI for the depth

aI summary of recent laboratory studies is given by Newell ratnge 36)) 3701 m in the AIWI\X dittusise taircale
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Fig .\cratgcs of laser height HI. temperature and .almnit.N differences AT and AS between adjacent layers. densuit iato
R,, - lAS YA I of sheeit, and mneani Nertical heat flux 1., aseraged oser 1(X) profile,; for 10-rn depth ranges.

although the ratio for i. may he less than expected front pure To estiniate the sertical heat flux through the AIWE.\ stair-
diffusion, r 2Because )i > i, convective instabilities occur case, we assume that the la boratory -based relationships bc-
at the edges of the interface l~igure 71. The interface thickness tween heat flux' F, and R, and AT for difiusise interfoces arc
is controlled either by entrainment of the unstable, or onl% s alid in the ocean. Ses eral relationships haxe been proposed
weakly stratified, interfacial boundarN layers by eddies in the (see %c ell [ 1984] for a summary) I however. oser the range of
adjacent layers, or by hunyancy-driven separation oif the un- R, 0< R, < 10) obsersed in the present data. the function

stable boundary layers. Trhe intermittency of this process is suggested bN Alairniorino (aid Caldwell [1976] appears to lit
demonstrated by time series of temperature near a diffusixe the laborator'. data nbost accurately. Unicertainities in thie den-
interface [Alarniorino and Caldwell, 1976]. At high R,., \evnell srtN ratios arising from measurement limitations on AS limit
[1984] showed that the interface becomes much thicker, fur- the accuracy of this technique: however, the results are comn-
ther inhibiting the diffusive flux of both heat and salt. [he parable to the fluxes wshich occur through the high-gradient
ratio or (i approaches unity, which implies that R, is pro- sheets Isee belo" I. assuming no turbulent mixing occurs at
portional to R,,. these interfaces.

The nondlimensional heat flu'. from %alrmnorino anti Cald-
well [ 19761 is

10,6S f0.0 e,\p :4.6 e'.p 0.5-R- - 1 Ill(1

0 1 6 4 5 6I < R, < 10

where F,, is the heat flutx which would be measured if thie
difl'usive interface were replaced by a solid, infinitely conduc-

0.2 lting. nonidelormable plane surface through which .only heat

0 could pass. separating the same two homogeneous layers. F ,

"i C1lABIA: '. C'omparison of the Arctic Ocean D)iffusive Staircase
/0 06-rom the Present Study With That Found by Nesfthii ,t al!. [ 1971]

0'Present Neshlhc, el '110,0StudN [1971]

ID Location 74 N,145.5SW 84 N.11-6 W
2 Date April 21 22. 1985 November 1969

I i 6 oin ocurrncecouts Staircase depth 3(X) 4501 m 200--500X m
I g6Jitprohabhti of ocurne(f )rA I and #(AS. ittout Mean density ratio K RiO 4.9 6.5

per ltXX) sheets. for bin widths or 5 - 10 and 5 l- 10 respectivef Meatt huova'ncy frequenc N) 0.0031 s- 0,0)047 s -
';hccts hounded hN at feast one lj~cr less than 0.2 in thick hase been Mean laver height K H\1 1.9 mn 3.1 m
escttseif The shaded area indicates morte than 1f0 counts per hin Mean temperature step < A1 (.(X)9 C 0.022 C
I i nes if c nstiti dettsitIs raio R a re shos __________________________
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T Z (M) MICI R , and N\ a re slo,,0I\ sar\ iteL (urictions of - oil
S J, I- r coimrparisoin. the morilecular heat tIs trronii tIrlid x iii

he sature trniperitrc rridient is the lance-cale graient

laseraited usecr 10l nil i, als~o irdicated (profile ci. Heat liuxe'

estimated i the first mnethuod (profile it) exceed thie fluxes Cie

termi red h\ the seco nd method ( profile hi he a hon ta fact or

2 Ihe discrepitrex heiseert the riso methods is most pro-

rro ri ed helio\% 190( 11. lie re tire pro hithrili o f sheetrs c\i

lo\\ R, arid N I occurring is greater* than at shallosser depth'

1Ilie etleet o1) iltre healt (mX of errors fi the N.S estimates i

-'i<therefore larger at tis depthr. althou 'gir. at the err, ha,ir

prile a Irdicate. it is still tiot possible to recorrill horl esti-

B' Ilie etfectiseress of rhe Lihorators tinX 1;1\k III tills stailrc.i's

cirl he iidited b\ coimpairinrg the heat fltuxes determined rho e

\Inh file ill"ileenlAr. ItnSprrt thronirh1 the hich-Lladierit sileCI'

11 (tie :oro reeiotis of tire donhle-dilnsix tIrterfaces are ialsnas

li n ilirar. t heir [the ireat r in cani be es t imtated frn t If
ph ,lire tretihod pros ides, a hoiser lirirt ontls. sn,:c (re

- - 1' i P tireirristor caii resolne )ft\ to abont 0.04 rrr at thre icrrinji

SUdrop speed. Atralxsis of sen eral slosi r drops. hio\%en er. an,!

- I v rflof1 .Ad for I ditfisnie interface 'At her- also attainsis of those drops snirr the PMl F-. toni-eleitru)d,

nilt h~jce much ' vreiter than silcirtt thickiress. The Upper iaNer urcldltltseori IIs. LUCtShl (eIhk

icciperitcre. Sdalit.\ irld deiscot ire I.. .. aid ).. respeeciel. The tress, of tire irterfaces cs seldomi less thain 11103 rrr itid is 1s1)1

Irore rapid dItitfcisoir of heir relatice ro, salt (h, P' -_ (Al create, it citll\ 1)115 0.1 trr. A potetrtiallk significatnt error rr cstimii.~

correctIreCr *rinstable houndir\ (men Ishidedi inhich can separate heat ins arisesif Itfile assniF"tiorr Of lanitrir citerltic core i
,hern the nit hf.1 ,i lies\ B usercon, isco us forces, or he miorer easily

ciii rai I le toihe turbi r iLe ot the adllaientr Ia Cr. The dashed line
iricite' the positron inithiri LIi interface of total termperature step A l
a ifi ahl\ st ep NS s here tie denrsrit proti If i rst hecomnes unsta b1

Vertical Heat Flux F H(Win

0 005 010 C 15 02 ?

[he .onlttail t is a ppro xi maifI 0.08 5 [Ch/tutdra.sekltnr./
llis 1. "111i1C 111 1s nsal taken its [IvIrtr, 1973]. hased in 320

dimencisionral argunrrits. althlionit there Is some nibsersafional 3

cidenkc for a slighikn snmaller n alne iii salt-fitrger" interfaces /

F1?1,1,irl i 1 itw 19,1041. and it Jnstificatioin b\ Keli
340

196 stilr an c.in en c1tler eto (iri I 1s~ in asa
I m I I nd -') th her ILJ\tH as stinrated for each

step anrd their these estinmate, \&ere aseraged oser the I(X)l

protiles fitI (l-ni depth iter\.ds the depth-dependent 360
iseaeiheit tinj I , is shos% n in Figure S (profile al [he 0

error bhars account for nncertaitrt\ ir R, due to possible errors

fii \.S across each shecet I arisinig fromt digit /a tioir. prorbe con- 0

tirrinatlion. or electroiinc drift fi the temrperature and ciinduc- 38

ti its sensiirsl t he nmaxinmum indicated heat flits is obtainedi

h% issuiring that tire title tile of AS Isnas 2 II M 'psII

smraller than the nieasitreid alnie.,%xith the pros iso that R, -- 1. 40

lire nrininrum fins is obtained by assumiring that AS is amass
I0'pso greater fran mreasured. i e. that each sheet is[

mnore stable t hair nreasured [rhesc errors, are ewteirl ' cruiser- 4 20 -

\atic. sitnce the sum of the errlsrs in NS oser niore than one

step is still rnk 2 ,I ps fNu That is. if seseral steps are less bC

stable Ilo\Ner R,,f than nmeasured. others niust be nrore st ahle40
to preserie the small sunm iii AS. I lossci Cr, tire errors dio trot

sirnph aserage ont in the heat flns estimates because of fhe IIg X \\Crag'. rerun~ heirl IILs C'(ntr1ite cclii CIUcMiii'i IIIIt1

nonlinearity oif the (II F, fiir - I/ R,,f relatiotnship at low R,. 121 applied lo eaIch sheer. Icc. 1, riAt Ri ipitile it. equiaric

The heat firmX based on the depth-time-aneragcd salucs I1i andi (21 iapplied I,, thre ieiccirtsiipciiiicic step amt ei't r~iii, I

/f,,~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ AS xAI ad.AII losoNni gr 1 N , R, I (prOid hl. mUid VIIOIldr tics\ iicoiigfi fre firce

R - - fl-S ' ' A/ nd 'A I is lsii imm n Fiure e 11 (i i aserawedi teilpeatI'vce grirficitl lpiolce I Anrgle firidur- -

profile i This is; the iris profile snirich would be obtained bx lerie i- asenage ,%en 100 prile irti h it) fi fepith scirce .r

rcaftitrg the stairc:ase as a series of uifnifrm sheets anil lasers, erriots in pr tic att ii e tee i bed fi i e test
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violated. Since this is the essence of interpretations of elevated [he AIWFX data. wsith a depth-dependent mean densit,
heat fluxes at low density ratios [Turner. 1968: H1uppert, ratio (R,> of 3.9 5.7. are also shown in I-igurc 9, using the

1971], it must be considered. lowever, using a typical step mean layer height e1t> and <R, axeraged ocr 10-m depth

size f 0.01 C and sheet thicknesses of 0.03 0.1 m. the molecu- intervals and 1(X) profiles. However. the observed step si'es

lar heat flux thiough the sheets is approximately 0.05 < F, < are by no means uniform in any depth range (see I- igure 4 and

0.2 W m -2. in good agreement with the fluxes calculated from Fable I). We have shown in section 4 that the nonunifornitv

the Marmorino and Caldwell model. of step characteristics results in mean heat tluxes which are
0(2) times greater than would be obtained from the mean step

5. Di(sUtJSstoN ANt CO\C'rLSIONS parameters <R > and <AT>: hence an effective model of

The present diffusive staircase data set can be compared to oceanic staircases must consider instead the distributions of

that which Ke/h'i [1984] collated from diverse sources. R, and AT.

Kelley's analysis suggedted that a scaling length of H, = Why is the observed staircase so irregular? Note that al-
vI <N) 2 collapses layer thicknesses as a function of the though the heat flux in the Canada Basin staircase is 00)
density ratio R,. based on an empirical relationship between times greater than the molecular flux in a uniformly stratified
R, and the layer Rayleigh number Ra. Ilowever. these data fluid with the same large-scale temperature gradient. it is still

are unevenly distributed in R, and can effectively be divided a very small value relative to other heat fluxes in the ocean.
into jui tsse subclasses. 1.3 < R, < 2.5 and 6.1 < R, < 7.7, such as at the air-sea interface or where shear-induced mixing

Figure 9. adapted from Kelehv [1984]. shows the dependence occurs. As a result, if the staircase is perturbed in any way. the
of s,_aled layer height G* on R,,. Note that G* in Figure 9 is time taken for double diffusion to erase that perturbation is

simply Kelley's G (= H H,) divided by Pr' " 
=v ,)

t 
. to extremely long. An evolution time scale for a staircase can be

remove the Prandtl number dependence suggested by his estimated from the ratio of the heat content difference between

equation 9h (Pr varies only by a factor of 2 in Kelley's data layers, AF, ?cP<AT)<1>t, and the difference in heat flux

set. and hence the impact of this change in scaling is negligi- between two consecutive sheets. Assuming a heat flux diser-
ble). The exact form of the relationship between layer height gence At-u across a typical layer of about 0.02 W m 2. a time

and R,,. however, may be much more complex. We have al- scale of 0(1) month is obtained. This suggests that pertur-
ready seen (section 4) that the interface has different character- bations (e.g., intrusions or shear instabilities) to the staircase

istics in different ranges of R,,. It is probable that the charac- at any time in the last several months could ha%e contributed
teristics of the convective layers are also R,-dependent, with a to the observed staircase characteristics. Following the same
cellular structure [Kelley. 1986] only when the heat flux if argument used by Schmitt [1981] to account for the constant
sufficiently high. e.g.. large AT or small R,,. while when the R, sections of oceanic T-S curves in the salt-lingering regime.

heat flux is low. convection ma. consist of essentially nonin- we expect that in the absence of further perturbations the

teracting buoyant plumes separating intermittently from the profile will slowly evolve to a more uniform form (reduced
dilfusise interface, variability in the distributions of R,. AT. and H) b, local

consergence\divergence of the heat and salt fluxes in the
irregular staircase. It is possible, however, that in the Canada
Basin. with low dilfusive fluxes, the staircase is tieser able to

attain equilibrium. We should therefore he surprised neither
NEUTRAL by the nonuniformity of the observed staircase nor b,, the lackISTABILITY

500 of agreement between our observations and models in w hich

only the diffusive instability contributes to tile es olution of the
temperature and salinity profiles.

400 ,' At present, we can only speculate as to h, Ihermnohalinc
40 sheets and layers gradually disappear aboe . and below the

staircase. Marmorino and Caldwell [1976] and Newell [1984]

found from laboratory experiments that thicker interfaces oc-

300 - curred at higher density ratios, presumably because the turbu-
lent energy of the convecting layers is reduced relatise to the

static stability of the interface core at higher R, (the former is

200 - .dependent upon :AT, while the latter is dominated by flAS).

SBroader steps are found intermittently in the present data set

up to about 250 m, where the large-scale density ratio is about
AIWEX  15 (Figure 2h). and below 430 m, and also by .\fellii! ei al.

100 -[1984]. Above 250 m. R_ increases further to a maximum of

about 30 just below the subsurface temperature minimum
near 200 m. and no steps are found in this depth range. If we

3 assume that the steps are initially created by the vertical heat
0 2 4 6 8 10 flux from below into an initially smooth stratification. it is

Density Ratio (Rp) possible that staircase growth has not continued for suf-
I sonf AWX step characteristics with previous ficiently long for steps to form in this region. If. on the other

oIiseration p and the function W I (R,) proposed h) Kelhel 11994] hand. steps result from the modification of vertically limited

W,' is a scaled laver height II j(h ,N)' n' 4. Other Arctic data are perturbations in the density profile by diffusive instabilities,
circled, then perhaps at sufficiently high R, this mechanism is ineffec-
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tive because of the dominance of static stability relatise ito the respttt. iihrtt.-ii . lie \1:11 [1-1 tisi nrtiitjtit Wil ./ P/ill
convectively driven velocity fluctuations. 12 )l ... ' moq ,is / _' ' so' T

The vertical heat flux calculated in sect ion 4 is two orders of rcL\ I the r it,, ,In 1111ej si mcrr iI ... istiIei ietsiI t e per -

magnitude smaller than the basin-averaged estimate of heat ore highreItiin n wti sititittd tirthids d. Ph 1) ts.4 IIpp.f

loss from the Atlantic iayer (Aagaard ind (ireismn, 1i 7 1 (5iof 7 ( Ii ofi Caltl kSot Diego' 19,
W inm Within the constraints imposed by the large-scale II t ppert, I I I .I It the sI a li i i%,lt c srTels, ihm iihle-d 1ITfuso se las es.

values of buoyancy frequency <N> and density ratio R t Mq' Sea R,. /I ios lll 11,21 -r

between the Atlantic layer and the subsurface Arctic water. it ks .1t G, ,p Ilie ilitit ti, e 55 th. Nci Ql ihln 1'1.t.41)ir-I.1 N

is implausible that diffusive interfaces could transport this heat KeileC . t) 1 - ( )cetitts ihcriniititnajdrkaws Ph 1) disserirtititi.
flux (for R. = 5 a step with AT = 0,6 C would be requiredl. IDtihitIste t ni% . HaltIts. \is t Sctiiia. il)S(,

Enhanced heat flux through the sheets by turbulent mixing is klartittrltti. 6( ). and 1) R aldsseil. lieuo arid salt ifitspot
ll Otulig tl 11uSIe thctrititilittle inteifdie. Ocp Sa its '3.trot observed in the profiles of turbulent kinetic energx dissi- ; ) ('" .

pat ion. Direct con tact with the air by u pwelIi ng. either at the SNc I)o igalli I J ,r and I R I LIN foir I itsX ttteasu rettet s,tr I fin ger
coast or by surface ayer divergences lEkmian pumipingf. is also Itrerface it ittA s nies (i The sthiloi rii, .1 %Itr Res . 42. 1 14.

unlikely, because of the lar 'e density difference between the IitiS4.
Arctic surface wtaters and the Atlantic water. The h~fpothesis \1 eling. 1I I. R AX I ike, 1) R I uphiti. anid t) B I issel. Ok~eanit

thermal sIrutetirc ti the "i eri Caii.tit -XN tt. Itl 'tttttii V1/.11of Mllhuq eli a/. [19841, that the heat ti tX from the A tla ntic R ,~ :?, 2 I, I 19'.
laser is dominated biN bent hic st irri rig %% here the la~ er inter- \e, itsha S_ lN I I .i rid %%. I einitr. I em perair nt.ind itt ii-
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